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Preface

During the 23 years of the International Conference on Business Information Systems
(BIS), it has grown to be a well-renowned event of the scientific community. Every
year the conference joins international researchers for scientific discussions on mod-
elling, development, implementation, and application of business information systems
based on innovative ideas and computational intelligence methods.

The 23rd edition of the BIS conference was co-organized by the BIS Steering
Committee and the University of Colorado, USA. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
conference was organized fully online this year.

The growth of big data and ever-increasing connectivity combine to present both
unique opportunity and risky exposure. Access to enormous quantities of data leads
organizations to an interest in exploiting big data in a smart way. However, due to the
attractiveness of accessible data stores, organizations must battle increased threats to
data security. A broad approach allowing the extraction of valuable knowledge from
data is required for companies to make profits, be more competitive, and survive in the
even more dynamic and fast-changing environment, all while protecting the data that
assures their competitive edge, contains their intellectual property, and countenances
their continued existence.

Data science and data security are professions of today and the future, each requiring
its unique set of knowledge and body of practice. Both rely on multiple fields of study,
such as mathematics, statistics, economics, psychology, and information systems, and
use various scientific and practical methods, tools, and systems. The key objective is to
extract valuable information and infer knowledge from data for multiple purposes,
starting from decision making, through to product development, and up to trend
analysis and forecasting. Throughout the acquisition, storage, and manipulation of data,
organizations must however secure their data and system assets. Security requires
effective technology and practices that deter, detect, and correct security violations, and
an understanding of behaviors both benevolent and malevolent.

The BIS 2020 conference fostered the multidisciplinary discussion about data sci-
ence and security from both the scientific and practical sides, and its impact on current
enterprises. Thus, the theme of the BIS 2020 was “Data Science and Security in
Business Information Systems.” Our goal was to inspire researchers to share theoretical
and practical knowledge of the different aspects related to data science and security,
and to help them transform their ideas into the innovations of tomorrow.

The first part of the BIS 2020 proceedings is dedicated to the topics of Data
Security, Big Data and Data Science, and Artificial Intelligence. This is followed by
other research directions that were discussed during the conference, including ICT
Project Management, Applications, Social Media, and Smart Infrastructures. Finally,
the proceedings end with two papers from the BIS 2019 conference that have not been
published in the previous BIS proceedings.



The Program Committee of BIS 2020 consisted of 91 members who carefully
evaluated all the submitted papers. Based on their extensive reviews, 30 papers were
selected.

We would like to thank everyone who helped to build an active community around
the BIS conference. First of all, we want to express our appreciation to the reviewers
for taking the time and effort to provide insightful comments. We wish to thank all the
authors who submitted their papers as well as all the participants of BIS 2020.

June 2020 Witold Abramowicz
Gary Klein
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Legal Requirement Elicitation, Analysis
and Specification for a Data Transparency

System

Christian Janßen(B) and Jonas Kathmann

Department Very Large Business Applications, University of Oldenburg,
Ammerländer Heerstr. 114-118, 26129 Oldenburg, Germany
{christian.janssen,jonas.kathmann}@uni-oldenburg.de

Abstract. Within the growing amount of data through new applica-
tions, processes and technologies in companies, legal frameworks accord-
ing to the processing of data become more important. The new Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) especially has the intention,
to strengthen the rights of Data Subjects in transparency (e.g. Art. 12)
and self-control (e.g. Art 15–22). This research aims to develop non-
functional-requirements (NFR) for a Data Transparency System for the
category legal-contractual. Therefore, we follow the requirement engi-
neering process according to Rupp [29]. As a general source for the devel-
opment, qualitative expert interviews have been carried out. In order to
extend our findings and form categories, we also did a systematic litera-
ture review and a structured text analysis of the GDPR. In total, we were
able to generate 18 NFR and organized them into the categories Purpose,
Obligation, Ownership, Procedures and Integrity and Transparency.

Keywords: Requirements Engineering · Non-functional-requirements ·
Data Transparency System · GDPR

1 Introduction

Data is rapidly becoming a universal currency of our economy, a digital good
whose value does not diminish with use and whose benefits are realized only
when it can flow [22]. In general, data is a driving innovation success factor in
enterprises [19]. Within the growing amount of data through new applications,
processes and technologies in companies, legal frameworks according to the pro-
cessing of data becomes more important. The European Union (EU) decided
to reform the basic data protection regulation from the 1990s and adopted the
new GDPR on the 25th May 2016. The EU member states obligated themselves,
after the ratification to apply the new law in May 2018. Through the GDPR,
a multiplicity of changes and reforms became effective. New definitions of roles
allow a clear assignment of tasks and duties. For example, a Data Subject could
be an individual, who’s personal data is regulated under the GDPR [1]. A Data

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
W. Abramowicz and G. Klein (Eds.): BIS 2020, LNBIP 389, pp. 3–17, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-53337-3_1
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Controller could be a person or legal entity that controls both purpose and means
of personal data processing [1]. In combination, a Data Processor processes per-
sonal data on behalf of the Data Controller [1]. A new definition of personal
data is given as follow: “Personal data means any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person (Data Subject); an identifiable natural
person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by refer-
ence to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological,
genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person” [1].
This leads to new responsibilities for Data Controller and stronger rights for
Data Subjects. For example, the principle Art. 5 GDPR - lawfulness, fairness
and transparency - determines that personal data should be processes lawfully,
fairly and transparent in a way which is reasonable for the data subject [1]. As
a result, Art. 12 GDPR demonstrates transparent information, communication
and modalities for the exercise of the rights of the Data Subject. These rights are
specified in Art. 13, 14 GDPR for ex ant transparency, Art. 15 GDPR for ex post
transparency and Art. 16–21 GDPR for general purposes [1]. However, it must
be mentioned, that the EU regulation does not treat personal data as property
so far. As a consequence, e.g. Data Ownership is a highly ongoing contentious
legal debate. The emergence in the data-driven economy and the adoption of new
legal frameworks has resulted in the need for solutions, which supports on the
one side, Data Subjects to make self-responsible decisions to his data base and on
the other side, Data Controller to comply with legal framework conditions in a
transparent manner. To face these challenges, a Data Transparency System will
be developed in an ongoing doctoral project to assists, the different parties that
are involved in the data processing of personal data. Following the design science
research process of Pfeffers et al. [26] in the doctoral project, we elaborated and
published, as a first step, the problem definition and motivation and, as a second
step, the goals of the system in [18]. The next step will be the design and devel-
opment of a system model and the prototype implementation. Requirements
are needed to describe the range of the system. Since the elicitation, analysis
and specification of functional requirements (FR), and non-functional require-
ments (NFR) on a technical and legal level, would go beyond the scope of this
paper, we decided to focus on NFR inside this work. Therefore, the following
research question (RQ) will be implemented: What are the non-functional
requirements from the point of view of Data Protection, Data Own-
ership and Data Transparency for a Data Transparency System? The
rest of the paper is structured as follows: For a better understanding of different
parts of the Data Transparency System, Sect. 2 gives a short overview of compo-
nents, that could be used within a business environment. Section 3 describes the
research methodology for the requirements elicitation, analysis and specification.
Section 4 shows the results and findings, but also, a discussion and classification
of the requirements. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Data Transparency System

The implementation of the Data Transparency System as a technical system is
oriented on the design science research process according to Pfeffers et al. [26].
The Fig. 1 gives a short overview about different components of the system.

Fig. 1. Data Transparency System components

As a central element of the system, the development of monitoring compo-
nents for the purpose of tracing data streams will be considered. On the one side,
a Data Subject should be supported to make independent decisions regarding its
data base. On the other side, Data Controller should have the ability to interact
with Data Subjects and in general to comply with legal framework conditions
and compliance policies. Therefore, the Data Subjects needs to give an initial
declaration on data usage, which will be transferred into Data Sharing Agree-
ments and handled together with the data in the Data Source Layer. Consent
and constraints on data usage will be directly added to the data and available in
the different layers of the system. Within the Enterprise Layer, components such
as a Data Warehouse, Analytical Applications or general Business Logic could be
used. As a cross sectional component, the Data Transparency Layer includes the
Lineage Tracing (e.g. Data Lineage) and the End User Visualization (e.g. Data
Maps, Table Lineage Info). Besides this, the main component in this section, the
Data Subject Application joins all the information of data-related interaction
processes between the involved entities and gives especially the Data Subject
the possibility for self-responsible decisions making.
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3 Research Methodology

The requirement elicitation, analysis and specification are embedded in the
Requirements Engineering discipline. In particular, Requirement Engineering
is a systematic approach to specify and manage requirements with the aim of
knowing the relevant requirements, satisfying wishes and needs of stakeholders
and concretizing the requirements [28]. A requirement is a documented neces-
sary characteristic or ability of a system, that solves a problem or achieve a
specific goal [16]. In other words, requirements are the basis for the creation of
a system model or a system architecture. Therefore, the requirements as qual-
itative criteria for good requirements should be complete, atomic, technically
solution-neutral, consistent, testable, necessary, traceable, realizable and clear
[29]. For a better structure and categorizing, requirements can be divided into
functional and non-functional aspects. A FR is a requirement, relating to a result
or behaviour that will be provided by a single function of a system [27]. NFRs
often described as properties or qualities that a system must provide [6]. The
Fig. 2 shows the specific research process for this work.

Fig. 2. Research process of the requirement elicitation, analysis and specification (in
accordance with [29])

Out of the Requirement Engineering Process according to RUPP [29], the
requirement elicitation, analysis and specification will be needed. For this
research we selected the category legal contractual. Within the source search
and determination step, we decided to collect data through qualitative struc-
tured expert interviews, a literature review and a text-analysis of the GDPR.
To structure the specified NFR, we used the template process mater from Fig. 3.
In their full deontic sense, the terms shall, will and should reflects degrees of
accountability and responsibility. Shall requirements are mandatory in the real-
ization. Should requirements represent the needs and wishes of different stake-
holders and will requirements document future intentions.
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Fig. 3. Requirements process master (in accordance with [29])

The text-analysis of the GDPR with reference to transparency and self-
control follows the methodical approach to Früh [10], Merten [24] and Krip-
pendorff [21]. Besides a structured table of articles and recitals regarding to
GDPR transparency and self-control as a output result (published in [18]), we
were able to use additional information for the development of requirements.
As a another source for the requirement extraction, a systematic structured
literature review was carried out. For that reason, we used the methodology
of Webster and Watson [35], Cato [5], Feak and Swales [8] and following the
described process steps: 1) Definition of search strategy and items (including
selection of literature-databases with focus on Computer Science), 2) Identifica-
tion and selection of relevant papers (including forward search, backward search
and preliminary results discussion) and 3) Analysis of relevant papers (includes
specification of findings). The subsequent table gives an overview about the
paper results, that was used (Table 1).

Table 1. Paper results of the literature review

Qualitative structured expert interviews were conducted as the primary
source for the data collection part in this work. Because of this, the examination
design is oriented to Flick [9] and Endres [7]. The method is placed in the area of
qualitative research as a more structured variant as conventional interviews. The
focal points of the experts are perspectives and methods of action. We decided
to conduct 14 interviews to adequately cover the topic area. The Table 2 gives
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an overview about the acquired experts for the structured qualitative expert
interviews.

Table 2. Overview of acquired experts

In order to follow the structured approach, an interview guideline was devel-
oped which includes three different scenarios within the area of this research.
Depending on the specific knowledge of the experts, additional questions were
asked and open answers were welcomed. The period and length of the interviews
was no longer than 30 min. For the evaluation and transcription of the content,
we used the Tool MAXQDA. Subsequently, the generated text-basis was quali-
tative analyzed through the object-analysis approach according to Ginz [13].
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4 Results and Discussion

In Sect. 3, we showed the data sources and research approach in order to extract
our NFR for the category legal, contractual. As a result out of the expert inter-
views and the literature review, we have created five categories to structure our
findings: Purpose, Obligation, Ownership, Procedures and Integrity and Trans-
parency. In combination, for each category and requirement the respective expert
statements, relevant articles of the GDPR and literature expressions will be
given. We have also decided to divide the requirements based on the results into
hypothetical (Hypo) and necessary conditions to be compliant (Comp) with the
GDPR.The first category views the Purpose and is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. NFRs main category: purpose

Within the GDPR context, purpose limitations with regard to data process-
ing and the collection of personal data are pointed out. During the interviews,
it became clear that purpose limitations in connection with consents are an
essential component for a transparent basis of trust between Data Subjects and
Data Controller. Especially the following expert statements supports this state-
ment:“Only the purpose, which I gave as consent, can be as suitable answer
[...]”, “I need to know as a data subject why my data is needed and what I have
to expect [...]. Therefore, the consent should be declared invalid if it is violated”,
“The Data Subject needs to agree first on the release and transfer of personal
data [...] this is alternativeness”, “[...] The purpose ultimately regulates the con-
clusion about a person. That should be regulated and protected by the GDPR.
Everything that goes beyond, should not be possible”. This could be connected
with the GDPR Art. 5, 6, 7 and the recitals 32, 33, 39–50 and 171 which we
extracted and analyzed during the text analysis. The second category deals with
Obligations and is presented in Table 4.

The GDPR stipulates legal obligations as e.g. lawfulness basis for processing,
especially for Data Controller and Data Processor. These obligations can be
used to support Data Subjects rights. The interviewed experts have expressed a
common opinion: “Its all about what rights I have when I am the Data Subject [...]
If this is defined properly, I have the right to request information from any Data
Controller or Data Processor”, “As a customer of an application, data should
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Table 4. NFRs main category: obligation

only be collected that is really needed”, “The Data Subject needs the ability to
interact with e.g. the Data Controller [...]”. During the text analysis, the GDPR
Art. 6, 9, 13–14, 22, 46–47, 49, 89 and the recitals 60–62 were extracted and can
be used to describe this more specific. The third category addresses Ownership
and is presented in Table 5.

Table 5. NFRs main category: ownership

Right at the beginning, the GDPR defines what personal data is about and
Data Subjects as a natural person should have control over their own personal
data. As a logical response of this expression, it could be interpreted that own-
ership rights takes place in the new regulation. In reality, this is diluted and pre-
sented in vague terms. Questions regarding to “Who owns the Data?” or “Within
the organization, how do we assign ownership?” can still not be answered through
the new regulation. At least higher standards e.g. to obtain consents will be
addressed more specific compared to prior legislations. We decided to develop a
NFR in this area because a Data Transparency System should be able to dis-
tinguish between property arrangements. Through Data Sharing Agreements,
specifications on a contractual basis can be implemented. Because of this, Data
Controller and Data Processor are able to know fine-granular the actual owner
of a dataset and can act within the framework of defined contractual specifica-
tions. In the interviews several statements describes this more precisely: “We
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need a basic contract in which the consent and use of data is associated”, “In
the area of data ownership, the prerequisite is not to link everything together but
to consider the purpose behind it and to coordinate this”, “Due to non-existent
definitions about data ownership, speculations naturally arises here [...]. This
should be demonstrated and structured [...]”. In addition, also statements and
text passages from GDPR Art. 6, 9–10, 23 and recitals 39–50, 171 can be useful
for this purpose. The fourth category deals with Procedures and Integrity and is
presented in Table 6. The term data integrity refers to the accuracy and consis-
tency of data in information systems. The GDPR also defines a principle (Art.
5(f) GDPR) on the security side.

Table 6. NFRs main category: procedures and integrity

Data Controller and Data Processor should ensure to have appropriate secu-
rity measures regarding to storage and processing of personal data. In combi-
nation, anonymization and pseudonymization can be used for guidance, Data
Controller or Data Processor to masking personal data. Data that could been
linked to an individual will be removed or encrypted. On the one side, by using
pseudonymization, personal information can be linked back through an encryp-
tion key if needed. On the other side, anonymization procedures are permanent
and cannot be reversed. During the interviews, several experts expressions sup-
ports the importance of appropriate measures: “[...] this is related to the integrity
of data. Integrity means adequate rules [...], no passing on without consent and
deletion aspects [...]. These are certain points that I actually expects from legisla-
tion to prevent abuse”, “If data will be transferred between Data Controller and
Data Processor, the anonymization or pseudonymization should already takes
place at the Data Controller [...]”. Within the GDPR, Art. 5, 25, 32, 40, 42,
89 and recitals 39, 75–79, 83 illustrates the possibility for masking personal
data. Standardized procedures, especially for data processing could also useful
to ensure transparency. Article 12–15 GDPR in particular calls for technical
means to support the obtaining of explicit consent from Data Subjects and the
provision of transparency with the respect to personal data processing and shar-
ing [4]. In course of the interviews, different categories and areas have emerged
and presented in Table 7. The first NFR section deals with transparent rights of
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access in the field of requests, obligations and purposes. With regard to the inter-
viewees opinions, transparent information in a clear and understandable shape
should be presented by the Data Controller. Also a detailed purpose description
(comparable to Table 3) should be done: “There should be a summary or dictio-
nary with e.g. keywords regarding to my data. And it should give a clear overview
about my consents [...]”, “[...] exactly what I would wish so that the trustwor-
thiness in the processing is verifiable justified [...]”, “[..] full transparency what
really happens to the data [...]”. The second NFR section deals with general
aspects about transparency in terms of processing and transfer. Data, that will
be transferred or processed especially to third parties should always be transpar-
ent and handled in the given framework of consents. Insights from the interviews
are the following: “I want to make sure, that my data stays with me and that is
not passed on to anyone without my consent”, “[...] I should get an exact listing
of these data and who still access the data [...] and if something connects to my
personal data I would like to know this”.

In connection, the NFR sections information obligation and the enhancement
of personal data with additional data have been linked to the first two sections
as major concerns from the interviewees: “I would expect a right of information,
that is made transparent to me and shows which conclusions have been drawn
from it”, “With regard to consent: As soon as it is possible to draw conclusions
about an action, I must be informed”, “[..] a need for protection arises through
the combination of data and traceability to one person. Accordingly, particular
attention should be paid here if data will be enhanced through other data or non
personal data”, “[...] but I link personal data with e.g. open data and will draw
conclusions from it. In this case, transparency is needed for myself as a Data
Subject”, “I would grant them the right to use my data to create new data. At
the same time, I also want to have access to those new generated data. I have
the right to know what they did with my data”. For the transparency category
in its entirety, GDPR Art. 5–6, 9–10, 12–23, 34, 46–47, 49, 89, as well as the
recitals 39–50, 60–64, 171 could be used to assists the NFR and the interviewees
opinions.

To join the results of the interviews and text analysis with the findings out
of the literature review, the Table 8 have been created. In the further course, we
will go briefly into the literature and show the reasons, why this literature was
included in the creation of NFR.

1. Category Purpose
Gantchev [11] introduces requirements regarding to the purpose and con-
sents. Also Seinen et al. [30] and Hand [14] gives specific requirements for the
lawfulness of processing requirements. In addition, consent requirements are
presented in the context of control.

2. Category Obligation
Abitebould et al. [2] looks at regulatory frameworks that aims, to protect the
rights of individuals to ensure equitable treatment of services and to bring
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Table 7. NFRs main category: transparency

data transparency to data driven algorithmic processes in an early stage.
In combination, Berg [3] and Wolters [36] describes requirements for property
and data subject rights.
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Table 8. Joint NFR results with literature review findings

Category Requirement Publication

Purpose NFR1, NFR2 [11,14,30]

Obligation NFR3, NFR4 [2,3,36]

Ownership NFR5 [12,15,32,34]

Procedures and Integrity NFR6, NFR7 [31,33]

Transparency NFR8, NFR9, NFR10
NFR11, NFR12 ,
NFR13, NFR14 ,
NFR15, NFR16

[4,17,20,23,25,30]

3. Category Ownership
For the description of Data Ownership in general, van Alstyne et al. [32] and
Wallis et al. [34] could be used to describe incentive principles to promote
the exchange of information and questions regarding to Data Authorship,
Ownership and Responsibility. Besides this, factors such as Data Ownership
are included. These can be picked up and extended through Geers [12] and
Hornung et al. [15] motivations for a contractual law.

4. Category Procedures and Integrity
Singh et al. [31] introduces a concept of decision provenance and did a tech-
legal exploration into its potential for assisting accountability in algorithmic
systems. Related to this, Wachter [33] try to design trustworthy and privacy
enhancing systems and services. For this reason, requirements and integrity
principles to inform Data Subjects have been developed.

5. Category Transparency
For the development of requirements in the field of transparency, Meis et al.
[23] developed a taxonomy of requirements and includes transparency require-
ments from different sources. Murmann and Fischer-Hübner [25] did a specific
view on transparency enhancing tools. In combination, Jaatinen [17], Krem-
pel and Beyerer [20], Seinen et al. [30] and Bonatti et al. [4] extends this view
and have been used, to develop especially the NFR transparency requirements
for lawfulness of processing, personal data, consent requirements for further
processing and different mechanism.

5 Conclusion

5.1 Main Contribution

Data Transparency is one of the major challenges that comes with the new
GDPR. In combination, the GDPR can be also seen as a regulatory implemen-
tation of subject rights that provides Data Subject a greater control over their
data.

Our primary objective in this paper was to develop NFR for the category
legal, contractual. Therefore we follow a research process in accordance with
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Rupp [29] and used a process master for the structured documentation of the
requirements. Out of the research process we did the steps requirement elici-
tation, analysis and specification and exploited a qualitative structured expert
interview, a literature review and a text analysis of the GDPR as data sources.
With regard to the research question from Sect. 1, we were able to create 16 NFR
for the to be developed Data Transparency System. We divided NFR1, NFR2,
NFR3, NFR4, NFR6, NFR7 in the point of view Data Protection, NFR5 in
the point of view Data Ownership and NFR8, NFR9, NFR10, NFR11, NFR12,
NFR13, NFR14, NFR15, NFR16 in the point of view Data Transparency.

5.2 Limitation and Future Work

Like in any research contribution, this work has also some limitations. Concern-
ing the research process, we followed the first three steps. The last step, the
requirement validation has not been included so far, because the transfer of the
requirements into a prototype is still a future step. Since the defining and redefin-
ing of requirements is time-consuming, test cases should be added as part of the
validation process. Users of the Data Transparency System need to know, how
the system could help them to support their needs. Also we decided to elevate
NFR first, because of the large thematic area.

These limitations lead also to the need of future research. FR have to be
develop as a next step to describe the Data Transparency System and the func-
tional components in more detail on a technical level. In combination, a first
prototype have to be design to validate the requirements and faces the needs of
the users.
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Abstract. In the present era of pervasive mobile technologies, interconnecting
innovations are increasingly prevalent in our lives. In this evolutionary process,
mobile and social media communication systems serve as a backbone for human
interactions. When assessing privacy risks related to this, privacy scoring models
(PSM) can help quantifying the personal information risks. This paper uses the
mobile phone number itself as a basis for privacy scoring.We tested 1,000 random
phone numbers for their matching to social media accounts. The results raise
concerns how network and communication layers are predominately connected.
PSMs will support future organizational sensitivity for data linkability.

Keywords: Privacy · Information privacy · Privacy scoring model · Social media
privacy ·Mobile phone privacy ·Mobile Device Management

1 Introduction

Today, the omnipresence of smartphone use extends far beyond the professional context,
as in the past. Instead, it reaches the most private areas of people’s lives. With this comes
the need for ethical considerations arising from the usage of such technologies and the
possibility of either observing or manipulating users’ behaviour. Messeging services
such as WhatsApp and online social networks (OSN) are very popular and may be
underestimated in terms of their sociotechnical concerns.

The public discussion regarding smartphone and social media privacy has changed
radically, owing to the last US presidential elections and the scandal concerning the
activities of Cambridge Analytica. Prominent security faults such as this might raise the
perceived need for privacy in practice. Furthermore, recent literature has highlighted the
specific risks pertaining to knowledge leakage and personal information disclosure by
mobile devices [1, 2].

As responsible information systems (IS) researchers, we investigate privacy risks
that are often overlooked by mobile phone users and mobile service providers. More
specifically, this research carries out a study based on telephone numbers as a digital
footprint. While the body of literature offers well-elaborated approaches to the mea-
surement of privacy at the application level [3, 4], a research gap exists in terms of the
combination of the mobile phone network layer and OSN. First, we hypothesise that an
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individual’s phone number can be traced as a footprint throughout OSN. We aim to test
our hypothesis using a modified privacy scoring model (PSM).

The relevance of this problem can be derived from several different angles. (i) Exist-
ing and well-established systems face new threats owing to the development of new
attack models. Data science tools and practices, such as the advanced web scraping and
robot process automation (RPA) employed in this study, create a new category of possible
privacy attacks. This method of gathering publicly accessible information, referred to as
open source intelligence (OSINT), is actively used by police and intelligence agencies
[4, 5], and could potentially be misused by other authorities. (ii) De-anonymising of
phone numbers is a prevalent problem in academia and business [6, 7]. (iii) Interpreting
mobile phone signals has already become a market in its own right, like interpreting
mobile phone data to visualize the instore movements of shoppers [8]. (iv) As [9] sug-
gest, a clear sample in terms of technology, use cases and users is needed beyond the
existing survey-driven approaches in the body of knowledge. The aim of this paper is to
move a step forward in this research direction. Through addressing this dilemma con-
cerning potential privacy issues, the objective of our paper is to enrich the understanding
of mobile-network-based privacy attacks that aim to obtain the personal information of
users. Thus, we formulate the following research questions:

RQ: Which requirements and implications arise for social media and mobile
phone privacy from a privacy scoring model (PSM)?

To answer this question, we build upon a privacy dimension framework [10]. Further-
more, this paper enriches the existingmodelwith the help of knowledgeobtained from the
body of literature on mobile phone network security, in order to suggest an applied PSM.
Subsequently, we randomly select 1,000 phone numbers and test the PSM attributes and
dimensions to evaluate ourmodel with real-world data. The paper contributes to research
an practice with mainly two artefacts: First, a PSM for the given context (mobile and
social media privacy in combination) will be derived from the empirical data. Second, a
prototype of a real-life implementation of our paper is presented.

The structure of this paper is as follows: the following section describes the relevant
concepts found in the background literature.We then describe themethodology concern-
ing the PSM employed in this paper and build a framework for a PSM that reflects the
mobile phone network layer and the selected OSN attributes and dimensions. Following
this, we test our model to present the findings and analysis pertaining to personal infor-
mation disclosure. Lastly, we discuss our results and outline the potential contributions
and limitations of our research.

2 Related Work

2.1 Privacy Scoring Models

PSMs are an appropriate method of measuring the individual privacy of a user from a
user-centric point of view. A conglomeration of existing approaches for building privacy
scores can be found within the PScore, published by Petkos et al. [10]. In general,
three separate dominant motives for using PSMs can be found in the existing body of
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knowledge. Firstly, they allow for risk monitoring to increase the awareness of users
about this topic. Secondly, PSMs provide recommendations for privacy settings. Lastly,
they generate a privacy score that also enables a sociological study of the measured
(usage) behaviour [11]. This approach was expanded by Vidyalakshmi et al. [12], as
their PSM focused on a user’s friends within OSN, and aimed to provide a classification
of the user’s friends and their trustworthiness. Numerous further examples exist in the
field of OSN. Hamed and Ayed [13] introduced a privacy score for OSN and carried out
an experiment with mobile and stationary users. In their study, they drew the conclusion
that the permanent online connection of mobile devices creates a higher risk of tracking
and potential privacy threats, as they established a correlation between the browsing time
and the privacy scores of mobile users.

In contrast to the PSMs described above, Kaffel and Ayed [14] have drawn attention
to web-tracking based on cookies, JavaScript and iFrames. They also propose a specific
privacy scoring for this problem. In [13], the researchers’ proposed PSM differentiated
between mobile and desktop tracking. They subsequently arrived at the conclusion that
mobiles are at a higher risk of privacy threats due to their permanent connection to the
web. Researchers have also addressed privacy concerns pertaining to the mobile phone
network [15, 16].

To the best of our knowledge, no existing PSM includes the mobile phone network
layer, as introduced by us in the following section. Our PSM also differentiates from
existing models by building a chain of information: instead of measuring single data
points and quantifying them, our model builds upon the revealed information of a user
and uses these data for further investigations.

2.2 Social Media and Mobile Phone Privacy

The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union (EU) has
been in force sinceMay 2018, and proclaims privacy to be a human right: “The protection
of natural persons in relation to the processing of personal data is a fundamental right”
[17]. In future, IS research and curricula might be pressed even more than before to fulfil
the task of establishing an educational and scientific body of knowledge on privacy-
enhancing technologies (PETs) and privacy by design.

However, [18] addressed the need for upcoming mobile technologies to answer
arising privacy concerns. Their study presented several different classes of PETs: iden-
tity management, anonymous communication, anonymous access to services, privacy-
preserving authorisation and datamanagement. Fundamental research artefacts applying
these findings can be found in the recent literature. [12] conceptualises privacy as a ser-
vice. Several examples can be found in the IS literature that reflect the privacy aspects of
OSNand internet communication in general. For instance, [19] presented an approach for
de-anonymising users based on pattern recognition within domain name system (DNS)
traffic. [20] generated a model of cultural differences in self-disclosure technologies
within instant messaging services (IMS). Furthermore, [21] examined an OSN study
using Facebook in Turkey. Particularly in the current political situation, privacy con-
cerns are paramount. The researchers identified several privacy threats, and suggested
the inclusion of privacy sensitivity within educational programs. Beside political rea-
sons, the complexity of OSN is a reason for continuous research in that field, as recently
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shown in [22]. The authors suggest OSN users to make active use of privacy settings,
adding less people to their personal network and sharing fewer private data.

Even in the early stages of mobile communication, privacy was a significant matter
of concern. At the end of the last century, Kesdogan and Fouletier [23] argued that
the privacy of users will be threatened owing to the decreasing size of network cells.
In addition, [24] identified the home location register (HLR) as a potential bottleneck
for the growing mobile communication sector. Different techniques for mobile phone
positioning are available through HLR lookups, network triangulation and silent SMS
[25, 26], which can be misused by attackers to achieve information disclosure or to carry
out criminal activities in the physical world, such as attempting burglaries as soon as
a resident leaves for a holiday abroad. [16] analysed possible solutions for overcoming
such privacy threats, although none of the suggested safeguards could be initiated by
users; most of these referred to the GSM infrastructure and need to be implemented by
the service providers.

3 Methodology

3.1 Towards a PSM for Mobile Phone Number Privacy

By studying existing PSMs, as presented in Sect. 2.1, we learned that the flexibility
and rigour of the PScore framework proposed in [10] provides a solid approach for our
research purposes. Each privacy dimension needs operationalisation by the researcher,
which is well described by the framework. In order to apply the general PScore frame-
work (Fig. 1) to mobile communication systems, the development of a matrix of privacy
dimensions, attributes and values within the given domain is the primary step. These
dimensions represent the organisational structure of the private or sensitive information
of a user. Each dimension has a number of attributes as a sub-categorisation, and each
attribute contains a set of values. As stated by Petkos et al. [10], this list of domain-
specific values is an iterative set that may evolve in the course of future research; it
represents the status quo in terms of the current state of knowledge, the body of liter-
ature, and technical possibilities. This point will be considered further in the section
describing the limitations of our study.

The PScore framework provides a horizontal structure of dimensions and a vertical
structure of scores at each node of the scheme, which are weighted on the basis of their
confidence, sensitivity, viability, source of confidence (declared/inferred), support and
level of control. We excluded the parameter of sensitivity mentioned in the original
framework, and set the parameter of confidence to a constant (=1), since [10] employed
a user survey to calculate these parameters. In our setting, we test the PSM using 1,000
phone numbers, meaning that we cannot efficiently build upon user involvement at this
scale. Based on the information provided in the previous sections and some test iterations
with the data available, we selected (i) HLR, (ii) WhatsApp and (iii) Facebook as the
overall dimensions for our scraping activities. Next, we present the privacy dimensions
(Table 1) and the parameter setting (Table 2).
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Fig. 1. Privacy scoring framework, adapted from Petkos et al. (2015)

Table 1. Overview of privacy dimensions

Dimension Attributes Values Range Level of
control

Declared/
inferred

Visibility Confi-
dence

A HLR Number Original
provider

{lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0 1 1 1

Ported
provider

{lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0 1 1 1

User Subscriber
status

{unknown = 0;
all other = 1}

0.25 1 1 1

Roaming {lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0 1 1 1

HLR status {lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0 1 1 1

B Whats-App User WA_
Account

{lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0 1 1 1

Profile Last_Seen {OCR successful = 1;
no data = 0}

1 1 1 1

Status {OCR successful = 1;
no data = 0}

1 1 1 1

Profile_Pic {data accessible = 1;
no data = 0}

1 1 1 1

C Face-book User/Name Account {lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

1 1 1 1

Profile URL {lookup successful = 1;
no data = 0}

0.5 1 1 1

Timeline {data accessible = 1;
no data = 0}

1 0.5 1 0.5
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Table 2. Parameter settings of the PSM

Parameter Value Description

Level of control 0 No influence

0.25 Control is not impossible, but in contradiction to use case

0.5 User might influence variable (up to the user)

0.75 Control is possible and not in contradiction to use case (but a
potential privacy issue)

1 User has full control (but a clear threat)

Declared/inferred 0 Inferred

1 Declared

Visibility 0 Private

1 Public

Confidence 0 Unconfident

1 Confident

3.2 Sample Number Creation

Generating random phone numbers, accessing a public HLR provider to verify them, and
then using social media APIs to extract profiles is a common method of investigation, as
these profiles are immediately converted into accumulated statistics. To test the adapted
model, this paper follows the approach taken by [27], employing HLR lookups and data
matching to build user profiles. Using this method, we test our PSM under realistic
conditions. As a first step in data collection, a valid list of phone numbers is required.
We created lists of potential phone numbers based on the service providers list from the
federal network agency Germany. As the federal network agency only imposes the rule
of a maximum of nine digits in a phone number, we created a list with potential phone
numbers to crosscheck their validity, as a first step towards the PSM employing a HLR
lookup [28]. We excluded all non-functional numbers in this step to give a final list of
1,000 existing numbers. After this initial preparatory step, the following section will
address the primary data-mining part of our project. Using our list of 1,000 validated
phone numbers, we wanted to find out which sensitive information we could.

3.3 Using OSINT to Identify Privacy Issues

We executed a thorough HLR lookup for the entire list of 1,000 phone numbers to
fill our PSM data flow. We then wanted to investigate the WhatsApp data. At first, we
conducted experiments with yosum, an unofficial API for WhatsApp (as no official API
existed during the data gathering phase), but we were blocked by WhatsApp due to the
massive number of contacts added within a short time frame. However, we were allowed
by WhatsApp to add all of the numbers (enriched with pseudonyms) as a CSV file to
a dummy phone. We also discovered WhatsApp Web to be an appropriate gateway to
overcome the issue of the absence of an API.
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We implemented the scraping activities with robot process automation (RPA) and
Python scripts, which allowed us to download the current profile picture of each user,
his/her status, and the last seen timestamp. It also allowed us to interpret the data using
optical character recognition (OCR). In order to find out more personal details about
the targets, we wanted to include at least one social network in our research. We dis-
covered that several OSNs utilise phone numbers not only for the purpose of two-factor
authentication but also as an identification criterion, for instance, to recover a Twitter
or Facebook account in case of forgotten passwords. However, at the time when the
project data were collected, parsing a specific phone number for a Facebook search
was technically allowed, although this was stopped after the Cambridge Analytica leak.
We implemented a Python script that processed all the generated phone numbers and
searched for them on Facebook.When successful, our script saved a Facebook hyperlink
to our database. Because of using RPA technology, we could avoid accessing Facebook
only via official APIs. It was then possible for us to open the unique Facebook hyperlink
and scrape the profile information.With respect to the users’ privacy and research ethics,
we did not mine the user data itself, but only classifier, e.g. if we were able to access
sensitive information. Doing so, we computed the individual privacy score based on the
dimensions and attributes described above.

4 Data Analysis and Results

The following sections present the results of the four steps of data collection and a
combined analysis of the privacy scoring. We present the data in chronological order as
generated during the research and aggregated in our PSM.

In total, we initially generated more than 3,000 phone numbers, fromwhich we were
able to verify 1,030 active and connected devices via HLR lookups (Fig. 2). This allowed
us to further trace activities. The conversion rate of almost 30% indicated that our phone
number generation procedure was adequate. In comparison with other research articles,
this seems to be a good basis for creating a list of numbers for telephone surveys [7].
Furthermore, our script generated a wide spread over the most common mobile network
providers.

Fig. 2. HLR lookup results

The majority of cases were connected to the GSM network, delivered a valid HLR
status signal, and were registered in their home country. However, we identified 11 users
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in roamingmode. Althoughwe do not publish personal status information in this section,
we provide a classification of the status messages (Table 3) that were found.

Table 3. WhatsApp status analysis

Status classification Total amount Total percentage Percentage of WhatsApp
users

Not available: The status of
the WhatsApp contact was
invisible to unauthorised
contacts

168 16.31% 33.47%

Empty: Ability to access the
status was granted, but there
was no input by the user

23 2.23% 4.58%

Standard status: The user
selected one of the standard
WhatsApp status messages
such as “Hello there”

130 12.62% 25.90%

Individual status: The user
input an individual status
message

181 17.57% 36.06%

∑
502 48.76% 100%

Sharing the last online timestamp with any contact is currently a pre-selected func-
tionality of WhatsApp. In other words, about 40% users deactivated this feature. As
mentioned above, we only captured the last-seen variable once and not as a time series,
which would easily have been possible. Online-experiments1 have shown that very accu-
rate sleep/wake profiles of users can be generated in this way. In total, our approach
revealed the targeted WhatsApp data in 20.50% of the total number bucket.

In a similar way toWhatsApp, we scraped the Facebook data by looking up personal
profiles based on their phone numbers. To protect the privacy of the randomly chosen
users, we first verified whether a Facebook account matched a phone number. In case of
success, we handed that parameter over to a target list and only stored a categorisation of
the information accessible (0= nothing found, 1= person identified and some informa-
tion accessible, 2 = person identified and all information accessible). Full data access
was on this OSN possible in 16 cases (1,6%). Assuming that these profiles are no fake
but real profiles, this means a full deanonymization plus access to personal information.

The personal data itself, such as home town and so forth, was not downloaded but
was available in several cases (Table 4). Once again, we observed a correlation between
the WhatsApp and Facebook profiles, as we found zero cases where a Facebook profile
was present but no WhatsApp profile was found.

By default, the link between the cellphone numbers and personal profiles of users is
activated after users have entered their personal mobile numbers on Facebook. Thus, 72

1 See https://www.onlinestatusmonitor.com, last accessed 2019/12/01.

https://www.onlinestatusmonitor.com
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Table 4. Facebook profile analysis

Status classification Total amount Total percentage Percentage of WhatsApp
users

1 = Person identified and
some information accessible

55 5.34% 76.39%

2 = Person identified and all
information accessible

17 1.65% 23.61%

∑
72 6.99% 100%

users were confirmed as having a linked Facebook account. There are likely to be more
users without a linked phone number or with higher data privacy settings.

Finally, we computed our PSM based on the results shown above and categorised the
PSM scores in groups of zero and one PSM points (Fig. 3). We also weighted some PSM
attributes higher than others in order to increase the mean of the PSM score: complete
de-anonymisation of a phone number should have a high impact on the PSM score, even
when other attributes are more secure. Thus, we chose factor three for the real name;
highly sensitive information (gender and age) and sensitive information with a strong
privacy impact (timeline data and profile picture) were weighted with factor two; and
roaming information was weighted with factor 1.5. This was also done to give better
coverage of the PSM groups with respect to a normal distribution.
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Fig. 3. Categorised PSM results

5 Discussion

Figure 4 shows grouped, weighted and visualised PSMmodel for further analysis. Three
dimensions and six attributes were defined and tested with 1,000 users. This paper
addresses a new aspect of data linkability in the privacy domain of IS research and thus
provides several theoretical and practical contributions.

5.1 Theoretical Contribution

Research by [9] encouraged IS privacy researchers to conduct sample-driven, well-
contextualised studies. Our research contributes to IS knowledge in exactly this field:
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Fig. 4. Applied PSM model for mobile phone privacy

we recommend a PSM for mobile phone users as an indication of the perceived privacy
of users and their behaviour in terms of a careful choice of security settings. Previous
research has shown that awareness about privacy concerns when using a mobile social
network does not influence users’ behavioural intentions [29]. Our research builds upon
this, as our hypothesis involved the underlying technical layer.Weverified our hypothesis
that a phone number represents an easily traceable footprint in both the GSM mobile
phone network and the online network (OSN in particular) and should definitely be
considered a personal privacy risk. Our research also included the body of literature
with respect to privacy from an IS perspective, mobile phone privacy and PSM. This is
IS research, since IS artefacts and their effects on users are studied, and particularly their
privacy concerns. With respect to PSM as a quantification of users’ privacy behaviour,
we built our PSM based on an existing PSM framework [10] and selected dimensions,
attributes, and values for the given domain. Due to the nature of this method, it can be
assumed to be rigorous and to generate a reproducible result; we followed the framework
of [10] and carefully documented all of the research steps for our part. The addition of
an applied PSM to the existing body of knowledge is, in our view, an important step
within the IS discipline.

The lack of literature addressing privacy issues at the GSM layer (and also in relation
to the online communication layer) has been presented in the literature review section
of this paper. To fill this gap, this study answers the research question by presenting
an approach to user tracing across different communication layers and services. Our
findings can be associated with privacy by design and privacy-enhancing technologies
(PET) within IS research: storing unencrypted mobile phone numbers of the users of
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a system could be problematic with respect to the GDPR, as this paper verifies our
hypothesis of linkability. From a broader perspective, this paper aims to contribute to
the overall IS privacy and security research activities in the context of big data. In our
view, IS plays a major role in ethical and moral discussions about the usage of OSINT
and other applied big data disciplines, particularly following the Cambridge Analytica
scandal. With its interdisciplinary approach, IS should communicate within and beyond
the research community about privacy issues and approaches for self-protection. As
shown above, the model presented works well with real-life OSN data, and we hope to
deliver new insights to researchers in the field of mobile communication privacy.

5.2 Practical Contribution

Our findings have important practical implications. Firstly, it is useful for the protection
of minors. Children and young people use smartphones intensively, sharing their mobile
phone number for many purposes (such as activating an online profile). Parents and
schools need to educate children, and to let them know that using their phone number in
a mobile app or service can be used to track their behaviour and online usage patterns.
This educational aspect also serves to impede child pornography and sexual violence
against children and young people [29]. We do not aim to stop the digitalisation of
schools; however, for good reasons related to data protection, some federal states of
Germany prohibit the use of WhatsApp as an official communication tool between
children and teachers [30]. Thus, tools with better privacy options and GDPR-compliant
services should be preferred. At the very least, parents should carefully monitor the
privacy settings of both the messenger services and OSNs of their children and educate
them about potential risks.

Secondly, our findings have shown that simply requesting data from the HLR can
be an anchor point for further attacks, and particularly those that focus on political
VIPs, enterprises or infrastructural organisations. We present a practical, useable and
verified approach in Fig. 4 to test a user’s mobile phone number for privacy issues.
Pentesters or IT security managers can follow our PSM data flow to create a user-centric
visualisation (comparable to a data-drivenmindmap) inMaltego Teeth, which is awidely
used pentesting tool for Linux.We will cover that important aspect in Fig. 5, considering
also the further point.

Thirdly, IT security managers should (where it matters) blacklist at least those mes-
saging apps where no restrictive privacy settings can be applied. A good practice here is
to use Threema, in which communication partners can add each other without uploading
their contact databases to the provider [31]. Although WhatsApp updated its privacy
setting options during the writing of this paper, tracking the online status of a user is still
possible [2].

As a further artefact of our research, we present a prototype of a single-page appli-
cation (SPA) using the RPA technology in the background.2 IT managers in organiza-
tions will have the possibility to calculate the PSM of a mobile phone number. By this
automized approach, a privacy audit of Mobile Device Management (MDM) becomes
feasible. Further, individual users can also specifywhich privacy aspectsmatter for them.

2 The prototype can be accessed via https://github.com/swingingcode/bis2020_blackmirror.

https://github.com/swingingcode/bis2020_blackmirror
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Fig. 5. Prototype of an RPA-implementation as single-page web application frontend

Thus, finetuning of the personal PSM configuration will be possible. As we developed
the privacy checker on an open-source base, it will be easily applicable, for instance to
other OSNs or company-specific aspects (e.g. LinkedIn visibility).

6 Conclusion

Privacy and security concerns are becoming extremely important, as human nature faces
challenges in keeping pace with the ongoing technological revolution that we are all
currently experiencing. Although some people are more cautious, and carefully review
each new technology that they use, many others, especially younger people, grow up
with rather careless attitudes towards the potential privacy risks that newmobile services
can generate [32]. As previous research has shown, the behavioral goal of users in OSN,
which is sharing information with as many as people as possible, contradicts with strict
and limiting privacy settings [22]. The present study provides concrete evidence for
this vulnerability and calls for closer attention from all the stakeholders in this context,
especially scholars, professionals, and users.

Today, the omnipresence ofmobile phones in all corporate, institutional and personal
infrastructures offers major opportunities for seamless communication and comfortable
user experiences. Although mobile phone privacy was already an important research
field before the most recent leaks regarding Facebook, through the subsequent massive
media coverage, a global wave of awareness of profiling activities based on online
services has been created. We investigated users’ behaviour in terms of their security
settings and the role of phone numbers in this context, grounded on the hypothesis that
mobile phone numbers could be used as a footprint and a link between the GSM network
and an OSN. Based on the literature concerning privacy scores, we extended existing
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approaches to measure privacy issues by quantifying data points in the HLR and selected
online networks. We verified that a simple phone number is a sufficient starting point for
gathering information about a victim’s mobile phone status, OSN usage, and in some
cases even for gathering the real name and further sensitive information such as gender,
age, and so on. Such privacy attitudes can be transformed using novel design methods
in human-technology interaction [33].

Our study has certain limitations. Firstly, the phone numbers used in our study
represent only phone numbers fromGermany. Secondly, a distinction between corporate
and private phone users was outside of the scope of this work. Thirdly, we did not actively
include users within the research process, as we wanted a large sample of test data. Thus,
it was up to the research team to adjust the parameters within the PSM framework.

Future work could build upon our PSM to include further OSNs and other data
sources. IoT devices connected via 5G networks will play a major role in future privacy
issues, for instance privacy threats due to connected cars or smart devices. Dedicated
search engines for this purpose already exist and will underline the linkability of mobile
phone numbers and organizational data more.3 Future IS research could make use of our
GSM-based PSM and enhancing IoT privacy.
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Abstract. REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) is commonly associated
with Parkinson’s disease. In order to find adequate therapy for affected
persons and to seek suitable early Parkinson Patterns, the investiga-
tion of this phenomenon is highly relevant. The analysis of sleep is cur-
rently done by manual analysis of polysomnography (PSG), which leads
to divergent scoring results by different experts. Automated sleep stage
detection can help deliver accurate, reproducible scoring results. In this
paper, we evaluate different machine learning models from the PSG sig-
nals for automatic sleep stage detection. The highest accuracy of 87.57%
was achieved by using the Random Forest algorithm.

Keywords: Parkinson’s disease · Neurodegenerative disease ·
PCompanion · Sleep stage · PSG · RBD · Classification

1 Introduction

Parkinson’s disease is a chronic progressive disease and the most common neu-
rodegenerative movement disorder. Due to the aging population, the prevalence
has risen rapidly in recent years with currently about 400.000 patients in Ger-
many. The suffering of those affected is immense and although much has already
been done in therapy, new options for early detection and treatment are urgently
needed. In Parkinson’s disease, nerve cells in the substantia nigra die off con-
tinuously - something that cannot yet be stopped by medication. These cells
produce the messenger substance dopamine. A dopamine deficiency leads to the
typical motor symptoms, which, however, become objectively apparent to the
patient and doctor when more than 50% of the nerve cells have already been
lost. The neurodegenerative process already has slowly spread over the entire
brain, potentially over decades, when the typical motor symptoms such as the
small-step gait, the increased muscle tone (muscle stiffness, rigor) and the gen-
eral movement slowdown (bradykinesia) become visible. The tremor also leads
to speech disorders, reduced facial expressions and, as the disease progresses, to
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sudden changes in motor symptoms during the course of the day (motor fluc-
tuations), including sudden freezing of movements. In addition to these motoric
symptoms, a number of so-called non-motoric symptoms occur, some of which
lead to considerably restrictive functional disorders of the vegetative system
(gastrointestinal passage, cardiovascular regulation) and the psychic-cognitive
system (sleep disorders, depression, anxiety, psychoses, hallucinations, concen-
tration and drive disorders, dementia) and even other sensory organs such as a
disturbed sense of smell or pain perception, and impaired vision [1,2]. All these
symptoms severely restrict everyday activity and quality of life.

Sleep activity during the REM phase is crucial evidence that neurodegenera-
tive disease such as Parkinson’s disease can occur [3,4]. Therefore, an automated
sleep phase detection is subject of investigation in the PCompanion project. In
order to achieve the correct diagnosis and treatment of Parkinson’s disease based
on the biological records, an accurate sleep assessment is considered a critical
part of the process. To date, conventional visual scoring is still the most accept-
able approach, although it includes visual data interpretation of these signals
[5]. Qualitative scoring is subject to some pitfalls, including the experience of
experts, which may lead to deviating scoring results from deviating experts [6,7].
In addition, visual inspection is a time-consuming process for full-day EEG label-
ing. Therefore, automatic assessment is seen as an efficient approach [8,9].

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of different machine learning mod-
els proposed in the literature for automatic sleep scoring. For the diagnosis of
sleep issues, all night polysomnographic (PSG) recordings, including electroen-
cephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG) and electromyogram (EMG), are
taken from RBD patients and the recordings are scored by a well-trained expert
according to the Rechtschaffen & Kales (R&K) rules presented in 1968 [10].
According to the R&K rules, each epoch (i.e., 30 s of data) is classified into
one of the sleep stages, including wakefulness (Wake), non-rapid eye movement
(stages 1−4, from light to deep sleep) and rapid eye movement (REM). Stages 3
and 4 were frequently combined as the slow-wave sleep stage. Instead of the R&K
rules, the scoring rules developed by the American Academy of Sleep (AASM)
became the clinical standards [11,12], recently. 19 polysomnography data sets
of RBD patients of the University Hospital Aachen are used. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the advantages of using multimodal sensor data by integrating EOG
and EMG to complement EEG usage. As RBD disease has low prevalence and
patients sleep is plagued by arousals [13], sleep classification is more challenging
than in healthy volunteers.

The paper is organized in the following manner: Sect. 2 presents a brief
literature review about Parkinson’s disease and the detection of stages dur-
ing sleep. Section 3 describes the project PCompanion including the compo-
nents of the technical solution. Section 4 describes briefly the data set of the
SOMNOscreenTM employed in our research. This section presents informa-
tion regarding the methods used in this study, as well as information related
to the performance evaluation criteria employed in the study. Section 5 pro-
vides the assessment procedures used and the experimental results obtained.
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Finally, Sect. 6 describes the conclusion derived from the study and some
thoughts with regard to future work.

2 Related Work

The manual analysis of polysomnography to classify sleep stages is time-
consuming and subject to large interindividual fluctuations. Therefore, auto-
mated sleep phase classification has been researched for 50 years. In the follow-
ing, previous work on sleep phase classification will be presented.

Boostani et al. (2017) [14] compared different characteristics that describe
different procedures of feature selection and models of machine learning from
a large number of publications of sleep phase classification with single-channel
EEG-signals. The polysomnographic datasets “Sleep-EDF” and “CAP sleep”
from Physionet were used and each dataset contained the same number of healthy
and diseased subjects. For the classification, the models k-NN, SVM, Random
Forest, LDA, Neural networks, Gaussian Mixture Models, Hidden Markov Mod-
els, Clustering of Machine-Learning have been compared. There has been studied
a 5-Class-Problem. The authors achieved an accuracy of 88.66% on healthy sub-
jects and 66.96% on RBD patients by using the Random Forest algorithm. The
different results can be explained by the more frequent position changes and
movements of RBD patients. The EEG signals thus comprise more movement
artifacts with a high amplitude compared to healthy volunteers. As a result,
misclassifications often occurred in the sleep phases REM and N1.

In the article by Khalighi et al. (2013) [15], different methods for sleep phase
classification were applied to a self-generated data set of 42 patients. Six EEG
channels, two EOG channels and one EMG channel of PSG were used for anal-
ysis. SVM, LDA, Näıve Bayes and AdaBoost were used for classification. The
authors achieved an accuracy of 88.87% in distinguishing between the awake and
sleep phases (2-class-problems) and 81.74% in classifying all sleep phases (5-class-
problems). By adding the EOG and EMG channels, an accuracy of 86.99% was
achieved in the classification of the REM sleep phase.

Zhu et al. (2014) [16] sleep phase classification based on graphical domain
characteristics on a single-channel EEG. Sleep phase recognition was performed
with 8 subjects from the “Sleep-EDF”. 4 out of the 8 volunteers were healthy,
the others had slight problems falling asleep. The authors divided the sleep class
classification into different class problems. They achieved an accuracy of 92.6%
in distinguishing between awake phase, NREM sleep and REM sleep with an
SVM classifier.

Previous publications have achieved good results in sleep stage recognition in
healthy people. Nevertheless, Parkinson’s patients with a different sleep pattern
have not yet been considered, which means that the recognition of sleep stages is
not possible with the previous work. In the context of this work, the recognition
of the REM sleep phase is of particular importance in order to recognize patterns
of neurodegenerative disease and thus to obtain early recognition of Parkinson’s
disease, e.g. Thus, a 2-class problem is considered in this paper. A distinction is
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made only between REM sleep and not REM sleep (NREM). The sleep stages
N1, N2, and N3 are combined with the awake state to form NREM. A data
processing pipeline is being developed that can achieve sleep stage recognition
with the help of machine learning algorithms.

3 Project PCompanion

The aim of the joint development is the ParkinsonCompanion - the first mobile,
patient-oriented screening, and monitoring system that can be used in the early
diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. It is also the first patient-oriented system for
the screening of Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep and vegetative disorders,
which also has an adaptive, interactive interface and allows user type modeling.
In order to predict the course of Parkinson’s disease or to differentiate between
severe and atypical forms, Parkinson’s Companion uses predictive analytical
methods such as data mining, complex event processing and machine learning.
This integrates the analysis of vegetative functions, sleep, movement and cogni-
tive functions. Users receive direct feedback/interpretation of observations, test
results and trends in the course of the disease. Through integration into the
telemedical video monitoring system (MVB Parkinson GmbH), which has been
established for Parkinson’s patients for more than 10 years, patients can also
use a 24-h telephone service. With the help of a mobile patient-oriented moni-
toring system, the signals from the sensor system and the recorded data, such
as context information from the app on conspicuous Parkinson’s patterns, can
provide scientists and doctors with much more reliable data for a better diagno-
sis, since the frequency and severity of the seizures can be better recorded. The
anonymization and cross-patient aggregation of the data also enables clinical
research, for example on the drug that most effectively reduces symptoms or on
various context parameters that trigger Parkinson’s-associated patterns.

The consortium of the project PCompanion coordinated by the neurolo-
gist of the University Hospital Aachen consists of five institutions and two
associated partners in Germany: Department of Neurology at the University
Hospital Aachen, Fraunhofer Institute for Software and Systems Technology
ISST, Department and Institute of Ergonomics of University Aachen (RWTH),
Medizinische Videobeobachtung in Koblenz, SOMNOmedics GmbH Rander-
sacker, Deutsche Parkinson Hilfe e.V. [German Parkinson Help], and practicing
doctors.

4 Methods

4.1 Sensor Platform

The sensor system is based on a PSG which was developed by SOMNOmedics.
SOMNOscreenTM plus is a portable PSG system with 33 channels, upgradeable
to up to 58 channels, which you can handle flexibly in diagnostics. No matter
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whether you evaluate according to the R&K or AASM standard or with individ-
ual specifications for studies, the user decides what to focus on and accordingly
the measurement configuration. The SOMNOscreenTM plus can be upgraded at
any time and thus offers the possibility to perform polygraphy screenings, out-
patient and inpatient PSGs as well as neurological applications with complete
EEG 32 derivation in one device - all this with maximum patient comfort (see
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The SOMNOscreenTM.

4.2 Study

For sleep recognition, a data set of the University Hospital Aachen with manually
annotated sleep phases is used. The data set contains the PSGs of 19 male
patients with an average age of 65±14 years (range 36–89 years). The total time
of all sleep recordings is 137 h. The EEG, EOG and EMG channels are relevant
for sleep phase classification according the AASM. All 19 patients suffer from
RBD. The data is extracted via the SOMNOmedics software “Domino” (version
3.0.0).

4.3 Sleep Stage Classification

For data analysis pythonTM, version 3.7.3., was used. Python is a widely-used
programming language in machine learning and has a large community that
maintains a large number of libraries. For sleep phase classification, the PSG
channels are reduced to the AASM channels: EEG C4A1, EEG C3A1, EOG left
A2, EOG right A2 and EMG chin. Furthermore, the manually annotated sleep
phases of the somnologist of the University Hospital Aachen were extracted to
develop a supervised algorithm (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Machine-learning pipeline.

Preprocessing: To reduce noise and unwanted interferences in the signal, the
signals were filtered with a Notch filter with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz and a
Butterworth 6th order Bandpass filter. The Butterworth filter had a lower limit
at 0.5 Hz and an upper limit at 45 Hz. In the next step, the filtered signals were
divided into the typical 30-second epochs according to R&K and AASM.

Feature Extraction and Feature Selection: Features were extracted from
raw sleep data using a window size of 30 s without overlapping between consecu-
tive windows. Features can be computed from the segmented data, usually, con-
tain time and frequency domain features. The time-domain features are including
[14]: (1) arithmetic mean, (2) median, (3) variance, (4) standard deviation, (5)
skewness and curtosis (6) 25th and 75th Percentile and (7) Hjorth Parameters.
The frequency-domain features are: (1) power spectral density, (2) relative power
spectral density, (3) spectral entropy, (4) Petrosian fractal entropy estimation.
After that, the generated features were standardized with z-score function [17].
Features were selected by use of the Mutual Information (MI) [18], Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PC), SVM recursive feature elimation (SVM-RFE) and
minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) [19].

Validation: K-Fold-cross validation was performed for the validation data set
by calculating the agreement for each subject through training the system using
data from the rest of the subjects.

Classification: For our intended goal of embedded system classification, we
focused on classifiers that could be implemented in a computationally efficient
manner. There are a large set of classifiers. Our choice was to classify the data
with the k-Nearest-Neighbor (k-NN), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), Näıve Bayes, Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF).

The k-NN is an instance-based classifier based on majority voting of its neigh-
bors: The k-NN algorithm finds a close group of k objects in the training dataset
with the target object in the training data and predicts the class of closest objects
to the target object [20]. The logistic regression model arises from the desire to
model the posterior probabilities of the K classes via linear functions in x, while
at the same time ensuring that they sum to one and remain in [0, 1] [21]. Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) is a method from the area of functions for learning
linear models. For linearly separable data it can be shown that a maximum mar-
gin hyperplane is optimal with respect to generalization properties (i.e. ability
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to classify unseen data.) The maximum margin hyperplane separates the two
classes so that the distance from the hyperplane to the closest example(s) is
maximal [22]. For the classification of sleep stages, we used linear kernels. Näıve
Bayes (NB) is a simple probabilistic method based on Bayes’ theorem. For an
unknown example from the test data set, the class with the highest probability
(given the features) is returned. NB is based on the basic assumption that the
individual features are independent of each other when the class is given. When
used on continuous features, the assumption is also made that the features are
normally distributed [23]. A decision tree classifier is a straight-line approach in
which a class is found out by successive rules. Decision trees are ordered. A pat-
tern is classified by starting at the root node with the properties of the pattern
that can be queried. The branches correspond to different possible values. In the
next step, the following is calculated according to the answer of a branch which
is considered the new root node of the subtree. Each connection must be able to
divide the pattern uniquely so that only one branch is selected. The steps are
repeated until a leaf node is reached [21]. The random forest classifier consists of
a combination of tree classifiers where each classifier is generated using a random
vector sampled independently from the input vector, and each tree casts a unit
vote for the most popular class to classify an input vector [24].

Evaluation Metrics: The performance metric that is generally most widely
used is Accuracy (ACC) [25]. It describes the proportion of correct classifications
in all classifications made.

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives,
false negatives, respectively [26]. For a given sleep stage A, TP denotes the
number of A windows that were correctly classified as A, FP the number of non-
A windows that were falsely classified as A and FN the number of A windows
that were falsely classified as non-A.

Computation Time and Memory Requirements: The processing of sleep
data places high demands on the hardware, as the data set is large due to the
high sampling rates and long recording times. The algorithm is particularly
demanding on the CPU. The preprocessing of the data required a lot of RAM.

5 Results

The experimental results of the different algorithms with different feature selec-
tion methods are summarized in Table 1. With Random Forest and the SVM-
RFE an accuracy of 87.57% is obtained.

The classifiers depend to varying degrees on the feature selection proce-
dures and evaluation procedures used. The Random Forest classifier delivers
the highest result with an accuracy of 87.84%, and is therefore best suited for
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Table 1. Accuracy of the Machine-Learning algorithms.

mRMR SVM-RFE PC MI

LR 87.36% 87.40% 87.50% 87.02%

k-NN 85.59% 85.35% 86.09% 85.28%

NB 87.36% 36.56% 38.54% 36.82%

SVM 87.36% 87.36% 87.36% 87.36%

DT 77.62% 78.89% 78.97% 80.17%

RF 85.10% 87.57% 87.84% 87.00%

the detection of the REM sleep phase. The Naive Bayes classifier is not suitable
for the recognition of sleep stages since the probability of classifying the correct
sleep phase is lower than with a coin toss. The only exception is the use of the
mRMR feature selection with the NB classifier.

A challenge in the pre-processing of the data was the required resources due
to the large data set. The records consist of a total of 137 h of recording time. For
each patient, 5 channels were used for processing, most of which had a sampling
rate of 256 Hz. Then processing the data, special attention had to be paid to
the performance of the data processing chain, because a large amount of data
requires a lot of computing power on the one hand, and processing takes a lot
of time on the other. Due to the unequal distribution of the NREM and REM
sleep phases, because the REM phase rarely occurs in relation to NREM, a clear
identification of the sleep stages is not possible.

The methods shown have already achieved promising results in the REM
sleep stage classification. This is the first step towards the early detection of
Parkinson’s disease in the PCompanion project. The next step would be to
extend the classifiers by an automated differentiation between healthy REM sleep
phases and pathological REM sleep phases of RBD patients. This prediction can
serve the project in the early detection of Parkinson’s disease.

The computing time is very long due to the long signal recording during one
night. Therefore the algorithm needs a high computing time to process the files
window by window. The more signals are viewed from the PSG, the more time
is needed. However, a general trend cannot be observed, the calculation time
depends on the specific sensor set and its optimized properties.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The results shown within this paper are promising regarding REM sleep phase
detection. Across all considered classifiers a high accuracy was achieved, with
one exception to be mentioned. Nonetheless, the following aspects must be taken
into account, when interpreting these promising results. Due to the large data set
of overall 137 h recording time a focus needed to be set on performance within
the machine-learning pipeline. That resulted in omitting the leave-one cross-
validation as an evaluation procedure as a result of excessive computing time.
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Furthermore, all of the evaluated data sets were gathered from RBD patients
within the clinical context. Consequently, the REM sleep phase detection on
sleep data from healthy subjects could lead to diverging results. Another bias
could result from the limited number of medical professionals that carried out
the manual labeling of the profiles of the sleep data sets.

With the algorithm it is possible to detect the REM phases also in RBD
patients. Thus, the results can help to support the diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease. Initially, the algorithm can be used to assist in the recognition of the
sleep phases. In combination with the activity detection in the REM phase,
which is characteristic for RBD, it can finally be diagnosed whether Parkinson’s
disease is involved. Thus, in the next step, a second algorithm will be finally
developed to determine the activity in the REM phase.

Future work on this topic should address the above-mentioned aspects: the
data processing pipeline should be optimized in order to process large sleep data
sets more efficiently. Consequently, further features, classifiers and evaluation
procedures should be taken into account. The application of neural networks e.g.
could be worth considering [27], as well as the weighted training of classification
in order to counteract the unequal share of REM sleep and non-REM sleep in
the overall sleep duration.

The next step would be to extend the classifiers by an automated distinction
between the REM sleep stage of healthy subjects and the REM sleep stage
of RBD patients. This differentiation can potentially contribute to the early
recognition of Parkinson’s disease.
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Abstract. Although the term of big data and related technologies received lots of
attention in recent years, many projects are less successful than anticipated. One
of the most crucial steps in the planning of a system includes the modeling of the
underlying architecture. However, as of now, no standardized approach exists that
facilitates the modeling of big data system architectures (BDSA). In this research,
a systematic approach is presented that delivers a foundation towards a standard for
themodeling of BDSA. Further, a prototype is introduced that automatizes the cre-
ation of those models reducing the required effort and simultaneously increasing
the maintainability.

Keywords: Big data · System architecture ·Modeling · Deployment diagram ·
Prototype · Literature review · Design science research

1 Introduction

Over that last decades, information technologies (IT) turned into an essential part of our
society. Hand in handwith their increasingmaturity and capability, also the effort needed
for their provisioning increased. This includes the construction and deployment of hard-
ware and software architectures, as well as their appropriate interconnection and integra-
tion. Altogether, this can be vaguely summarized under the term system architecture. The
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), defines a system architecture as
“fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its ele-
ments, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution” [1]. In the context
of this, not only the system itself but also the integration of stakeholders, hardware- and
software components, as well as other systems needs to be considered [1, 2], resulting in
a highly complex scenario. Hence, the planning and construction represents a sophisti-
cated endeavor, at which assisting techniques may appear as a promising aid. In context
of this, modeling constitutes a well-established approach for illustrating complex corre-
lations by providing common specifications and notations for all relevant components of
the envisioned architecture. In general, this discipline “has become a common practice
in modern software engineering” [3]. Hence, the application of standardized modeling
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techniques seems to be an auspicious way to prevent misunderstandings, misinterpreta-
tions and information gaps [3, 4]. However, as it turns out, with the ongoing evolution
of new information and communication technologies, not only the system architectures
but also the modeling of integrative scenarios is becoming increasingly complex. This
applies especially in times, at which novel technologies are combined and used to over-
come the storing, processing and management of multi massive data. In course of this,
big data systems proofed to be as a propitious solution. According to [5], big data “con-
sists of extensive datasets primarily in the characteristics of volume, velocity, variety,
and/or variability that require a scalable architecture for efficient storage, manipulation,
and analysis”. The consideration of those specifics complicates the general planning,
creation, and integration of big data system architectures, as shown by many authors,
such as [6]. In addition to the handling of massive amounts of data (volume), a multitude
of different sources, data types (variety) and the required speed for the processing, also
systems have to be robust and flexible for occurring changes (variability) [7].

Although approaches for the provisioning of concrete implementation details in
the form of documentations or reference architectures exist, these often lack in the
general way of presentation. Today, in most of the cases, self-defined depictions are
chosen, sometimes composed out of different elements from multiple Unified Modeling
Language (UML) diagram types [8, 9]. This situation is reinforced when it comes to
the modeling of massive and complex systems, such as in the case of a big data system,
which often comprises a multitude of different technologies. Not only the time spent for
the correct identification of needed elements but also the alignment of those and the later
maintenance can be a sophisticated and time-consuming task. Due to the aforementioned
reasons, big data projects are not always as successful as intended. To overcome this
problem the following research question (RQ) shall be answered in the course of this
work:

“How can the comprehensiveness and systematics of modeling of big data system
architectures (BDSA) be improved by using information technologies?”.

Since, to our knowledge, no comprehensive solution exists, and there are also no
sufficient preliminary works to build upon, it is necessary to approach this problem in
a stepwise and systematic way. First, to obtain an understanding of the most relevant
elements and information of a BDSA, existing models need to be identified and basic
requirements derived. To further reduce the effort spent on the construction and mainte-
nance of complex BDSA models, a suitable way to harness IT for the automatization of
the modeling step will be examined. Hence, the following sub-research question (SRQ)
will be answered during the course of this work:
SRQ1: “How were BDSAs modeled so far?”
SRQ2: “Which information are needed for the modeling of a BDSA?”
SRQ3: “Are existing system architecture modeling approaches applicable for BDSA?”
SRQ4: “How can the modeling of BDSA be realized in an automatized way?”

By the end, all made observations are set in relation to existing approaches for the
modeling of system architectures, to identify a suitable solution for the modeling of
BDSA. Eventually, all findings are intended to be used for an initial prototype that
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facilitates the automatized modeling of BDSA architecture only on the base of the
required information.

1.1 Methodology

In order to find a suitable answer to the previously formulated research question, the
design science methodology according to Hevner et al. [10] is followed. Due to the com-
plexity of the planned undertaking, additionally, the recommended workflow according
to Peffers et al. was used [11] which proposes six consecutive steps. After the problem
was identified, (1) and the objectives of a solution defined (2), the design and develop-
ment are taking place (3). Within the subsequent steps, the artifact is demonstrated (4),
evaluated (5) and presented (6). Especially the transition from the second to the third steps
requires an in-depth understanding regarding the particular domain and the required the-
ory. Due to the existing lack of available contributions in this field, a thorough literature
review was conducted, that attempts to stepwise approach the aforementioned research
problem, following the guidelines provided by [12, 13]. Based on the used methodology,
the contribution at hand is structured as follows. While the first section provides a thor-
ough description of the identified problem, the main research question and the intended
objectives of this research, in section two, the review protocol of the conducted literature
review is outlined. Apart from the sole purpose of the identification of the related work,
the results shall be used to answer the previously derived sub-research questions. All
findings will be presented and discussed in the third section. Here, an approach towards
the actual standardization is introduced and a prototype for the (automatized) model-
ing presented. Additionally, an evaluation is conducted, at which existing BDSA from
research papers are remodeled. Eventually, the paper ends with a conclusion.

2 Literature Review

For the identification of a suitable approach, to model big data system architectures in
a systematic way, first, an overview of the current state of the art is needed. This shall
not only give an idea about possible approaches but also attempts to find an answer
to the previously formulated SRQs. Consequently, to provide a better overview and
enhance the comprehensibility as well as the reproducibility of the findings, the subse-
quent review protocol describes the performed steps of the conducted literature review
in detail. Particular, a keyword-based search in combination with the forward-backward
search, according to Webster & Watson, is utilized [12, 13].

2.1 Review Protocol

As a starting point for the collection of the needed material, six literature databases were
queried, namely AIS Electronic Library (AISEL), Science Direct (SD), ACM Digital
Library (ACM), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Xplore Digital Library
(IEEE), Scopus und Wiley Online Library (Wiley). While most of these databases are
operated by publishers, others, such as Scopus, serve more as a kind of meta-database.
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Although the used query engines exhibit certain differences, in all of them, a keyword-
based search was conducted, applying terms, such as “big data, system, architecture,
modeling and model”. For the reduction and refinement of the initially found out 5027
papers, a two-stepped refinement procedure was chosen, at which various criteria were
checked, as they are described in Table 1. Whenever one of the inclusion criteria was
not applicable or one of the exclusion criteria fulfilled, the paper was rejected from the
search process.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

The paper must be published either in
conference proceedings, a book, or in a journal

The papers predominantly deal with
algorithms or frameworks to be implemented

The paper tackles at least one of the research
questions

The paper is not written in English or German

The paper was published between 2013–2019

While some of those criteria were checked during the query itself, like the publish-
ing data, most of them were observed during the further course of the literature review.
Within the first phase, only the title, keywords and abstract were examined and all dupli-
cates originating from meta-databases removed. The remaining papers were afterward
qualitatively analyzed in detail, constituting the second phase of the refinement. Even-
tually, 60 relevant papers were identified, representing 1.2% of the initial search set. An
overview of the results is depicted in Table 2. Apart from the sole number of papers
remaining after each phase, additionally, the concrete paper is referenced. As mentioned
before, as a third step the forward & backward search [12] was subsequently conducted.
This resulted in another nine contributions, focusing especially on the realization of ref-
erence architectures. Those can be typically used to support the engineering procedure in
terms of an extensive and complex combination of tools and technologies for a targeted
purpose. After all, each found out paper was qualitatively analyzed.

2.2 Findings

During the qualitative analysis of the found out papers, it was noticed from the very
beginning that currently, no standardized approach exists to model BDSA. This may
imply one the hand that a specific modeling approach is not required due to the reason
that these do not differ very much from traditional IT architectures, or on the hand that
authors are insecure about the modeling, due to the absence of a common approach.
Especially the latter became apparent during the examination of the results. While in
11 cases architectures were depicted through the (partial) use of well-known diagrams
from the UML, in the remaining 43 cases self-created notations were detected. The
distribution with regard to the used modeling is depicted in Table 3. Frequently used
approaches, originating from the UML, comprise diagrams such as components [8,
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Table 2. Results of the literature review

Database Initial query Phase 1 Phase 2 Paper

AIS electronic library 98 16 9 [14–22]

Science direct 574 33 12 [9, 23–33]

ACM digital library 539 23 10 [34–43]

IEEE digital library 1460 54 21 [44–64]

Scopus 2242 19 7 [39, 65–68, 70, 71]

Wiley 114 4 1 [72]

Forward & backward search – – – [8, 73–80]

9, 36, 64], deployment [8, 65] or package diagrams [8, 36]. However, modifications
on notation elements and their interconnection were also partially observed in here.
One particular example is the case of [8], in which a reference architecture for the
realization of predictive analytics is introduced. Apart from the sole use of one specific
diagram,multiple approaches are combined here, structuring the architecture onmultiple
levels. In [9] another reference architecture for BDSA is presented. On the base of 15
requirements, 21 architectures were compared to each other and the results transferred
into one comprehensive reference architecture. In general, only a few contributions were
found that either implicitly or explicitly deal with the formulation of requirements on
BDSA [9, 16, 26, 71]. At this point, the ability to store, manage and process big data
was always from mandatory interest.

Table 3. Depiction of the modeled BDSA

Elements No. Paper

Component
diagram

5 [8, 9, 36, 64]

Deployment
diagram

2 [8, 65]

Package
diagram

2 [8, 36]

Flow
diagram

2 [24, 54, 80]

Self-created
model

43 [14, 16, 19–23, 25–31, 33, 38, 42, 44, 46–58, 60–63, 67, 69–71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80]

With regard to the self-created models, it was noticed that these differ greatly from
each other in terms of both, the information density of the BDSA and the used notation
elements for the description. In particular, some of the models focus only on the general
overview, describing various components [38, 46, 67], while others deal with detailed
subsystems and the relationship between each of the components of the BDSA, such as
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in [21, 23, 26, 42, 44, 57, 61, 62]. Additionally, in multiple publications only self-defined
elements have been found [14, 20–25, 27–31, 44, 46, 48, 52, 53, 56, 61, 67, 74, 80].
Thosewere used andmodified from existing types ofmodeling languages or entirely new
created. In [80], for instance, a system architecture for remote sensing of satellites was
developed and presented. The very complex depiction groups the relevant components
and their interaction into different levels, which are logically structured from bottom-
up, starting with the acquisition of the remote sensing data. Although later on a flow
chart is used for the general workflow, the idea remains unclear at the beginning. This
is especially due to the reason that no notation elements are described and no known
elements used. Hence, interpretations concerning each of the components can be made.
Similar to this, in [31] an architecture is constructed that intents to forecast social and
economic changes. Although the model depicts a good and structured overview, not
many details are provided. Within the depiction of the system, the authors use the data
life cycle to reveal the different stages, starting from the data receiving to the publishing
module. In doing so, arrows between the different components are used to show the
flow of data. However, no detailed transition information are presented, such as the
connection on a system-level or the implemented functions. Thus, as one may note, the
modeling of big data architectures exhibits large differences, not only in terms of the
level of detail. However, in most of the related papers important information, which
are needed for the modeling of a BDSA, were identified. In particular, this includes
information to the following general elements: subsystem, components, artifact, relation,
actors and software. All of them and the related contributions are listed in Table 4 and
are subsequently further described.

Table 4. Elements of a BDSA

Elements No. Paper

Subsystem 45 [8, 9, 16, 17, 19, 21–23, 26–33, 38, 39, 42, 44, 46, 48–52, 54–58, 61–65, 67, 69–71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80]

Component 48 [8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 19–33, 36, 38, 44, 46, 48, 50–58, 60–62, 64, 65, 67, 69–71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80]

Artifact 43 [8, 9, 14, 17, 19–21, 23–25, 27–31, 33, 36, 38, 40, 44, 46–53, 55, 56, 58, 60–62, 64, 67, 69–71, 74, 77, 78, 80]

Relation 43 [8, 9, 20–31, 33, 36, 38, 44, 46–51, 53, 55–58, 60–62, 64, 65, 67, 69–71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80]

Actor 3 [20, 63, 64]

Software 30 [9, 15, 20, 21, 25, 27–29, 31, 36, 39–42, 44, 47, 49, 51, 52, 56, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68–70, 72, 78, 79]

AComponent is “a unit of computation or a data store” [81] that encapsulates several
functionalities for later reuse. Often, these are further distinguished into hardware and
software components. Typically, they are either part of subsystems or the system itself.
In turn, a subsystem refers to the collection of elements, components and connections to
fulfill a specific purpose within a system architecture [82]. The investigation of the con-
tributions revealed that most of these elements reoccurred as part of system architecture,
although they had huge differences in terms of the used name. Further complications
were ascertained if the level of detail was very low. In this case, sometimes the subsys-
tem did not deliver any specific information and acted more like a single component.
Found out types of subsystems comprise, for instance: data sources, data storage, data
collection, data preparation, data integration, data preprocessing, analysis, visualization,
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and management. Data sources, in turn, consisting out of components, such as sensors,
machines, databases or streams, were almost always part of the proposed model of the
architecture [14, 19, 21–23, 29, 31, 44, 48, 52, 61, 73, 74, 77, 78]. The same applies
to the data storage that was often described by the HDFS, data warehouses or SQL-,
NoSQL- and cloud storages [19, 21, 22, 29, 31, 39, 42, 48, 52, 55, 57, 61, 63, 64, 71, 78,
80]. The used analysis subsystem, consisting out of components such as data mining,
predictive analytics, stream analysis or data rating, was also of major interest [16, 19,
22, 27, 29, 31, 33, 44, 52, 62, 70, 71, 74, 77, 78, 80].

Sometimes those components revealed concrete insights regarding the interfaces,
functionalities or the inner structure. At this point, executable (e.g. scripts, programs)
or non-executable elements (e.g. web data, documents, videos) were often used as input
and output and aligned to the term of an artifact. This conforms also the definition
according to the UML that make use of those elements in their deployment diagrams. In
their documentation, an artifact “represents some (usually reifiable) item of information
that is used or produced by a software development process or by operation of a system”
[82].

Relations are used in almost all of the found out papers. In most of the cases, these
were depicted either using undirected lines or arrows. Noticeable was the vague use of
most of the connections. Sometimes legends or needed information were provided, but
frequently not. At this point, the corresponding text sections had to be read or interpre-
tations made. A closer look at this notation element revealed that the connection was
often used for different purposes. For instance, in [20, 22, 23, 61, 75] it was used for
the exchange of messages, such as inquires for reports, uploads, and others. Whereas
in [8, 25] deployments, as they are known from deployment diagrams, were implicitly
depicted by this symbol. Around 73% of the use cases dealt in general with the commu-
nication between different elements [8, 9, 16, 20, 22–24, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 36, 38, 44,
46–48, 50, 51, 53, 55–58, 61–63, 69, 71, 77, 78, 80]. In most of the cases, the data was
from major interest. For instance, the general use of the data as described in [8, 20, 62],
whereas the logical and processing flow delineated in [21, 23–26, 29–31, 44, 55, 58,
60, 64, 70, 75]. The regulation of the data access is depicted in [21, 24, 26, 44, 57, 64],
either implicitly through the communication between different components or directly
in terms of the data source.

An actor in this context describes a person that interacts with the intended BDSA.
Although these were addressed only in a few papers directly [20, 63, 64], they represent
an important piece of information that especially reveals in which way the system as
a whole, single components or the software is going to be used. The software element
directly refers to specific implementation details regarding the used software products
within the architecture. While some of the papers contained detailed information, in
either the depicted architecture or the related paragraphs, others just described gen-
eral functionalities without naming concrete tools. Although a multitude of modeling
approaches for a BDSAwere identified, no uniform applicable method was found within
the contributions. Only a fewmade use of established and well-accepted diagrams of the
UML to display the BDSA in parts (cf. Table 3). However, even in those contributions,
missing parts, incorrect use of notation elements and other obstacles were identified.
It can be assumed that this originates partially out of the targeted audience, which are
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in here rather researchers than system architects. In any case, again, it highlights the
absence of a unified approach and the necessity to find a suitable way for the depiction
of BDSA as a whole.

3 A Systematic Modeling Approach for BDSA

By definition, diagram types such as the deployment diagram already offer a good way
to present system architectures [82], even if they do not necessarily deal with big data-
related elements.According to theObjectManagementGroup (OMG),which is in charge
of the UML, a deployment diagram “specifies constructs that can be used to define the
execution architecture of systems and the assignment of software artifacts to system
elements” [82]. Compared to the component diagrams, they can also be used to give
general insights, and thus, to provide a conceptual overviewof the architecture rather than
a concrete functional implementation. In cases, such as the previously identified ones, the
adoption and modification of deployment diagrams appears to be a good choice towards
the standardization of a BDSAmodeling approach. In order to performmanipulations for
the realization of “more elaborate deployment models” [82], profiles and meta-models
can be used. By considering the aforementioned results from the literature review, several
changes were made to the conventional deployment diagrams.

The element of a person, known from use-case diagrams, is integrated. This reflects
the fact that often a number of stakeholders interactwith the system in differentways. The
same applies to the other frequently used elements such as the cloud or specific subsys-
tems. Furthermore, already existing elements of the diagram were changed, particularly
focusing on the referred profiles. Artifacts that depict input and output received the
stereotypes processed_data, audio, video, picture, and webdata. While
most of these are self-explaining, the latter includes data especially originating from the
web, such as social media. Sensors, predominately used in the IoT domain and smart
cities, are defined through the node stereotype sensor. If complex networks, that han-
dle a number of different components and artifacts, need to be displayed, the stereotype
of the network for a node can be used. Since the processing speed of the data and its
creation plays a major role, the connection of the elements needs to be adjusted. This
can be done through additional connection information data_stream.

In order to simplify the modeling process itself, an automatized procedure was cho-
sen, that creates a BDSA model out of an existing JSON configuration file. This is
realized not only due to the reason that sometimes related architectures are getting very
complex and errors occur or elements are missing, but also for future improvements and
required changes of the model itself. In doing so, the entire layout of the model will be
built automatically. An excerpt from this JSON file is depicted on the left-hand side of
Fig. 1. To ensure that the model can be successfully created, a potential user is prompted
to follow the predefined structure of the input file. By using a self-developed valida-
tor, the structure is checked before the actual modeling is taking place. This includes,
for instance, the verification of missing elements, parameters or connections and the
identification of circulations, multiple occurrences of an element and syntax errors. In
general, the structure of the JSON file is comprised of the elements settings, arti-
facts,nodes,components,actors,subsystems andconnections.Within
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the first area, basic characteristics for the desiredmodel can be defined, such as the align-
ment of the elements. For a more appealing visualization, the tag leftToRight was
defined to either build the model in a horizontal or vertical direction. This shall ensure
that even though numerous elements are included, still, the readability is achieved. All
other elements are used as described before. Actors represent stakeholders that are
directly interacting with the system. Those are symbolized by a person. Relevant sys-
tem elements are described through nodes, as either a separate entity or children of a
subsystem. If concrete information about the functionalities and defined interfaces
need to be displayed, components can be used. The definition of each of those, except
the settings and connections, needs to be performed by a unique ID, as well
as an expressive name. The technical implementation of the prototype is realized by a
client-server architecture using Java as a runtime environment, Vaadin as a web interface
and PlantUML as the modeling tool. After a thorough comparison of various model-
ing tools, such as Modelio, Papyrus, BOUML, Eclipse UML2 and PlantUML, only the
latter turned out to be a promising solution for the pursued task. Criteria, used for the
comparison, were, for instance, the support of existing UML diagrams, supported pro-
gramming languages, diagram layouting, frequent updates, exemplary code fragments
and comprehensive documentation. In Fig. 1, an easy to use prototype is depicted, which
includes the aforementioned changes on the existing diagrams, the JSON input field, and
the field for the compiled model.

Fig. 1. The developed prototype of the BDSA modeling tool

In accordance with the used DSR methodology [10, 11] the proposed artifact was
continuously evaluated throughout all stages. The starting point is formed by architec-
tures, which were previously identified during the literature review and mostly introduce
self-defined notation elements. In particular, the following contributions were exemplary
selected for the evaluation [8, 9, 21, 31, 48, 56, 80]. Each of them was reconstructed
by following the proposed modeling approach. First, for every single architecture, the
needed input information were extracted out of the existingmodel and the corresponding
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text section. Secondly, the configuration was manually created and afterward imported
into the developed prototype. Due to the huge number of elements and size of the final
model, only one of those architectures [21] is depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.
Although it was once more noticed that most of the architectures did not explicit any
concrete insights about the connected parts and specific tools to be used, it was possi-
ble to (re-) model each of those without discarding system architecture-relevant parts.
Hence, the functionality of the developed modeling approach, as well as the constructed
prototype, was successfully evaluated.

3.1 Discussion

The demonstration and evaluation of the developed artifact revealed that BDSA can be
modeled in a comprehensive and systematic way, independent from the level of detail.
Although, seven exemplarily chosen architecture were successfully remodeled by using
the modified modeling language and the developed prototype, further evaluations are in
a larger scale needed. Apart from the pure consideration of additional architectures, this
includes furthermore the implementation within a real-world context and the analysis of
the appearance by comparing themodels of the developed solutionwith the original ones.
In doing so, additional tweaks, changes and extensions that are beneficial for the current
solution might be identified. Besides the extension of the developed solution in terms of
new specifications, also the realization in terms of a particular domain-specific language
(DSL) is imaginable. For the initial prototype, most of the alignments, syntax, semantics,
interpretations and validations were self-programmed. In the future, when the solution is
gettingmore andmore complex, evenmore, elaborated concepts, that offer the automatic
provision of relevant code pieces, could be added. DSLs typically serve as kind of a
programming language for a specific domain targeting only the needed functionalities
and, thus, will highly reduce the cost for development and maintenance [83]. Beyond
that, an integration within a concrete big data planning tool, such as proposed in the
work by Volk et al. [84], appears to be sensible. In their work, they introduced an end-
to-end decision support system, which shall help decision-makers with the thorough
planning and realization of big data projects. In this context, they also described an
automatized way for the modeling of BDSA, facilitating the visualization of the given
recommendation of suitable tools and their connection.

4 Conclusion

In recent years, big data coined to be one of the key technologies for the realization of
data-intensive projects, independent from the scope of application. Although it received
lots of attention and research from both sides, academia as well as the industry, today lots
of confusion still exists when it comes to the actual engineering of relevant architectures.
One step towards the expedient planning and realization of big data endeavors is based
on the grasp of the elements and their composition in BDSA. Currently, no standard or
universally followed best practice for the construction of relevant models exists. Due to
this, in this paper, the question, how the comprehensiveness and systematics of modeling
a BDSA can be improved by using IT, was discussed. By applying the DSR methodol-
ogy and conducting a structured literature review, the current state of the art is identified
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and a possible solution proposed. In particular, an enhanced version of a deployment
diagram, suitable for the modeling of BDSA, is developed. Moreover, a prototype was
developed that automatizes the IT-driven creation of those models to reduce the required
effort and to increase the maintainability. This research provides researches as well as
system architects a solution to cover specific information, required for the general sys-
tem understanding, in an appealing way. Hence, planning and communication between
different stakeholders can be greatly improved.
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Abstract. In recent years, the amount of data is growing extensively. In
companies, spreadsheets are one common approach to conduct data pro-
cessing and statistical analysis. However, especially when working with
massive amounts of data, spreadsheet applications have their limitations.
To cope with this issue, we introduce a human-in-the-loop approach for
scalable data preprocessing using sampling. In contrast to state-of-the-
art approaches, we also consider conflict resolution and recommendations
based on data not contained in the sample itself. We implemented a fully
functional prototype and conducted a user study with 12 participants.
We show that our approach delivers a significantly higher error correction
than comparable approaches which only consider the sample dataset.

Keywords: Data cleaning · Human-in-the-loop · Interactive data
preprocessing

1 Introduction

Today, the amount of available data is growing very fast and more and more
business processes and decisions are based on analysis of data. According to
Gartner [9], spreadsheets are still one of the most common applications for ana-
lyzing data and a fundamental tool for budgeting, planning and forecasting in
large enterprises. This is not surprising as spreadsheets are well-established, intu-
itive to use, and extensible by macros. However, the issue with spreadsheets is
that they are very error-prone and up to 94% contain errors [9], which can lead
to costly impacts. Some examples are provided by Gandel [6], e. g., hidden cells
which are not visible in the spreadsheet anymore reappearing during export and
leading to wrong assumptions. Even though spreadsheets are used for today’s
data volumes, they “were never intended to be used as a data store for mil-
lions - even billions - of cells” [9]. As a result, especially when working with
large amounts of data, i. e., tables with thousands of rows, spreadsheet appli-
cations have their limitations. For huge datasets, data visualization, processing,
and analysis take a lot of time or cannot be handled at all. Consequently, many
applications provide a sample of the entire dataset in order to be able to work
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Fig. 1. Data analysis pipeline extended for interactive preprocessing.

with a small subset of the entire dataset. This is most commonly called specifi-
cation phase. Subsequently, the changes made in the sample data is then applied
to the entire dataset, which is called execution phase. This is depicted in Fig. 1.
Even though this approach of separating phases is feasible in some scenarios,
there are severe issues that arise when relying on sampled data. On the one
hand, conflicts between the sample data and the entire dataset are very difficult
to solve without the insights of the user. Typical conflicts are, e. g., type mis-
match or feature characteristics not covered in the sample. On the other hand,
most applications that provide sampling do not offer any means for interactive
scalability, which is especially important in the era of big data when employing
analysts’ domain knowledge during the preprocessing steps. Instead, these tools
connect to Hadoop-based ecosystems only for executing the specified transfor-
mations. More precisely, transformations are specified on a sample generated
once and applied to the entire dataset in a subsequent step. Thus, it is difficult
to adapt to occurring conflicts in records not covered by the sample.

There are three approaches to cope with this challenge. First, another sam-
ple is requested by the user. This approach has two major drawbacks: (a) the
domain expert needs to draw a lot of samples until all conflicts are represented
at least once, and (b) a large overhead regarding processing time. Second, the
user decides to discard all records which are responsible for conflicts. However,
uncleaned data can have unpredictable impacts on the quality of the subsequent
analysis steps. Both of these approaches become particularly infeasible when fac-
ing big data. With each (failed) iteration, the preprocessing becomes more time
consuming, the domain expert loses motivation, and impacts of an increasing
number of discarded records are unpredictable. Therefore, the third approach is
to notify domain experts about occurring conflicts immediately and to empower
them to resolve them. This approach is the most promising one because the user
stays in the loop during data preprocessing.

To realize the third approach, in this paper, we introduce an approach for
scalable data preprocessing using sampling while keeping the user in the loop.
In contrast to state-of-the-art approaches, we also consider conflict resolution
and recommendations based on data not contained in the sample itself. Our
approach consists of an architecture for scalable data processing, including a
Hadoop-based data storage, as well as concepts for human interaction during
data preprocessing. We reach this by establishing a fine-grained iteration between
the specification and execution phases. To preserve generality, our framework is
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capable of using any sample algorithms as well as any automatic error recogni-
tion/data cleaning methods. The framework is validated through a case study
in the business domain as well as a user study to evaluate user acceptance.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we give an
exemplary scenario to introduce the target users as well as problems and benefits
in more detail. In Sect. 3, related work is described. In Sect. 4, we introduce our
main contribution: an architecture for data preprocessing which enables to keep
the human in the loop. For evaluation purposes, a user study is described which
shows the benefits in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the paper and describe
future work.

2 Motivating Scenario

In this section, we present a scenario, in which we introduce the target user
and point out emerging issues regarding interactive data preprocessing in the
context of large-scale datasets. In order to conduct a reliable analysis and use
the gained insights, it is essential to obtain an understanding of the data. Dur-
ing this phase, datasets are examined with only a small amount of knowledge
about their correlation or context known a priori. Consequently, this explorative
process is strongly characterized by trial and error. According to studies [18],
more than 80% of the participants consider it as especially important to prepare
data in self-service. Furthermore, there is a consensus that domain knowledge
is indispensable for a reliable analysis, which is of particular interest during the
preprocessing step.

Albeit, a domain expert who performs an explorative analysis is often not
a trained data scientist. Rather, this individual is, according to Gartner [14], a
“person who creates or generates models that leverage predictive or prescriptive
analytics but whose primary job function is outside of the field of statistics and
analytics.” and is named citizen data scientist (CDS).

Figure 1 depicts the typical phases of an analysis process, such as the KDD
process [5] or CRISP-DM [17], and extends them by required steps of interactive
data preprocessing. Here, the amount of data is first reduced to a manageable
level for the user, thus preventing the information overload problem (sampling).
The citizen data scientist subsequently specifies various transformations to pre-
process the data (specification), such as combining columns, filling empty values,
or similar actions. Finally, these transformations are applied to the entire dataset
(transformation). These steps follow a sequential order of execution in traditional
interactive analysis tools (cf. Sect. 3).

A citizen data scientist thus specifies different transformations on a sample
and, if the quality is satisfactory, they are applied to the entire dataset. Since,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no sampling algorithm that can ensure
that every eventuality is represented in the sample at least once, it is very likely
that a potential conflict will occur in this step. An excerpt of a sample dataset
is depicted in Fig. 2. In this illustrative example, only simple top-level domains
are found in the sample of the dataset presented to the CDS, while a composite
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Fig. 2. Possible mismatch between perceived state (frontend) and not recognized state
(backend) before and after applying a transformation using a sample.

top-level domain, e. g., .co.uk, is not contained in this sample. The CDS wants to
split the column domain in order to group by country using top-level domains.

By doing so, the CDS observes only the expected separation of the domain
column into two new columns, while the execution on the entire dataset leads to
an unexpected and unperceivable third column. As a consequence, such a conflict
is not acceptable for the citizen data scientist. Rather, this discrepancy between
specification and particular instances only becomes perceptible at a later stage,
i. e., either (a) in the transformation step, if a specified transformation cannot be
executed, or even worse, (b) not before the mining results have been taken into
account. This leads to many iterations and lowers the motivation of the user.

A suitable tool for interactive data preprocessing must, therefore, support
the user at all times as follows: (a) to work interactively on a sample of man-
ageable size, (b) to retain the familiar spreadsheet environment, (c) to execute
the transformation in the background during the specification (d) to identify
conflicts that occur, and (e) to inform the user about potential conflicts, thus,
allowing for refinement and conflict resolution.
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3 Related Work

A typical approach to integrate domain experts into the analysis process is using
spreadsheet tools or spreadsheet-like interfaces. According to Mack et al. [13],
however, the most common problems using spreadsheets arise due to limited
scalability, e. g., a simple copy/paste operation of “a few hundred thousand rows
of data” could last over 150 min. Consequently, scalability issues may occur for
datasets with just 18,000 rows [13].

To prevent the freezing of spreadsheet applications, Bendre et al. [2] proposed
an asynchronous approach to calculation while maintaining consistency. In this
case, the current viewport is calculated first, cells that are not yet recalculated
are blurred out, and the user is provided with the feeling of responsiveness.

Nevertheless, today’s data volumes are far too large for humans to be able to
keep track of. In addition, cells are only blurred out and the overall calculation
time remains the same, which may block the user from proceeding. In order to
reduce the amount of data to a manageable amount for domain experts, the
most common approach is to use sampling algorithms [12]. These algorithms are
typically categorized as probability sampling and non-probability sampling.

In case of probability sampling, each instance of the population has the equal
and well-known probability of being selected for inclusion in the sample. The sim-
plest approach in this category is Simple Random Sampling. In non-probability
sampling, instances of the population are selected on the grounds of a subjective
decision, i. e., some instances have no chance at all to be included in the sample,
while others have an increased probability. Typical algorithms are Convenience
Sampling or Quota Sampling. Depending on the algorithm, this can lead to an
enormous effort and is domain-specific.

Another issue of spreadsheets is the fact that they are very error-prone. To
address this issue, modern interactive tools continue to use the familiar spread-
sheet interface, but with the approach of making the specification of transforma-
tions less error-prone. This could be achieved by program synthesis using natural
language [7] or by the use of Programming-by-Demonstration [3]. Examples of
the latter approach include OpenRefine1, Wrangler [10] or the work done by
Gulwani et al. [8].

In particular, Wrangler shows efficient functionalities to integrate the user
in data preprocessing. On the one hand, there is an intuitive specification of the
transformations via a user interface, which allows the user to proceed step-by-
step without formulas. On the other hand, each transformation is presented in
a traceable transformation history, which allows the user to adjust the executed
transformations at any time, e. g., calculating the median instead of the average.
Once the specification is completed, the transformations can be exported as a
script, i. e., to apply the changes made on a sample to a large-scale dataset.

1 OpenRefine: https://openrefine.org.

https://openrefine.org
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These fundamental procedures can be found in various so-called ETL tools.
Well-known representatives include KNIME2, RapidMiner3 or Trifacta Wran-
gler4, which emerged from the research project Wrangler described above. All
of these allow either the graphical definition of a sequence of transformations
via pipes-and-filters pattern or support this kind of transformation history and
graphical specification of transformations. Even though it is nowadays possible to
connect these tools directly to a Hadoop-based ecosystem, however, the phases
(transformation specification on a sample and subsequent execution) are still
strictly separated from each other. An occurring conflict that was not covered in
the sample, such as a wrongly coded date of birth, is only detected during execu-
tion, or even worse not before conducting subsequent analysis. Hence, the domain
expert must revise the transformations and restart the execution from scratch
again. In the context of today’s data volumes in the era of big data, the concept
of specification and subsequent transformation is, therefore, no longer sufficient
due to the enormous amount of time required and the resulting expenses. Other
popular data analysis tools, like Tableau, usually request already cleaned data
and are, therefore, not suitable for data preprocessing tasks.

In recent years, various papers have been published on automatic error detec-
tion and correction, e. g., by exploiting machine learning, knowledge bases or
expert feedback. Abedjan et al. [1] compared multiple tools and found that
none of the tools were even close to correct all errors. Moreover, it is important
in which order different approaches are performed. HoloClean by Rekatsinas
et al. [16] introduced a holistic framework leveraging different approaches in
order to perform automatic data cleaning. In particular, semantic errors, how-
ever, are not automatically recognizable at all [11]. In some cases, this could be
addressed by exploiting ontologies. However, this requires a high initial effort and
is domain-specific [19]. Consequently, such approaches would limit explorative
interactive analysis to those domains where such ontologies already exist [15]. As
a result, on the one hand, there is currently no automatic tool available which
is capable of cleaning data sources in a reliable way. On the other hand, no
interactive tool is available that is capable of processing large amounts of data
almost independent of the prevailing sample quality.

4 Architecture to Preprocess Massive Datasets

In the following section, we present an approach to cope with these limitations.
We specify an architecture which enables an user (a) to work interactively on a
sample of manageable size, (b) to retain the familiar spreadsheet environment.
In contrast to prior work, we preserve interactivity also for massive datasets.
Therefore, we add the requirements (c) to execute the transformation in the
background during the specification, (d) to identify conflicts that occur, and
(e) to inform the user about potential conflicts and to allow for refinement.
2 KNIME: https://www.knime.com.
3 RapidMiner: https://rapidminer.com.
4 Trifacta Wrangler: https://www.trifacta.com.

https://www.knime.com
https://rapidminer.com
https://www.trifacta.com
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Fig. 3. Proposed architecture to empower domain experts to preprocess massive
distributed datasets.

4.1 Components

Our architecture consists of multiple components which are depicted in Fig. 3
and are explained in detail below:

Data Storage. The data to be analyzed is stored in any format and in an
arbitrary data storage (e. g., a relational database). For data extraction, adapters
need to be provided for each specific type of database system or file format. These
adapters handle data extraction and could furthermore apply basic data cleaning
operations. One example of such a cleaning operation is resolving foreign keys
to enable the look-and-feel of familiar spreadsheet interfaces.

Sampler. Today’s amounts of data are too extensive for human beings to keep
track of. Accordingly, a sampling component is necessary, which extracts a man-
ageable amount of data from the entire dataset. It must be stated, that to the
best of our knowledge, however, there is no feasible sampling algorithm that can
ensure that every eventuality is represented in the sample at least once.

Converter. A common technique to combine user interaction and scalability
is to convert the user’s actions on a sample into a script that is executed on
the entire dataset afterwards. In doing so, the converter component also uses
the interactions of the domain expert to derive the underlying intention. These
“actions” are applied directly to the sampled dataset and subsequently converted
into a so-called transformation artifact. Note, that for each action of the user,
an independent transformation artifact is created that is later integrated into
the transformation script when exported (Fig. 3, j).

Transformation Artifact. The transformation artifact is one of the most
important components of our architecture. The actions of the user are clearly
recorded in this statement such that they can be executed elsewhere, exported,
or executed again. A transformation artifact is modeled as a JSON object and
contains, e. g., the operation performed, necessary parameters, and affected cells.
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Fig. 4. User Interface with the poker hand dataset used in the conducted user study.
The user interface shows a sample of the dataset (a), a transformation history which
monitors all conducted steps (b), and allows the user to make modifications (c). The
current execution state is shown at any time (d). Potential conflicts recognized on the
compute backend are integrated to the sample keeping the user in the loop (e).

Transformation Store. Data Preprocessing is a highly iterative process in
which the preliminary steps often have to be refined or modified on the basis of
the knowledge gained. This leads to many different transformations which are
applied, refined or discarded. Each of these transformations is stored as trans-
formation artifact in the transformation store in order to enable their effective
management. By doing so, we enable to relieve the user from repeated activities
by repeating transformations that have already been carried out before.

Synchronizer. When processing large amounts of data, it can be assumed that
a user generates new transformations faster than they can be processed on the
entire dataset. Since these transformations could be dependent on each other, a
component is required to ensure this sequence. For example, an operation cannot
be applied to a new column until combine table is executed on the source columns
properly. Thus, a dependency graph over all transformations is generated and
the Synchronizer controls the execution of the transformation artifacts on the
compute cluster. The Synchronizer informs the user about the current state of
the execution and any potential conflicts that may have occurred and enables
the user to stay “in the loop”, even when dealing with large-scale data.

User Interface. The main user interface of our prototype provides a
spreadsheet-like interface (Fig. 4, a). Instead of relying on error-prone formu-
las, the user access is restricted to predefined operations (e. g., split columns or
rename cells). Our prototype has a modular structure and can thus be easily
extended with additional (predefined) operations.
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Furthermore, there is a transformation history (Fig. 4, b), which allows to
change parameters, affected columns or cells as well as operations at a later
stage of the analysis (Fig. 4, c) which results in a subsequent re-execution of all
dependent transformations with the modified parameters. The respective execu-
tion status is immediately presented to the user (Fig. 4, d).

As described before (cf. Sect. 2) various conflicts can occur during data pre-
processing on a sample. This could be the case if subsequent transformations can
no longer be executed as a result of parameter changes (Fig. 4, c), for instance,
because the corresponding columns no longer exist or more columns are gen-
erated than perceivable in the user interface. In such cases our user interface
exploits the capabilities of our architecture by informing the user immediately
in two ways. First, by highlighting the transformation which could not be applied
as expected (Fig. 4, b). Second, an example of the potentially conflicting records
is added to the sample and highlighted as well (Fig. 4, e).

In the depicted scenario the user decided to rename all lower case clubs to
Clubs to match the style of the remaining dataset. The system monitors the
execution of this transformation and identifies, e. g., by exploiting the Leven-
shtein distance, similar instances which might indicate a typing mistake (cubs
instead of clubs). Therefore, the system adds records as rows to the sample as
appropriate. The user interface allows to keep the user in the feedback loop and
informed about any deviations in the entire dataset and, therefore, enables to
react in an appropriate way.

4.2 Walkthrough

In the following section we describe an exemplary run through our architecture
(cf. Fig. 3) and show the advantages compared to conventional approaches.

We start with the extraction of the data out of the Data Storage, e. g., from a
distributed file system (Fig. 3, a) and sample this data to a manageable level for
the user. This subset of the dataset to be analyzed is sent to the user interface
(Fig. 3, b). The user now has the opportunity to evaluate the dataset and specify
transformations in a spreadsheet-like user interface (Fig. 3, c).

As soon as the first transformation is specified in the user interface, it is
applied directly to the visualized dataset and simultaneously sent to the con-
verter component (Fig. 3, d), which generates a so-called transformation artifact.
This is primarily only stored in the transformation store (Fig. 3, e).

At this point, the decisive component of our architecture is utilized. The
Synchronizer checks (Fig. 3, f) currently known transformation artifacts and if
they are ready for execution. An executable transformation is then applied to
the entire dataset (Fig. 3, h). The Synchronizer further monitors the execution
(Fig. 3, g) and is therefore always up to date regarding the current execution state
and any conflicts that may occur. In both scenarios, the user interface is updated
immediately (Fig. 3, i). If a potential conflict occurs, the execution of further
transformations is suspended (Fig. 3, f) and the user receives a visual feedback
as well as an instance tuple on which the transformation led to a different result
than expected. If the transformation has been successfully completed, it is also
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marked as completed in the user interface and the subsequent transformation
is selected (Fig. 3, f) and executed (Figure 3, h). This ensures that the user is
kept in the loop at all times, becomes aware of anomalies continuously, and can,
therefore, process the entire dataset without further problems.

4.3 Discussion

As mentioned before, in order to create a suitable tool for interactive data pre-
processing it is necessary to support users at all times as follows: (a) to work
interactively on a sample of manageable size, (b) to retain the familiar spread-
sheet environment, (c) execution in the background during the specification,
(d) to identify potential conflicts that occur, and (e) to inform the user about
potential conflicts and allowing for refinement. With our approach and architec-
ture for scalable human in the loop data preprocessing, we fulfill these require-
ments. Requirement (a) is fulfilled by sampling capabilities, providing the user
with suitable samples that represent the entire dataset. Based on this sample,
the user can interact with the data without being overwhelmed with too many
entries. Requirement (b) is fulfilled by an intuitive user interface, which pro-
vides a spreadsheet-like look-and-feel, so users do not need to gain new expertise
but can rather work in a well-known environment. Additionally, this prevents
from common errors that occur when using formulas in spreadsheet applications.
Through constant application of the sample on the entire dataset using an effi-
cient scalable backend, requirement (c) is fulfilled. Occurring potential conflicts
are recognized on-the-fly during application and monitoring of the transforma-
tions, and the user is subsequently informed. Hence, requirements (d) and (e)
are fulfilled through our architecture as well. In summary, our approach ful-
fills these requirements and, thus, is a suitable architecture for interactive data
preprocessing.

5 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our proposed architecture (cf. Sect. 4) with regard to its
suitability for everyday use and user acceptance, we implemented the architec-
ture in a prototypical way using a Javascript-based frontend, components based
on Python and Apache Spark as compute backend with an attached Hadoop
Distributed File System.

Based on this prototype, we conducted a user study to explore how potential
users interact with our architecture and how it compares to conventional systems.
For this, we allow different levels of scalability support in our implementation:
(1) no scalability, i. e., the entire dataset is provided to the user, (2) the user
works on a static sample of the dataset and the created transformations are then
transferred to the backend for execution, and finally (3) the presented interac-
tive approach, in which transformations are executed during the specification
phase in the backend and the user is dynamically notified about potential con-
flicts. We refer to these different levels of scalability support in the following as
LNoScalability, LStaticSample and LDynamicSample.
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Participants. We recruited 12 participants (3 female, 9 male) via mailing lists
and personal contacts of one of the authors. The participants were aged between
20 and 38 years (M = 25.5, SD = 6.25). They were either computer science stu-
dents, data science students or research assistants. The participants were neither
rewarded for participating in this user study nor familiar with our prototype or
had any knowledge of the measured variables. Furthermore, none of the partici-
pants had expert knowledge regarding data preparation.

Method. We conducted our study using a repeated measures design with the
magnitude of scalability support as the only independent variable. Each partici-
pant used each of the three types of support in a counterbalanced order according
to the Latin Square to reduce learning effects between the conditions.

We used objective as well as subjective measures as dependent variables. As
objective measures, we used the number of corrected errors (syntactic/semantic)
and the number of errors corrected per action, where an action is counted on
each mouse click, e. g., sorting a column as well as opening a dialog.

Additionally, we collected quantitative subjective feedback through a 5-point
Likert scale about the overall satisfaction with the current level of support.
Additional qualitative feedback was collected by a semi-structured interview
after all conditions. Each experiment took roughly 60 min per participant and
was conducted in a quiet environment.

Apparatus. We deployed a prototypical implementation of our architecture
on an IBM Pure Flex cluster managed by OpenStack with 11 compute nodes
(360 Intel Xeon E5 CPUs, 2.816 TB RAM). In addition, we deployed our devel-
oped frontend prototype on a virtual machine powered by Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS
(2 VCPUs, 16 GB RAM). Since we used a virtual machine, each participant could
keep his or her familiar mouse/keyboard combination. For each condition and
participant, we measured the number of corrected errors, the number of actions
performed as well as the time necessary per action.

For our user study, we used the poker hand dataset from the UCI Machine
Learning Library [4] as ground truth. Since our evaluation requires a dataset
that can be processed under all three conditions, we decided to use this rather
small dataset. Note that the conditions LStaticSample and LDynamicSample would
be feasible on much larger datasets thanks to the use of Apache Spark in the
backend, but the LNoScalability condition would not. This dataset is easy to
validate in terms of correctness, which is necessary to measure the number of
errors unambiguously and at the same time the indispensable domain knowledge
is available for all participants.

We first converted this dataset into human understandable strings according
to the dataset description, e. g. the value “6” of the feature “Poker Hand” was
converted into “Full House”. Subsequently, syntactic errors (spelling mistakes)
and semantic errors (empty fields) were randomly inserted into the dataset. A
randomly generated fixed seed was applied to generate the sample (using Simple
Random Sampling) used for LStaticSample and LDynamicSample.
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Procedure. After explaining the purpose of the study and the procedure, we
asked the participants to execute some exemplary tasks to get familiar with
an interactive data preprocessing tool. This tasks include operations on cells
(renaming), on columns (sorting, combining, splitting), and rows (delete). Fur-
thermore, we gave a short overview of other predefined operations implemented
in our prototype.

Comparing the level of scalability support, the participants were asked to
clean/preprocess the given dataset with each level of scalability support once
in a counterbalanced order. Furthermore, we asked the participants to end one
preprocessing when they are either satisfied with the reached quality or lost
their motivation/confidence to solve this task. Afterwards, we asked for subjec-
tive feedback and proceeded with the next level of scalability support. After all
conditions had been processed once, we conducted a semi-structured interview.

Fig. 5. Results of the conducted user study. Error bars depict the standard error.

Results. We statistically compared the conditions LNoScalability, LStaticSample

and LDynamicSample regarding the corrected errors and the number of errors
corrected per action using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA.

First, we analyzed for each condition the number of syntax errors corrected.
LNoScalability (M = 3.75%, SD = 11.70) as well as LStaticSample (M = 15.99%,
SD = 19.88) were outperformed by LDynamicSample (M = 94.05%, SD = 16.15).
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference between
our conditions (F (2, 22) = 108.951, p < .0001). A follow-up Bonferroni-corrected
post-hoc test showed that LDynamicSample is statistically significantly better
performing compared to the other conditions. The results are depicted in Fig. 5a.

Secondly, we analyzed the number of corrected semantic errors. Here, a
one-way repeated measures ANOVA did not show any significant difference
(F (2, 22) = 1.313, p > .05) between the different conditions.

Thirdly, we analyzed the number of errors corrected by one single action of
the user. LDynamicSample performed best once again (M = 1.25, SD = 0.74),
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followed by LStaticSample (M = 0.18, SD = 0.25) and LNoScalability (M =
0.21, SD = 0.63). A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
difference (F (2, 22) = 13.219, p < .0001) between the conditions. A follow-up
Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc test shows that LDynamicSample is statistically
significantly better performing compared to the other conditions. These findings
are depicted in Fig. 5b.

Looking at the subjective ratings, the participants liked the interaction with
LDynamicSample (M = 3.5, SD = 0.80) and LStaticSample (M = 3.5, SD = 0.67)
more compared to LNoScalability (M = 1.67, SD = 0.65). These findings are
depicted in Fig. 6. A Friedman ANOVA shows that these differences are sta-
tistically significant (χ2(2) = 20.571, p < .0001). Wilcoxon tests were used to
follow-up this finding. It appeared that there is a significant difference between
LNoScalability and LStaticSample (Z = 3.175, p < .001) as well as between
LNoScalability and LDynamicSample (Z = −3.175, p < .001).

Fig. 6. The mean Likert scale values indicating how the participants liked the inter-
action with the different levels of scalability support. Error bars depict the standard
error.

In the concluding interviews, the majority of our participants stated that
they would prefer an interactive data preprocessing tool to a conventional spread-
sheet application. In particular, the combination of a manageable and responsive
dataset while keeping the same functionality as on the entire dataset was highly
appreciated (P1, P7, P9, P10, P12).

While a few of our participants (P3, P9) were slightly confused by the asyn-
chronously added records in LDynamicSample, the overwhelming majority expe-
rienced these suggestions about potential conflicts as remarkably beneficial for
data preprocessing (P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, P9, P10, P11).

Discussion. Our user study shows that our approach is able to outperform
state-of-the-art concepts of data preprocessing (cf. Section 3) when dealing with
massive datasets.

Regarding LStaticSample and LDynamicSample, the measurements outperform-
ing LNoScalability are as expected for large-scale data preprocessing. However, in
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LDynamicSample, significantly more errors can be found in contrast to the state
of the art. In regard to semantic errors, our approach does not perform better as
others, however, finding semantic errors is, in general, a very complex problem in
data analysis, especially when the recognition should be automated. In addition
to these findings, we show in our user study that not only more errors are found,
but also that the necessary effort to correct these errors is significantly smaller.

Last but not least, our participants confirmed that our concept provides the
same level of user satisfaction as state-of-the-art concepts for data preprocessing.
Accordingly, based on our evaluation, we state that our approach finds more
errors with less effort while maintaining equal user satisfaction.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present an approach to empower domain experts to preprocess
massive distributed datasets. Common approaches try to do this by using a static
sample or just pretend responsiveness to the user. Instead, we achieve this by
executing each transformation immediately on the compute backend while the
domain expert is still specifying further transformations. Our approach employs
important features, such as coping with large-scale data by employing conflict
resolution capabilities. Furthermore, we include concepts for human interaction
during data preprocessing steps based on literature review. Our architecture
enables domain experts (a) to work interactively on a sample of manageable size,
(b) to retain the familiar spreadsheet environment, (c) to execute transforma-
tions in the background during specification, (d) to identify potential conflicts
that occur, and (e) to be informed about potential conflicts and allowing for
continuous refinements.

For evaluation purposes, we conducted a user study with 12 participants. This
study shows that our approach delivers a significantly higher error correction
rate. In addition, fewer actions were required to correct an error. We also achieved
a comparable user satisfaction as with state-of-the-art approaches.

In future work, we aim at even enhancing the user support by introduc-
ing further algorithms for data preprocessing. In addition, improvements in the
user interface of our prototype are planned to enable better feedback to the
users. These enhancements also include more control over the algorithms used
for conflict detection, e. g., parameter configurations like a slider to configure the
Levenshtein distance.
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Abstract. The discipline of process mining deals with analyzing execu-
tion data of operational processes, extracting models from event data,
checking the conformance between event data and normative models, and
enhancing all aspects of processes. Recently, new techniques have been
developed to analyze event data containing uncertainty; these techniques
strongly rely on representing uncertain event data through graph-based
models capturing uncertainty. In this paper we present a novel approach
to efficiently compute a graph representation of the behavior contained
in an uncertain process trace. We present our new algorithm, analyze
its time complexity, and report experimental results showing order-of-
magnitude performance improvements for behavior graph construction.

Keywords: Process mining · Uncertain data · Event data
representation

1 Introduction

Process mining [1] is a research field that performs process analysis in a data-
driven fashion. Process mining analyses are based on recordings of events and
tasks within the process, stored in a number of information systems support-
ing business activities. These recordings are extracted and orderly collected in
databases called event logs. Utilizing an event log as a starting point, process
mining analyses can automatically extract a process model describing the behav-
ior of the real-world process (process discovery) and measure deviations between
execution data of the process and a normative model (conformance checking).
Process mining is a rapidly growing field both in academia and industry. More
than 25 commercial tools are available for analyzing processes. Process mining
tools are used to analyze processes in tens of thousands of organizations, e.g.,
within Siemens, over 6000 employees use process mining to improve processes.

Commercial process mining tools are able to automatically discover and draw
a process model from an event log. Most of the process discovery algorithms used
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by these tools are based on counting the number of directly-follows relation-
ships between activities in the process. The more often a specific activity follows
another one in a process of an organization, the stronger a causality implication
between the two activities is assumed to be. Directly-follows relationship are
also the basis for detecting more complicated constructs in the workflow of a
process, such as parallelism or interleaving of activities. These relationships are
often summarized in a labeled graph called the Directly-Follows Graph (DFG).

Recently, a new class of event logs has gained interest: uncertain event
logs [12]. These execution logs contain, rather than precise values, an indica-
tion of the possible values acquired by event attributes. In this paper, we will
consider the setting where uncertainty is expressed by either a set or an interval
of possible values for an attribute, as well as the possibility of an event being
recorded in the log even though it did not occur in reality. An example of an
uncertain trace is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. An example of simple uncertain trace. Events e2 and e4 have uncertain
activity labels. Event e3 has a possible range of timestamps, rather than a precise
value. Event e5 has been recorded, but it might not have happened in reality.

Case ID Event ID Activity Timestamp Event type

945 e1 a 05-12-2011 !

945 e2 {b, c} 07-12-2011 !

945 e3 d [06-12-2011, 10-12-2011] !

945 e4 {a, c} 09-12-2011 !

945 e5 e 11-12-2011 ?

Existing process mining tools do not support uncertain data. Therefore, novel
techniques to manage and analyze it are needed. Uncertain Directly-Follows
Graphs (UDFGs) allow representing directly-follows relationships in an event
log under conditions of uncertainty in the data. This leads to the discovery of
models of uncertain logs through methods based on directly-follows relationships
such as the Inductive miner [13].

An intermediate step necessary to compute UDFGs is to construct the behav-
ior graph of the traces in the uncertain log. A behavior graph represents in
a graphical manner the time and precedence relationships among certain and
uncertain events in an uncertain trace. Figures 1 and 2 show, respectively, the
behavior graph of the trace in Table 1 and the UDFG representing the relation-
ship between activities in the same trace. Uncertain timestamps are the most
critical source of uncertain behavior in a process trace: for instance, if n events
have uncertain timestamps such that their order is unknown, the possible con-
figurations for the control-flow of the trace are the n! permutations of the events.

The construction of behavior graphs for uncertain traces is the basis of both
conformance checking and process discovery on uncertain event data. It is, thus,
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Fig. 1. The behavior graph of the
uncertain trace given in Table 1. Each
vertex represents an uncertain event
and is labeled with the possible activ-
ity label of the event. The dashed cir-
cle represents an indeterminate event
(may or may not have happened).

Fig. 2. The UDFG computed based
on the behavior graph in Fig. 1. The
arcs are labeled with the minimum and
maximum number of directly-follows
relationship observable in the corre-
sponding trace. Here, every relation-
ship can occur in the trace once, or not
occur at all.

important to be able to build the behavior graph of any given uncertain trace
in a quick and efficient manner. Constructing a behavior graph is the most com-
putationally expensive step towards producing a process model (e.g., a Petri
net using the approach in [12]). In this paper, we present a novel algorithm
for behavior graph construction which runs in quadratic time complexity, there-
fore allowing a significant speedup for the operations of conformance checking
and process discovery for uncertain event logs. We will prove the correctness of
the new algorithm, as well as show the improvement in performance both theo-
retically, via asymptotic complexity analysis, and practically, with experiments
on a number of uncertain event logs comparing computing times of the base-
line method against the novel construction algorithm. The algorithms have been
implemented in the context of the PROVED (PRocess mining OVer uncErtain
Data) library1, based on the PM4Py framework [6].

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explores recent
related works in the context of uncertain event data. Section 3 provides for-
mal definitions and describes the baseline method for our research. Section 4
illustrates a novel and more efficient method to construct a behavior graph of an
uncertain trace. Section 5 presents the analysis of asymptotic complexity for both
the baseline and the novel method. Section 6 shows the results of experiments
on both synthetic and real-life uncertain event logs comparing the efficiency of
both methods to compute behavior graphs. Section 7 comments on the results
of the experiments and concludes the paper.

1 https://github.com/proved-py/proved-core/tree/Efficient Construction of Behavio
r Graphs for Uncertain Event Data.

https://github.com/proved-py/proved-core/tree/Efficient_Construction_of_Behavior_Graphs_for_Uncertain_Event_Data
https://github.com/proved-py/proved-core/tree/Efficient_Construction_of_Behavior_Graphs_for_Uncertain_Event_Data
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2 Related Work

Research concerning the topic of process mining over uncertain event data is very
recent. The work that introduced the concept of uncertainty in process mining,
together with a taxonomy of the various kinds of uncertainty, specifically showed
that if a trace displays uncertain attributes, it contains behavior, which can be
appropriately expressed through process models – namely, behavior graphs and
behavior traces [12]. As opposed to classic process mining, where we have a clear
cut between data and model and between the static behavior of data and the
dynamic behavior of models, the distinction between data and models becomes
blurry in presence of uncertainty, because of the variety in behavior that affects
the data. Expressing traces through models is utilized in [12] for the calculation
of upper and lower bounds for conformance scores of uncertain traces against
classic reference models. A second application for behavior graphs in the domain
of process mining over uncertain event data is given in [13]. Behavior graphs of
uncertain traces are employed to count the number of possible directly-follows
relationships between uncertain events, with the objective of automatically dis-
covering process models from uncertain event data. The formulation used in this
and previous works on uncertainty in process mining shares similarities with
temporal extensions of fuzzy logic e.g. [8]; however, unlike fuzzy temporal logic,
our framework is suited to compactly represent the control-flow dimension of
uncertain event data as Petri nets, a graphical model capable of simulation.

Behavior graphs are Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), which are commonly
used throughout many fields of science to represent with a graph-like model time
information, precedence relationships, partial orders, or dependencies. They are
successfully employed in compiler design [2], circular dependency analysis in
software [4], probabilistic graphical models [5] and dynamic graphs analytics [11].

3 Preliminaries

Let us introduce some basic notations and concepts, partially from [1]:

Definition 1 (Power Set). The power set of a set A is the set of all possible
subsets of A, and is denoted with P(A). PNE(A) denotes the set of all the non-
empty subsets of A: PNE(A) = P(A) \ {∅}.

Definition 2 (Sequence). Given a set X, a finite sequence over X of length
n is a function s ∈ X∗ : {1, . . . , n} → X, and is written as s = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn〉.
For any sequence s we define |s| = n, s[i] = si, x ∈ s ⇐⇒ x ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
and s ⊕ s0 = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn, s0〉.

Definition 3 (Directed Graph). A directed graph G = (V,E) is a set of
vertices V and a set of directed edges E ⊆ V × V . We denote with UG the
universe of such directed graphs.
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Definition 4 (Path). A path over a graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of vertices
p = 〈v1, v2, . . . vn〉 with v1, . . . , vn ∈ V and ∀1≤i≤n−1(vi, vi+1) ∈ E. PG(v, w)
denotes the set of all paths connecting v and w in G. A vertex w ∈ V is reachable
from v ∈ V if there is at least one path connecting them: |PG(v, w)| > 0.

Definition 5 (Transitive Reduction). The transitive reduction of a graph
G = (V,E) is a graph ρ(G) = (V,E′) with the same reachability between vertices
and a minimal number of edges. E′ ⊆ E is a smallest set of edges such that
|Pρ(G)(v, w)| > 0 =⇒ |PG(v, w)| > 0 for any v, w ∈ V . The transitive reduction
of a directed acyclic graph is unique.

This paper analyzes uncertain event logs. These event logs contain uncer-
tainty information explicitly associated with event data. A taxonomy of different
kinds of uncertainty and uncertain event logs has been presented in [12]; we will
refer to the notion of simple uncertainty, which includes uncertainty without
probabilistic information on the control-flow perspective: activities, timestamps,
and indeterminate events. Event e4 has been recorded with two possible activ-
ity labels (a or c). This is an example of strong uncertainty on activities. Some
events, e.g. e3, do not have a precise timestamp, but have a time interval in which
the event could have happened has been recorded: in some cases, this causes the
loss of the precise order of events (e.g. e3 and e4). These are examples of strong
uncertainty on timestamps. As shown by the “?” symbol, e5 is an indeterminate
event: it has been recorded, but it is not guaranteed to have happened. Con-
versely, the “!” symbol indicates that the event has been recorded in a correct
way, i.e. it certainly occurred in reality (e.g. the event e1).

Definition 6 (Universes). Let UI be the set of all the event identifiers. Let UC

be the set of all case ID identifiers. Let UA be the set of all the activity identifiers.
Let UT be the totally ordered set of all the timestamp identifiers. Let UO = {!, ?},
where the “!” symbol denotes determinate events, and the “?” symbol denotes
indeterminate events.

Definition 7 (Simple uncertain events). e = (ei, A, tmin, tmax, o) is a simple
uncertain event, where ei ∈ UE is its event identifier, A ⊆ UA is the set of
possible activity labels for e, tmin and tmax are the lower and upper bounds for
the value of its timestamp, and o indicates if is is an indeterminate event. Let
UE = (UI × PNE(UA) × UT × UT × UO) be the set of all simple uncertain events.
Over the uncertain event e we define the projection functions πtmin

(e) = tmin and
πtmax

(e) = tmax.

Definition 8 (Simple uncertain traces and logs). σ ⊆ UE is a simple
uncertain trace if for any (ei, A, tmin, tmax, o) ∈ σ, tmin < tmax and all the
event identifiers are unique. TU denotes the universe of simple uncertain traces.
L ⊆ TU is a simple uncertain log if all the event identifiers in the log are unique.

A necessary step to allow for analysis of simple uncertain traces is to obtain
their behavior graph. A behavior graph is a directed acyclic graph that synthe-
sizes the information regarding the uncertainty on timestamps contained in the
trace.
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Definition 9 (Behavior Graph). Let σ ∈ TU be a simple uncertain trace. A
behavior graph β : TU → UG is the transitive reduction of a directed graph ρ(G),
where G = (V,E) ∈ UG is defined as:

– V = {e ∈ σ}
– E = {(v, w) | v, w ∈ V ∧ πtmax

(v) < πtmin
(w)}

The semantics of a behavior graph can effectively convey time and order
information regarding the time relationship of the events in the corresponding
uncertain trace in a compact manner. For a behavior graph β(σ) = (V,E) and
two events e1 ∈ σ, e2 ∈ σ, (e1, e2) ∈ E if and only if e1 is immediately followed
by e2 for some possible values of the timestamps for the events in the trace. A
consequence is that if some events in the graph are pairwise unreachable, they
might have happened in any order.

Definition 9 is clear and meaningful from a theoretical standpoint. It accu-
rately describes a behavior graph and the semantics of its components. While
useful to understand the purpose of behavior graphs, building them from pro-
cess traces following this definition – that is, employing the transitive reduction
– is slow and inefficient. This hinders the analysis of larger logs. It is possible,
however, to obtain behavior graphs from traces in a quicker way.

4 Efficient Construction of Behavior Graphs

The procedure to efficiently build a behavior graph from an uncertain trace is
described in Algorithm 1. For ease of notation, the algorithm textually indicates
some conditions on the timestamp of an event. The keyword continue brings
the execution flow to the next iteration of the loop in line 16, while the keyword
break stops the execution of the inner loop and brings the execution flow on
line 30. A certain event e is associated with one specific timestamp which we
refer to as certain timestamp. Furthermore, an uncertain event e is associated
with a time interval which is determined by two values: minimum and maximum
timestamp of that event. An event e has a certain timestamp if and only if
πtmin(e) = πtmax(e). A timestamp t is the minimum timestamp of the event e if
and only if t = πtmin(e) = πtmax(e). A timestamp t is the maximum timestamp
of the event e if and only if t = πtmax(e) = πtmin(e).

We will consider here the application of Algorithm 1 on a running example,
the trace shown in Table 2. Notice that none of the events in the running example
display uncertainty on activity labels or are indeterminate: this is due to the
fact that the topology of a behavior graph only depends on the (uncertain)
timestamps of events.

The concept behind the algorithm is to inspect the time relationship between
uncertain events in a more specific way, instead of adding many edges to the
graph and then deleting them via transitive reduction. This is achieved by search-
ing the possible successors of each event in a sorted list of timestamps. We then
scan the list of timestamps with two nested loops, and we use the inner loop
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to search for successors of the event selected by the outer loop. It is impor-
tant to notice that, since the semantics of the behavior graph state that events
with overlapping intervals as timestamps should not be connected by a path, we
draw outbound edges from an uncertain event only when, scanning the list, we
encounter the timestamp at which the event has certainly occurred. This is the
reason why outbound edges are not drawn from minimum timestamps (line 14)
and inbound edges are not drawn into maximum timestamps (lines 24–28).

Algorithm 1: Efficient construction of the behavior graph
Input : The uncertain trace σ.
Output : The behavior graph β(σ) = (V, E).

1 V ← {e ∈ σ} ; // Set of vertices of the behavior graph

2 E ← {} ; // Set of edges of the behavior graph

3 L ← 〈〉 ; // List of timestamps and events

4 for e ∈ σ do
5 if e has a certain timestamp then
6 L ← L ⊕ (πtmin(e), e)

7 else
8 L ← L ⊕ (πtmin(e), e)
9 L ← L ⊕ (πtmax(e), e)

10 sort the elements (t, e) ∈ L based on the timestamps
11 i ← 1
12 while i < |L| − 1 do
13 (t, e) ← L[i]
14 if e has a certain timestamp or t is the maximum timestamp of e then
15 j ← i + 1
16 while j < |L| do
17 (t′, e′) ← L[j]
18 if t′ is the minimum timestamp of e′ then
19 E ← E ∪ {(e, e′)}
20 continue

21 if e′ has a certain timestamp then
22 E ← E ∪ {(e, e′)}
23 break

24 if t′ is the maximum timestamp of e′ then
25 if (e, e′) /∈ E then
26 continue

27 else
28 break

29 j ← j + 1

30 i ← i + 1

31 return (V, E)
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Table 2. Running example for the construction of the behavior graph.

Case ID Event ID Activity Timestamp Event type

872 e1 a 05-12-2011 !

872 e2 b 07-12-2011 !

872 e3 c [06-12-2011, 10-12-2011] !

872 e4 d [08-12-2011, 11-12-2011] !

872 e5 e 09-12-2011 !

872 e6 f [12-12-2011, 13-12-2011] !

If, while searching for successors of the event e, we encounter the minimum
timestamp of the event e′, we connect them, since their timestamps do not
overlap. The search for successors needs to continue, since it is possible that
other events occurred before the maximum timestamp of e′ (lines 18–20). This
happens for the events e1 and e3 in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 3, e3 can indeed
follow e1, but the undiscovered event e2 is another possible successor for e1.

If we encounter a certain event e′, we connect e with e′ and we stop the
search. A certain event e′ will in fact preclude an edge from e to any event
occurring after e′ (lines 21–23). The trace in Table 2 shows this situation for
events e1 and e2: once connected, nothing that occurs after the timestamp of e2
can be a successor of e1.

If we encounter the maximum timestamp of the event e′ (line 24), there
are two distinct situations to consider. Case 1: e was not already connected to
e′. Then, either e is certain and occurred within the timestamp interval of e′,
or both timestamps of e and e′ are uncertain and overlap with each other. In
both situations, e should not be connected to e′ and the search should continue
(lines 25–26). Events e3 and e4 are an example: when the maximum timestamp
of e4 is encountered during the search for the successor of e3, the two are not
connected, so the search for a viable successor of e3 continues. Case 2: e and e′ are
already connected. This means that we had already encountered the minimum
timestamp of e′ during the search for the successors of e. Since the whole time
interval associated with the timestamp of e′ is detected after the occurrence of
e, there are no further events to consider as successors of e and the search stops
(lines 27–28). In the running example, this happens between e5 and e6: when
searching for the successors of e5, we first connect it with e6 when we encounter
its minimum timestamp; we then encounter its maximum timestamp, so no other
successive event can be a successor for e5.
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Fig. 3. A diagram visualizing the time
perspective of the events in Table 2.

Fig. 4. The behavior graph of the trace
in Table 2.

5 Asymptotic Complexity

Definition 9 provides a baseline method for the construction of the behavior
graph consists of two main parts: the creation of the initial graph and its tran-
sitive reduction. Let us consider an uncertain trace σ of length n = |σ| (with n
events). Both the initial graph G = (V,E) and the behavior graph β(σ) have
thus |V | = n vertices. The initial graph is created by checking the time relation-
ship between every pair of events; this is equivalent of checking if an edge exists
between each pair of vertices of G, which is done in O(n2) time.

The transitive reduction can be attained through many methods. Aho
et al. [3] show a method to perform transitive reduction in O(n3) time, bet-
ter suited for dense graphs, and prove that the transitive reduction has the same
complexity as the matrix multiplication. The Strassen algorithm [14] can multi-
ply matrices in O(n2.807355) time. Subsequent improvements have followed suit:
the asymptotically fastest algorithm has been described by Le Gall [10]. How-
ever, these improved algorithms are rarely used in practice, because of the large
constant factors in their computing time hidden by the asymptotic notation,
as well as very large memory requirements. The Strassen algorithm is useful in
practice only for large matrices [7], and the Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm
and successive improvements require an input so large to be efficient that they
are effectively classified as galactic algorithms [9].

In light of these considerations, for the vast majority of event logs the best
way to implement the construction of the behavior graph through transitive
reduction runs in O(n2) + O(n3) = O(n3) time in the worst-case scenario.

It is straightforward to find the upper bound for complexity of Algorithm 1.
Lines 1–3 and line 11 run in O(1) time. The worst case scenario is when all
events in a trace are uncertain. In that case, lines 4–5 build a list of length 2n
with a single pass through the events in the trace, and thus run in O(n). Line 10
sorts the list, running in O(2n log(2n)) = O(n log n). Lines 11–30 consist of two
nested loops over the list, resulting in a O((2n)2) = O(n2). The total running
time for the novel method is then O(1) + O(n) + O(n log n) + O(n2) = O(n2)
time in the worst-case scenario.
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6 Experiments

Both the baseline algorithm [12] and the novel algorithm for the construction of
the behavior graph are implemented in Python, in the context of the PROVED
project within the PM4Py framework. The experiments are designed to investi-
gate the difference in performances between the two algorithms, and specifically
how this difference scales with the increase of the size of the event log, as well
as the number of events in the log that have uncertain timestamps.

For each series of experiments, we generate a synthetic event log with n many
traces of length l (indicating the number of events in the trace). Uncertainty on
timestamps is added to the events in the log. A percentage p of the events in the
event log will have an uncertain timestamp, causing it to overlap with adjacent
events. Finally, behavior graphs are obtained from all the traces in the event
log with either algorithm, while the execution time is measured. All results are
shown as an average of 10 runs of the corresponding experiment.

In the first experiment, we analyze the effect of the trace length on the
overall time required for behavior graph construction. To this end, we generate
logs with n = 1000 traces of increasing lengths, and added uncertain timestamps
to events with p = 0.4. The results, presented in Fig. 5a, match our expectations:
the computing time of the näıve algorithm scales much worse than the time of
our novel algorithm, due to its cubic asymptotic time complexity. This confirms
the findings of the asymptotic time complexity analysis discussed in Sect. 5. We
can observe order-of-magnitude speedup. At length l = 500, the novel algorithm
runs in 0.16% of the time needed by the näıve algorithm.

Fig. 5. Results of the first and second experiments. The diagrams show the improve-
ment in speed attained by our novel algorithm.

The second experiment verifies how the speed of the two algorithms scales
with the log dimension in number of traces. We create logs with a trace length of
l = 50, and a fixed uncertainty percentage of p = 0.4. The number of traces scales
from n = 500 to n = 10000. As presented in Fig. 5b, our proposed algorithm
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outperforms the näıve algorithm, showing a relatively smooth behavior exposing
a much smaller slope. As expected, the elapsed time to create behavior graphs
scales linearly with the number of traces in the event log for both algorithms.

Fig. 6. Effects of different percentages of uncertain timestamps in a trace on the exe-
cution time for both algorithms.

Finally, the third experiment inspects the difference in execution time for
the two algorithms as a function of the percentage of uncertain events in the
event log. Keeping the values n = 1000 and l = 50 constant, we scaled up the
percentage p of events with an uncertain timestamp and measured computing
time. As presented in Fig. 6a, the time required for behavior graph construction
remains almost constant for our proposed algorithm, while it is decreasing for
the näıve algorithm. This behavior is expected, and is justified by the fact that
a worst-case scenario for the näıve algorithm is a trace that has no uncertainty
on the timestamp: in that case, the behavior graph is simply a chain of nodes,
thus the transitive reduction needs to remove a high number of edges from the
graph. Notice, however, that for all possible values of p the novel algorithm runs
is faster than the näıve algorithm: with p = 0, the new algorithm takes 1.91%
of the time needed by the baseline, while for p = 1 this figure grows to 5.41%.

We also compared the elapsed time for behavior graphs construction on real-
life event log, where we simulated uncertainty in progressively increasing per-
centage of events as described for the experiments above. We analyzed three
event logs: an event log related to the help desk process of an Italian software
company, a log related to the management of road traffic fines in an Italian
municipality, and a log from the BPI Challenge 2012 related to a loan applica-
tion process. The results, shown in Fig. 6b, closely adhere to the findings of the
experiments on synthetic uncertain event data.

In summary, the results of the experiments illustrate how the novel algorithm
hereby presented outperforms the previous algorithm for constructing the behav-
ior graph on all the parameters in which the problem can scale in dimensions.
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The third experiment shows that, like the baseline algorithm, our novel method
being is essentially impervious to the percentage of events with uncertain times-
tamps in a trace. While for every combination of parameters we benchmarked
the novel algorithm runs in a fraction of time required by the baseline method,
the experiments also empirically confirm the improvements in asymptotic time
complexity shown through theoretical complexity analysis.

7 Conclusions

The construction of the behavior graph – a fundamental structure for the analysis
of uncertain data in process mining – plays a key role as processing step for
both process discovery and conformance checking of traces that contain events
with timestamp uncertainty, the most critical type of uncertain behavior. In this
paper we improve the performance of uncertainty analysis by proposing a novel
algorithm that allows for the construction of behavior graphs in quadratic time in
the length of the trace. We argued for the correctness of this novel algorithm, the
analysis of its asymptotic time complexity, and implemented performance tests
for this algorithm. These show the speed improvement in real-world scenarios.

Further research is needed to inspect the capabilities of the novel algo-
rithm. Future work includes extending the asymptotic time complexity analysis
presented in this paper with lower bound and average case scenario analysis.
Furthermore, behavior graphs are memory-expensive; we plan to address this
through a multiset of graphs representation for event logs.
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Abstract. Personal customer care is one of the advantages of physical
retail over its online competition, but cost pressure forces retailers to
deploy staff as efficiently as possible resulting in a trend of staff reduc-
tion. For staff and managers it becomes harder to keep track of what is
happening in a store. Situations that would benefit from intervention like
cases of aimless customers, lost children or shoplifting go unnoticed. To
this end, real-time tracking systems can provide managers with live data
on the current in-store situation, but analysis methods are necessary
to actually interpret these data. In particular, anomaly detection can
highlight unusual situations that require a closer look. Unfortunately,
existing algorithms are not well-suited for a retail scenario as they were
designed for different use cases or are slow to compute. To resolve this, we
investigate the use of long short-term memory autoencoders, which have
recently shown to be successful in related scenarios, for real-time detec-
tion of unusual customer behavior. As we demonstrate, autoencoders
reconcile the precision of reliable methods that have poor performance
with a speed suitable for practical use.

Keywords: Anomaly detection · Retail · Unsupervised learning ·
Autoencoder · Long short-term memory

1 Introduction

Personal customer care is one of the remaining advantages of physical retail over
e-commerce. Yet, increasing cost pressure forces retailers to deploy staff as effi-
ciently as possible. As it becomes more difficult for managers and employees to
keep track of individual situations in a store, important events may go unnoticed
[3]. Examples include cases of aimless or clueless customers but also lost children
or criminal behavior. This problem could be addressed by automated detection
of unusual behavior: Customers unable to find a particular product will deviate
from their typical route through the store to search for it. Shoplifters, too, differ
from regular shoppers and spend more time in certain areas or near the checkout
than is common [15]. These and similar situations lead to movement anoma-
lies that retailers would benefit from to detect in real-time: Aimless customers
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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could be identified and approached by a salesman. Suspicious behavior could be
uncovered and observed to prevent theft. To achieve this, in the near future,
visual tracking systems [6] will provide the required input in the form of live
trajectories of customers moving in a store. However, the problem of real-time
anomaly detection in this setting has not been covered in the literature yet and
most existing approaches for related problems have shortcomings that prevent
a simple transfer (Sect. 2). To this end, we propose the use of long short-term
memory recurrent autoencoders (LSTM autoencoders) [10], a type of artificial
neural network (ANNs). LSTM autoencoders can learn compact, lower dimen-
sional encodings of a dataset and, as a by-product, can serve to identify outlier
data points. By quantitative and qualitative analyses, we demonstrate that the
method reconciles detection quality on-par with state-of-the-art methods, which
are too slow for our use case, with a sufficiently high detection speed.

After reviewing related previous work (Sect. 2) to select a reference method,
the specific problem setting and the algorithms are discussed in (Sect. 3). The
latter are compared in a subsequent evaluation on real-world data from a large
retail store (Sect. 4). We conclude the paper and discuss future work in Sect. 5.

2 Previous Work

Real-time anomaly detection in movement data of retail customers has not been
addressed in the literature yet but is an important avenue of research to under-
stand customer experience [13]. There is however related previous work: First,
domain-specific literature on the analysis of retail customers in a broader sense.
Second, literature on anomaly detection in movement patterns but for different
application scenarios. Third, previous work on LSTM networks or autoencoders
for sequential anomaly detection.

2.1 Analysis of Customer Behavior

Technologies like RFID or Bluetooth tags [17] have made it possible to acquire
and analyze large data sets on customer behavior in offline stores. In their semi-
nal paper, Larson et al. [11] cluster movement paths (traces) obtained by RFID
tags on shopping carts. To deal with traces of varying length, each is re-sampled
to a fixed number of 100 samples. The k-medoids algorithm is used to identify
typical customer types. The authors also evaluate simple descriptive statistics
for clustering, concluding that this approach is not sufficient due to its coarse-
ness. While, in principle, clustering can be used for anomaly detection by check-
ing samples against the identified clusters, the method of Larson et al. cannot
be transferred to our use case: Real-time traces of customers in a store are
by definition incomplete and deviate from clusters formed on completed traces
and the representation by a fixed number of samples becomes spatially impre-
cise for longer traces. Anomalies characterized by a local deviation of behavior
become undetectable. Yan and Zeng [22] analyze data acquired in the same
way using a different representation: Traces are mapped to a pre-defined graph
capturing the store layout and described as varying-length sequences of graph
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nodes. This makes them amenable to sequence clustering using a version of the
longest common sub-sequence method [20]. In a similar way, Yada [21] analyzes
sequences of visited shop sections to understand the behavior of customers pur-
chasing particularly many items. Representing traces by symbolic sequences as
done in both papers results in a loss of temporal information which is however
important to identify abnormal behavior characterized by extended amounts of
time spent in a particular area, such as in cases of shoplifting or searching cus-
tomers. Another problem again is the spatial discretization which has the disad-
vantages discussed above. In their study, Sorensen et al. [18] identify behavioral
patterns in a pool of data from 40 stores. The data is analyzed using statistics
over manually defined features such as trip length, basket size or visited portion
of the store. As concluded by Larson et al. [11], this representation is unsuitable
for clustering and hence unpromising for outlier detection, too. To summarize,
previous approaches resort to explicit temporal or spatial discretizations result-
ing in the loss of information that is relevant for anomaly detection; none of the
methods is thus easily transferable to our scenario.

2.2 Anomaly Detection in Movement Data

If not for retail, anomaly detection has been applied to general surveillance set-
tings. Owens and Hunter [16] detect unusual trajectories of objects in video
streams. Object movement is characterized by a fixed-length vector containing
the position of the object and moving averages of position, velocity and acceler-
ation computed over a fixed number of samples. A self-organising map is used
for the actual anomaly detection. Apart from being very coarse, the method,
by design, only incorporates knowledge from a limited time window. Anomalies
characterized by long-term behavior cannot be detected. Dogra et al. [1] target
the same scenario differently: The tracking environment, i.e., the scene seen by
a camera, is represented by a Region Association Graph in which nodes corre-
spond to semantically homogeneous blocks and edges to region transitions. A
labeled dataset is created by manually defining two kinds of anomalies and used
to train a support vector machine. Besides the shortcomings of the explicit spa-
tial discretization, this supervised approach assumes that all types of anomalies
are known and can be defined in advance which is a strong assumption for com-
plex scenarios. A promising method for online anomaly detection is the one by
Laxhammar and Falkman [12], later extended by Guo and Bardera [5]. It cir-
cumvents many of the problems discussed above for other methods: It supports
incomplete traces as they occur in a real-time setting, it does not require an
explicit discretization in space or time as it works directly on trace data and
it is unsupervised. Due to these useful properties, we choose it as the reference
method for our evaluation in Sect. 4. We briefly discuss the algorithm in Sect. 3.2.

2.3 LSTM and Autoencoders for Sequential Anomaly Detection

The success of Deep Learning has also brought related concepts back to atten-
tion. One are recurrent neural networks (RNNs) which, unlike plain ANNs, can
be applied to sequential data. An important extension of RNNs is long short-term
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memory [8], a structural modification to improve learning on long sequences.
Another technique are autoencoders [7], a type of ANN that can be trained to
learn compact encodings of a dataset. Intuitively, the autoencoder network is
forced to compress input data to a fixed-length vector and then reconstruct the
original input again. Autoencoders are suitable for anomaly detection: When a
data sample is an anomaly, i.e., not well-represented in the original dataset, it
has a high reconstruction error and can be identified that way. LSTM RNNs
and autoencoders can be combined for sequential anomaly detection as demon-
strated by Malhotra et al. [14] for outlier detection on multi-sensor datasets. Only
little previous work exists on LSTM autoencoders for motion trajectories. Fer-
nando et al. [2] apply a variant of the idea to trajectories defined with respect to
the view of a single surveillance camera. Gatt et al. [4] detect abnormal behavior
on a more detailed scale, also taking into account pose information. Both papers
deal with scenarios different from ours as they address short-term behavior over
a couple of seconds while we aim to detect anomalies in long-term behavior over
the course of a shopping session which can take minutes to hours.

3 Real-Time Anomaly Detection for Retail

We will now describe our problem statement formally before outlining the two
methods compared in this paper, the method of Laxhammar and Falkman [12]
and our LSTM autoencoder-based approach.

3.1 Problem Statement

Our input is a set of traces T = {ti | 0 ≤ i < nT } describing nT completed
shopping sessions. A trace captures the movements of a person inside the store
over time, from entering until leaving again. Formally, trace t is a sequence
(tk)nt−1

k=0 with tk = (tk, xk, yk) where ti < tj for i < j. Above, tk is the time
since entering the market and (xk, yk) ∈ R

2 is the position at time tk, defined
with respect to the supermarket floor. Given T , our aim is to decide for a new
trace t′ whether it constitutes an anomaly with respect to the traces in T or
not. The retail setting implies three additional requirements. First, detection has
to handle incomplete traces: Unusual behavior has to be detected as soon as it
emerges so a manager can react in a timely manner. For the same reason, the
detection has to offer real-time performance. A large store may accommodate
hundreds of people at once. Only if all traces can be checked at a high rate the
method is useful. Finally, no manual definition of “abnormal” behavior should
be required. Even if we aim to detect specific anomalies of interest to shop
managers, e.g., clueless customers or shoplifters, defining them in a way that is
robust to variances e.g., in the store layout, is beyond question.

3.2 Method of Laxhammar and Falkman

We choose the method of Laxhammar and Falkman [12] as our reference as it
meets all of the requirements stated above, is particularly easy to deploy due to
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Fig. 1. The architecture of our LSTM autoencoder network. The horizontal arrows are
labeled with the shape of the input/output of each step.

its limited parameter set, and has been designed for online surveillance scenar-
ios similar to ours. The method consists of two steps: First, a distance dH(ti, tj)
between traces ti, tj is defined. Second, a non-conformity measure α(t) for a
trace t is derived as the sum of the distances of t to its k nearest neighbors.
Formally, α(t) :=

∑
ti∈kNNT (t) dH(t, ti) where kNNT (t) yields the k nearest

neighbors of t in T with respect to dH. A trace t is considered an anomaly if
its non-conformity measure exceeds a defined percentile of the non-conformity
measures of the traces in T . The distance proposed by Laxhammar and Falk-
man is the directed Hausdorff distance dH(ti, tj) = maxnti

−1

k=0 min
ntj

−1

l=0 d(tki , t
l
j),

where d is the Euclidean distance. In particular, dH behaves reasonably when
comparing an incomplete real-time trace t′ to a completed trace from T : As
long as the known part t′ is similar to some sub-sequences of the traces in T , its
non-conformity will be low regardless of drastic differences in sequence length.
For our evaluation, we use a windowed version of dH proposed by Guo and
Bardera [5] which provides results comparable to the original Hausdorff distance
but has a lower computational complexity that is just linear, not quadratic, in
the trace length. This is especially beneficial when dealing with long traces as
in our scenario. We refer to the original paper [5] for the definition of dH.

3.3 LSTM Autoencoder-based Detection

The structure of our LSTM autoencoder, a symmetrical neural network com-
posed of encoder and decoder parts, is shown in Fig. 1 and was adapted from
previous work [2,14]. The input (Fig. 1, left) is a trace t of length nt. The first
LSTM layer computes a set of nL1 features for each sequence element, the second
reduces this intermediate output to a vector of length nL2—the encoded trace
(Fig. 1, middle). In practice, we choose nL1 = 200 and nL2 = 100 (cf. Sect. 4).
The encoded trace is replicated nt times to form a sequence (Fig. 1, “Repeat”),
followed by two LSTM layers outputting nL2 and nL1 features per sequence
element, respectively. A final fully-connected layer (Fig. 1, “Dense”) is applied
to each element to reduce the nL1-element feature vector to the original input
dimensionality, yielding the reconstruction t̂. All layers use a tangens hyperboli-
cus activation function. The autoencoder is trained using the sum of elementwise
absolute deviations as loss function, i.e., L(t, t̂) =

∑nt−1
i=0 ‖ti− t̂i‖1. For training,
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we augment T , which only consists of complete traces, by randomly sampled
shortened versions of them. For each t ∈ T , we add nsub = 10 “sub-traces”, i.e.,
prefixes of t. Specifically, we apply stratified sampling over the duration of t to
achieve a sufficient coverage of different sequence lengths. This data augmenta-
tion is crucial for the autoencoder to be able to reconstruct sub-traces, too. The
final component of the method is the anomaly criterion: To determine whether
trace t′ is an anomaly, it is processed by the trained autoencoder to obtain the
reconstruction loss l(t′) = L(t′, t̂′). Let r(l(t′), T ) be the rank that l within the
reconstruction losses computed over all traces in T . We define the final anomaly
score of t′ as α(t) = r(l(t′),T )/nT . If α(t) > ε, t is considered an anomaly.

4 Evaluation

We perform two evaluations. First, a quantitative analysis on a synthetic, labeled
dataset, comparing our approach to Laxhammar-Falkman [12] with respect to
its detection and computational performance. To build the labeled dataset, we
simulate both regular traces and different types of anomalies (Sect. 4.1). Second,
a qualitative analysis on an unlabeled dataset recorded in a large German retail
store assures that the method’s classification aligns with human intuition on
what is abnormal behavior. We implemented both methods in Python. The
method of Laxhammar and Falkman was implemented according to the original
papers [5,12]. The LSTM autoencoder was realized using Keras [9] and trained
using the Adam optimizer. To speed up training, we parallelized the computation
of the distance matrix for Laxhammar-Falkman and made use of the CPU-based
parallelization in Keras to ensure a fair comparison. All timings given in Table 1
have been obtained using 8 parallel threads on an Intel Xeon Gold 5122 CPU.

4.1 Datasets

The dataset we base our evaluation on consists of traces from around 100, 000
individual shopping sessions recorded in a large German supermarket and has
been kindly provided by the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
(DFKI). The dataset was obtained using Bluetooth Low Energy beacons [17]
mounted on shopping carts used in the store. It has to be noted that the use of
shopping cart tracking data differs from our intended scenario in which people,
not shopping carts, are tracked. In particular, customers may move indepen-
dently from their cart from time to time. To compensate for this to some extent,
we filter traces in which independent movement is predominant (cf. Sect. 4.1).

Pre-processing of the Unlabeled Dataset. We filter the original dataset for
multiple reasons: To remove outliers originating from known limitations of the
tracking technology such as wrong localisation we filter traces with gaps larger
than 8 m between consecutive samples. To eliminate traces in which customers
moved mostly independently, we filter those for which no movement occurred
for more than 10 min. Finally, we remove traces shorter than 3 min and longer
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Fig. 2. Samples from the two datasets we use. The left part shows traces from the unla-
beled, real-world dataset. The right half depicts synthetic traces generated according
to Sect. 4.1, three of which are anomalies (dashed lines).

than 180 min which are implausible and usually result from carts being used
around the store for purposes other than shopping. In the end, we re-sample the
remaining traces to a fixed sampling rate of 0.03 Hz.

Sampling of the Labeled Dataset. For the quantitative evaluation we gen-
erate a labeled data set of normal and anomalous traces. Normal traces (neg-
atives) correspond to regular customers while anomalous ones (positives) rep-
resent behavior that should be detected. Specifically, we simulate two kinds of
anomalies: cases of aimless customers searching for a particular product and
shoplifting attempts. To model regular customers we sample multiple clusters
of traces. All traces of a single cluster are derived from one particular random
“seed trace” from the unlabeled dataset by randomly displacing the positions
of the original trace and introducing additional, intermediate nodes according
to a method by Technitis et al. [19]. The timestamps of new nodes are interpo-
lated. In the end, each trace is re-sampled to 0.03 Hz again to ensure consistency.
Figure 2 (right, solid lines) shows sample regular traces. The two kinds of anoma-
lies are modeled as follows. Traces of searching customers are, too, based on seed
traces from the regular dataset and constructed by inserting a new sub-sequence
representing the searching process. The insertion position is chosen according
to a Gaussian distribution centered around 30% of the progress of the original
trace. The sub-sequence itself is modeled by a Brownian bridge. Our model for
shoplifting traces is inspired by the descriptions found in [15]. A set of shelves is
chosen and visited by the shoplifter on the shortest route possible, the walking
speed is chosen randomly according to the distribution of the original dataset.
The actual shoplifting event is inserted at around 50% of the progress and again
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Fig. 3. AUC (left), precision (middle) and recall (right), computed plotted over relative
progress for different variants of both methods.

modeled by a Brownian bridge. Another case of abnormal behavior is introduced
towards the end of the trace by simulating an extended amount of time spent
near the checkout area in which the thief watches for the right moment to leave.
To generate additional variance, the same methods as for sampling trace clus-
ters of regular shoppers, i.e., node displacement and new intermediate nodes, are
applied. Figure 2 (right, dashed lines) depicts three exemplary anomalous traces.

4.2 Quantitative Evaluation

We first sample a labeled dataset according to Sect. 4.1 consisting of 6000 traces
for training both methods and 1000 different ones for testing, each based on 10%
seed traces. Assuming an average of about 1000 customers per day this corre-
sponds to the data of a six-day week for training the method and an evaluation
on a single day’s traces. The prevalence of anomalies in the dataset was chosen
to be 5% with 90% of searching customers and 10% shoplifting cases. Accord-
ingly, for both methods we chose a detection threshold of ε = 0.95 reflecting
the prior assumption that 5% of all traces are anomalies. For both methods, we
compare five metrics: the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC), precision and recall to assess the detection performance, as well as the
time required for training and the average time to rate one trace to judge prac-
tical feasibility. From left to right, Fig. 3 depicts the change of AUC, precision
and recall over the relative progress of the traces in the test set for different
parameter settings of both methods. The plots were generated by trimming
down traces to different relative lengths in steps of 10% and rating the result-
ing prefix sequences. In a practical application, it is desirable that detection of
abnormal behavior happens with as little delay as possible. To judge this, the
typical times of occurrence of anomalies in the synthetic dataset (Sect. 4.1) are
highlighted using vertical bars in Fig. 3.

Comparing different parameter settings for Laxhammar-Falkman, we observe
only minor effects when increasing the number of nearest neighbors k (Sect. 3.2).
Since a smaller k means better computational performance (Table 1), we opt
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for k = 2. The effect of a larger window size w [5] is even so negligible that
the resulting lines are indistinguishable. We thus choose w = 4 which again
yields the best performance. For our LSTM autoencoder, we evaluated different
combinations of layer sizes nL1, nL2, the three best of which are shown in Fig. 3.
As all variants are fast to evaluate, we pick nL1 = 200 and nL2 = 100 which
yields the most reliable detection.

Focusing on the best variants, i.e., k = 2, w = 4 for Laxhammar-Falkman
and nL1 = 200, nL2 = 100 for the autoencoder, we notice a similar level and
progression of their AUC (Fig. 3, left). As expected, no anomalies are detected
before unusual behavior becomes apparent. However, with the onset of the first
abnormal behavior in the anomalous traces (leftmost vertical bars) after around
30% progress, AUC increases rapidly. At about 50% progress (middle vertical
bars), abnormal behavior has become apparent for all anomalies and AUC stabi-
lizes at around 0.98 for both methods. Both methods show high precision which
degrades towards the end of the traces. This can be attributed to both algo-
rithms computing global anomaly criteria which degrade as the regular portion
of the traces becomes larger which is after around 50% of progress for most
traces. For example, traces of searching customers are correctly identified as
anomalies while the search is ongoing but may be rated as regular once the trace
continues regularly. The drop in precision is larger for the autoencoder. Recall
measures how many anomalies can actually be detected and is even more impor-
tant than precision: For a store manager, it is preferable to take a closer look
at a few traces more than necessary than to miss any abnormal situation. Both
methods show similar recall curves with the autoencoder having an edge over
Laxhammar-Falkman. Overall, both methods achieve comparable results with
individual trade-offs regarding the achieved precision vs. recall.

Table 1. Comparison of time required to train the method on our training set and
average time required to rate a single trace afterwards.

Laxhammar-Falkman Autoencoder

k = 2 k = 4 k = 8 k = 2 k = 2 nL1 = 150 nL1 = 200 nL1 = 250

w = 4 w = 4 w = 4 w = 8 w = 16 nL2 = 75 nL2 = 100 nL2 = 125

Training 30min 30min 29min 45min 79min 498min 439min 311min

Testing 2182ms 2242ms 2202ms 3646ms 6626ms 23ms 24ms 25ms

The two methods differ significantly regarding their computational perfor-
mance (Table 1). In practice, training time is of minor importance as long as
it is possible to re-train or finetune on a daily basis. This is the case for all
of the variants. Evaluation time is more critical. Here, Laxhammar-Falkman is
slower by a factor of 100. Assuming about 100 customers in a market at a given
time, this means the reference method can rate the traces of all customers only
once every 200 s which means a significant delay that precludes timely reaction
to anomalies. The autoencoder however can rate 100 traces at a rate of about
0.5 Hz which is sufficient for practical use. These numbers can be explained by
the theoretical complexity of both methods: Laxhammar-Falkman is based on a
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Fig. 4. Three sample traces from our real-world dataset rated as anomalies by our
method (dashed lines) for two different progress levels.

k-nearest neighbor search requiring the pairwise distances dH between all traces
in T . This results in a quadratic complexity of the training process in nT and
a complexity that is linear both in nT and the respective trace length for rat-
ing a trace afterwards. As dH is, in general, asymmetric, common optimization
techniques for kNN that require the distance function to be a metric are not
applicable. In contrast, the training time of the autoencoder depends on multi-
ple factors and is governed by how fast the training loss stabilizes for a specific
training set. In general, no theoretical complexity can be specified, but in prac-
tice the training time turns out to be in the order of a few hours for our example.
The autoencoder’s evaluation time is linear in the length of the trace and, differ-
ent from Laxhammar-Falkman, independent of the size of the training set. This
results in a large performance advantage over Laxhammar-Falkman.

4.3 Qualitative Evaluation

To show that our method actually yields plausible results on real-world data
that align with human judgement, we examine the output of the best-performing
autoencoder (nL1 = 200, nL2 = 100) trained on 6000 randomly chosen traces
from the unlabeled dataset (Sect. 4.1) on a set of 100 different random traces.
Figure 4 shows three sample anomalies identified by the autoencoder for both
of two relative progress levels (40%, 80%). For reference, all test traces rated
as regular are shown semi-transparently in the background. All other abnormal
traces have been removed from the plots for improved visibility. We first examine
the result for 40% progress: Trace 1, rated abnormal, differs from most traces by
a diagonal walk across the market (label 1) and the fact that the customer comes
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close to the checkout area (bottom right corner) after a very short time already
which could be due to time pressure experienced by the customer. Anomaly 2
is similarly unusual: While most customers follow a counter-clockwise route, the
customer immediately visits the center of the store. Later on, a lot of time is
spent in a small area (2) while the person is likely searching for a particular
product. In the case of trace 3, the person first follows the common shopping
route but then makes a 180 degree turn (3) and walks back right to the entrance
area. The results for 80% of the relative progress are equally interpretable. Again
there behaviors such as criss-crossing of the store (4), circling around a particular
area for an extended time (5) and seemingly unplanned returns to a particular
department of the market initially disregarded (6).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed LSTM autoencoders for the detection of unusual customer
behavior in retail. As has been demonstrated by quantitative and qualitative
analysis, this novel approach is on-par with existing methods in terms of quality
while being orders of magnitude faster, which makes it—unlike its competitors—
viable in real world settings. Still, future research can be identified: We have only
considered simple encoder-decoder structures consisting of two layers each. More
complex, deeper architectures can be investigated to potentially improve detec-
tion in terms of precision and recall. Our anomaly criterion, too, is currently
relatively simple. Instead of averaging the reconstruction loss over the full trace,
a more complex criterion could give a higher weight to anomalous sub-sequences
while disregarding regular parts of a trace, which should result in a higher pre-
cision. Finally, we have not taken into account any of the available semantic
information, e.g., on the store layout, or other prior knowledge about factors
influencing behavior. For example, different times of day, or days of the week,
can be associated with different dominant customer groups. These factors are
currently implicitly encoded in the dataset but could be made explicit.
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Abstract. Nowadays, chatbots have becomemore andmore prominent in various
domains. Nevertheless, designing a versatile chatbot, giving reasonable answers,
is a challenging task. Thereby, the major drawback of most chatbots is their lim-
ited scope. Multi-agent-based systems offer approaches to solve problems in a
cooperative manner following the “divide and conquer” paradigm. Consequently,
it seems promising to design amulti-agent-based chatbot approach scaling beyond
the scope of a single application context. To address this research gap, we pro-
pose a novel approach orchestrating well-established conversational assistants.
We demonstrate and evaluate our approach using six chatbots, providing higher
quality than competing artifacts.

Keywords: Conversational agent · Chatbot ·Multi-agent-based system ·
Orchestration · Collaboration ·Mediation · Divide and conquer

1 Introduction

In recent years, conversational agents, also called chatbots, are becoming an increasingly
pervasive means of conceptualizing a diverse range of applications in various domains
[1–4]. Furthermore, it is forecast that due to the usage of chatbots the annual cost sav-
ings in organizations will grow from $48.3 million in 2018 up to $11.5 billion until 2023
[5]. In the area of conversational artificial intelligence, many studies already tap the
potential of chatbots and provide well-known approaches for chatbots interacting with
humans as well as answering questions regarding open-domain (non-task-oriented) and
closed-domain (task-oriented) topics [1, 2, 6–8]. Following a survey from Ramesh et al.
[8], chatbot approaches have evolved from simple pattern matching (e.g. ALICE [9])
to modern complex knowledge- and retrieval-based approaches (e.g. MILABOT [10],
ALQUIST [11], EVORUS [12] or ALANA [13]) with the aim of giving conversations
more human-like shape in order to pass the Turing test. Nevertheless, designing a versa-
tile chatbot, giving reasonable answers to a variety of possible requests, is a challenging
task. In particular, the task of simultaneously being robust regarding various domains
and answering domain-specific questions is extremely demanding [6]. As a consequence,
the major drawback of most chatbots is their limited scope [14]. In order to increase the
capabilities of a single chatbot, most approaches in literature manually build and add
skills to existing chatbots [15, 16]. Although this works reasonably well, it leads to a
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high effort in generating and coordinating various and complementary skills [14]. Other
approaches based on current state-of-the-art knowledge and retrieval models (e.g. deep
neuronal networks [10, 11]), requiremassive datasets, skilled human resources as well as
a huge amount of time and hardware to be trained, enhanced and optimized [10]. Besides,
as chatbots have become more prominent, the size and complexity of chatbot systems
is increasing, which, as for any software system, cannot increase indefinitely [17]. The
area of multi-agent-based systems offers a wide range of approaches to solve problems
in a cooperative manner following the “divide and conquer” paradigm [18, 19]. In other
domains,multi-agent-based approaches are commonly used tomodel complex and emer-
gent phenomena inspired by human behavior as, for instance, expert collaborations in
organizations interacting with the aim of solving a customer request. Consequently, as
existing chatbots already provide sound results regarding the scope of their application,
it seems promising to design a multi-agent-based chatbot approach, inspired by expert
collaboration in practice, scaling beyond the scope of a single chatbot. However, there
is still a lack of chatbot approaches giving reasonable answers to a variety of possible
requests. To address this research gap, we orchestrate multiple chatbots and propose a
multi-agent-based chatbot approach, which is able to learn chatbots’ capabilities and
identify relevant chatbots capable of giving answers.

Guided by the Design Science Research (DSR) process due to Peffers et al. [20],
the remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we provide an
overview of the relatedwork and identify the research gap. In Sect. 3, we propose amulti-
agent-based chatbot approach relying on capability-based middle-agents to orchestrate
chatbots in a single conversational agent. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate and evaluate our
approach based on six different chatbot datasets on which the approach could be suc-
cessfully applied. Finally, we conclude with a brief summary, limitations and an outlook
on future research.

2 Related Work and Research Gap

In the area of conversational artificial intelligence, many studies already tap the potential
of conversational agents and provide well-known chatbots approaches. Nevertheless,
there is still a lack of approaches solving user requests in a cooperative manner by
reusing multiple well-established chatbots. In the following, informed by the related
literature regarding interactions between humans and multiple conversational agents as
well as agent collaboration in multi-agent-based systems, we identify the research gap.

2.1 Interactions Between Humans and Multiple Conversational Agents

There has been recent work on analyzing different kinds of interactions between humans
and multiple chatbots. First of all, the communication between a user and multiple
chatbots can be conducted by multiple single-bot chats (a user interacting with a single
chatbot in a single chat, e.g. [9–11]), multi-bot chats (a user interacting with multiple
chatbots in a shared chat [3, 14, 21]) or a single bot chat orchestrating hidden chatbots (a
user interactingwith a single chatbot in a single chat, which in turn interactswithmultiple
hidden chatbots [12, 13]). At a first glance, interacting with multiple chatbots in multiple
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single-bot chats or a shared chat seems to increase complexity. Thus, researchers have
investigated the user experience of single- versus multi-bot chats [3, 14, 21]. Chaves and
Gerosa [3] conducted aWizard-of-Oz study,where subjects are deluded into thinking that
they are interacting with chatbots. As a result, the participants reported more confusion
using a multi-bot chat in comparison to single-bot chats. Besides, they identified no
significant difference between conversations in single- and multi-bot chats. This is in
line with Pinhanez et al. [14], who point out that there is no increase in collaboration and
coordination costs while interacting in a multi-bot chat. In contrast, Maglio et al. [21]
investigated interactions in an office setting and found out that participants needed less
effort to control multiple hidden chatbots within a single chat compared to conversing
with chatbots in an individual or shared chat, respectively. Hence, regarding different
kinds of interactions, literature reveals promising potential in approaches orchestrating
multiple hidden chatbots [3, 14, 21].

In this context, only a few researchers focus on human collaboration with multiple
chatbots in terms of a single chatbot orchestrating hidden chatbots [12, 13, 22]. To do so,
Papaioannou et al. [13], one of the top competitors of Amazon’s Alexa prize, developed
a chatbot named ALANA. Their approach is based on a contextual bot priority list and
a ranking function trained on user feedback to choose a response from one out of seven
(2017) or rather nine (2018) chatbots. Cui et al. [22] solely base their approach on a static
priority list in order to choose responses out of four chatbots without any consideration
of the customer’s intent. In contrast, a chatbot called EVORUS [12] used not only six
different chatbots but also crowd-sourced human workers when their approach was
unable to answer. To do so, their approach collects feedback from the crowd and learns
to select chatbots, which are most likely to generate high-quality responses depending
on the given context [12]. Nevertheless, all mentioned approaches orchestrating hidden
chatbots solely rely on static priority lists or require a huge amount of user-provided
ratings and feedback, which is often not available, time-consuming or expensive to
collect. To the best of our knowledge, besides these few examples, further literature
does not focus on orchestrating the capabilities of multiple already existing chatbots. In
particular, the collaboration between open- and closed-domain chatbots without the use
of feedback is not yet addressed by existing literature.

2.2 Agent Collaboration in Multi-agent-based Systems

In particular, as the size and complexity of most systems cannot increase indefinitely,
research in the area of multi-agent-based systems offers a wide range of approaches
to address the challenge of jointly acting agents [17–19]. In general, multi-agent-based
approaches are used to design complex and emergent phenomena inspired by human
behavior by using a collection of autonomous and distributed entities, called agents, with
individual decision-making. Each agent is designed as an individual software agent with
well-defined and limited scope, which perceives its environment (e.g. prospective user
messages) and determines its actions accordingly (e.g. reasonable answers) [18]. Several
previous studies have proposed agent theories and architectures to provide multi-agent-
based systems with a strong formal basis. Hence, different types of agent architectures
can be applied depending on the complexity of the agents’ deliberation process. Themost
widely applied types are reactive agents, which are determined by static action rules [23,
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24], in contrast to deliberative agents, which use symbolic reasoning for planning their
actions [25]. Furthermore, the predominantly used agent architecture is derived from
the physical and internet economy [26] and subdivides agents into requester-agents
demanding a service (e.g. a visitor requests an apple on a physical market), provider-
agents supplying a service (e.g. an orchardist supplies apples to a physical market) and
middle-agents as intermediaries (e.g. a salesman mediates fruits on a physical market)
[19, 27]. Obviously, regarding the context of our study, particularly designing the user
as requester-agent, existing chatbots as reactive provider-agents and middle-agents as
intermediaries between users and chatbots seems promising to cope with the task of
orchestrating multiple conversational agents.

2.3 Research Gap

Despite emerging scientific work in the field of chatbots [3, 10, 12–14, 28], we still
observe a lack of research on how multiple well-established chatbots could be reused in
a jointly coordinated manner to scale beyond the scope of a single chatbot application.
Regarding related research in distributed artificial intelligence, the area of multi-agent-
based systems already offers a wide range of approaches to solve problems in a cooper-
ative manner [18, 19, 23–25]. However, orchestrating hidden well-established chatbots
by means of multi-agent-based technology is a novel approach for the area of conversa-
tional agents and not yet investigated by previous literature so far. Merely, Hettige and
Karunananda [28] take a first step by modeling the components (e.g. graphical interface,
natural language processing or data access) of a chatbot as a multi-agent-based system
calledOCTOPUS, but do not integrate or rather orchestrate single hidden chatbots. Thus,
we assume that investigating chatbots based on multi-agent-based architecture without
relying on a huge amount of feedback, harbors enormous potential for research and
copes with the current challenges in the context of collaborative chatbots. Indeed, to
the best of our knowledge, so far none of the recent studies in conversation agents has
considered orchestrating hidden chatbots in a single conversational agent while at the
same time taking an integrated perspective by not only ranking chatbot answers based
on priority lists or human feedback but rather combining research streams by embed-
ding chatbots as provider-agents into a multi-agent-based architecture. Thus, we aim at
designing a novel multi-agent-based chatbot approach combining conversational agents
and multi-agent-based methods in a well-founded way which improves the versatility
of chatbots giving reasonable answers.

3 Novel Multi-agent-based Chatbot Approach

Having stated the solution’s objectives, following the DSR process by Peffers et al. [20],
we set out to develop an approach to answer human questions with a single chatbot
regarding open-domain and closed-domain topics by orchestrating and coordinating
hidden chatbots (cf. Fig. 1). Since our research is concerned with the development
of a novel approach, it constitutes a contribution of nascent design theory [29] and
represents an example of work in interior mode [30]. In our research, we mainly employ
a deductive, iterative knowledge creation strategy and develop our approach based on
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a series of hypotheses that we test and validate. In its entirety, the design and search
process described in the following forms a single iteration of the DSR process [20, 31].
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Fig. 1. Multi-agent-based chatbot approach to orchestrate conversational assistants

3.1 Basic Idea and Overview

In literature, multi-agent-based approaches are used to design complex and emergent
phenomena inspired by human behavior, such as expert collaboration in organizations
interacting with each other to solve a customer request [17–19]. Consequently, we
base the architecture of our novel approach on the “divide and conquer” paradigm
of multi-agent-based systems containing requester-, provider- and middle-agents as
intermediaries [19].

Following the basic process of collaboration through mediation between requester-,
provider- and middle-agents in multi-agent-based systems by Klusch and Sycara [19],
the response of a user request can be identified by first, advertising the capabilities of
all provider-agents to middle-agents; second, requesting responses from middle-agents;
third, mediating requests against the knowledge on capabilities of registered provider-
agents; fourth gathering responses fromprovider-agents; and fifth composing and return-
ing the results to the requesting users. As outlined in Sect. 2.3, the main challenge of
creating a versatile chatbot is the reusage of multiple well-designed chatbots in a jointly
coordinated manner to scale beyond the scope of a single chatbot application. Therefore,
in this paper, we focus on the integration of multiple chatbots in a multi-agent-based
architecture by designing reasonable capability-based middle-agents as intermediaries
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orchestrating hidden chatbots in a single conversational agent (cf. Orchestration Layer
in Fig. 1). Against this backdrop, we take an integrated perspective by not only ranking
chatbot answers based on priority lists or human feedback [12, 13] but rather combining
research streams by embedding chatbots as provider-agents into a multi-agent-based
architecture with middle-agents as intermediaries (cf. Fig. 1).

Focusing on the design of reasonable capability-based middle-agents, we take a
standardized agent communication language (e.g. KQMLor FIPAACL [32]) for granted
to automatically process requests by enabling communication among different agents.
Furthermore, we state a requester-agent with a user interface as given, which receives
textual requests from and provides responses to a real user (cf. User Layer in Fig. 1).
Beyond that, we also state multiple chatbots as given, whereby each chatbot is designed
as reactive provider-agent by responding to an answer, when receiving a request (cf.
Chatbot Layer in Fig. 1).

Focusing on the orchestration of multiple chatbots, our approach comprises three
steps that are sequenced in ten substeps (cf. Fig. 1). In the first step of our approach, we
design a middle-agent to learn chatbot capabilities or requests they are able to answer,
respectively. In order to determinewhichof the chatbots ismost appropriate for a prospec-
tive request, different supervised machine-learning models are trained (learning agent).
In the second step of our approach, an intermediary agent identifies all chatbots, which
have the potential to answer a user request. To do so, this agent coordinates other middle-
agents to preprocess requests, decomposes them into topics and thus, classifies these
topics based on the learned classification model of the first step. The third step of our
approach builds upon the classified topics of the second step and determines an execution
plan, which in turn is used to request appropriate chatbot(s) and gather responses. Sub-
sequently, all gathered responses are composed by the composing agent and published
by the intermediary agent as an answer to the user (cf. Fig. 1). In the following sub-
sections, we present our three-step-approach to orchestrate hidden chatbots in a single
conversational agent in more detail.

3.2 First Step: Learning Chatbot Capabilities

The aim of the first step is to learn the capabilities of all available chatbots by using
a matching mechanism that supports the intermediary middle-agent in identifying an
appropriate chatbot regarding prospective user requests (cf. first step in Fig. 1). To do
so, literature in multi-agent-based systems states that the choice of a suitable matching
mechanism between request and agent capabilities certainly depends on the structure and
semantics of the descriptions to be matched [19, 27]. In our context, solvable requests
and all prospective similar requests of a chatbot can be treated as capabilities of a chatbot.
Therefore, both, user requests and capabilities of the chatbots, in terms of requests they
are able to answer, are represented as free-text (e.g. “Is there an airport in Nairobi?”).
Thus, we base the identification of appropriate chatbots on text analysis consisting of
the common substeps data preprocessing, classification, and classifier evaluation, which
have been proven to deliver reliable results in identifying relevant and similar content in
text-based requests [33, 34].

More precisely, the task of identifying the chatbot with the highest probability to
answer a request is framed as a problemof supervised learning,where amachine-learning
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model is trained to generate the desired output from training data, which consists of
pairwise training inputs (chatbot capabilities) and expectedoutputs (appropriate chatbot).
Following the “divide and conquer” paradigm of multi-agent-based systems and in line
withHettige andKarunananda [28], we propose to split the text analysis into two separate
reactive agents performing natural language preprocessing (cf. preprocessing agent in
Fig. 1), classifier learning as well as classifier evaluation (cf. learning agent in Fig. 1).
In particular, as the preprocessing has to be reused in the subsequent step to apply the
classification model, it is reasonable to separate natural language preprocessing from
classifier learning in different agents.

In order to learn a suitable model, the learning agent is triggered, whenever the avail-
able chatbots’ capabilities change (e.g. due to adding, removing or changing a chatbot).
Following this, the preprocessing agent is triggered by the learning agent and applies
natural language preprocessing to clean textual data (e.g. eliminate irrelevant and redun-
dant information) and to reduce the number of terms in order to obtain the minimum of
relevant terms to improve speed as well as accuracy of classification algorithms [35].
Subsequently, the learning agent applies text classification algorithms (e.g. SVMs or
artificial neural networks [36]) to the preprocessed chatbots’ capabilities to train super-
vised machine-learning models. Based on common classifier evaluation measures (e.g.
Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F1 score [37]), the learning agent aims at finding the
most accurate classifier whenever the set of available classifier models changes. To sum
up, the first step constitutes a necessary preparation for solving new requests triggered
by changed chatbots capabilities. By doing so, the first step preprocesses chatbot capa-
bilities from all available chatbots by means of the preprocessing agent (first substep).
Following this, the learning agent trains a set of classifiers and chooses the model with
the highest evaluation measure in order to determine which chatbot is most appropriate
for a prospective request (second substep). Thus, a sound capability-based classification
of requests in the following step is enabled.

3.3 Second Step: Identifying Relevant Chatbots by Classification

The aim of the second step is to identify all chatbots, which are necessary for solving a
new request (cf. second step in Fig. 1). As outlined in Sect. 3.1, we base our architecture
on the “divide and conquer” paradigm of multi-agent-based systems, where intermedi-
aries receive requests and cope with the task of orchestrating multiple hidden conversa-
tional agents to solve the request. According to literature, capability-based (also known
as skill-based or service-oriented) middle-agents can be categorized into matchmaker,
mediators and broker [35] depending on the extent of providing mediation services. As
matchmaker middle-agents just provide a ranked list of relevant provider-agents and
give the choice of selecting a provider-agent to the user, they are not appropriate in our
setting. In contrast, mediator and broker middle-agents actively answer the request by
forwarding requests to the most relevant provider-agents. However, as mediators are
based on a fixed number of agents and need a static pre-integrated global model of the
application scope, they seem to be inappropriate as an intermediary in a multi-agent-
based chatbot approach. Accordingly, we define the intermediary agent as a reactive
broker agent interfacing between the user, middle-agents and chatbot agents (cf. inter-
mediary agent in Fig. 1). More precisely, after receiving a new request, the intermediary
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agent first contacts the preprocessing agent to apply natural language preprocessing.
As one request could refer to more than one topic and thus, could require responses
from more than one chatbot, it seems reasonable to identify all contained topics prior
to the capability-based classifications of the requests (e.g. “Which species of zebra is
known as the common zebra (topic of chatbot one) and does an occupational disability
insurance pay in case of an accident in Nairobi (topic of chatbot two)?”). Furthermore,
it is necessary to maintain the structure and dependencies of the topics in order to enable
the determination of an execution plan in the following step. This is in line with Skoro-
chod’ko [38], who suggested to divide texts into subsentences regarding their semantic
overlap and represented the resulting structure as a connected graph. Hence, we define
the decomposing agent (cf. decomposing agent in Fig. 1) as a reactive agent, which
automatically partitions preprocessed requests into coherent topics in a graph structure
based on a well-established statistical text segmentation algorithm (e.g. based on lexical
cohesion, decision trees or semantic networks) [38, 39]. Afterward, the reactive clas-
sification agent (cf. classification agent in Fig. 1) uses the trained classifier of the first
step to identify the most relevant chatbot for each topic. To sum up, the intermediary
broker-agent is triggered by a new request from the user (third substep) and coordi-
nates the preprocessing agent (fourth substep), decomposing agent (fifth substep) and
classification agent (sixth substep). As a result of the second step, the new request is
decomposed into topics and a corresponding graph structure. Finally, the most relevant
chatbot is identified for each topic.

3.4 Third Step: Obtaining Composed Answers

The aim of the third step is to plan and execute topics in order to get responses from
all relevant chatbots as well as composing and publishing a final answer to the user (cf.
third step in Fig. 1). Regarding multi-agent-based literature, deliberative agents are well-
established to reason and plan actions based on a symbolic representation of a planning
problem [25, 40]. Moreover, literature has also proven approaches for symbolic repre-
sentation to be successful as a formal basis for deliberation, such as the well-known
representation formalism named STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver)
[19, 40, 41]. Therefore, we define the planning and executing agent (cf. planning and
executing agent in Fig. 1) as a deliberative middle-agent based on STRIPS as plan-
ning formalism, which creates an execution plan based on the graph structure and the
classified topics of the second step. Obviously, requests in conversational systems are
characterized by short texts, which are usually comprised of only a few sub-sentences
or topics, respectively. These topics could be independent and therefore parallelizable in
an execution plan (cf. zebra and insurance example in Sect. 3.3) or sequentially depen-
dent in their graph structure (e.g. “What is the currency of Nairobi (first topic) and
what are $200 in that currency (second dependent topic)?”). However, in the case of
sequential dependency, the dependent part of the second topic has to be replaced with
the answer received by the execution of the first topic (e.g. answer of the first topic:
“Kenyan Shilling”; reformulated second topic: “What are $200 in Kenyan Shilling”).
According to literature, the task of reformulating requests by substituting or adding
words or phrases to the original request is framed as a problem of query reformulation
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(e.g. substituting and/or adding words or phrases to the original query or topic, respec-
tively) [42]. Furthermore, answers ought to be combined to create a final answer, which
can be determined by the conjunction of all gathered answers. Consequently, we define
the composing agent (cf. composing agent in Fig. 1) as a reactive agent to reformulate
sequentially dependent topics based on a query reformulation approach as well as to
combine answers based on a conjunction of all gathered answers. Summing up, the third
step is triggered by the intermediary agent and builds upon the graph structure and the
classified topics of the second step. To obtain a final answer, the planning and execution
agent determines an execution plan (seventh substep), which in turn is used to request
appropriate chatbot(s) (eighth substep). The composing agent supports this process by
reformulating topics and answers (ninth substep), and finally, the intermediary agent
publishes the composed answer to the user (tenth substep).

4 Demonstration and Evaluation of the Novel Approach

As an essential part of the DSR process [20, 29, 31], we demonstrate and evaluate the
practical applicability of our approach. First, we describe the chatbot datasets consid-
ered. Then, we demonstrate how the three steps of our novel multi-agent-based chatbot
approach could be applied. Finally, we present the results of our application and compare
them to baselines and a competing artifact.

4.1 Chatbot Datasets

In order to demonstrate the practical applicability and evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach, we use six different chatbot datasets comprised of 116.060 distinct questions
and answers. The chatbots can roughly be divided into three main categories with two
representatives in each category. First, we use datasets from two popular chitchat chat-
bots: the Loebner Prize winner MITSUKU [43] (26.78% of all distinct questions) and
a successor of ALICE [9] called ROSIE [44] (15.29%). Second, we use chatbots based
on question-answer datasets derived from the well-known knowledge bases Quora [45]
(13.43%) andWikipedia [46] (8.28%). These chatbots are capable of answering general
knowledge questions beyond the capabilities of the two chitchat chatbots. Third, we use
two domain-specific chatbots based on a dataset of algebraic word problems provided
by Ling et al. [47] (34.39%) and based on an insurance-specific dataset provided by a
major German insurer [48] (1.83%).

As these chatbots are specialized in their scope in terms of distinct capabilities (e.g.
only insurance-specific questions or questions available onQuora) and could bemutually
enriched by each other’s contributions, they foster the need for a chatbot approach
composed of jointly acting chatbots. Moreover, the requests of all six chatbots can be
easily combined by the conjunction of two different topics. Thus, our demonstration
dataset is comprised of 116.060 single requests and 6.73 billion combined requests each
comprised of two independent topics. While focusing on the conjunction of independent
topics, the considered chatbot datasets provide an appropriate setting to demonstrate and
evaluate the applicability of our novel approach orchestrating hidden chatbots in a single
conversational agent.
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4.2 Demonstration

In order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we use Aimpulse Spectrum
[49] as a runtime environment for large multi-agent systems providing a platform to
design and execute reactive as well as deliberative agents based on FIPA ACL [32] as
standardized agent communication language. In order to apply our approach, we first
create six reactive chatbot provider-agents, which are able to receive requests and provide
an answer based on the chatbots and their datasets described in the previous section.
Moreover, we implement the user as reactive requester-agent, forwarding requests to
the intermediary agent and receiving answers from the intermediary agent. Based on
the chatbot agents and the requester-agent in the multi-agent environment, we apply our
approach. Following the first step of our approach, we use the requests of six chatbots to
train a set of classifiers and thus learn the capabilities of each chatbot. Therefore, we rely
on the vector space representation and apply the preprocessing agent insofar as terms of
the requests had been cleared from stopwords and punctuations, transformed to lower
case, reduced to their word stems, and weighted based on the relevance of individual
terms by applying the well-established frequency measure tf-idf [33, 34]. Following
this, the learning agent uses the most common classification algorithms decision tree
classification, support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), naïve-Bayes
and artificial neural network (ANN) [36] to learn a set of classifier models. To do so,
the learning agent applies 10-fold cross-validation [50] for each classifier by using 90%
of the 116.060 solvable requests for training and the remaining requests for classifier
evaluation.

In order to ensure a rigorous evaluation and to quantify the quality of the results,
the agent chooses the best available model based on the performance measure F1 score
as this measure is widely used to assess the results of text analysis and condenses as
well as balances the information entailed in the measures recall and precision [37]. The
results of our first step reveal that the SVM classifier model constitutes the best available
model in our setting to learn chatbot capabilities as it shows the highest average values
regarding all evaluation metrics of the 10-fold cross-validation (cf. Table 1).

Table 1. Results of chatbot classification (maximum values are marked bold)

Approach Recall (%) Precision (%) Accuracy (%) F1 score (%)

KNN 80.15 83.83 81.33 79.76

Naïve Bayes 88.78 78.67 85.69 82.14

Decision Tree 88.72 90.14 92.04 88.64

ANN 94.53 95.06 96.38 94.78

SVM 94.99 95.07 96.42 94.97

For the second step, we base the text segmentation of the decomposing agent on the
occurrence of question marks as the majority of topics contain a question mark at the end
of their textual description. Even though using a question mark can be considered as a
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simple parametrization of our decomposing agent, in our setting, it seems to be a suitable
indicator identifying the boundaries of topics. Consequently, the preprocessing prior to
the decomposing agent must not perform a removal of punctuations, which contrasts
with the preprocessing of the classification agent, which need to be identical to the
preprocessing described in the first step to apply the classificationmodel. Concerning the
results of the text segmentation, we confirm that question marks are a suitable indicator
in our context to identify the boundaries of topics. The majority of the 6.73 billion
combined requests are well segmented into topic by the decomposing agent based on
the occurrence of question marks (recall 100%, precision 98.33%, accuracy 98.33%, F1
score 99.16%). We found that only a few topics mislead our text segmentation approach
by containing more than one question marks or a question mark followed by textual
descriptions. In order to perform the third step and thus to determine a request-specific
plan, an automatic deliberation is required. As the requests in our dataset are based on the
conjunction of independent topics (cf. Sect. 4.1), all topics can be executed in parallel
without any dependencies. Furthermore, and to create a final answer, the composing
agent combines all independent answers based on a conjunction of all gathered answers
as described in Sect. 3.4. Summing up, to create a composed answer regarding a new user
request, the intermediary agent orchestrates other middle- and chatbot agents. Hence,
multiple chatbots are reused in a jointly coordinated manner to scale beyond the scope
of a single chatbot application.

4.3 Evaluation

To evaluate our approach as demanded by the DSR process [20], we follow the Frame-
work for Evaluation in Design Science (FEDS) put forward by Venable, Pries-Heje,
and Baskerville [51]. To this end, our evaluation strategy consists of comparing the
results obtained by our novel multi-agent-based chatbot approach, a competing artifact
and three baselines to the expected output. More precisely, we simulated a real user by
randomly demanding requests out of the 6.73 billion combined requests as described in
Sect. 4.1. While doing so, we applied 10-fold cross-validation [50] and skipped requests
comprised of topics used while training the classifier in the first step. On this basis, we
inspected the results of our approach relying on the average values of thewell-established
evaluation measures precision, recall, accuracy and F1 score [37]. To do so, we expected
the conjunction of answers contained in the chatbot datasets (cf. Sect. 4.1) as correct
output regarding a combined request. Moreover, we compared the results of our app-
roach to the only competing artifact from chatbot literature (Huang et al. [12]) which can
be applied in a multi-agent-based chatbot context without the presence of priority lists
or a huge amount of user-provided ratings and feedback. Huang et al. [12] provide an
appropriate approach, which is able to choose chatbots over time by ranking them based
on the similarity of the new request and each chatbots’ history (capabilities) as well
as a specific prior probability of each chatbot. Although the prior probability is based
on user feedback, Huang et al. state that the prior probability of chatbots without any
feedback can be initially assigned to a constant value and updated with the presence of
feedback [12]. Hence, we used the approach of Huang et al. [12] without any feedback as
first competing artifact. Furthermore, we also compared our results to three multi-agent-
based chatbot approaches as baselines, each selecting the answering chatbots based on a
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specific probability distribution. By doing so, the first sampling approach used an equal-
ized distribution for choosing the answering chatbot (probability of 16.67% for choosing
each chatbot); the second applied a distribution depending on each chatbots’ dataset size
(e.g. probability of 26.78% for choosing MITSUKU); and the third, skewed, baseline
preferred the chatbot with the highest amount of requests (preferring the Chatbot dealing
with algebraic word problems with a probability of 99.99%). Note that baselines and
competing artifact are not able to decompose or compose requests and thus, our decom-
posing and composing agents are used to decompose and compose combined topics
in our comparison. Regarding the comparison with baselines and competing artifact,
shown in Table 2, our approach answered 94.78% of the user requests successfully. In
contrast, the approach based on Huang et al. [12] reached a value of 73.78% successfully
answered requests. With 33.82%, the skewed sampling approach reached the third high-
est value for successful answers, but the lowest F1 score of all approaches. However,
the skewed sampling approach mainly just identified the correct answers regarding the
scope of one chatbot, leading to high recall (98.33%) and precision (34.01%) for this
chatbot but a critically low precision (0.11%) and recall (0.001%) regarding the scope
of the other five chatbots. Finally, the equalized and size-dependent sampling performed
worst by only obtaining 16.39% and 23.46% of the successful answers. Summing up,
the results of our comparisons reveal that our approach provides higher quality than the
competing artifacts and thus, indicate the suitability of our novel chatbot approach to
scale beyond the scope of a single chatbot.

Table 2. Evaluation measures of our approach in comparison with baselines and competing
artifacts (maximum values are marked bold)

Approach Recall (%) Precision (%) Accuracy (%) F1 score (%)

Equalized sampling 16.39 16.41 16.39 14.45

Size-dependent sampling 16.39 16.39 23.46 16.39

Skewed sampling 16.39 5.76 33.82 8.43

Huang et al. [12] 76.97 77.33 73.78 72.69

Novel approach 91.11 93.11 94.78 92.12

5 Conclusion, Limitations and Future Research

Despite emerging scientific work in the field of conversational agents, we still observe
a lack of research on how multiple well-designed chatbots could be reused in a jointly
coordinated manner to scale beyond the scope of a single chatbot application. Thus, we,
proposed an approach consisting of three steps allowing us to decompose a user request
into topics, classifying the answering chatbot for each topic and finally obtaining a
composed answer. The evaluation of our approach using six chatbots provides promising
results and illustrates the ability of our approach to scale beyond the scope of a single
chatbot by orchestrating chatbots with different capabilities.
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Thus, our work contributes to literature by taking an integrated perspective by not
only ranking chatbot answers based on priority lists or human feedback but rather com-
bining research streams by embedding chatbots as provider-agents into a multi-agent-
based architecture. Furthermore, our novel approach paves the way for immensely versa-
tile chatbot applications insofar as our chatbot approach is capable of scaling the scope
of answerable questions and topics depending on the amount of integrated chatbots.
In practice, for example, using our approach a company can combine freely available
chitchat chatbots or certain specific chatbots with their domain-specific chatbot in order
to enhance response options and capabilities. In addition, our approach might be used to
address constraints such as “information overload” and “redundant information” men-
tioned in Stoeckli et al. [52]. Against this background, our novel multi-agent-based chat-
bot approach constitutes a promising first step in order to overcome current challenges
in giving reasonable answers to a variety of possible requests.

Even though our research provides a sound integration of chatbots into a multi-
agent-based architecture, there are some limitations, which can serve as starting points
for future research. First, we only considered the decomposing, planning and compos-
ing of single-turn requests and independent topics in our demonstration and evaluation.
While in a first step, it seemed appropriate to take such a perspective, future studies can
enhance the agents of the second and third step in order to demonstrate and evaluate our
novel approach in terms of sequential dependent topics. Moreover, in our demonstration
and evaluation, we consider only a simple parametrization and compare our approach
with competing artifacts applicable in a multi-agent-based chatbot context. Thus, we
encourage further research to evaluate our approach using more complex parametriza-
tions and competing artifacts in non-multi-agent-based contexts. Finally, it would be of
interest to analyze the feedback of real chatbot users in order to evaluate the proposed
approach in a real-world application as well as integrate dynamic learning strategies that
consider context information and personal preferences of users.

Summing up, we believe that our study is a first, but an indispensable step towards
multi-agent-based chatbots. We hope our work will stimulate further research in this
exciting area and encourage scientists as well as practitioners to reuse existing chatbots
by applying the “divide and conquer” paradigm of multi-agent-based systems.
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Abstract. The presence of computer vision technology is continually
expanding into multiple application domains. An industry and an art
form that is particularly attractive for the application of computer vision
algorithms is ballet. Due to the well-codified poses, along with the chal-
lenges that exist within the ballet domain, automation for the ballet
environment is a relevant research problem. The paper proposes a model
called BaReCo, which allows for ballet poses to be recognised using
computer vision methods. The model contains multiple computer vision
pipelines which allows for the comparison of approaches that have not
been widely explored in the ballet domain. The results have shown that
the top-performing pipelines achieved an accuracy rate of 99.375% and
an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 0.119% respectively. The study addition-
ally produced a ballet pose dataset, which serves as a contribution to the
ballet and computer vision community. By combining suitable computer
vision methods, the study demonstrates that successful recognition of
ballet poses can be accomplished.

Keywords: Computer vision · Pose recognition · Dance · Ballet
industry · Automation

1 Introduction

Movements of the human body can be captured using various types of cameras
and sensors. As a result of the increased availability of new capture technologies
as well as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), computer vision technology is
increasingly used in order to perform body movement and pose recognition [1,2].
Those involved in human motion and pose-based fields such as medical, sports
and performing arts can benefit from additional technological assistance, which
contributes to the improvement in field-related tasks. Therefore, new ways of
applying computer vision to these fields, in order to enhance and contribute to
the lives of those involved, need to be explored [3].

Ballet is a particularly noteworthy form of dance as it has a history reaching
back to the 16th century and is, therefore, a well respected, established art
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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form [4]. It has become foundational for a large majority of other dance forms
[5]. The precise structure of ballet is what makes it an attractive art form to
investigate and further explore in terms of its relevance to technological fields.

Initially, the scientific domain of technology may seem to be completely sepa-
rate and unrelated to the artistic domain of ballet. However, this study explored
the intricacies of both ballet and technology to reveal how applicable and suit-
able it may be to bring the two fields together. Artists and scientists have similar
aims in their work as both intend to produce work that is novel and original. As
a result, the collaboration between an artistic field such as ballet and a scientific
field such as computer technology may be valuable to address challenges in both
fields [6]. Specific challenges in the ballet environment include individual training
correction as well as the accurate documentation of choreographic works.

Ballet pose recognition and correction is an activity executed by ballet
dancers and teachers frequently during training sessions. Pose recognition is
also relevant to ballet choreography where sequences of postures are involved in
the construction of dances. Research has been done on how technology, such as
computer vision can be applied to the ballet environment. However, it is still a
growing application field with room for the exploration of a range of technologi-
cal automation approaches. The research problem of the study involves the need
for a standardised approach that can recognise multiple ballet poses automati-
cally. This study is, therefore, an initial step towards further research to aid in
the tasks of ballet training and choreography.

The paper aims to address the problem with the use of a captured dataset
and proposing a model that combines multiple traditional and novel computer
vision methods to achieve ballet pose recognition. Background on the problem is
provided first, along with current work conducted in related fields. The experi-
ment setup is described next, followed by a discussion on the model. The results
are then presented, and the paper ends with a conclusion which highlights key
findings and future work.

2 Problem Background

Ballet is a dance form where the dancer’s movements are composed out of pre-
defined poses [7]. The clarity with which a dancer performs these poses needs
to be enforced to maintain the aesthetics required by the ballet art form. The
application of computer vision to the domain of ballet has become a relevant
area of research due to growth in the computer vision field over recent years.

Ballet technique is the driving force behind the definite structure of the dance
form and is concerned with the creation of strong body lines, poses and fluid
movements. Foundational concepts of ballet technique include turnout (outward
rotation of the legs), alignment (vertical and horizontal lines of the shoulders
and hips) as well as stretched legs and feet [7]. To achieve these classical ideals,
it is essential that ballet teachers accurately convey the fundamental principals
of technique to students during training, specifically as they relate to different
poses.
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The environment in which ballet training typically occurs is a studio class-
room where a ballet teacher instructs and corrects about 8–10 students [8].
Expertise and knowledge in ballet are traditionally passed on verbally to future
dancers during these coaching sessions [9]. However, a challenge that arises in
this environment is that the teacher cannot keep his/her eyes on every student
simultaneously. It is therefore often essential for the serious ballet student to
receive one-on-one coaching [10]. Furthermore, without proper training and a
grasp of technique, ballet dancers risk developing bad habits or injuries [11].

The creative process of constructing dance sequences is known as choreogra-
phy, and in ballet, a series of the codified movements are combined to produce
the resulting visual expression [12]. The documentation of ballet choreography
is important for the preservation and protection of created dances as well as
enabling future dancers to study the created works [13]. There is a need for
finding new methods to address the challenges in the choreographic domain and
this is where the use of technology becomes relevant.

A few studies in current research that address problems in the ballet envi-
ronment through the use of technology include wearable technology systems,
choreography systems, as well as pose recognition systems. These related works
show that pose recognition is an essential first step towards technology-based
training and documentation of ballet poses. Ballet-specific research and work in
related domains are presented in the subsections that follow.

2.1 Wearable Technology and Other Related Domains

One category of capturing sensors that can be leveraged to collect data on
dancers is known as wearable technology. Research by Gupta et al. involves
the instruction of beginner adult ballet students through a wearable full-body
garment [14]. The garment would allow for the clarification of core movements
demonstrated by a teacher wearing the garment which lights up the essential
limbs being used. The establishment of the basics and only later moving into
the core details of motions is a well-known and effective method to coach ballet
dancers regardless of their experience level. Despite the advantages, wearable
technologies in ballet have potential restrictions as these garments are typically
costly and often require special technical construction [14]. A more practical
approach to assist with training would be to make use of vision-based pose data.

A recent relevant vision-based system in the domain of sports was aimed at
the creation of a posture analysis tool for basketball free-throw shooting. This
basketball free-throw study indicates that it is possible to accurately predict
whether or not a basketball throw will be successful based on OpenPose skeleton
key-point data as well as correct beginner players [15]. The study demonstrates
that it is feasible to make use of the OpenPose [16] library in settings that deal
with different body postures.
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2.2 Choreography Systems

Dancs et al. investigated the choreographic side of ballet by studying the concept
of having a technological tool to help choreographers. The proposed system had
the aim to recognise and record a choreographer’s movements automatically [17].

Computer vision algorithms proved to be useful for such a system where
the consecutive movements of a dancer were to be recorded. The study had the
goal to enhance the area of ballet using a Microsoft Kinect to find the joints
of the body. The classification algorithms used by the study included, amongst
others, the Nearest Neighbor (NN) as well as the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classification algorithms [17]. The approach by Dancs et al. produced promising
results with the main algorithms generating accuracy results over 90%.

The limitations of the work proposed by Dancs et al. include the processing
speed, which may be affected by any small changes in the system. The authors
mentioned that, despite the classification model’s recognition being fast, any
additions to the model would have to consider how the processing speed would
be affected [17]. Another disadvantage of this system is linked with the hardware
limitations of the Kinect Sensor. According to a study by Hong et al., the Kinect
sensor is unable to detect turnout and crossed feet positions properly [18]. Since
turnout and crossed feet occur quite frequently in ballet poses, this challenge is
relevant to other related research in the ballet pose recognition domain. There-
fore, it may be worthwhile for researchers to explore alternative ways to extract
skeleton features from Kinect-captured images without relying on the built-in
Kinect skeleton tracking abilities.

2.3 Pose Recognition Systems for Ballet

A known concern in many sport or artistic disciplines that require any level
of specialised skill and physical training is that it comes at the cost of being
educated in the particular discipline. Saha et al. address this concern with their
concept of fuzzy image matching for ballet poses by making the idea of e-learning
in ballet easier [19]. The stages of the project involved skin colour segmentation
and straight-line approximation in order to reduce the initial image of a dancer
to a skeleton and eventually a stick figure representation.

The advantages of pose recognition implementations for ballet are multiple.
These types of pose recognition systems lower the level at which ballet students
need to rely on the physical presence of a teacher to train. E-learning of ballet
through automated pose recognition therefore enables students to practise at
any time in any suitable space [20].

One issue pointed out by Banerjee et al. in progressions of the above research
was that the proposed algorithm relied on having the dancer wearing only par-
ticular colours in order for the skin colour segmentation pre-processing step to
be effective [21]. A disadvantage of these systems, therefore, include that they
rely heavily on the environmental constraints to be in place for pre-processing
to take place effectively.
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The research conducted by Saha et al. progressed over the years as different
approaches were tried and tested by the researchers for ballet pose recognition.
The results of three current related pose recognition studies, including those by
Saha et al. can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Similar system results of studies conducted in 2014 and 2015 by Kyan et al.
and Saha et al. [20,22,23]

No. Similar system Algorithm
description

Accuracy

1 Posture Recognition in
Ballet [20]

Fuzzy discrete
membership
function for
matching

85%

2 Topomorphological
Approach to Ballet
Posture Recognition [23]

Matching of Radon
transforms

91.35%

3 CAVE VR with MS
Kinect [22]

L2 norm for
similarity matching

92%

The results presented in Table 1 highlight achievements for current pose recogni-
tion systems, which indicate there is an opportunity to expand and improve on
previous work. Along with the limited availability of ballet-datasets, this oppor-
tunity warrants the creation of a sufficiently sized ballet pose dataset as well
as the implementation of multiple computer vision methods. These aspects of
dataset creation as well as method implementations are addressed by this study
and described in the following section.

3 Experiment Setup

To obtain consistent and scientific results, this study required certain constraints
to be in place during the data capturing phase. The first constraint is that
capturing should take place within a ballet studio with the appropriate floor
surface for the safe execution of ballet poses. In the case of this study, the
floor surface consists of ballet dance mats. Another environmental constraint
includes that no mirrors or clutter should be present in the background of the
capture space. Furthermore, the lighting conditions for capturing should be at
a suitable level, not being too bright or too dim. In terms of role constraints,
the study requires participants to be advanced level dancers that could execute
the determined poses clearly. Another constraint involves the clothing that is
necessary for a capture session. Standard black ballet attire has to be worn to
maintain consistency and provide the assurance that there are no unnecessary
variations or noise in the captured data.
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A total of eight ballet poses are selected for the study, and a primary dataset
was created with thirty real ballet dancers performing each respective pose in a
studio. During data collection, the participants were instructed to perform the
eight different ballet poses of varying difficulty. The poses include Demi-Plié,
Second Position, Tendu, Sussous, Retiré, Développé, Arabesque and Penché. In
order to capture the data for this study, a Microsoft Kinect sensor and a GoPro
camera were used. These sensors allow for the collection of image, depth and
video data.

The Microsoft Kinect images of the poses are all captured at a resolution of
640 by 480 pixels to build the dataset for this study. Once all the pose data of
each dancer is gathered, it is necessary to arrange the dataset in such a way that
it would be easy to feed the data to the relevant computer vision methods. The
data is split into a training and testing set with 80% of the data used for training,
and 20% used for testing. The dataset contains 7198 images in total, with an
even distribution of images amongst different classes for both the training and
testing sets. The gathered depth data was not used in this study due to the
initial focus being on achieving ballet pose recognition through various methods
on normal image data. The depth data will, therefore, be utilised in future work.
A link to sample images in the dataset is available at: http://bit.ly/2vMZ1gq.

Once the data has been captured, and the necessary constraints are in place
for the study, the relevant computer vision methods for different pipeline phases
can be considered. The captured dataset is, therefore, the starting point for each
of the model’s pipeline implementations which will be presented next.

4 Model

For ballet pose recognition to take place using computer vision methods,
this paper proposes the BaReCo model. This model consists of three broad
pipeline categories, namely traditional, OpenPose and Artificial Neural Network
pipelines. The variations for each of the broader categories are presented in
this section, ultimately introducing eight individual computer vision pipelines.
The methods involved in these pipelines were chosen based on their presence in
related research [16,17,23] as well as their general relevance to computer vision
pose-based problems. Furthermore, this study contributes by applying computer
vision methods to the ballet environment that have not yet been explored by
related research. Images from the captured dataset were used as input for each
of the pipelines.

4.1 Traditional Pipeline

The traditional pipeline implementation for this study involves five stages,
namely capturing, pre-processing, localisation, feature extraction and classifica-
tion as illustrated in Fig. 1. For the pre-processing stage of this pipeline grayscal-
ing and histogram equalisation was chosen. The histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) method was used for localisation to isolate the dancer’s body in each

http://bit.ly/2vMZ1gq
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frame. This method was also used for the feature extraction phase to gather
key features for classification. The classification stage of the pipeline introduces
three options namely a Support Vector Machine (SVM), a Random Forest (RF)
and a Gradient Boosted Tree (GBT).

Fig. 1. Traditional pipeline architecture

4.2 OpenPose Pipeline

The OpenPose pipeline for this study consists of three main phases, including
capturing, feature extraction and classification, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
OpenPose is a recent and useful approach which uses a multi-stage Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) for extracting human skeleton key-point data from an
image [16]. The classification phase of this pipeline uses the same three classifier
variations that the previously described traditional pipeline used.

4.3 VGG16

The third category of pipelines the BaReCo model made use of is a deep learning
approach which is concerned with Deep Neural Networks. The VGG16 Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning algorithm utilised for the
model which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since accurate results have been achieved
using CNNs for various computer vision problems [24], it is suitable to utilise
the approach for the implementation of this study.

4.4 Faster Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network

A family of algorithms that are extremely effective for performing object detec-
tion and localisation tasks are known as Region-Based Convolutional Neural
Networks (R-CNNs). One of these algorithms is known as the Faster R-CNN
algorithm which is more efficient than its predecessors [26,27] because it makes
use of Region Proposal Networks (RPNs) for determining regions of interest
within an image. The Faster Region-Based CNN approach is considered to be
an end-to-end deep learning object detection pipeline. Accurate object detection
effectively assists in visual recognition tasks, which makes the Faster R-CNN an
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Fig. 2. OpenPose pipeline architecture with the multi-stage CNN architecture of Open-
Pose [16]

Fig. 3. VGG16 pipeline architecture [25]

appropriate method choice for the pose recognition problem of this study. A
visual illustration of the Faster R-CNN pipeline for the study is presented in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Faster R-CNN pipeline architecture [27]

5 Results

Table 2 presents the results of this study and highlights the top-performing
pipelines. It can be observed that the OpenPose and Random Forest Approach
achieves the best results out of all the pipelines with the best scores for the con-
sidered metrics. This suggests that the OpenPose data had a positive effect on
classification and that the Random Forest classifier is an appropriate model for
pose recognition. Another favourable result is that of the VGG16 CNN pipeline,
which has the lowest EER of 0.119% and a high accuracy score of 98.472%.

Table 2. Summary of the results obtained by this study as percentages.

Pipeline variation Accuracy EER Recall Precision F1 Specificity

OpenPose+RF 99.375 0.268 99.375 99.399 99.377 99.911

VGG16 CNN 98.472 0.119 98.472 98.639 98.466 99.782

OpenPose+GBT 99.305 1.261 99.306 99.320 99.307 99.901

Traditional+HOG+SVM 99.199 0.139 99.178 99.016 99.096 99.887

OpenPose+SVM 99.097 0.308 99.097 99.125 99.098 99.871

Traditional+HOG+RF 98.958 0.486 99.048 98.135 98.523 99.860

Traditional+HOG+GBT 98.379 0.757 98.254 97.781 97.991 99.776

Faster R-CNN 96.049 0.237 95.381 96.577 95.561 99.433

The metrics gathered for the pipelines of this study were promising with
accuracy scores above 95% for all the classifiers, which indicates that correct
classifications were made for the majority of the involved poses. One interesting
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observation that can be seen in the confusion matrices in Fig. 5 is that a common
pose misclassification that occurred was the incorrect prediction of a Tendu as
a Développé as well as an Arabesque as a Penché. A reason for this may be
due to the fact that these poses are closely related to similar body orientations
and arm lines. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of three
implemented pipelines are presented in Fig. 6 which also indicate that recognition
of the Développé and Tendu poses were in some cases not as accurate as other
poses. However, the ROC curves generally show that the classifiers performed
well in recognising the relevant ballet poses.

Fig. 5. Confusion matrices of the OpenPose + Random Forest and VGG16 pipelines

Fig. 6. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of three implemented
pipelines

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This study has validated the use of computer vision in the ballet domain to
achieve pose recognition successfully. Some key findings of the study indicate that
closely related poses are the potential cause for errors in recognition. The results
also reveal that the use of novel deep learning techniques such as OpenPose and
artificial neural networks, along with traditional classification approaches, yield
promising results which could drive automation forward in the ballet industry.

The most accurate pipeline of this study made use of OpenPose key-point
data. This study has, therefore, successfully utilised the OpenPose approach for
the domain of ballet poses. The successful results of the OpenPose pipelines in
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this study indicate that the combination of deep learning for feature extraction
with traditional classifiers is a feasible approach for ballet pose recognition. The
results attained by this study is largely due to the quality of the created dataset,
which contributes to research in the ballet pose recognition domain as no similar
dataset is openly available.

Future work for the study includes making improvements to the current
implementation, as well as the application of other computer vision approaches
on image as well as video data. Future research may, therefore, expand from
static pose recognition to movement-based recognition and tracking. For ballet
training there is also value in building upon the work of this study by looking at
deviations from the standard ballet poses in order to correct dancer poses. Fur-
ther computer vision approaches that may be of interest in future work include
different Convolutional Neural Network architectures, N-shot learning as well as
Recurrent Neural Networks.

The developed solution ultimately has the potential to affect the realm of
ballet training and choreography in a technologically focused world. In a broader
sense, this study indicates that exciting explorations can be made in artistic
industries as their potential is found within the field of computer vision.
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ulty of Science at the University of Johannesburg.
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Abstract. Specific Language Impairment is a communication disorder regard-
ing the mastery of language and conversation that impacts children. The system
proposed aims to provide an alternative diagnosis method that does not rely on
specific assessment tools. The system will accept a voice sample from the child
and then detect indicators that differentiate individuals with specific language
impairment from that voice sample. These indicators were based on the timbre
and pitch characteristics of sound. Three different feature spaces are calculated,
followed by derived features, with three different classifiers to determine the most
accurate combination. The three feature spaces are Chroma, Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC), and Tonnetz and the three classifiers are Support Vector
Machines, Random Forest and a Recurrent Neural Network. MFCC, representing
the timbre characteristic, was found to be the most accurate feature vector across
all classifiers and Random Forest being the most accurate classifier across all fea-
ture spaces. The most accurate combination found was the MFCC feature vector
with the Random Forest classifier with an accuracy level of 99%. The MFCC
feature vector has the most features that are extracted giving the reason for the
high accuracy. However, this accuracy decreases when the recorded word is three
syllables or longer. The system proposed has proven to be a valid method that can
detect SLI.

Keywords: Chroma · Machine learning · Mel frequency cepstral coefficient ·
Pitch · Random Forest · Recurrent Neural Network · Sound · Specific Language
Impairment · Support Vector Machines · Timbre · Tonnetz · Voice

1 Introduction

The diagnosis of Specific Language Impairment (SLI) requires that the language ability
of the child meets four criteria. The primary condition is that the language difficulties
need to have been present for the child between the ages of two and twelve years old
[1]. For SLI, there is no scale for diagnosis, unlike other neurological disorders such as
dyslexia. The diagnosis is binary, either the child has SLI or they do not. Misdiagnosis of
SLI occurs when psychologists, who typically diagnose SLI, do not include all assess-
ment possibilities at the time of diagnosis. If the child’s difficulties with the language
are not covered in the assessment, they may be misdiagnosed as healthy [2].
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This paper presents an assessment tool for SLI diagnosis using voice analysis. This
will eliminate the need for specific assessment tools per assessment, therefore lowering
the number of misdiagnosis of SLI being mistaken for another neurological condition
as well as false positive/negative diagnoses. The proposed assessment tool will detect
the presence of SLI within the spoken voice by extracting features that represent the
fundamental characteristics of sound: timbre and pitch. Timbre is the harmonic tone of
the voice that allows the voice to be distinct to each person and uniquely identified by
others. Timbre identifies the quality of a particular sound [3]. Pitch is the characteristic
that allows a person to judge whether the particular tone is higher or lower than another
[4].

The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows: Sect. 2.1 discusses Specific Lan-
guage Impairment and its diagnosis, Sect. 2.2 discusses the current tests and systems
are used for the diagnosis and detection of SLI, Sect. 2.3 identifies systems that use the
methods and algorithms that the proposed system will implement. Section 3 discusses
the research methodology of the proposed system, explaining the methodology, data
samples and population. Section 4 explains the model and the specific algorithms that
will be used within each phase of the model. Section 5 analyses the results produced by
the system.

2 Related Work

2.1 Specific Language Impairment

Specific Language Impairment is classified as a communication disorder and, more
specifically, as a language disorder [1]. This disorder is diagnosed when a child struggles
with all forms of language, spoken, written, sign language etc. Children diagnosed with
SLI are diagnosed very early, between the ages of two and four years old as symptoms
present themselves clearly during that timeframe. These symptoms are demonstrated by
the child’s inability to talk at the appropriate age. The children affected by SLI have no
difficulties with comprehension of words spoken to them, however, they struggle with
responding with the right vocabulary and tone. There are four criteria that need to be met
when diagnosing a child with SLI. The first is that the child has difficulties with the use
of language, meaning that the child has a limited vocabulary, has difficulty constructing
sentences and is unable to apply their known vocabulary to explain a series of events
within a conversation. The second criteria is that all their abilities relating to the language
is below the level that should be maintained for that age. Thirdly, these difficulties must
be present within the early developmental period, between two and twelve years old.
The last condition states that these difficulties cannot be the result of or attributed to
another disability, neurological condition or disorder [1].

2.2 Current Systems that Detect SLI

The current method used to diagnose SLI starts with a screening process. This process
begins by gathering information from people who are in direct and constant commu-
nication with the child, these people typically being parents and educators [5]. After
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the information is gathered, a hearing test is conducted to ensure that hearing difficulty
are not the cause of the language problems. Formal/informal assessments are then con-
ducted in order to recommend further diagnosis possibilities. If the screening process
indicates a possible SLI diagnosis, the child will then be recommended to undergo a
comprehensive assessment. These assessments are conducted by educational psycholo-
gists or pathologists. In the comprehensive assessment, an analysis of the child’s history
is performed which involves their medical history, family’s history, the educators’ and
parents’ concerns and the common language the child uses, dialect spoken at home.
Furthermore, an oral test is conducted as well as a spoken language test which includes
phonology, semantics, morphology, syntax and pragmatics [5].

To address the before-mentioned limitation of SLI diagnosis, Grill and Tuckova
proposed a system to determine the applicability of using voice analysis to diagnose
SLI with artificial intelligence classification [6]. They recorded children with diagnosed
SLI as well as children that were not diagnosed with SLI. They used MFCCs as a fea-
ture extraction algorithm and then calculated derived features from the MFCCs. The
derived features included mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis etc. These fea-
tures were passed to an artificial neural network for classification and reached an accu-
racy of 85.14%. Although there was no live use of their system, they did prove that it is
possible to detect SLI from voice analysis [6].

Georgopoulos, Malandraki and Stylious proposed to diagnose SLI through the use
of Fuzzy CognitiveMaps [7]. Fuzzy CognitiveMaps are the combinedmethodologies of
Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks. They proposed the use of this model, in addition to
diagnosis, to demonstrate the connection between SLI, dyslexia and autism. By demon-
strating this relationship, they aimed to show the high misclassifications of SLI as either
dyslexia or autism. The model used was able to make the distinction between the three
disorders, fulfilling their secondary aim. The network created by the Fuzzy Cognitive
Map was used for classification of each disorder, however, Georgopoulos et al. were
unable to classify disorders based on the map and made that a point for further research
[7].

2.3 Similar Systems for Voice Analysis

The system developed by Yeo, Al-Haddad and Ng is used to correctly identify individual
animals when they are ‘speaking’ [8]. The features that were extracted were pitch,
intensity and repetition rate. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were used
to create a feature vector that was passed through to classification which was based
on Dynamic Time Warping. The process created by Yeo et al. proved a more accurate
method for animal identification while improving on the samples extracted making them
more compact and less redundant. A limitation that was noted, was that several different
species of animals have similar methods of communication with regards to the noises
made. When two different species made the same noise, the accuracy level of the system
decreased as the system classified both as one species [8].

Kumar and Muthukumaraswamy used MFCC as a feature extraction algorithm for
voice recognition systems. Before the MFCC feature vector is extracted, the captured
samples undergo both framing and windowing with noise elimination as the final step
within the preprocessing stage [9]. Vector Quantization is the classification algorithm
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used within this system with a probability classification result returned. With the addi-
tional algorithms of the preprocessing phase, the false acceptance rate is significantly
lower than other voice recognition security systems. However, to achieve the highest
accuracy, the user would have to double the amount of input voice samples. In addition
to this limitation, it was noted that the accuracy level for males was significantly higher
than it was for females proven with an accuracy of 81.25% for males and 67.5% for
females. [9].

A system designed by Liu, Yin, Jiang, Kan, Zhang, Chen, Zhu and Wang identifies
bowel sounds for bowel disease diagnosis [10]. After the MFCC feature vector has been
extracted, it is passed to an LSTM neural network. This systemwas aimed at eliminating
the shortcomings of similar systems and by accomplishing this, Liu et al. were able to
diagnose the various bowel diseaseswith a greater level of accuracy. Although stepswere
taken to eliminate as much noise as possible from the samples captured, this limitation
skewed the classification outcome and lowered the accuracy level [10].

A system designed by Korba, Bourouba and Rafik has the aim of improving current
noise elimination algorithms [11]. Korba et al. proposed to implement Moving-Average
Filtering as their noise elimination algorithm followed by applying a Gaussian Mixture
Model to reduce the speaker’s variability. It was found that, although the proposed
algorithm improved accuracy, the order of the features extracted heavily impacted the
accuracy of the overall system [11].

3 Experiment Setup

3.1 Research Methodology

The research design is quantitative with a positivist philosophy where a model is created
based on the hypothesis that it is able to detect SLI based on speech. The detection of
specific learning impairment within a voice sample will be determined according to the
previously stated symptoms.

The research methods that have been used are the literature review, the model and
then a developed prototype. The literature review is an analysis of all the systems that
have been designed that are similar to the proposed system. The results of the literature
review are used to develop the model for the proposed system. The model outlines the
requirements for the proposed system and identifies the pipelines and the phases within
each pipeline. Within each phase, individual tasks and algorithms are selected to be
conducted. A prototype is then implemented according to the phases determined by the
model.

3.2 Data Sampling

The data set chosen is a secondary data set developed by Jana Tučková and Vladimír
Komárek [6]. The data set is called the Lanna Speech Database for Children with SLI.
The data is split into two categories, Healthy (H) and Patients (P). There were forty-
four children used for healthy samples and fifty-four for patients. For each child, there
are seven subsections of voice samples. The first and second subsections contains voice
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recordings of the child saying the vowels and consonants, respectively, in individual wav
files. The consonants chosen were ‘D’, ‘G’, ‘H’, ‘K’, ‘L’, ‘M’, ‘R’, ‘T’ and ‘X’ as they
are consonants the children with SLI struggle with pronouncing. The third subsection
contains voice recordings of one-syllable words with two-four letters. Examples include
‘Be’, ‘Pro’, ‘Prst’ and ‘Vla’. The next subsection is voice recordings of three-four letter,
two-syllable words such as ‘Kolo’, ‘Pivo’ and ‘Pap’. The fifth subsection contains voice
recordings of children saying words with three syllables. The sixth subsection contains
voice recordings of words with four syllables such as ‘Motovella’. The last subsection
contains recordings of words with five syllables. All recordings are stored in the wav
format. The duration of the voice recordings ranges from less than one second to one
second. The quality of each sample is 705 kbps. In total there are 3853 voice recordings
that will be used to train the classifiers proposed in Sect. 4. 70% of data set was used
for training the model and the remainder was split with the ratio 2:1 between validation
and testing samples respectively.

3.3 Population

The direct stakeholders for this system would be the educational psychologists and
the children that are being tested. The educational psychologists would be the ones
administering the SLI tests on the children and would be the primary users as they
would control the system. The children would be providing the input into the system as
a voice recording to be tested.

4 Model

This section outlines the various phases of the proposed system. Figure 1 depicts the
core pipeline with alternative algorithms for each phase.

Fig. 1. Figure showing the pipeline of the system with the alternative algorithms in each phase.

4.1 Capture

There are two methods of capturing the voice sample. The user can select a pre-recorded
file from the test section of the database, or the user can choose to perform a live
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recording. The child will be required to speak into the microphone while saying the
chosen letter/word. The recording is then saved as a wav file and passed to the next
phase of the pipeline.

4.2 Preprocessing

Pre-emphasis. The captured sample is first passed through a pre-emphasis filter. Pre-
emphasis filters amplify the higher frequencies within the sample without impacting the
lower frequencies. Pre-emphasis is performedwith the filter coefficient being set to 0.97.

Framing. The sample is then cut into 25 ms frames with a 10 ms step between frames.
This is performed for easier feature extraction and, therefore, easier classification.

Windowing. As framing has the potential to cut the sine wave of the sample into sec-
tions that do not end at 0, a windowing function is then performed on the frames. The
windowing algorithm selected is the Hamming Window.

Band Pass Filter. Once the sample has beenwindowed, a bandpass filter is then applied
to the sample. The bandpass filter identifies the frequencies that fall within the specified
range and removes the frequencies that fall outside this range. This filter is a combi-
nation of the low pass filter and the high pass filter. The range for a human voice is
300 Hz–3.1 kHz. The filter is applied according to equations below, where fh is the
upper frequency, fl is the lower frequency range and n is a sequence of evenly spaced
numbers between 0 and 4/0.08. The signal passed to the filter is represented by x and
the returned filtered sample is represented by w.
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4.3 Feature Extraction

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. Once the sample has been processed, it is
passed to feature extraction. MFCC is used to represent the timbre characteristic of
voice. To calculate the MFCC, first Discrete Fourier Transform is performed on each
frame according to Eq. 8, where the signal is represented by x(n) and S is the returned
signal.

S(k) =
∑N

n
x(n)e−j2πkn/N (6)

After the Discrete Fourier Transform is performed on each frame, a periodogram-
based power spectral estimate is calculated for each frame according to the formula
below.

P(k) = 1

N
|S(k)|2 (7)

The Mel Filterbanks are then calculated according to the previously defined range.
These filterbanks are then multiplied with the power spectrums. These steps are shown
in Formulas 8 and 9 respectively, with H(k) representing the filterbanks calculated and
m being the current filterbank being calculated.

Hm(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 k < f (m − 1)
k−f (m−1)

f (m)−f (m−1) f (m − 1) ≤ k ≤ f (m)
f (m+1)−k

f (m+1)−f (m)
f (m) ≤ k ≤ f (m + 1)

0 k > f (m + 1)

(8)

E(k) = H (k) · P(k) (9)

The log of each energy filterbank is then calculated following by taking the Discrete
Cosine Transform for each filterbank. The result of theDiscrete CosineAnalysis is stored
as the MFCC.

Chroma. An alternative algorithm for feature extraction is calculating the chroma fea-
tures of the sample. Chroma features depict the usage of each pitch class for the sample.
To calculate the chroma features, the sample is first passed through Short-Time Discrete
Transformation. After each frame has been passed through the transformation, the log
is taken for each frame giving the chroma features according to the following equation,
where P is the sequence of pitches in numeric form (p being an element of P where
p ∈ [0:127]) and m representing the current frame.

C(m, p) =
∑

k∈P(p)

|S(m, k)|2 (10)

Tonnetz. A second alternative feature extraction algorithm is calculating the tonal cen-
troid features. These features describe the pitch space between the network of relation-
ships between each of the musical pitches. To calculate the tonal centroid, first, the
chroma features are calculated according to the calculations above. The tonal centroid
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for the chroma vector is then calculated according to the equations below, where Cf is
the chroma vector, b is the integer pitch class where b ∈ [0, β − 1] and β is the bins
per octave.

TC(d) = 1∑
b

∣∣Cf (b)
∣∣

β−1∑
b=0

�(d , b)Cf (b) (11)

� = [
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(13)

Derivative Features. For each feature space calculated, for each filter bank/pitch
class/relationship, nineteen derivate features are determined from the feature space.
These features are then passed through for classification training and predictions. The
first two derivative features calculated are the positions of the minimum and maximum
values. Themean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are then calculated. Follow-
ing this, the slope and offset of the linear approximation of the contour are determined.
The three interquartile values are calculated as well as the ranges between these val-
ues. The 1% and 99% percentile are calculated, followed by the value of the difference
between them. Lastly, two percentages are calculated according to Formula 15 with x
representing 75% and 90% respectively

percents = all values > (x ∗ (99% percentile − 1% percentile) + 1% percentile
(15)

4.4 Classification

Support Vector Machine. The first classifier used is an SVM classifier. SVMs con-
vert a nonlinear function to linear to create the biggest distance possible between the
classes using Euclidean distance [12]. A Radial Basis Function kernel was chosen for the
proposed model with the influence of each node set to 0.0001. These parameters were
selected from the result of a parameter study conducted through a grid search where
different kernels and gamma values were tested.

Random Forest. One alternative classification algorithm is the Random Forest classi-
fier that develops multiple decision trees at the time of training [13]. The number of trees
chosen for the proposed model was 200. The parameters that were chosen were based
on the output of a parameter study where the number of trees, the maximum depth of
each tree, criterion and maximum features of each tree were considered.
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Recurrent Neural Network. The second alternative classification algorithm is anRNN
with one LSTM layer and three time-distributed hidden layers [14]. The input layer
contained equal number of nodes to the parameters passed in while the output layer
contained two nodes. This architecture was selected as the result of an architecture
study.

5 Results

The metrics used to evaluate each feature vector and classifier were precision, recall,
F1 score, accuracy, the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity and specificity. These
metrics were calculated and displayed in Table 1. The confusion matrix is also displayed
with the format shown in Formula 16. The values were calculated by the researcher.

H P
H
P

(16)

From Table 1, it is clear to see that the MFCC feature vector has the highest scores
across all classifiers.MFCCrepresent the harmonic toneof a person’s voice, the harmonic
tone determines the quality of sound from one person to another. This harmonic tone is
a data rich feature vector as can be seen by the filter banks calculated. MFCC has the
most features calculated with thirteen filter banks and nineteen features calculated per
filter bank. The chroma feature space has twelve pitch classes while tonnetz only has six
relationships to calculate derived features from. Furthermore, Random Forest is the most
accurate classifier across all feature spaces. The potential reasoning for this is due to the
linearity of the derived features. This allows for easy identification for split points for the
Random Forest classifier. Recurrent Neural Networks have the highest accuracy when
working with sequential/non-linear data which was tested with an alternative pipeline
where the extracted features were not derived before being passed to the classification
algorithm. This pipeline is depicted in Fig. 2. However, when the features were derived
to linear features, the RNN performed worse than the Random Forest classifier. The
ROC curves for the three MFCC classifiers are shown in Fig. 3.

The ROC curves show the True Positive Rate versus the False positive rate and
depicts how easily the classifier can distinguish between the two classes, children with
SLI and children without SLI. From Figure two, it can be seen that Random Forest can
distinguish the difference between the two classes the most accurately. This confirms
that Random Forest was the most accurate classifier found for the MFCC feature space
and that the MFCC feature space was the most accurate feature space. When studying
the confusion matrices, it was determined that two thirds of the misclassified samples
were made up of words between three and seven syllables. The remaining third is made
of samples where either one letter is spoken or a word is lower than three syllables.
Therefore, it can be said that letters and shorter words are more accurate. This can be
further researched to determine the possibility of classifying on sentences compared to
single words.
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Table 1. Table depicting the metrics for each feature vector and classifier.

Features Metric SVM Random Forest RNN

MFCC Precision 0.94 0.99 0.97

Recall 0.93 0.99 0.94

F1 Score 0.93 0.99 0.96

Accuracy 0.94 0.98 0.96

AUC 0.98 1.00 0.99

Sensitivity 0.96 0.98 0.98

Specificity 0.898 0.99 0.94

Confusion
matrix

423 16
34 298

431 8
4 328

435 9
19 328

Tonnetz Precision 0.70 0.71 0.56

Recall 0.68 0.69 0.64

F1 Score 0.68 0.69 0.60

Accuracy 0.70 0.70 0.63

AUC 0.73 0.78 0.69

Sensitivity 0.83 0.84 0.63

Specificity 0.52 0.53 0.64

Confusion
matrix

353 86
133 199

370 69
127 205

281 163
119 208

Chroma Precision 0.73 0.78 0.65

Recall 0.73 0.78 0.69

F1 Score 0.73 0.78 0.67

Accuracy 0.73 0.78 0.71

AUC 0.79 0.86 0.78

Sensitivity 0.76 0.83 0.72

Specificity 0.69 0.72 0.69

Confusion
matrix

329 110
100 232

344 95
105 227

320 124
101 226

The highest accuracy of the proposed model was for the MFCC feature vector with
the Random Forest classifier at 99%. From Table 2, the most accurate similar system
reached an accuracy of 94.60%with anRNN. From this, it is clear to see that the proposed
model is more accurate than other MFCC-based systems. Further research on this topic
could involve employing a spectrogram to replace the extracted features.
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Fig. 2. Figure detailing the phases of the alternative pipeline

Fig. 3. The ROC curves for theMFCC feature space across all classifiers. From left to right, SVM
classifier, Random Forest classifier and RNN classifier.

Table 2. Table depicting the accuracy of similar systems with their respective classifiers

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Vector Quantization [9] 73.3% Not given Not given

Recurrent Neural Network [10] 94.60% 62.10% 96.2%

Gaussian Mixture Model [11] 74.31% Not given Not given

Artificial Neural Network [6] 85.14% Not given Not given

6 Conclusion

A method of detecting SLI with a voice sample was proposed in this paper. Three fea-
ture extraction algorithmswere compared alongwith three classification algorithms. The
three feature extraction algorithms aimed at representing the characteristics of sound,
timbre and pitch. It was determined that MFCC, representing the timbre characteristic,
was the most accurate feature vector with Random Forest being the most accurate clas-
sifier. As there were derived features from the MFCC calculations, the features used for
classifications were linear features. The linearity of the features is a possible reason for
the higher accuracy of the Random Forest classifier over the Recurrent Neural network
which is known for high accuracy of speech data. The limitations of the system include
a loss of accuracy when a word longer than three syllables is inputted as a sample.
Future research can include the third dimension of sound, intensity, as a feature to be
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extracted. From the results calculated, the proposedmethod for diagnosing Specific Lan-
guage Impairment will work as expected to correctly diagnose children with Specific
Language Impairment.
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Abstract. Digital transformation is radically changing the way companies con-
duct business and compete in establishedmarkets. In particular, a growing number
of companies are switching from predominantly product-focused to platform-
based business models. However, it remains unclear how these platforms should
be designed to enable platform owners to maximize value capture. In this study,
we investigated the interactions between platform openness and extension modu-
larization and their influence on value capture in the context of digital transforma-
tion. To do so, we combined a case survey strategywith a configurational approach
using fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis.We found that there is no single
condition necessary to achieve a high degree of value capture. Furthermore, our
results show the importance of closedness and tight coupling of platforms and
their applications. Finally, we confirmed the importance of interface conformance
to high value capture. In addition, our results contribute to both theory and practice
and provide implications for future research into the role of digital platforms in
digital transformation.

Keywords: Digital transformation · Digital platforms · Configuration theory

1 Introduction

Digital technologies are radically changing today’s business environments and ecosys-
tems. The widespread availability of these technologies has given birth to a multitude of
start-ups, entering markets that were traditionally dominated by established companies.
Recently, these companies have begun digital transformation initiatives to implement
new business models, increase internal efficiency, and enhance customer experience
[1]. In particular, more and more companies have begun switching from predominantly
product-focused to service-based models centered on digital platforms [2]. Thus, the
source of value creation is shifting from traditional dyadic, one-on-one relationships
with partners to more complex, interconnected ecosystems with digital platforms at
their centers [3]. Many established companies cannot draw on prior experience regard-
ing the design and maintenance of digital platforms and thus, many platform-based
endeavors have failed [4]. One particular challenge for platform owners lies in capturing
part of the value that is created on a platform and its ecosystem by complementors [5].
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Extant literature suggests that design choices such as the openness of the platform and
the modularization of its extensions or applications influence the degree of value that can
be captured [5]. For example, an open platform might increase the number of available
applications and the potential value that can be captured [6]. On the other hand, a rather
closed platformmay bemore easily governed by its owners. Thismay be realized through
the enforcement of stricter regulations controlling exactly how value may be captured
by platform owners [7]. However, extant literature has only theoretically hypothesized
the nature of these relationships. To the authors’ best knowledge, no empirical study
has yet investigated the specific interaction between platform design and value capture.
In order to close this research gap, our guiding research question is as follows: In the
context of digital transformation, how do design choices, such as platform openness and
extension modularization, influence the degree of value capture to the platform?

To answer this question, we adopted a configurational viewpoint. We conducted
a case survey of digital platform case studies using scholarly and practice-oriented
sources and subsequently analyzed the results with fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative
Analysis (fsQCA) [8, 9]. We identified both single necessary conditions and sufficient
configurations of conditions for achieving high degrees of value capture.

2 Platform-Based Digital Transformation

2.1 Value Capture and Platform Design

The widespread availability of digital technology has had a profound impact on compa-
nies and their environments. New technologies, such as the blockchain or the Internet
of Things, have radically changed the processes of established companies and their
business models as they try to defend their shares of traditional markets that are cur-
rently being conquered by start-ups [1, 10]. In particular, many companies are adopting
digital platform-based business models and service offerings [3]. Accordingly, some
scholars have observed a transformational shift from product-centric to service-centric
offerings that are based on digital platforms. Since most established companies are
novices regarding the design and maintenance of digital platforms, they face a multitude
of challenges [2]. One particular challenge lies in capturing the monetary value that
is co-created on these platforms [5]. Extant research suggests that the potential value
capture is profoundly influenced by digital platform design choices [5, 7]. Therefore,
we focus on design choices made by the platform owner regarding relationships with
third-party developers and applications, namely, platform openness and extension mod-
ularization. For the remainder of this paper, the terms “application” and “extension” are
interchangeable.

Platform Openness. Openness is a crucial feature of any platform design. It can gener-
ally be defined according to the categories of accessibility and transparency [11]. Acces-
sibility indicates a platform’s degree of discrimination regarding different actors and
their access to the ecosystem [11]. A platform owner can vary the degree of accessibility
to control who is and who is not allowed and under what conditions they have access to
the platform [12]. For example, a platform owner may choose to only provide boundary
resources such as application programming interfaces (APIs) or software development
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kits (SDKs) to those third-party developers that pay a certain licensing fee or deny them
access if their applications receive consistently bad ratings [13]. Transparency indicates
the degree to which users understand “what is happening and why” [11]. In particu-
lar, this determines whether governance-related decisions are made transparently and
comprehensively for all users. A platform owner may, for example, provide extensive
documentation regarding their boundary resources or communicate the conditions that
third-party apps need to fulfill to be listed in a platform application marketplace [14].

Platform openness may have both a positive and negative influence on value capture:
a more open platform may attract a larger number of developers and fewer restrictions
may simultaneously increase the number of platform applications along with potential
value to be captured [6]. However, the platform owner may have difficulty enforcing the
capture of such value in the absence of strict regulation [7]. A closed platform, on the
other hand, due to stricter rules regarding the inclusion of third-party developers may
decrease the number of applications, potentially resulting in less value to be captured.
Still, stricter control may increase the quality of permitted apps, ultimately resulting in
a larger user base and increased value [15].

Extension Modularization. Extension modularization describes the client-side design
choices made by a digital platform. Following Tiwana [16], extension modularization
can be assessed using two subcategories: loose coupling and interface conformance.
Both can be applied either to each single extension or to the entire ecosystem [16].
Loose coupling refers to whether platforms and their applications have minimal depen-
dence on each other and the necessity of these dependencies [17]. In particular, loose
coupling implies that a change in the digital platform does not generate a ripple effect that
requires all third-party applications tomake accommodating changes and vice versa [16].
Thus, the system remains relatively stable. On tightly coupled platforms, on the other
hand, applications heavily depend on the platform and are severely affected whenever
changes occur [18]. Loosely coupled platforms may provide a higher degree of free-
dom to application developers, thus increasing the stability of applications and ensuring
a constant degree of value capture. Still, tightly coupled platforms may also result in
higher value capture since they give platform owners the possibility to exert stricter
control on its relationship with third-party developers, similar to more closed platforms.
Furthermore, tightly coupled platforms typically emphasize “an increased understanding
of each other’s needs, a close relationship, a low degree of information asymmetry, and
the ability to tailor products or services to strategic needs” [18]. These factors may even-
tually reinforce and improve the relationship between platform owner and third-party
developer, facilitating a higher degree of value capture.

Interface conformance, the second subcategory of extension modularization, relates
to the degree to which extensions conform “to the interface specifications explicitly
specified by the platform owner,” such as APIs or proprietary protocols [16]. Therefore,
it measures whether applications interact with the platform through clearly specified,
stable, and well-documented interfaces [19]. Based on extant literature, we assume that
interface conformance has a positive effect on value capture in general since it fosters
high quality in its applications, resulting in higher user adoption or acceptance and,
ultimately, a higher degree of value capture available to the platform owner [16].
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2.2 Research Model

We investigate how different design choices influence the degree of value capture
achieved by digital platforms in the context of digital transformation. Regarding value
capture, we refer to monetary value and define value capture as “‘the appropriation and
retention […] of payments made by consumers in expectation of future value from con-
sumption’ that one member of a value system can claim for itself” [5]. We argue that
the interactions between the predictor variables are of particular interest and have not
been investigated yet. During our comprehensive review of the existing literature, we
have found that these predictors may have both positive and negative effects on out-
comes, depending on the specific context. Operating under the assumption that there are
a number of different paths that may lead to success, we have adopted a configurational
perspective. In our study, a platform owner achieving a high degree of value capture
represents success. As predictor variables, we added two design choices characteristic
of digital platforms to our research model: platform openness and extension modular-
ization. We further divided extension modularization into two subcategories: the degree
of coupling and interface conformance. These three explanatory factors along with
our chosen outcome represent our research model. We summarize this in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Configurational research model

3 Methodology

We believe that an in-depth perspective based on case studies is an appropriate approach
to explore the complex causal relationships in our research model. Since it is highly
resource-intensive to conduct in-depth case studies, we made use of the large number of
existing case studies already available in scientific databases, thus adopting a case survey
strategy [8]. Furthermore, we adopted a configurational perspective since we assumed
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that there are various paths leading to success and complex interactions between the
specific factors in our research model. Therefore, we created a coding scheme based on
fuzzy values for conducting the case survey and analyzing the resulting data matrix with
fsQCA [9]. Before we started collecting case studies, we defined appropriate inclusion
criteria [8]. In our analysis, since we focused on digital platforms that were specifically
introduced during an established company’s digital transformation process, we defined
inclusion criteria to ensure accordingly appropriate coverage. Thus, we included cases
only if (1) the narrative sufficiently described the introduction of a digital platform into
an existing company’s business model, (2) the digital platform was introduced by an
established company as part of a digital transformation strategy, and (3) the digital plat-
form offered third-party developers the possibility to develop their own complementary
applications using resources provided by the platform owner. Considering these criteria,
we developed an appropriate search string and then applied it to searches of various
databases. We selected the following databases for our search: EBSCOhost, Emerald
Insights, Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Scopus. After an initial screening of the
results, we applied our inclusion criteria. Any case study that did not fulfill these criteria
was excluded from the set. Afterward, a set of 20 case studies remained, which formed
part of our analysis.

After collecting our set of 20 cases, we began the coding process. We developed a
coding scheme based on the research model introduced earlier, comprising the dimen-
sions of platform openness, loose coupling, interface conformance, and value capture.
We followed established guidelines for the use of qualitative data such as case studies
or archival data in qualitative comparative analysis [20]. Thus, for each dimension, we
defined a “theoretical ideal” that represented “the best imaginable case in the context
of the study that is logically and socially possible” [21]. Furthermore, we used a fuzzy
five value scheme to code each case against the theoretical ideal, as recommended by
Iannacci and Cornford [22], when underlying data may be “too weak to support fine-
grained distinctions.” Two researchers independently coded all cases using the defined
coding scheme. Subsequently, both researchers prepared a coding report that contained
detailed information about the case, the chosen fuzzy values, as well as quotes from the
text supporting the choice of said fuzzy values. The researchers then compared their
reports to each other. Disagreements in coding lead to both researchers re-reading the
cases and reconciling disagreements through a consensus approach as recommended by
Larsson [8]. The resulting fuzzy values for each case and the theoretical ideals for each
dimension are summarized in Table 1.

After coming to an agreement regarding the coding of all cases, the researchers pro-
ceeded to analyze the agreed-upon fuzzy values. For this step, we employed fsQCA, a
configurational research method. While regression-based approaches usually postulate
that a certain predictor variable is both necessary and sufficient for a given outcome,
configuration theory posits that predictors may be either sufficient or necessary, both, or
neither. To further reinforce this difference, configuration theory uses the term “condi-
tion” rather than “predictor”. To evaluate the quality of solutions, fsQCA is based on two
“parameters of fit”: consistency and coverage. Consistency captures “how consistently
empirically observed configurations are linked to the outcome and thus provide informa-
tion regarding the model’s validity” [23]. We also considered an alternative measure of
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Table 1. Fuzzy membership values for openness and application modularization

Case/Dimension Openness [11] Extension modularization [16, 17] Value capture
[5, 26]Loose coupling

[16, 17]
Interface
conformance
[16, 17]

(Ideal type:
Platform
resources are
available and
accessible for
everyone without
restrictions;
documentation
and governance
rules are
transparent)

(Ideal type:
Platform and
applications are
loosely coupled,
with a small
number of
necessary and no
unnecessary
interdependencies)

(Ideal type:
Applications
interact with the
platform using
interface
standards and
protocols that
are clearly
specified,
standardized,
and stable)

(Ideal type:
Platform
owner is able
to capture
most of the
value that is
co-created on
the platform
by third-party
developers
and the
platform
owner)

APIBank [27] 1 0.49 1 0.25

DBS [28] 0 1 1 1

Intuit [29] 0.75 0.49 0.75 1

CommCo [30] 0.49 0.75 0.25 0.25

Advantech [31] 1 1 1 1

Cisco [32] 0 0.25 1 1

Siemens [33] 1 0.75 1 1

ABB [34] 0.75 0.75 1 0.25

GE [35] 0.75 1 0.75 1

Telekom [36] 1 0.75 0.75 0.25

Telenor [37] 0.75 0.49 1 1

China Mobile [38] 0 0.49 1 0.75

Signify [39] 1 1 1 1

Royal Philips [40] 1 1 1 1

Aker BP [41] 0.75 1 1 1

Maersk [42] 1 1 1 1

Trafiklab [43] 0.75 1 0.75 0

Volvo [44] 0 0.25 0.25 1

Lego [45] 0.75 1 1 0

Aadhaar [46] 0.75 0.75 1 0.25
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consistency: Proportional Reduction in Consistency (PRI), which eliminates the influ-
ence of cases that are subsets of both the outcome and its negation [24, 25]. Coverage
represents the percentage of cases of a certain outcome that are explained by the chosen
configurational model [9].

To conduct our analysis, we used an R library developed by Thiem and Dusa [47]
that supported all steps of fsQCA. As recommended by Schneider and Wagemann [48],
we first performed a necessity analysis to identify any single conditions that are neces-
sary for achieving the outcome. We then employed the commonly accepted consistency
threshold of 0.9. In the next step, we used the R library to construct a truth table of all
potential combinations of conditions and outcomes. Each truth table row was assigned
a consistency measure indicating how well the cases represented the given table row.
Next, we applied thresholds for consistency (0.8) and frequency (1). Thresholds for
(PRI) consistency reduced the truth table by eliminating all rows with consistency val-
ues that did not reach the given threshold. With 0.8 for raw consistency and 0.75 for
PRI consistency, we exceeded the lower bound of 0.75 for both consistency measures
[24, 48]. After further reducing and simplifying the truth table, three solution types
remained: the complex, parsimonious, and intermediate. As recommended by Fiss [49],
we focused on the intermediate and parsimonious solutions and used them to identify
core and peripheral conditions. Core conditions have a strong causal relationship with
the relevant outcome, while peripheral conditions surround core conditions and have a
weaker causal relationship with the outcome [49].

4 Results

The results of our necessity analysis reveal interface conformance as a candidate con-
dition for high value capture and loose coupling for low value capture (see Table 2).
However, in both instances, relevance and coverage are rather low which puts their
nature of necessity in doubt. Thus, we proceeded to analyze the results of sufficiency
to further investigate the necessity of our candidate conditions and to identify sufficient
conditions.

Table 2. Results of necessity analysis

High value capture Low value capture

Consistency Relevance Coverage Consistency Relevance Coverage

Openness 0.66 0.61 0.69 0.83 0.43 0.37

Loose coupling 0.78 0.53 0.72 0.96 0.34 0.38

Interface conformance 0.91 0.35 0.73 0.88 0.17 0.3

~Openness 0.39 0.93 0.85 0.29 0.74 0.27

~Loose coupling 0.32 0.98 0.95 0.29 0.83 0.37

~Interface conformance 0.13 0.96 0.7 0.21 0.93 0.5

Commonly applied consistency threshold: 0.9 [25]
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Our sufficiency analysis yielded three distinct configurations for achieving high
degrees of value capture on digital platforms (see Table 3). For the negation of the out-
come, i.e., achieving low degrees of value capture, we could not identify configurations
that passed our thresholds of consistency. Regarding the positive outcome, we observed
a robust consistency level of 0.87, well above the commonly accepted threshold of 0.75
[48]. The coverage level of 0.47 demonstrates that our solution explained almost half
of the observed outcome. The first configuration represents closed platforms with a low
degree of low coupling, which was also a core condition. Interface conformance is irrel-
evant for this configuration, which confirmed our earlier assumption that it was not a
necessary condition. Volvo represents an example for this case [44]. The second con-
figuration shows closed platforms with a high degree of interface conformance. Both
conditions are core conditions while the degree of coupling does not play a major role
in the achievement of the outcome. This configuration is represented by, for example,
DBS [28]. The third and last configuration depicts platforms with a low degree of loose
coupling and a high degree of interface conformance. In this configuration, platform
openness is irrelevant. An example for this configuration can be found in the case of
APIBank [27].

Table 3. Results of sufficiency analysis

Conditions
High value capture

1 2 3
Platform openness

Loose coupling

Interface conformance

Raw consistency 1.00 0.86 0.94

PRI consistency 1.00 0.83 0.91

Raw coverage 0.23 0.34 0.29

Unique coverage 0.04 0.14 0.09

Solution raw consistency 0.87

Solution PRI consistency 0.83

Solution coverage 0.47

Black circle: presence of a condition; crossed-out circle: absence of a condition; empty row:
may be either present or absent; large circle: core condition; small circle: peripheral condition; 
raw consistency threshold: 0.8; PRI consistency threshold: 0.75; frequency threshold: 1.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Cross-configurational Patterns

Our results show different interesting patterns across the identified configurations. First,
it is interesting to note that we could not find any necessary conditions for high value
capture. This implies that there is no single success condition for achieving high value
capture. On the contrary, there are various configurations that all lead to the desired
outcome. Furthermore, we also confirmed the positive effect of interface conformance,
since the presence of this condition forms part of two sufficient configurations. Still,
it is not a relevant factor in the first identified configuration. Interestingly, we could
not ascertain high degrees of platform openness nor loose coupling as being sufficient
elements. On the contrary, closed platforms and tight coupling appear to be parts of
sufficient configurations, mostly even as core conditions with high empirical relevance.
For example, a closed platform with tight coupling is a sufficient configuration for high
value capture. Thus, we assume that platform owners can maximize value capture by
keeping a platform closed and exercising strict control over what third-party applications
may be developed on it. Furthermore, a tight coupling approach seems promising for
maintaining closer relationships with developers and maximizing value capture. While
closedness and tight coupling in combination are sufficient, either condition may also
be combined with interface conformance to achieve high value capture.

5.2 Contributions and Limitations

This study contributes to existing research on digital platforms and digital transformation
in several ways. First, we answered calls for research taking a configurational perspective
instead of the traditional econometric and qualitative approaches [50] of previous studies.
Furthermore, we responded to a call for research by de Reuver, Sørensen and Basole
[51] that proposed further analyses of design choices for digital platforms. Our study
is a first exploration of the interrelationship between value capture and design choice
for platforms in the context of digital transformation. Thus, we showed several avenues
for future research. Finally, practitioners may use our findings to optimize the design of
their own platforms to maximize value capture.

Our research is not free from limitations that need to be addressed. One such limita-
tion is the relatively lowvalue of solution coverage, indicating a potentially low empirical
relevance of the solution. However, as Schneider and Wagemann [25] note, the “empir-
ical importance expressed by coverage is not the same as the theoretical or substantive
relevance of a sufficient condition.” Thus, even solutions with low coverage can still
be interesting for the purpose of theory building. We argue that this specifically applies
to our findings since this is the first study that uses configuration theory to explore the
interaction between openness and application modularization and their effects on value
capture. Future research could include further conditions that are theoretically relevant
to identify additional configurations.

Further limitations result due to our use of a case database. First, the number of cases
is relatively low (20). This restricts the number of conditions that could be included in our
researchmodel since a high number of conditionswould result in a high number of logical
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remainders. Since theoretical knowledge regarding our chosen research model is rather
low, it is difficult to eliminate these remainders. Second, the case studies were originally
conducted with very different goals. The degree to which they provide information
about the conditions of our study may vary. However, we tried to account for this fact by
having two independent coders. In summary, we call for further research by conducting
in-depth case studies and increasing the set of studies that may be investigated to analyze
the phenomenon of value capture. This increased set could also be used to test the results
that were derived in this paper.

6 Conclusion

This study aimed to identify successful platform configurationswith respect to the design
choices of openness and extension modularity, in the context of digital transformation.
Therefore, we conducted a case survey combined with an fsQCA approach, using a
set of scholarly and practice-oriented case studies. Our analysis revealed three distinct
configurations of successful design choices. In particular, our results demonstrate that
no single condition is necessary and that there are several paths to success. Our analysis
also revealed three configurations of platforms with high degrees of value capture and
showed the effectiveness of closed platform design using a tight coupling approach. Our
study contributes to theory and practice by providing a first exploration into the influence
of platform design on value capture for platforms in digital transformation.
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Abstract. Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) highly rely on the information tech-
nology systems integration (ISI) of two companies to realize the operation and
resource synergy. Given the vast cost of M&A and the high failure rate of the
post-merger ISI, various strategies, enforcement mechanisms, and potential deter-
minants for the ISI success have been proposed. The capability of IS managers is
one of the recognized factors that are critical to ISI success. This study extends
the theory of relationship quality to explain how the relationship ability of IS
personnel influences the outcomes of the ISI in the M&A context. The empirical
survey of IS personnel shows that relationship ability improves not only relation-
ship quality but also teamwork quality of the ISI. The findings shed light on the
different functions of relationship capability in the managerial design and imply
the significance of relational building ability as an important skill of IS personnel
for achieving post-merger ISI success.

Keywords: Mergers and acquisitions · IS integration · Teamwork quality ·
Relationship quality ·Management performance

1 Introduction

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are regarded as important corporate strategies to
increase the competitive advantages and market growth of organizations. M&A enables
saving cost, synergy benefit, and business diversification [1]. The potential generation
of these values explains the phenomenon of an increasing trend of M&A. The global
deal struck in M&A totaled $3.4 trillion in 2014, up about 30% from 2013 [2], and
reached more than US $3.7 trillion in 2016 [3]. Top executives in the M&A corporations
often expect the integration of the resources from both sides can promote economies of
scale or create organizational value [4]. Abound evidence in the literature shows that the
expected benefits from themerger are often not achieved [5].More than 60% of allM&A
in the private sectors failed to create financial value for its shareholders as anticipated
[6].

According toMcKinsey’s industry report1, the expected benefits ofM&A are around
45–60%, directly dependent on the effectiveness of IS integration. Acquirers impera-
tively rely on the integration of information technology systems (IS) of two companies to

1 Report from McKinsey, global management consulting firm.
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realize overall efficiency and expected benefits from M&A. Post-merger IS integration
(ISI) support information sharing, acquire business operation synergies, facilitate regula-
tory compliance, and reduce the monitor costs [7]. Ineffective ISI would cause business
instability, customer dissatisfaction, human costs, and personal loss, resulting in the
expected benefits delayed or unrealized. For example, in 2012, the merge of United with
Continental Airlines failed to effectively integrate two company’s reservation system,
resulting inwebsite shutting down, airport kiosks banned, and flights delayed or canceled
[8]. Many cases have shown that the inability to smoothly and effectively integrating IS
will cause short- or long-term damage to business running and reputation. Thus, effective
ISI is a crucial factor in achieving expected benefits fromM&A implementation [9, 10].

However, the ISI has a higher failure rate in the M&A context. Up to 90% of ISI
projects fail to deliver the outcomes that meet the expectation [11]. The post-merger ISI
includes not only the integration of systems (functions, software packages, and hard-
ware) but also the coordinated integration of the organization (operational procedures
and information technology departments). Studies show that the ISI success depends
on the organizational property, organizational consolidation management, and integra-
tion activities, information synergy, IS compatibility, and personnel changes [12]. The
managers need to integrate two IS develop teams, deal with different organizational cul-
tures, adjust business processes[13]. For many M&A cases, heterogeneous IT systems
and distinct business processes complicate their ISI [7]. The intertwine of technical and
social issues makes the ISI troublesome. Unforeseen challenges usually surface at the
process of ISI, and the unsolved obstruction delays the anticipated outcome [13].

On the other hand, organizational identity, cultural conflict and turnover harm indi-
vidual performance [5]. Employees need to face prompt uncertainty and have less
attachment to the new organization compared with the original smaller subunits at the
beginning[14]. Because of underestimating these issues, top executives’ often have the
unpractical expectation of post-merger ISI [1].

Given the significant benefits of resource consolidation and the high failure rate of
post-merger ISI, various strategies and enforcement mechanisms for post-merger ISI
have been proposed [12, 15]. The strategies, including absorption, coexistence, best of
the breed, renewal [15], focus on how to consolidate two companies’ ISs. The strategies
do not always achieve the desired results, and which implies that social issues, such as
enterprise heterogeneity, relationship, and interest conflicts, could be the real factors of
raising challenges. Researchers also dedicated to exploring the potential variables that
can explain the outcome of post-merger ISI. They investigated the variables from both
organizational issues and IS ones [11, 15, 16]. Among the IS issues, IS capacities are
regarded as an important factor in determining the success of the ISI. The ability of
IS managers on the planning of ISI and the communication between the IS and user
influence the ISI progress and user satisfaction [17].

However, prior research has not paid attention to the possible influence of the rela-
tionship capacity of IS personnel on the ISI performance. This omission is surprising
as the IS relationship capability has been recognized as a significant determinant of
team performance [18]. The relationship quality is more important in the M&A context
because the IS teams for two corporations confront more complex relationship build-
ing when having dilemma roles between competition and cooperation. Therefore, this
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research aims to empirically investigate whether IS relationship capability influences the
outcome of ISI in theM&A context. Specifically, two primary questions were examined:
Whether IS team members’ relationship capability influence the relationship quality of
the post-merger ISI team? Whether IS team members’ relationship capability influence
the teamwork quality of the post-merger ISI team? (Fig. 1)

Teamwork
Quality

Rela onship  
Capability

IS integra on
Success

Rela onship
Quality

H1 H2

H3 H4

Fig. 1. Proposed research model

2 Hypotheses

IS personnel and users usually have different opinions or suggestions to the ISI approach
or strategy adopted by the new company. IS personnel generally favor to preserve the
existing systems and resistance to the new one with different IT technique or business
process [19]. Their requirement or comment on the ISI strategy and the burden coming
from the ISI influence their willingness to participate, support, and cooperate. Compli-
cated this further is the uncertainty of the structure, position, and authority in IS. The
uncertainty raise IS personnel’s interest in conflict and distrust. Conflict is one of the
significant risk factors of IS project delay, cost overrun or user dissatisfaction [20]. The
relationship capability of IS personnel in communication capability, cultural compat-
ibility, information sharing, flexibility, conflict management would potentially release
the risk from team members’ conflict.

In the context of M&A, the IS departments of both corporations often have a con-
siderable change in terms of personnel, structure and tasks, such as personnel transfer,
change of authority. The team members in M&A ISI will have a higher possibility for
role change and uncertainty than those teamsworking for ISI in a single organization. An
unfamiliar environment and potential change in position and responsibility cause high
future uncertainty to employees. The IS personnel may encounter the social identity
problem [5]. This potentially generates stress, anxiety and conflict [5]. Particularly, the
IS supervisors of two parties are cooperators for IS development but also a competitor
for authority and position in the corporation. The role disagreement will trap the IS
personnel into contradictory phycology and ill interaction. The contradictory phycology
reduces team members’ commitment and dedication to work, increasing risk factors for
project development and leading to an unexpected outcome [13].

Building a good relationship is a significant approach for individuals from different
parties to create a common goal [21]. Good relationship among team members can pro-
vide task flexibility during project development and enhance the opportunities and qual-
ity of follow-up cooperation. Good relationships capability depend on multiple skills,
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including communication, cultural compatibility, information sharing, conflict manage-
ment, and more [22]. These abilities may release the IS team members’ stress, anxiety
and conflict coming from social identity and contradictory phycology, and increase
their trust, interaction, mutual understanding and cooperation, which are parts of major
dimensions of team relationship quality.

Some evidence has shown a significant correlation between relationship quality and
team performance in the outsourcing context [18]. The information sharing among team
members facilitates developers effectively obtaining the knowledge about the systems
to be integrated. Team members’ trust in each other can reduce their conflict toward the
system design or functions during the integration process. Mutual understanding can
help them to target the expertise of team members coming from the merged sectors.
The relationship quality leads to successful long-term relations that are operationally
beneficial to overcome the difficulty of integrating the systems developed by and used
for other sectors. Research indicates that the relationship between project managers and
stakeholders expend an influence on the project processes and outcomes and ultimate
project success [23]. Based on this viewpoint, to the ISI project team, the relationship
quality may reduce the harm coming from their cultural conflict and organizational
identity, as well as the uncertainty and less attachment to the new team. Therefore, we
hypothesize that

H1: IS relationship capability is positively associated with the relationship quality of
post-merger ISI team.
H2: IS relationship quality is positively associated with post-merger ISI project success.

Teamwork quality (TWQ) is an essential factor in achieving project success in IS
development teams [24]. Researchers regard TWQ as the quality of interactions among
group members for completing their team works [25]. TWQ is conceptualized a multi-
dimensional construct of group behavior, consisting of coordination, mutual support,
effort, the balance of contribution, and cohesion, initiated by Hackman [26] and derived
from McGrath [27].

Research has found a significant relationship between IS management ability and
TWQ [28]. Communication capability enables effective communication among team
members. Effective communication is a channel of information sharing and exchange for
specific ISI details. Information sharing and exchange facilitate team members to learn
from each other and perform their tasks [29]. Positive communication and interaction
increase the opportunity of the team member to find out the potential risk or problems
at the early stage and provide effort and support to resolve the challenge of ISI.

As the post-merger ISI team coming from two corporations, the difference in orga-
nizational structure, culture and business and the conflict in individual benefit, position,
and authorization raise the difficulty for managers to develop TWQ. The relationship-
building ability of IS staffs includes communication capability, cultural compatibility,
information sharing, flexibility, conflict management. The ability can obviously pro-
mote their coordination, mutual support, effort, and cohesion in the team. Communica-
tion ability is an intra-team and inter-team interpersonal skill that has been regarded as
an important element of teamwork quality [30]. Abound evidence has shown a strong
association between TWQ and team performance [28].
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To integrate information systems successfully, team members must put effort and
learn from other team members toward their expertise and knowledge about the original
systems to together effectively and efficiently understand the design and details of the
systems. On the other hand, putting effort and learning other team members is essential
to understand the systems developed by these team members. Mutual support enables
team members together to overcome the complication of system integration to achieve
the project goal. Researchers have empirically demonstrated the relationship between
the interaction quality and information system project team [31]. Several studies have
also shown TWQ is critical to software project success [24]. Therefore, we hypothesize
that

H3: IS relationship capability is positively associated with the teamwork quality of
post-merger ISI team.
H4: IS teamwork quality is positively associated with post-merger ISI project success.

3 Methods

3.1 Sample

The target sample includes IS developers, users and project managers who are belong to
the ISI teams in M&A corporations. A cross-sectional internet survey was conducted.
A total of 44 valid responses were obtained (Table 1).

Table 1. Demographics (N = 44)

Variables Categories # %

Gender Male 32 73

Female 12 27

Age <30 years old 13 30

31–40 11 25

41–45 10 23

>46 10 23

Years in IT/IS <1 year 8 18

1–3 9 20

4–6 7 16

7–9 2 5

>10 years 18 41

Fist M&A Yes 33 75

No 11 25
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3.2 Measures

All of the considered variables were measured using a five-point scale. The conceptual
definition and operational definitions of relationship capability and relationship quality
are based on Swar’s definitions [18].We adopt the construct of teamwork quality (TWQ)
defined by Hoegl and et al. [24]. All the constructs in the proposed model are 2nd-order
variables.

The dimensions of relationship capability considered in this study include commu-
nication, cultural compatibility, confidentiality flexibility, information sharing, conflict
handling. Communication is measured by the degree of proactive sharing or exchanging
meaningful and timely information between teammembers from two parties in formal or
informal. Cultural compatibility is defined by the coexistence with beliefs on values of
each other, behaviors, goals, and policies, which could be the perspective of importance,
appropriateness, and righteousness. Confidentiality refers to the degree of avoiding pro-
vide data or information to be disclosed to unauthorized or unwanted people. Flexibility
is measured by the extent to which team members willing to make adaptations as cir-
cumstances change for two parties. Information sharing is measured by the degree of the
critical or proprietary task information and know-how that are transferred. Conflict han-
dling refers to the degree of disagreement on planning, execution, activities, resources
allocation, and goals between the team members from two partners.

Relationship quality considered in this study includes cooperation, trust and mutual
understanding. Cooperation refers to spiritly working together by two parties on project
activities to achieving mutual benefits. Trust is measured by the extent of which a party
is expected to act predictably, fulfill its obligations, and honestly behave even if existing
the possible opportunity to take advantage of the others.Mutual understanding is defined
as the understanding of behaviors, goals, and policies between the team members from
two parties. The ISI success is adapted from the work of Swar et al. [18] and measured
by user satisfaction and the usefulness of the ISI outcome. The example indicators are
users are satisfied with the outcome of the ISI and you feel the integrated IS useful.

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for the 2nd-order constructs, where M3 and M4
respectively represent skewness and kurtosis. The measures have proper distribution for
the performance measures since the means and medians are similar, standard deviation
(StdDev) is small, skewness is less than two, and kurtosis less than five.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics

Variables Mean StdDev M3 M4

Relationship capability 4.08 0.84 2.27 −1.17

Relationship quality 4.05 0.81 0.47 −0.7

Teamwork quality 4.16 0.81 1.89 −1.13

IS integration success 3.93 0.88 0.17 −0.56
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4 Data Analysis

We adopted the partial least squares (PLS) analysis to test the measurement and struc-
tural models using the smart-PLS tool. PLS places minimal demands on sample size and
distribution of residuals [32]. Based on a simple rule of sample size in PLS-SEM, the
sample size should be at least ten times the maximum number of inner or outer model
links pointing at any latent variable in the model. Thus, the sample size should be at
least forty to prevent biased results. The standardized coefficients can illustrate the rela-
tive strength of the statistical relationships among the variables. Reliability and validity
are demonstrated through measures of internal reliability, convergent, and discriminant
validity. Convergent validity was assessed by examining the loading of each item on the
corresponding factors. The internal reliability of the examined constructs is obtained by
estimating composite reliability and Cronbach’s Alpha. Composite reliability and Cron-
bach’s Alpha of 0.7 or greater is acceptable. Results are shown in Table 3, demonstrating
the criteria of the validity and reliability tests are met.

Table 3. Internal reliability

Variables Cronbach’s α Com. Rel. AVE

Communication capability 0.96 0.96 0.56

Conflict handling 0.73 0.84 0.64

Confidence maintaining 0.9 0.94 0.83

Coordination 0.93 0.96 0.88

Culture compatibility 0.69 0.83 0.62

Flexibility 0.91 0.94 0.84

Information sharing 0.9 0.93 0.76

Coordination 0.93 0.96 0.88

Trust 0.87 0.92 0.79

Mutual understanding 0.82 0.89 0.73

Mutual support 0.92 0.94 0.74

Effort 0.90 0.94 0.84

Cohesion 0.94 0.95 0.70

Learning 0.87 0.92 0.79

ISI success 0.81 0.89 0.73

Table 4 shows the path coefficients of the structuremodel. The links from relationship
capability to relationship quality and teamwork quality are respectively 0.875 (p< 0.001)
and 0.935 (p < 0.001). The links from relationship quality and teamwork quality to ISI
success are respectively 0.296 (p < 0.05) and 0.598 (p < 0.001). Relationship quality
and teamwork quality together explain 75% of the variance of ISI success. The analy-
sis results show that the path coefficient between relationship capability and teamwork
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quality is even higher than that between relationship capability and relationship quality.
Moreover, compared with relationship quality, teamwork quality has a better explana-
tion in the variance of ISI success. Discriminant validity was tested by examining the
correlation coefficients of each item within and among constructs.

Table 4. Path coefficient

Independent variables Dependent variables

RQ TWQ ISI success

Relationship capability 0.875*** (H1) 0.935*** (H3)

Relationship Quality (RQ) 0.296* (H2)

Teamwork Quality (TWQ) 0.598*** (H4)

R2 0.774 0.879 0.750

�R2 0.769 0.876 0.738

*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001

5 Conclusion

The present survey found IS personnel’s relationship capability not only significantly
influence relationship quality but also teamwork quality of the ISI team. The effect of
teamwork quality on the ISI success was higher than for that of relationship quality. The
contributions of this study are threefold. First, the study confirms the theoretical basis
of relationship quality theory in post-merger ISI. Despite the emphasis on relationship
quality in the outsourcing IS project, in the M&A and the outsourcing surveys alike, the
influences of relationship quality on ISI and outsourcing success were similar. Second,
it extends the perspective on ISI success off system strategy angle, shedding light on the
different functions of relationship capability in facilitating managerial design. Third, the
analysis results echo the proclaim of other M&A researchers that IS capabilities play an
important role in the post-merger ISI success. In addition to IS managers’ process and
planning abilities, this study adds relationship capability as one of the essential elements
of IS personnel competence.

Some future works need to be done. The first is to increase the sample size for
testing the proposed model. Although sample size 44 is larger than 10 times the number
of links, it may produce the results with bias because of the 2nd-order constructs used in
this research. This work will increase the sample size in the near future to reconfirm the
findings of this work. The second is to conduct a mediation analysis for both mediators
(i.e., relationship quality and teamwork quality) after obtaining a sufficient sample size.
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Abstract. Indirect taxation is a significant source of livelihood for any
nation. Tax evasion inhibits the economic growth of a nation. It creates
a substantial loss of much needed public revenue. We design a method
to single out taxpayers who evade indirect tax by dodging their tax
returns. Towards this, we derive six correlation parameters (features),
three ratio parameters from tax return statements submitted by taxpay-
ers, and another parameter based on the business interactions among
taxpayers using the TrustRank algorithm. Then we perform spectral clus-
tering on taxpayers using these ten parameters (features). We identify
taxpayers located at the boundary of each cluster by using kernel density
estimation, which are further investigated to single out tax evaders. We
applied our method on the iron and steel taxpayer’s data set provided
by the Commercial Taxes Department, Government of Telangana, India.

Keywords: Cluster analysis · TrustRank algorithm ·
Spectral clustering · Social network analysis · Tax evasion ·
Goods and Services Tax

1 Introduction

Indirect taxation is a significant source of livelihood for any country. An indirect
tax (for example, GST and sales tax) is collected by an intermediary (such as
retailer and manufacturer) from the consumer who bears the ultimate burden of
the tax. The intermediary forwards the tax he/she collected to the Government
by filing tax returns at regular intervals. Indirect taxation is governed by carefully
designed rules and regulations to which an intermediary (taxpayer/dealer) is
expected to adhere. At the outset, indirect tax payment may seem as a liability
on the intermediary, but in reality, the intermediary acts as a conduit to the flow
of tax from the consumer of the goods/services to the Government. These taxes
provide much-needed revenue for the growth of the nation. In this article, we
work towards handling tax evasion happening in Goods and Services Tax (GST),
which is an indirect taxation system followed in India from July 2017 [20].
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1.1 Goods and Services Tax

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a comprehensive, multi-stage, destination-
based tax that is levied on every value addition [20]. In GST, the tax is collected
incrementally at each stage of the production of the goods based on the value
addition happened in that stage. This tax is levied at each stage of the supply
chain such a way that the tax paid on purchases (Input tax or Input tax credit)
will be given as set-off for the tax levied on sales (Output tax or Liability).

Figure 1 shows how incremental tax is collected at each stage of the supply
chain. In this example, the manufacturer purchases goods from the supplier for a
value of $100 and pays $10 as tax at a 10% GST rate. The supplier then pays this
tax to the Government. In the next stage, the retailer purchases processed goods
from a manufacturer for a value of $120 by paying tax $12. The manufacturer
pays ($12−$10 = $2) to the Government, the difference between the tax collected
from the retailer and the tax already paid to the supplier. Finally, the consumer
buys it from the retailer for a value of $150 with $15 as the tax amount. So the
retailer, as in the case with the previous dealers in the supply chain, will pay
($15 − $12 = $3) to the Government. In essence, for every dealer in GST,

Tax payable = (Output tax − Input tax) (1)

Fig. 1. Tax flow in GST

1.2 Tax Evasion

Tax evasion and taxation go hand in hand. Business dealers deliberately manip-
ulate their monthly tax returns in order to maximize their profits. Tax enforce-
ment officers design new rules and regulations involved in the payment of tax
after studying the behavior of known evaders who exploit the loopholes in the
existing taxation laws. In this never-ending cat and mouse game, evaders always
try to stay one step ahead of the enforcement officers. Hence it is very important
for the officials to track down the evasion as quickly as possible and close the
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loopholes before the techniques used in a particular evasion spreads to the other
dealers. By doing so, the taxation officers will be able to limit the loss of state
revenue due to tax evasion quite substantially.

In general, dealers commit tax evasion in the following ways:

1. The dealer will collect tax at a higher rate from the customer and remits to
the Government at a lower rate.

2. The dealer does not report all the transactions made by her/him (suppressing
the sales).

3. The dealer will arrive at lower taxable turnover by wrongly applying the
prescribed calculations.

4. The dealer creates fictitious transactions where there is no movement of goods,
but only the bills are floated in order to claim Input Tax Credit (ITC) and
escape payment of tax. This is called bill trading [2].

1.3 Our Contribution

Goods and Services Taxation system, which came into effect in India in July
2017, unified the taxation laws in India. Under GST law, the dealers are expected
to file tax-return statements every month by providing the details of sales and
purchases that happened in the corresponding month. This new taxation system
went through some teething problems, which were sensed and exploited by many
business dealers. In fact, dealers who observed certain loopholes in the new
system doctored their tax-return statements to reduce their tax liability. The
objective of this work is to identify malicious dealers who manipulate their tax
return statements to minimize their tax liability. For the same, clustering analysis
is used on the dealers over specific sensitive correlation parameters and ratio
parameters that are identified by the tax enforcement officers. We also used a
parameter derived based on the link analysis algorithm, famously known as the
TrustRank algorithm [8], in clustering. This idea can be applied in other nations,
where multi-stage indirect taxation is followed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the previ-
ous relevant works. In Sect. 4, we give a detailed description of the methodology
used in this paper. Results obtained and the validation of the results are dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In [6], Chandola et al. presented several data mining techniques for anomaly
detection. In [1], Shuhan Yuan et al. used a deep neural network approach for
fraud detection, which has its limitation as it will work only for the labeled data
set. In [10], Hussein Issa and Miklos Vasarhelyi described classification-based
and clustering-based anomaly detection techniques and their applications. As
an illustration, they applied K-Means, a clustering-based algorithm, to a refund
transaction dataset from a telecommunication company, with the intent of iden-
tifying fraudulent refunds. In [9], the authors proposed an algorithm to identify
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colluding sets in the instrument of future markets. In [12], Pamela et al. showed
that it is possible to characterize and detect those potential users of false invoices
in a given year, depending on the information in their tax payment, their his-
torical performance, and characteristics, using different types of data mining
techniques. In [11], Daniel de Roux et al. presented a novel approach for the
detection of potentially fraudulent taxpayers using only unsupervised learning
techniques and allowing the future use of supervised learning techniques. They
demonstrated the ability of their model to identify under-reporting taxpayers
on real tax payment declarations, reducing the number of potentially fraudulent
taxpayers to audit. The obtained results demonstrate that their model doesn’t
miss on marking declarations as suspicious and labels previously undetected
tax declarations as suspicious, increasing the operational efficiency in the tax
supervision process without needing historic labeled data. In another literature
[8], Jan Pedersen et al. proposed techniques to semi-automatically separate rep-
utable, useful pages from spam. They first selected a small set of seed pages to
be evaluated by an expert. Once they manually identified the reputable seed
pages, they used the link structure of the web to discover other pages that are
likely to be good. In this paper, they discussed possible ways to implement the
seed selection and the discovery of useful pages. They presented results of exper-
iments ran on the World Wide Web indexed by AltaVista and evaluated the
performance of their techniques. Their results showed that we could effectively
filter out spam from a significant fraction of the web, based on a good seed set
of fewer than 200 sites. In [5], J. Mathew et al. gave an approach to predict the
amount of tax lost by the State Government due to illegal activities by a set of
suspicious dealers. In [3], the authors showed that they have comparatively lower
effective tax rates if clients are engaged in better-connected individual auditors.
In [7], Yusuf Sahin et al. worked on a credit card fraud detection problem where
they developed some classification models based on Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and Logistic Regression (LR). This study is one of the first in credit card
fraud detection with a real data set to compare the performance of ANN and
LR. In [4], Zhenisbek Assylbekov et al. presented a technique employing statisti-
cal methods for detecting VAT evasion by Kazakhstani business firms. Starting
from features selection they performed an initial exploratory data analysis using
Kohonen self-organizing maps. In another literature [14], M. S. Rad et al. pre-
sented a parallel tax fraud detection algorithm where Bayesian networks have
been used for parallelization.

3 Description of Data Set

We used two types of data sets of 1199 iron and steel taxpayers. One is GSTR-1
data, and the other is the monthly GST returns data.
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Fig. 2. GSTR-1 format

3.1 GSTR-1

GSTR-1 Overview: GSTR-1 is a monthly financial statement that should be
submitted by every taxpayer. In this statement, the taxpayer has to provide
complete details about every sales transaction done in the corresponding month.
GSTR-1 is the monthly financial statement upon which the entire compliance
structure in GST is based. Figure 2 gives a set of details to be provided by the
taxpayer for every sales transaction.

GSTR-1 Data Set: Table 1 is a sample of this data set. Every row in Table 1
corresponds to one sales transaction. Every row contains information such as
seller details, buyer details, invoice number, invoice value, rate of tax, the quan-
tity of goods sold, etc. The data set we have taken contains fifteen million rows.
The size of the data is 1.2 Terabytes. Figures 3, 4 show the distribution of values
of sales transactions and tax on those transactions.

Table 1. GSTR-1 DATA

S. No Month Seller Buyer Invoice number Amount (Rs)

1 Jan 2018 A B XY123 12000

2 Feb 2018 B D ZU342 18000

3 Jan 2018 B C UX5434 14000

4 July 2018 C D YS8779 15000

5 Mar 2018 D A ZX7744 12000

3.2 GSTR-3B

GSTR-3B Overview: GSTR-3B is a monthly self-declaration that has to be
filed by the taxpayer. It is a simple return in which a summary of outward
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Fig. 3. Distribution of values of sales
transactions

Fig. 4. Distribution of tax on sales
transactions

supplies along with Input Tax Credit is declared, and payment of tax is affected
by the taxpayer. The taxpayer need not provide invoice level details in this form.
The taxpayer provides only a summary of inward supplies and outward supplies
of the corresponding month. Figure 5 gives the details to be provided by the
taxpayer.

GSTR-3B Data Set: Table 2 is a sample of GST returns data. Each row in this
table corresponds to a monthly return by a taxpayer. ITC (Input tax credit) is
the amount of tax the taxpayer paid during purchases of services and goods. The
output tax is the amount of tax the taxpayer collected during the sales of services
and goods. The taxpayer has to pay the Government the gap between the ITC
and output tax, i.e., output tax - ITC. The actual database consists of much more
information, like, tax payment method, return filing data, international exports,
exempted sales, and sales on RCM (reverse charge mechanism). Figures 6, 7,
8, and 9 show the distribution of turnover, liability, input tax credit, and cash
payments.

4 Methodology

The objective is to identify malicious dealers who manipulate their tax return
statements to minimize the amount of tax they have to pay to the Government.
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Fig. 5. GSTR-3B format

Fig. 6. Distribution of turnover Fig. 7. Distribution of liability
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Fig. 8. Distribution of input tax credit Fig. 9. Distribution of cash payments

Table 2. GST returns data

S.No Firm Month Purchases Sales ITC Output Tax

1 A Feb-18 180000 220000 20000 26000

2 D Sep-18 200000 280000 5000 9000

3 E Oct-17 400000 480000 40000 48000

We cluster taxpayers based on ten parameters. We had taken the data from July
2017 to November 2019 to compute these.

– Six are sensitive correlation parameters derived based on the returns data
submitted by taxpayers.

– Three are ratio parameters, which are also derived from returns data.
– The tenth parameter is derived based on the business interactions among

taxpayers using a link analysis algorithm famously known as the TrustRank
algorithm [8].

Once clusters are identified, we had taken taxpayers at the boundary of each
cluster for further analysis towards identifying malicious taxpayers.

In Subsect. 4.1, we explain the six correlation parameters that are used in
clustering. In Subsect. 4.2, we describe the three ratio parameters that are used in
clustering. In Subsect. 4.3, the tenth parameter based on the business interactions
among taxpayers derived using a link analysis algorithm famously known as
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TrustRank is discussed. In Subsect. 4.4, we brief on the Spectral clustering [11]
algorithm, which gave us the best clustering results when compared to other
clustering techniques.

4.1 Correlation Parameters

In the Indian GST system, three types of taxes are collected, viz., CGST, SGST,
and IGST.

– CGST: Central Goods and Services Tax is levied on intrastate transactions
and collected by the Central Government of India.

– SGST: State/Union Territory Goods and Services Tax, which is also levied
on intrastate transactions and collected by the state or union territory Gov-
ernment.

– IGST: Integrated Goods and Services Tax is levied on interstate sales. Central
Government takes half of this amount and passes the rest of the amount to
the state, where corresponding goods or services are consumed.

Table 3 gives the six correlation parameters used in clustering. These are
derived from month-wise data in Table 2. Total GST liability is the sum of CGST,
SGST, and IGST liabilities. Total ITC is equal to the sum of SGST, CGST, and
IGST ITCs.

Table 3. Correlation parameters

S. no Correlation parameters

1 Correlation of Total Sales Amount and Total GST Liability

2 Correlation of Total GST Liability and SGST Liability

3 Correlation of SGST Liability and SGST paid in cash

4 Correlation of Total Sales Amount and SGST paid in cash

5 Correlation of Total Tax Liability and Total ITC

6 Correlation of Total ITC and IGST ITC

4.2 Ratio Parameters

These three ratio parameters used in clustering are derived from month-wise
data in Table 2.

1. Ratio of Total Sales VS. Total Purchases: This ratio captures the value addi-
tion.

2. Ratio of IGST ITC VS. Total ITC: This ratio captures how much purchase
is shown as interstate or imports compared to total purchases.

3. Ratio of Total Tax Liability VS. IGST ITC.
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4.3 TrustRank

A Network of Taxpayers: One of the independent variables in clustering is
the TrustRank. To compute this, we created an edge-weighted directed graph
(social network). Each vertex (node) in this graph corresponds to a taxpayer.
We placed a weighted directed edge from taxpayer a to taxpayer b, where edge
weight is the amount of sales done by the taxpayer a to taxpayer b during the
period July 2017 to November 2019. Then the min-max normalization of edge
weights is performed. For the same, we used the sales data explained in Table 1.
This graph will capture the scale of interaction and (or) the exchange of money
between taxpayers.

Computing Trust Rank: The TrustRank algorithm is a procedure designed
to assign a rating to web pages based on the quality and trustworthiness of
the content [8]. This method takes the linking structure among web pages, just
like the PageRank algorithm, to generate a measure for the quality of a page.
TrustRank places a core vote of trust on a seed set of manually reviewed web
pages. This trust is passed from the seed set to other pages through links from
the seed pages. TrustRank is based upon the following idea:

– Good pages provide links only to good ones. Bad pages often provide links to
good ones in an attempt to look good.

– The care with which people provide links in a page is often inversely propor-
tional to the number of links provided in the page.

– The Trust score is attenuated as it passes from page to site.

Selecting Seed Set: Generally pages that contain a lot of out going links to
other pages are selected as seed set. Then pages like DMOZ clones and pages
which were not listed in any of the major directories can be excluded. From
the remaining pages, select only pages that were backed by the government,
educational, and corporate bodies.

Algorithm: We need to manually select some genuine web pages (seed set)
as sources of trust initially, as explained earlier. This method then propagates
the trust from seed pages to other pages based on the linking structure between
pages. In the TrustRank Equation given below, T is the transition matrix derived
from the linking structure among web pages. Vector d is a static vector of non-
negative real numbers summing up to one. Vector d can be used to assign a
score manually to a set of seed pages; the score of such seed pages is then spread
during the iterations to the pages they point to.

r = αT ∗ r + (1 − α) ∗ d (2)

We use the TrustRank [8] algorithm to assign weights to the dealers such
that higher weights are assigned to the plausible genuine ones and lesser weights
to the plausible fraudulent ones. We used the graph defined above to this.
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Seed set is selected by domain experts with prior knowledge about taxpayers.
This score is the 10th and the last parameter used to performing cluster analysis.

4.4 Clustering Dealers

Clustering is the most widely used data mining method. In every scientific field
dealing with data, people attempt to understand their data by trying to find
clusters (groups) of “similar behavior” in their data. Given a set of data points
x1, . . . , xn and some notion of similarity measure sij ≥ 0 between all pairs of
data points xi and xj , the objective of clustering is to segregate the data points
into several clusters (groups), such that points in the same group are similar,
and points in different groups are dissimilar to each other.

Spectral Clustering. Spectral clustering [11,15,19] is one of the most popu-
lar clustering algorithms. It is easy to implement using standard linear algebra
software. It outperforms traditional clustering algorithms, such as the k-means
algorithm. Following is a brief sketch of spectral clustering.

Define a similarity graph G = (V,E), where vertex vi ∈ V in this graph
represents a data point xi. Two vertices are connected by a weighted undirected
edge with edge weight sij , if and only if the similarity sij between the corre-
sponding data points xi and xj is more than a certain threshold. Now clustering
problem can be restated using the similarity graph as follows: find a partition
of the graph such that the edges between different clusters have very low edge
weights (data points in different clusters are dissimilar from each other), and
the edges within a cluster have high weights (points within the same cluster are
highly similar to each other). Use eigenvectors of Laplacian of this similarity
graph to perform clustering in fewer dimensions after performing dimensionality
reduction. In [15], Andrew Ng et al. discuss the scenarios and reasons for the
better working of spectral clustering in spite of the fact that it uses the K-means
clustering algorithm. Following is the brief sketch of spectral clustering.

– Step 1: Create a similarity graph between taxpayers based on the ten param-
eters explained before.

– Step 2: Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of
this graph. Let k be the number of eigenvalues, whose magnitude is almost
equal to zero.

– Step 3: Run k-means clustering on matrix, whose columns are k eigenvectors
corresponding to these k eigenvalues, to separate vertices into k clusters.

4.5 Identifying Suspicious Taxpayers

We used kernel density estimation [16], which is a common technique in non-
parametric statistics for the approximation of the unknown probability distri-
bution of taxpayers within a cluster. It is a method to estimate the unknown
probability distribution of a random variable, based on a sample of points taken
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from that distribution. The formula to make a prediction for any point x is:
1/n

∑n
i=1 K(x − xi), where x1 . . . xn are a sample of points taken from the dis-

tribution, and K is the kernel function. We had taken the Gaussian kernel. Then
we further investigate those taxpayers who are further from the center of each
cluster [6].

5 Experimentation and Results Obtained

We had taken 1199 iron and steel dealers for clustering. We computed TrustRank
for each of these dealers by constructing the graph defined in Subsect. 4.3. We
took twenty genuine dealers and ten fraudulent dealers as the seed set for com-
puting the TrustRank. We used prior knowledge of domain experts while selecting
these dealers. We computed correlation and ratio parameters defined in Sub-
sect. 4.1 and 4.2 for each dealer. Table 4 gives a snapshot of the parameters
created for each dealer for performing cluster analysis. Figures 10 and 11 show
the distribution of these parameters after normalization. We used Gaussian ker-
nel function for computing the similarity matrix. Figure 12 shows the first fifteen
eigenvalues of normalized Laplacian and unnormalized Laplacian of the similar-
ity graph for different k-nearest neighbors (k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Figure 14 shows the eigenvalues of normalized Laplacian of the similarity
graph with k-nearest neighbors is equal to six. There are four eigenvalues that
are almost equal to zero. From this, we can conclude that there are four clusters
in the data. Figure 15 gives the number of taxpayers in each cluster. Out of
four clusters, two are small. All taxpayers in these two clusters are suspicious.
The first cluster and third cluster contain 588 and 581 dealers, respectively.
Out of these taxpayers we selected twenty seven taxpayers in cluster one and
seventeen taxpayers in cluster three, who are at a distance more than three
standard deviations from respective centers. These twenty-seven plus seventeen
taxpayers are suspicious taxpayers.

Table 4. Snapshot of parameters

Unique

ID

Corr1 Corr2 Corr3 Corr4 Corr5 Corr6 Total Sales

/Total

Purchases

IGST ITC

/Total

ITC

Total tax

liability

/IGST ITC

TrustRank

score

1 0.9977 0.9998 0.2159 0.1967 0.9556 0.9988 1.0465 0.8717 1.3272 0.0091

2 0.9940 0.9799 -0.3371 -0.2486 0.6408 0.5539 1.1992 0.1347 7.4129 0.0077

3 0.9476 0.4556 0.0017 0.1286 -0.1620 0.9606 1.6991 0.8020 2.1824 0.0075
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Fig. 10. Boxplot of correlation Fig. 11. Boxplot of TrustRank and ratios

Fig. 12. Fifteen smallest eigen values

Fig. 13. Heat map of distance matrix Fig. 14. Optimal number of clusters
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Fig. 15. Sizes of four clusters identified

6 Conclusion

In this work, we analyzed the tax returns dataset of a set of business dealers
in the state of Telangana, India, to identify dealers who perform extensive tax
evasion. Dealers are clustered using two different types of features. One feature
in clustering is the TrustRank value that is derived for each dealer based on
his/her business interactions with other dealers using the TrustRank algorithm.
The second type of feature is derived for each dealer based on their monthly
returns. Dealers at the boundary of each cluster are further analyzed to identify
malicious dealers.
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Abstract. An increasing number of organizations employ blockchain
technology in their business process landscapes, especially when dealing
with inter-organizational choreographies. Due to complex requirements
with regard to data security and privacy in practice, however, no singular
blockchain captures all use cases. Blockchains optimized for various levels
of risk tolerance and confidentiality coexist in multi-chain environments,
posing severe architectural challenges for blockchain-based Business Pro-
cess Management Systems (BPMSs). Current state-of-the-art approaches
lack the global perspective necessary, and focus on single-blockchain envi-
ronments. In this paper, we alleviate these issues by developing a general
architecture for multi-chain BPMSs for choreographies. We show the fea-
sibility of our architecture by a prototypical implementation, and discuss
future challenges using a concrete case study.

Keywords: Process choreographies · Business Process Management
System · Blockchain-based process execution · Smart contracts

1 Introduction

Its immutability and non-repudiation properties make blockchain a widely appli-
cable technology to securely manage data, logic, and digital assets among mutu-
ally distrustful entities [18]. Business Process Management (BPM) is no excep-
tion, and blockchain technology has proven to be a major force in the domain
[13]. Blockchains have been shown to be advantageous in executing [11,14,16],
monitoring [4], and mining [1] business processes. Especially when organizations
interact towards a common business goal within a choreography, blockchains
provide novel ways of thinking about their modeling and enactment [10].

For blockchains to be useful in practice, they need to be a core component
of an organization’s Business Process Management System (BPMS) on a con-
ceptual as well as a technological level [13], breaking up the monolithic and
centralized architecture of traditional BPMSs [3, Ch. 9.1.2]. This is especially
necessary since it is becoming clear that no single blockchain will prevail in the
mid-term. Rather, an entire landscape of purpose-built blockchains will coexist
with different applications in mind, for reasons of data security and protection,
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
W. Abramowicz and G. Klein (Eds.): BIS 2020, LNBIP 389, pp. 184–196, 2020.
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scalability, as well as compliance with local legislation [18]. That means that
an organization might need to interact with a variety of different blockchain
technologies, sometimes even in the scope of a single choreography.

Current research, however, has only just started to appreciate the challenges
involved in this. Most approaches are focused on a singular blockchain as a sim-
ple execution engine without potential for generalization. In this paper, we work
towards understanding and specifying the impact of multi-chain environments on
current state-of-the-art BPMS architectures. The paper analyzes typical compo-
nents of BPMSs, rearranges them according to the requirements of multi-chain
environments, and arrives at a proposed architecture for a multi-chain BPMS.
Finally it shows its applicability in practice by introducing Mantichor, a proto-
typical implementation of the architecture. We also give an intuition into which
challenges lie ahead in pursuit of a fully-featured multi-chain BPMS.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce the reader to neces-
sary background knowledge and related work in blockchain technology and BPM.
We continue with a conceptual model of blockchain-based BPMS in Sect. 3,
before introducing our prototypical implementation in Sect. 4. We discuss our
results and future challenges in Sect. 5, and conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Background

In this section, we introduce the reader to the required background knowledge
in multi-chain environments as well as the connection of BPM and blockchain.
We will then lay out the goals of the paper in more detail.

2.1 Choreographies in Multi-chain Environments

A multi-chain environment is characterized by the presence of a set of coexisting
blockchains. These blockchains may be used in conjunction to achieve certain
goals regarding data security, throughput, or other metrics. Especially in areas in
which loosely coupled organizations work together in a dynamic market, possibly
across different jurisdictions, those environments emerge organically [15].

Supply chain management is one of those areas, and has already been heavily
affected by blockchain [9]. Organizations within a supply chain tend to have a
rather distrustful relationship, which is shaped by constant supervision, tracking
and logging of important events. Figure 1 shows a scenario which we will explore
in the course of this paper. The basic premise is that a wholesaler in Australia
sells goods to a buyer in Estonia, while shipping is provided by a third-party
multinational shipping company. For tax reasons, the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO) is involved as well.

From a technological perspective, the scenario exhibits a complex multi-chain
environment. Australia1 and Estonia2 are some of the first countries to push

1 https://www.australiannationalblockchain.com/, accessed 2019-11-27.
2 https://e-estonia.com/, accessed 2019-11-27.

https://www.australiannationalblockchain.com/
https://e-estonia.com/
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Fig. 1. Multi-chain ecosystem being used within one choreography

national blockchains, which are used to digitize, store, and execute contracts
within their respective jurisdictions. Furthermore, the shipping company is part
of an international industry consortium using a consortium blockchain to syn-
chronize and secure their business. In practice, such initiatives already exist and
are backed by major industry players, one example being TradeLens3.

As a consequence, the supply chain choreography spans at least three dif-
ferent blockchains, with some participants having to access more than one of
them to audit the parts of the choreography relevant to them. It is important
to note that this scenario is not only due to short-term discrepancies in technol-
ogy until every actor will converge to one single blockchain. Rather, blockchains
are configurable and applications as well as deployment environments—e.g., dif-
ferent jurisdictions—may still call for purpose-built solutions in the future. For
example, a blockchain platform will have to comply with European data security
standards when running within the European market.

2.2 BPM and Blockchain

The first major work in connecting business processes with blockchain technology
was done by Weber et al. [16]. One of their main insights was that organizations
in a choreography may not directly interact with each other, but do so through
transactions to a smart contract. That way, interactions can be tracked and
monitored, and smart contract logic can be used to enforce the process. Being
an early work in the field, the focus of the paper is on a concrete technology rather
than an architecture level. Similarly, our own extension of said original approach
is mainly concerned with modeling and enforcement issues rather than BPMS
architectures [10]. Other approaches using artifact-centric [5] and declarative
(DCR Graphs) [12] process specifications range on the same level of detail.

The main trade-off in blockchain-based BPM seems to concern the bal-
ance between off-chain and on-chain components. While the aforementioned
approaches assume a situation where the choreography model is created and
3 https://www.tradelens.com/, accessed 2019-12-04.

https://www.tradelens.com/
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managed entirely outside the scope of the blockchain, for example, there are
others which make much more radical changes. Klinger and Bodendorf [7] add
further blockchain mechanisms to their blockchain-based collaboration execu-
tion architecture, e.g., a voting contract to democratize instance deployments
[7]. Sturm et al. [14] do not only relay the execution engine to the block-
chain, but also the process modeling tools themselves [14]. Participants collabo-
rate building a model on-chain using a smart contract providing simple change
operations.

With Caterpillar, López-Pintado et al. [11] provide the most complete vision
of a blockchain-based BPMS to date [11]. They discuss several aspects of tradi-
tional BPMS architecture in face of blockchain technology, and move the entire
execution engine to the blockchain. We further discuss Caterpillar’s architecture
as a baseline for our work in Sect. 3.1.

The approaches at blockchain-based process and choreography execution pre-
sented above share a significant restriction: they are conceptually limited to
single-blockchain environments, and their architecture can not easily be adapted
to fit a multi-chain environment. This circumstance poses a gap in research, and
there are major challenges for the architecture of multi-chain BPMSs.

2.3 Goals and Requirements

In this paper, we will explore the limitations in current blockchain-based BPMSs
and provide a more global view on the future architecture of such systems in
light of multi-chain environments. We focus on two specific research questions:

(RQ1) How can a BPMS architecture embedded in multi-chain environments
be structured? We investigate which components make up a typical BPMS, and
how they can be distributed to on-chain and off-chain mechanisms in the block-
chain context. Data security is an important factor, in that organizations should
be able to use permissioned/consortium blockchains to control the spread of
their business knowledge, and that sensitive information may stay local.

(RQ2) How can crucial system properties be maintained in a multi-chain
BPMS architecture? In this context, we place special emphasis on flexibility
in that various different blockchains can be managed at the same time without
requiring to maintain entirely separate systems. A further goal is interoperability,
in that choreographies can make use of multiple blockchains simultaneously. In
Fig. 1, for example, the choreography is distributed along three blockchains.

Note that it is not the goal of the paper to solve the inherent problems
associated with actual realizations of cross-chain communication. While methods
like atomic swaps, relays or merged consensus are being developed to allow
blockchains to interact with each other, they are—like blockchains themselves—
still in their infancy. Our architecture should, however, not prohibit future use
of such protocols, but rather reflect their eventual operation in practice.
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3 Architecture of Blockchain-Based BPMSs

In practice, most BPMSs rely on one central assumption: that all process
instances are executed on a single platform within the confines of one organiza-
tion [3, Ch. 9.1.2]. This is not necessarily the case anymore with blockchain-based
choreographies [10]. In this section, we will first discuss the state-of-the-art in
blockchain-based BPMS architecture by introducing the single-chain architec-
ture of the Caterpillar framework [11]. We will then generalize and develop a
new architecture which is able to deal with multi-chain environments natively.

3.1 State-of-the-Art Architecture

Figure 2 shows an adapted overview of Caterpillar’s architecture [11]. Note that
we abstracted from the full architecture provided in the publication to only
include relevant elements, omitting some components tied to the concrete tech-
nology used. We also relabeled some components to equivalent terms in our archi-
tecture for comparability, e.g., “Modeling Panel” to “Process Modeling Tool”.

Fig. 2. Architecture of Caterpillar (adapted from López-Pintado et al. [11])

Caterpillar moves the execution engine of the traditional BPMS architecture
to the blockchain, specifically Ethereum [17]. The execution engine is the central
part of most BPMSs and handles the execution of processes, keeps track of
instances, distributes tasks to worklist handlers, and manages correlated data [3].

In the architecture, this arrangement is represented by the respective com-
ponents on the Ethereum blockchain—i.e., all components in the lower on-chain
half of the figure. Each component is realized by one or more purpose-built
smart contracts. The runtime registry keeps track of running instances. Using
different interface methods, instances can be created, registered, and interlinked.
Thus, there is an on-chain record of instances and their relationship. The work-
list handler is the entry point to choreography instances, which are enforced via
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smart contracts generated off-chain within a code generator. The worklist han-
dler queries these instances to find enabled tasks, which can then be executed
within transactions to advance the choreography state.

Additional data is stored in two places. The process model repository is used
to persist process models and is moved to distributed storage solutions such as
InterPlanetary File System (IPFS). Ethereum’s transaction/event log is utilized
for logging purposes, both through its inherent ledger containing all past trans-
actions and through custom logging of events in the smart contract logic. Since
each task of the choreography instance is executed in the scope of some transac-
tion, the entire execution can be reconstructed from the logs. Due to this, logs
also benefit from the blockchain’s inherent properties, namely (i) immutability,
ensuring that logs cannot be forged, (ii) non-repudiation, making it impossi-
ble for participants to deny their actions, and (iii) transparency, allowing each
participant to monitor the entire choreography execution.

Lastly, there are two further components. A process modeling tool allows the
creation of process models within a web-based modeling framework. Administra-
tion and monitoring tools can be used to keep track of instances, and configure
certain parameters for new and existing contracts.

An obvious distinction that will also be relevant in the generalized architec-
ture later on is that between on-chain and off-chain components, as indicated
by the dotted horizontal line in Fig. 2. Off-chain components are mostly local to
a single organization, or possibly shared via some other mechanism than block-
chain. This gives organizations more control over these specific components. A
component is susceptible to an off-chain placement if it contains sensible business
knowledge, or does not benefit from the blockchain’s inherent properties.

3.2 Multi-chain Architecture

The state-of-the-art architecture as presented in the previous section includes
relevant blockchain aspects, but lacks provisions for multi-chain landscapes. In
this section, we fill this gap by proposing a new general architecture for BPMSs
that incorporates multi-chain environments as an integral part of its design.

Figure 3 shows an overview of our architecture. There are several signifi-
cant changes to the architecture introduced previously. These include (i) moving
components from the blockchain back into the off-chain part of the BPMS, (ii)
generalizing from one concrete blockchain technology to multi-chain adapters,
and (iii) rearranging the process model and instance repositories.

On-Chain and Off-Chain Components. While the first major change of
pulling components back from the blockchain may appear counter-intuitive, it
is a direct consequence of multi-chain environments. The previous architecture
assumes a situation in which each choreography instance resides on the Ethe-
reum blockchain. Thus, the runtime registry, being an Ethereum smart contract
itself, can keep track of all instances. This is not true anymore in multi-chain
environments. The runtime registry needs to keep track of instances on several
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Fig. 3. Multi-chain BPMS architecture

blockchains in the simplest case, and even instances that are spread across multi-
ple blockchains themselves. As a consequence, the worklist handler and runtime
registry cannot be placed on-chain anymore, since the blockchain’s closed-world
nature limits the global perspective needed.

Rather, the worklist handler becomes part of each organization’s local infras-
tructure, allowing an organization to autonomously decide on how to handle their
worklist without disclosing internal operational details. The runtime registry is
moved to a newly introduced instance repository, which allows for a more secure
handling and interlinking of instances between organizations, which is discussed
in more detail below.

Blockchain Interface. Because blockchains exhibit fundamental conceptual
and technical differences, they need specific wrappers so other BPMS compo-
nents have a common interface to interact with. To this end, we use the adapter
pattern to generalize from Ethereum to arbitrary blockchains. An adapter, for
example, contains a code generator which transforms a process model into a valid
smart contract specification for that particular blockchain—e.g., a Solidity smart
contract for Ethereum, or a Michelson smart contract for Tezos. The adapter is
aware of its blockchain’s concrete interfaces and knows how to access and mon-
itor smart contracts. Thus, the worklist handler queries different adapters for
changes in instances and resource management can proceed locally.

Adapters also have to care for including proper provisions to make smart
contracts tractable, i.e., by adding logging, update, and migration mechanisms
which can then be used by the administration and monitoring tools. Since
blockchains differ heavily in their smart contract models, especially concerning
immutability, these issues can not be solved at a higher level of the architecture.
We also anticipate that adapters may need to interact and synchronize with
other adapters, which they can do via the same interface the other components
use.
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Instance and Model Repositories. One inherent difficulty in choreography
enforcement is the initial deployment and successive sharing of a process instance
and its model. In essence, one or several participants in a process need to create
an instance and then share appropriate correlation and identification information
with the others. In practice, this could mean sharing an address to a deployed
smart contract, or even have an on-chain voting system [7].

Since this issue is not directly part of the architecture itself, but more of
a protocol issue, we decided not to specifically include different provisions for
it. Instead, we envision two general components, a process model repository as
well as an instance repository. These can be located within the organization,
e.g., if models are especially sensitive, or shared using technologies like IPFS as
Caterpillar suggests. In any case, concrete realizations of the architecture could
implement different solutions through on-chain or off-chain channels. Mantichor,
which we will present later in Sect. 4, is an example of a realization employing
an off-chain negotiation and deployment system.

4 Prototypical Implementation

The goal of this paper is to not only have a conceptual architectural under-
standing of multi-chain BPMSs, but to also evaluate their feasibility. To this
end, we are currently developing Mantichor, an open-source, web-based realiza-
tion of our architecture. The entire source code of Mantichor is available online
on GitHub4. In this section, we will introduce the current state of Mantichor and
how it relates to the conceptual considerations devised in the previous sections.

4.1 Components

Mantichor’s basic design is strongly centered around the general multi-chain
architecture described in Sect. 3.2. In particular, we implemented four compo-
nents: (i) a frontend bundles process modeling tool, worklist handler, as well as
administration and modeling tools, (ii) a share server implements a basic pro-
cess model and instance repository, and (iii) a Tezos5 and (iv) a R36 adapter
provide access to one blockchain, respectively.

Frontend. The frontend is based on current web frameworks that run in mod-
ern web browsers. It enables process experts to create choreography models
and provides interfaces to track and interact with process instances—i.e., smart
contracts—via the adapters. We decided to use (BPMN) 2.0 choreography dia-
grams as the underlying modeling formalism, which have been shown to provide
adequate conceptual support for important aspects of blockchain-based smart
contracts [10,16]. The frontend uses blockchain adapters that handle code gen-
eration and smart contract instantiation to deploy these models on the respective
blockchain.
4 https://github.com/bptlab, accessed 2019-12-04.
5 https://tezos.com/, accessed 2019-11-26.
6 https://www.r3.com/, accessed 2019-11-26.

https://github.com/bptlab
https://tezos.com/
https://www.r3.com/
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Share Server. The share server implements both the process model as well as
instance repository using a simple server connected to a database. Participants
can upload process models or instance data, and share these using an automati-
cally generated key. Our main requirement in designing the share server was not
data security or access management, but rapid exchange of models and instance
metadata between participants for testing. As such, it should not be seen as a
general recommendation for practical uses.

Adapters. One of the central challenges of developing against several block-
chains is the need for a single interface in spite of the considerable differences in
features and architectures. These differences should be hidden to the frontend,
which is supposed to have a unified view on the chains.

Table 1. Excerpt of the adapter interface

Verb URI/description

POST /choreographies deploy a new choreography instance

GET /choreographies/{choreographyId}/tasks

query the set of enabled tasks in the given choreography instance

POST /choreographies/{choreographyId}/tasks/execute

execute a task in the given choreography instance

Table 1 shows an excerpt of the interface functions we decided on for our
specific use-case. As this specification illustrates, the adapters provide a uni-
fied interface to deploy choreography diagrams, check currently enabled tasks
of instances, and execute tasks within an instance. Each adapter acts as a full-
node for the respective blockchain. To deploy a diagram, the adapter converts
it into smart contract code and instantiates a smart contract on the respective
blockchain. Runtime monitoring capabilities are implemented on a per-adapter
basis since each blockchain implementation works differently. Some may require
standardized functions built into every process instance’s smart contracts, while
others may provide native concepts for state-machine like contracts.

4.2 Case Study

While Mantichor in its current state is not mature enough to properly support
the supply chain use case introduced in Sect. 2.1, it is easy to visualize the desired
end goal. Figure 4 shows how a possible future version of Mantichor could realize
the entire choreography across multiple blockchains and organizations.

The four organizations each run Mantichor locally, using their individual
sets of adapters connected to concrete blockchain deployments. In this case,
these include Hyperledger Fabric for the Australian National Blockchain and
KSI for the Estonian National Blockchain—both already in use by the respec-
tive country—, and Tezos as an example for a third blockchain used by the ship-
ping consortium. The choreography is split along the blockchains in three smart
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Fig. 4. Mantichor in practice with several adapters connecting to multiple blockchains

contracts SC1, SC2, and SC3, which as a union enforce the entire choreogra-
phy. Using cross-chain channels, either realized directly between the blockchains
or through mediator capabilities within Mantichor, the fragments interact and
exchange enforcement and runtime data. Each organization has a view on the
choreography where relevant, e.g., the ATO can monitor tax-related issues on
the Australian National Blockchain, but does not access the Estonian National
Blockchain.

5 Discussion and Challenges

The architecture proposed in this paper was primarily guided by our initial
research questions (see Sect. 2.3). We were able to partially answer them, in that
(RQ1) our architecture proposes a structure for embedding BPMSs in multi-
chain environments, allowing organizations to make use of purpose-built block-
chains for security-relevant scenarios, and (RQ2) our prototypical implementa-
tion shows that blockchains can be connected via flexible adapters which are
able to mediate between different blockchains. While we thus present an initial
step towards a multi-chain BPMS, we do not solve all of the issues in the area.

Data Security and Privacy. Not only do organizations in a choreography own
a wealth of business knowledge which needs to be protected, the content and
nature of interactions themselves may be subject to data security and privacy
considerations. These considerations were of special concern in our first research
question and heavily influenced the design of our architecture:

For one, the architecture enables organizations to use a wide array of block-
chains, which can be fine-tuned to different levels of confidentiality and risk
tolerance [2]. While the concrete realization of data security measures is still the
responsibility of the organizations themselves, they are empowered to make use
of the whole spectrum of available technology. Secondly, there are further data
artifacts that are not necessarily stored directly on any chain, notably the pro-
cess model and instance repositories. While the architecture does not prescribe
it, these repositories can and should be protected by various means, e.g., using
an IPFS storing encrypted data which only relevant organizations can access.
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Yet, there are certainly still challenges regarding data security and privacy.
On an implementation level, the required technology has not been fully imple-
mented yet. On a modeling level, standards like BPMN do not provide adequate
modeling support to specify choreographies with added data protection. There
are first works towards understanding and specifying those constraints [8], how-
ever, which will be of interest in the future.

Cross-Chain Communication. In our second research question we referred
to support for interoperability between blockchain technologies as a core issue:
In our running example discussed previously (see Fig. 4), an instance of one
choreography actually spans multiple smart contracts SC1, SC2, and SC3 on
three blockchains. For the choreography to be correctly enforced by the union
of all smart contracts, they need to communicate choreography data, but also
runtime information such as lifecycle states or tokens.

We accounted for this in several places: For one, adapters for different block-
chains can communicate among each other via a structured interface. Secondly,
several components were moved off-chain as compared to the baseline BPMS
architecture presented in Sect. 3.1 since they would otherwise be restricted to
the closed-world perspective of a single blockchain. Still, there are unsolved chal-
lenges on a technological as well as a conceptual level.

Cross-chain communication protocols are starting to emerge [6], but there are
currently no production-ready methods to transfer arbitrary data between block-
chains. Techniques like atomic swaps are becoming more usable, but will proba-
bly need additional on-chain features. Similarly, smart contract migration is an
issue. While early protocols can handle token transfer between blockchains, they
can not transfer whole smart contracts yet. Switching choreography instances
from one blockchain to another would thus be a non-trivial task to solve.

On a conceptual level, the area of choreography modeling was until now not
concerned with multi-chain scenarios as discussed in our example. Deploying one
choreography as a set of loosely coupled fragments across different implemen-
tation platforms poses new questions regarding enforceability and enactment,
which will require significant conceptual work.

6 Conclusion

Blockchain technology offers great potential for BPM, but comes with various
challenges for organizations aiming to introduce it into their BPMSs—especially
when dealing with multi-chain environments. In this paper, we approached these
challenges from a broader perspective and analyzed the core components of
state-of-the-art blockchain-based BPMSs before rearranging them in a multi-
chain choreography context. Core concepts of the resulting multi-chain BPMS
architecture were then evaluated via a prototypical implementation. While the
conceptual architecture and implementation are steps towards integrating multi-
chain environments into BPM, numerous open challenges remain. In future work,
we want to provide a more concrete architecture, as well as extend our imple-
mentation to show the full potential of multi-chain BPMSs.
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Abstract. Business process management (BPM) supports organiza-
tions with their operational procedures. Traditional BPM focuses on
structured processes but lacks support for flexible ones. Case manage-
ment addresses this gap. The fragment-based case management (fCM)
approach models processes as a set of repetitive, structured fragments.
At run-time fragments are instantiated and composed to realize flexi-
bility while data requirements synchronize their execution. So far, fCM
does not consider data-to-data associations or object-to-fragment bind-
ings. We investigate both by (i) extending fCM models and (ii) refining
the execution semantics. For evaluation, we present a formal model based
on colored Petri nets.

Keywords: Case management · Process modeling · Process
management · Process execution

1 Introduction

Business process management (BPM) provides organizations with methods and
tools to capture, enact, and analyze their processes [18]. Traditionally, BPM
focused on well-defined and highly structured workflows. However, the interest
broadened to model, execute, and analyze a wide range of processes spanning
from structured ones to ad-hoc ones. Case management describes approaches
that focus on knowledge-intensive processes [3,17].

The fragment-based case management (fCM) approach originates in the
observation that the work of knowledge workers can be divided into multiple
repetitive and structured fragments [8]. The knowledge workers execute and
combine these fragments based on their expertise and experience. Only data
requirements capture dependencies between fragments and enforce synchroniza-
tion during their execution.

Example 1: Physicians’ and nurses’ work depends highly on their training and
the patient they treat. Many of their tasks, however, are structured: during
diagnosis an X-ray can be performed requiring safety precautions, executing
the X-Ray, and analyzing the image. For treatment, surgery may be conducted
requiring the physicians to explain the risks to the patient, to apply a sedative,
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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to perform the surgery, and to have a follow-up examination [7]. Although some
activities are strictly ordered, traditional process models can be too restrictive
or too incomprehensible (when incorporating flexibility).

Example 2: An IoT system comprises a network of sensors and actuators.
Expert knowledge is encapsulated in the business logic that defines how events
are processed and how actuators act. Each node of the IoT system runs a frag-
ment of a bigger process. Data of sensors is enriched and shared leading to
synchronization between the distributively running fragments [4].

In data-centric case management approaches such as fCM, knowledge work-
ers create and consult data objects (i.e., the diagnosis of a patient’s disease
or a prescription). A single task may require multiple data objects of different
types, and there can be multiple objects of the same type. The knowledge work-
ers are responsible for selecting the right data-objects and correlating them: A
physician treats multiple patients. For a single patient, there might be multiple
diagnoses and corresponding treatments. The physician must match and corre-
late the treatment to the diagnosis and vice versa. However, the case history
often contains incidents of such correlations, which can be reused.

In this paper, we consider data associations in fCM and binding of data
objects to fragment instances. Therefore, we extend the fCM modeling language,
describe the adapted execution semantics, and evaluate our approach using col-
ored Petri nets as a formal model.

The next section provides more details on fCM models and their execution
semantics. In Sect. 3, we extend fCM on a model level and adapt the execution
semantics to handle data-to-data correlation and binding objects to fragments.
We evaluate our approach using colored Petri nets in Sect. 4. An overview of
related work is given in Sect. 5. We conclude our contribution in Sect. 6.

2 Fragment-Based Case Management

The work of knowledge workers requires flexibility. This means, that their pro-
cesses can have many variants, some of which are unknown at design-time [17].
In fCM, we model such processes as data-centric case models: fragments contain
activities, which require, create, and alter data objects. Knowledge workers can
run fragments and activities flexibly if all the requirements (data and control-
flow) are satisfied. In case the knowledge workers encounter situations unknown
at design-time, they can add new fragments at run-time. Eventually, a case
reaches a predefined goal state, and the knowledge workers can close the case.

2.1 fCM Case Models

An fCM case model describes the behavior that can be performed as well as
data that can be involved in a case. The data model describes the classes of data
objects and valid state transitions for each class. In fCM, there is always one
crucial class for each case—the case class. Each case has exactly one object of the
case class. Figure 1a depicts the classes for an insurance claim handling process:
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Fig. 1. Excerpt from the data model of an insurance handling process.

Fig. 2. Process fragments modeling a claim handling process at an insurance. A new
case starts when a claim is received (fragment FA). Objects with a states separated
by “|” can be in any of the specified states

claim, risk, report request, and report. The claim is the case class; there is no
claim handling case without a claim. For each class, the case model contains an
object life cycle defining the states and valid state transitions. Figure 1b depicts
the object life cycle for the object risk.

Activities operate on data objects. Fragments contain the activities and
define the variants of the process. In fCM, any fragment can be started as long
as the data requirements for its first activity are satisfied. This allows multiple
and concurrent executions of fragments. Figure 2 depicts the behavioral model
of handling an insurance claim: first, the case is opened and the risk is assessed
(FA). If the risk is low, the claim can be approved straight away (FB). Other-
wise, expert reports must be requested and created (FC). Fragment FC can run
multiple times sequentially and concurrently (as long as the data requirement
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of “request expert report” is satisfied). The claim’s risk can be reassessed in
respect to a report (FD). According to the object life cycle (cf. Fig. 1b), a high
risk remains high or becomes medium, and a medium one can be reassessed as
either low, high, or medium. If the new risk is low, the claim will be approved. If
the risk is medium, further reports must be considered (and can be requested).
If the risk is high, the knowledge workers may decide between rejecting it (FE)
or considering/requesting more reports. The case can be closed once the claim
is either rejected or approved (termination condition).

2.2 fCM Case Execution

The execution of a case is driven by knowledge workers and only constrained
through data and control-flow requirements. The start event produces and
instance of the case object claim in state received. Thus, only fragment FA
can be executed. However, during execution, new data objects are created and
existing ones are altered, which enables and disables activities and fragments.

Fig. 3. “Happy” path: a claim with low risk is approved directly. Data objects that are
connected to a control flow arc are created by the flow’s source and read by its target

Figure 3 depicts a simple example case. We use BPMN [14] activity, event,
and data object nodes to represent instances of the elements, respectively. The
claim is opened, and the risk is considered to be low, which leads to the approval
of the claim and the termination of the case. However, cases can be more
complex including multiple instances of fragments, activities, and data classes.
Figure 4 depicts another case. The risk is considered medium and two reports
are requested. After the first report is created, the claim is reassessed, and the
risk becomes high. The claim is rejected and the case is closed.

The second case (Fig. 4) contains two instances of fragment FC, fc1 and fc2.
While instance fc1 completes, “create expert report” of fc2 is never executed.
Furthermore, the instances run concurrently: first, two reports are requested
and respective report request objects report request1/2 are created. The activity
instance create expert report1 follows as part of fragment instance fc1. However,
it consumes report request2, which was created in fc2. Furthermore, the knowl-
edge workers considered report request1 and report1 during the rejection: the
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Fig. 4. A claim has a medium risk. After requesting two and considering one report
the claim is reassessed as high and rejected

fragment and object instances mixed. It is the responsibility of the knowledge
workers to avoid such situations. In the remainder, we show that this situation
can be prevented automatically by adding associations between data objects and
binding objects to fragment instances.

3 Design and Run-Time Support for Data Correlation

By nature, case management empowers knowledge workers by handing them
responsibilities. One of the challenges is balancing between the degree of flex-
ibility and the number of responsibilities. In fCM, the system orders activities
within a fragment instance and enables tasks based on their requirements. How-
ever, the knowledge workers have to track associations among objects and use
data in each fragment instance consistently. We extend fCM case models and
their semantics so that the system enforces consistent data usage. To this end,
we add data associations and bind objects to fragment instances.

3.1 Binding Object

During a case, multiple fragment instances can run concurrently. Knowledge
workers can switch back and forth between them. Each fragment instance
involves at least one but potentially many activity instances. Whenever knowl-
edge workers start an activity, they can choose from all combinations of data
objects that satisfy the activity’s data requirements. By binding data objects to
fragment instances, we limit these options.

Each fragment instance can involve a set of data objects, each of a specific
type. In the example from Fig. 2, an instance of FC requires a claim, a risk, a
report request, and a report. They are like free variables. While the knowledge
workers execute the fragment instance, they choose from the objects that satisfy
the requirements: when the workers execute an activity, we bind the involved
objects, which are read or written, to the fragment instance. If the instance
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requires an object of the same type in the future, the knowledge worker must
use the same object.

In the insurance example, an instance of fragment FC creates a report request
object during “request expert report”. Using the binding, we assert that “cre-
ate expert report” reads the same report request object. This prevents traces
in which objects of different fragments mix (see Fig. 4). A run which respects
bindings is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. An instance of the example that binds data objects to fragment instances.
reassess claim1 can only access report request1 not report request2

3.2 Correlating Data Objects

The example case in Fig. 5 still contains undesirable behavior: activity instance
reassess claim1 reads report request2 and report1, although report1 is a
response to report request1. So far, fCM neglects relationships among data
objects. Naively two data objects are in a relationship if a single activity or
fragment instance involves both, but this is not always desirable. We explicitly
define possible relationships on the model level. Our extended fCM case model
describes additionally binary relationships among data classes (cf. Sect. 2.1).

Fig. 6. The data model of the example
extended with relationship types

Figure 6 depicts the data classes of
the insurance example including rela-
tionship types. The risk, as well as
every report request, is associated to
the claim. The report is only in a rela-
tionship with a report request. When
knowledge workers execute tasks, they
create data objects and instantiate the
corresponding relationships. Relation-
ships are created if

– an activity instance reads a data object of type A, creates an object of type
B, and the data model contains a relationship between A and B. Example:
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The activity “assess risk” reads an object of type claim and creates one of
type risk, and a corresponding relationship has been modeled (Fig. 6); thus,
the claim object and the newly created risk object are in a relationship.

– an activity creates an object of type A and an object of type B. Additionally,
a relationship between A and B is in the data model.

The relationships among objects are considered during execution. In the simplest
case, a single activity reads multiple data objects (i.e., “reassess claim” reads
a claim, a risk, a report request, and a report). If the corresponding types are
related in the data model (i.e., claim and risk, claim and report request, and
report request and report), only associated data objects will be consumed by this
activity. Figure 7 shows an example case. In contrast to Fig. 5, reassess claim1

does not mix report1 with report request2.

Fig. 7. An instance of the example respecting the binding of objects to fragments and
relationships between objects (see box correlated objects)

Furthermore, our approach considers relationships between objects read by
an activity and objects bound to the corresponding fragment instance. Let A
and B be two associated classes. If an activity 1 reads an object of type A it is
bound to the corresponding fragment instance. Assuming that activity 2 reads
an object of type B and succeeds 1 within the same fragment instance then our
approach requires that the objects are associated.

4 Evaluation

Our extensions enable an fCM system to enforce consistent data usage within
a case. In order to build such a system, precise execution semantics are neces-
sary. Formal execution semantics of fCM models have been defined in [9]. The
authors map fCM models to classical Petri nets. This approach is insufficient for
our extensions, since tokens are indistinguishable and incapable of representing
identities, correlations, and bindings.
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We extend the approach from [9] by mapping the execution semantics of the
refined case models to colored Petri nets (CPNs)1. CPNs are formal models that
support concurrency, typed data, as well as conditions and operations on data
[10]. A rich set of tooling (e.g., CPNtools [11]) exists to model, simulate, and
verify CPNs. To capture the semantics of refined fCM models, a mapping must

Fig. 8. Color sets for the insurance example

– distinguish between entities to represent different data objects, fragment
instances, and cases; and

– support structured types to represent the correlations among objects, and the
binding of objects to fragment instances.

CPNs support both. We can implement ν-transitions. A ν-transition produces
unique identifiers, which can be used to distinguish between different entities
[15]. Furthermore, places and tokens are typed. We can define tokens, that store
data objects (an identifier and a state), bindings (an identifier and references to
data objects), and correlations (two identifiers). Figure 8 depicts the color sets for
the example. We generalize the data objects into a single type DataObject. We
have a color set supporting correlations and one for each non-atomic fragment
representing the control flow and bindings. Each color set has an additional
attribute referencing the case. On an abstract level, the CPN formalization has
the same structure as the corresponding case model. Each activity is represented
by a transition. It consumes and produces tokens for each data object that is
read or created by the activity, respectively. If the activity has a successor or
a predecessor, it produces and/or consumes a token for the control flow. The
different fragments are only connected via data objects.

1 Complementary files (CPNtools file, images, and screencast) are available at https://
owncloud.hpi.de/s/asYhqMnBFp73wMc.

https://owncloud.hpi.de/s/asYhqMnBFp73wMc
https://owncloud.hpi.de/s/asYhqMnBFp73wMc
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Fig. 9. The top-level CPN represents the insurance example formally. Correlation,
binding and other details are hidden on this abstraction level. Each transition is a
placeholder for a sub-Petri net

Figure 9 depicts an abstract CPN representing the structure of the insurance
example. Places p0, p1, and p2 store control flow tokens representing fragment
instances (i.e., color sets CfFA and CfFC). Other places hold data objects corre-
sponding to their label. Each transition hides a complete sub-net. The transition
“new case” has no input places and represents the event “claim received”. In the
sub-nets, activities are mapped to transitions that consume and produce tokens
representing data objects, fragment instances (including bindings), and correla-
tions. Through guards and arc expressions, we assert bindings and correlations.

Figure 10 depicts two sub-nets Fig. 10a for the activity “request expert
report” and Fig. 10b for “create report”. The nets contain additional places
for correlations (i.e., request report stores correlations between report requests
and reports) and for counters, which are used to assign unique identifiers (e.g.,
count request holds the total number of report request objects). The activity
“request expert report” marks the beginning of the fragment FC. The respec-
tive transition creates a control flow token. The token’s attributes claim, risk,
and reportRequest are set to the ids of the involved objects (e.g., attribute claim
identifies the read claim). Attribute report has the value NULL since no report
object is bound. The places claim risk, request report, and claim request have the
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type Correlation. Any token that they hold references two objects (according
to the place’s label) and indicates a corresponding correlation.

Whenever an activity uses a data object, the transitions in the CPN consume
tokens according to the binding of objects to a fragment instance (only for frag-
ments with more than one activity) and update the binding if necessary. The
same holds for correlations. The transition “create report” consumes a control
flow token of type CfFC. It furthermore consumes the report request that is ref-
erenced by the control flow token. The transition produces a new report token
and a new token for the correlation of the report request and the report.

Fig. 10. Sub-Petri nets for the fragment FC. If an attribute’s value is assigned to
a variable with the same name (e.g, CfFC.claim = claim) we abbreviate it as the
name (e.g., {caseId, id = riskId, state} means {caseId = caseId, id = riskId, state =
state})

5 Related Work

Data plays an important role in business processes, and major modelling lan-
guages offer support for modelling their mutual relationship. The correlation of
data objects to one another and to process instances is an important aspect in
process choreographies. The WS-BPEL language supports property-based corre-
lation of activities in so called correlation sets [13]; analogously, BPMN describes
key-based correlation and context-aware correlation. The context-aware corre-
lation uses data objects and properties of the process instance to dynamically
correlate messages [14]. BPMN’s and WS-BEPL’s correlation mechanism for
inter-organizational processes are content-based, while our correlation mecha-
nism is action-based and used within a single case-model.

In business process modelling, a rich set of data-centric modeling languages
have been proposed. Steinau et al. provide a framework and an overview of data-
centric approaches in [16]. Out of the plethora of related work, we present some
representative approaches.
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Artifact-centric process models take a data-centric point of view: an artifact-
centric model contains a state-transition system for each artifact. The transitions
in different objects can depend on each other and be synchronized [5]. While
artifact-centric approaches are data-oriented, they focus neither on flexibility
per se nor on case-management.

Proclets are a Petri net-based notation for data-centric process models. Each
Proclet is a process describing a “case” from a single object’s point of view. The
Proclet system consists of multiple proclets (for different objects) that exchange
messages through channels [2]. Similar to fCM, Proclets support multiple objects
of the same type and can express dependencies between objects [6]. While Pro-
clets can define relationships between data more precisely than fCM, they break
with the traditional notion of a case. In contrast to fCM, Proclets address data-
driven processes instead of knowledge-driven and ad hoc ones.

Object centric behavioral constraints (OCBC) is another approach towards
flexible and data-centric processes. OCBC is based on the observation, that
real-world event logs do not always support a traditional notion of a process
instance or case. The execution of activities depends on the available data as
well as past activities. OCBC models define a data model (with associations
and cardinalities) as well as constraints among activities. The data model and
the behavioral model are connected: constraints between activities are quantified
over data, and cardinality constraints between activities and relationships can be
modeled. OCBC’s main application area is process mining [1]. It is well suited to
describe even complex event logs. In contrast to OCBC, fCM sustains a notion
of a case as well as control flow. Also, fCM has mainly been used for process
modeling, analysis, and execution and OCBC for process mining.

While many approaches address data-centric and flexible processes, fCM
takes a unique standpoint. By splitting knowledge-driven processes into smaller
repetitive fragments that share a common set of data objects, fCM captures
multi-variant processes compactly [12].

6 Conclusion

BPM offers methods for use-cases ranging from the elicitation to the enactment
and to the analysis of business processes. Case management approaches comprise
such methods for flexible knowledge-driven processes. The fragment-based case
management approach (fCM) captures multi-variant processes as a set of smaller
process fragments that operate on a shared set of data objects. We extended fCM
to support data-to-data relationships and object-to-fragment bindings.

Our extension to fCM case models captures relationship types between data
classes and binds objects to fragments for consistent data usage. The adapted
execution semantics allows managing data relationships through an automated
system rather than manually by knowledge workers. Furthermore, we formalized
the semantics of an extended case model using colored Petri nets. The formal-
ization can be the foundation for verification and further implementation.
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Abstract. The success of online shopping combined with the conve-
nience of home delivery leads to massive congestion in cities. CEP
(Courier-Express-Parcels) service provider have increasing cost and ser-
vice pressure, especially in the last mile parcel delivery. Therefore, we
propose a process-based white-label last mile delivery platform as a smart
city approach to counter congestion. It allows the consolidation of parcels
on the last mile, considers customer preferences, and gives local carriers
access to the parcel market. This platform is conceptualized based on
insights from interviews and workshops with experts. Experiences from
a pilot study are discussed.

Keywords: Inter-organizational process · Parcel delivery · Last mile
logistics · Conceptual architecture · Smart cities

1 Introduction

An increasing revenue of e-commerce and the inherent increase of parcels being
delivered can be recognized during recent years. This trend will continue resulting
in an accelerated growth in the e-commerce sector and a forecast of the growth
from 1.3 trillion global revenue per year in 2017 up to 2.1 trillion in 2022 is made
[18]. Courier-express-parcel logistics service providers (CEP) are specialized in
delivering those parcel ordered via the internet to the buyer. In general, the
processes of big CEP, such as DHL or UPS, are highly optimized and integrated.
One exception are the processes on the last mile (i.e., transportation from the
final hub to the final receiver). Especially in the B2C business, the final recipient
is a factor of uncertainty which results in a low drop rate, meaning parcels are not
being delivered successfully on the first try. Instead, a second or third attempt
is needed, or the parcels are being temporarily stored in a depot to be picked up

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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by the receiver itself. The net of those depots is usually not very dense split up
between the different CEP. This low drop rate leads to higher costs –up to 28
% of the total delivery costs [16]– and inefficiencies for the CEP, and a higher
traffic in cities with have the negative effects, such as noise, air pollution, traffic
jams etc.

Thus, the last mile delivery is one of the main points of interest in the context
of smart cities. As the big players of CEP rely on the fact that their parcels
are only to be handled by the CEPs’ proprietary systems and infrastructure,
one promising proposed solution is a white label approach,1 using standards
such as the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) of GS1 [7]. If infrastructure
and transport capacity could be shared with other CEP or even smaller CEP
(denoted as ‘local carriers’ in this paper) or the crowd [12] due to such a white
label approach, the last mile could be run more flexible and with higher efficiency,
e.g. by shared depots (denoted as ‘micro depots’ in this paper) more widespread
throughout the city or specialized local carriers enabling customer-oriented time
slot delivery.

In order to establish such a white label approach and enable the afore-
mentioned benefits of flexible collaboration of different stakeholders, the inter-
organizational information and communication as well as flexible processes and
services have to be ensured [13]. The technical challenge can be solved by a plat-
form approach to flexibly connect all stakeholders, i.e. carriers, micro depots,
couriers, and receivers, in order to deliver smart services based on flexible busi-
ness process management [1]. The developed platform (1) allows the consolida-
tion of parcels to be handled, operated and delivered by different CEP on the
last mile, (2) considers dynamic receiver’s preferences, and (3) involves local car-
riers, usually more efficient in their neighbourhoods, and the concept of crowd
logistics. Summarizing the contribution of this paper is a conceptual architecture
for a smart service platform that enables internal (composition of processes) as
well as external (connection to different and changing stakeholders) flexibility in
order to enable customer-oriented and less traffic-oriented last mile logistics.

The Design Science Research approach in accordance to [9] is applied to cre-
ate the conceptual architecture of such a smart service platform. The artifact is
created with a prototyping method [10] and evaluated with the Framework for
Evaluation in Design Science Research (FEDS) [20] in a first pilot study. Lead by
a Design Science Research approach [6,9] the paper is structured as follows: in
the first section the general problem and solution context are introduced as well
as the methodological framework. Section 2 summarizes the status quo and the
challenges of the current parcel delivery process, especially in Germany. Section 3
briefly introduces last mile solutions of the related work. Then, Sect. 4 presents
the details of the developed artifact and shows the sub-systems of the archi-
tecture as well as their interrelations and connections. Afterwards, the artifact
is evaluated by a pilot study and lessons learnt presented in Sect. 5. Section 6
concludes the findings and gives an outlook on future research directions.

1 http://smile-project.de/.

http://smile-project.de/
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2 Current Parcel Delivery Process and Its Challenges

In this section, we present the current parcel delivery process in general and
its current challenges, especially on the last mile of the delivery. In addition
to the analysis of literature, interviews with experts from the CEP industry
and related fields were conducted. Further, a survey2 among receivers with an
online-questionnaire was conducted with 318 participants.

2.1 Current Parcel Delivery Process

The process with its main actors and the messages exchanged between them is
visualized in Fig. 1 as a BPMN collaboration diagram. When a sender prepares
a parcel for sending ordered items to its customer, first, a CEP is selected and
then the information about the parcel (e.g. size, weight) and the recipient (e.g.
name, address) are provided. Then, the parcel is given to the CEP service. The
CEP service tags this parcel with a proprietary ID and encrypted information
about the sender and receiver.

Fig. 1. Current parcel delivery process

In the next step, the CEP transports the parcel consolidated with other
parcels of the same main direction to a hub close to the receiver. The distance
from this hub to the receiver comprises the last mile where the CEP service
provider brings the parcel from the hub directly to the address of the receiver.

However, receiver are often not at home during the standard (not-customized)
delivery time windows, resulting in a failed delivery. Recently some CEP service
providers try to increase their success rate in the first-attempt-delivery with
different means e.g. private parcel box or a (static) preferred location, if the
receiver has given an approval. But usually if the home delivery is not possible,
then the parcel is dropped at a selected place by the CEP as near as possible
to the receiver, e.g., in a post office, at a neighbor’s apartment, or at other
drop-off places such as, a public parcel box like DHL Packstation, parcel services
2 http://smile-project.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GS1 SMile Broschuere.pdf.

http://smile-project.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GS1_SMile_Broschuere.pdf
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integrated in a retail location. For this drop-off, each CEP has its own proprietary
infrastructure. To save time and money the CEP service tries to drop all their
parcels off at once, which in turn may lift the goal of choosing a place as near
as possible to the customer. In order to enable the customer to get the parcel,
the receiver is notified about the drop-off place. The receiver is then expected
to visit this place and get the parcel. In addition, the receiver is bound to the
opening hours of the drop-off places or the presence of the neighbor.

2.2 Challenges and Requirements

The following challenges arise from the current parcel delivery process for the
CEP service providers, for the receivers, and for the communities:

High cost pressure for the parcel delivery: Home delivery is currently considered
and advertised as a free service for customers. This leads to the CEP service
provider optimizing the delivery process as much as possible to reduce its cost.
However, as receivers are usually not available during the day, because they
are working, parcels can often not be delivered on the first try. Thus, the CEP
needs to either start a new delivery attempt, or find an alternative drop-off
place, which results in multiple additional process steps and thus, increases the
cost of the last mile.

Proprietary infrastructure of CEP: In order to stay competitive, CEP use mul-
tiple techniques (e.g., using proprietary parcel IDs and parcel information) to
protect their volume. This leads to a high amount of redundancy. Each CEP
manages, operates and maintains its own physical and informational infrastruc-
ture. In case that several parcels for one recipient are sent via different CEP
services, they might end up at different drop-off locations, e.g. parcel 1 at the
post office and parcel 2 at a neighbor. Thus, a high effort for the recipient to
get all the shipments.

No service diversification in parcel delivery: No matter who is ordering in the
process, each customer is handled the same. This is also observed to a greater
extend independently of what kind of goods the order is containing. However,
this leads to missed opportunities in customer satisfaction as, based on the
combination of customer and good, different requirements of the receiver are
expected to be met.

No consumer involvement during parcel delivery: As the success of a delivery
is highly dependent on the availability of the receiver, CEP services miss the
opportunity to actually involve the receiver for better results. Some ideas exist
(e.g. personal drop-off places, time window selection, etc.) but they are not yet
fully employed by CEP. Especially with the digitalization all necessary informa-
tion are easily collectable, and thus it’s possible to improve the flexibility and
success of parcel delivery, enabling a service-oriented perspective involving the
customer and/or its information as an important stakeholder for value creation.
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Increased traffic and ecological consequences: As parcels from different CEP ser-
vice provider are not consolidated on the last mile the cities have to face more
and more problems due to an increased traffic from CEP trucks and parcel
delivery vans of various companies serving the same location at the same time.
Additionally with multiple attempts for the drop-off of a parcel, the communi-
ties and cities are facing an unnecessary CO2-emission.

3 Last Mile Solutions in the Related Work

An overview on last mile solutions based on a literature survey is provided by
Ranieri et al. [16]. In research, the problem solution of last mile logistics can
be broadly summarized in two categories. The first category describes physical
systems and infrastructures of the last mile, such as discussing different forms
and locations of transshipment areas [4]. This will in turn lead to a reduced
traffic between the depot and remote areas of distribution. Another solution
is a modular box system in order to increase drop rate on the first attempt.
Even though, an improved infrastructure can tremendously improve the situation
by making every first drop attempt successful, this kind of infrastructure with
modular parcel boxes is very expensive. Nevertheless, this approach shows the
effectiveness of a dense net of drop locations. The idea of urban consolidation
centers (UCC) is picked up by [8]. The UCC could be operated by governments’
initiatives [14] or company alliances, and function as a cross docking point for
re-ordering shipments provider-independent concerning destination area. The
authors tried to optimize the profit of the UCCs by auction mechanism.

The second category focuses more on an advanced matching and synchro-
nization of existing resources based on an increased flow of information. Liakos
and Delis [11] propose a freight-pooling service in order to reduce traffic and
increase occupancy rates. Petrovic et al. [15] suggest an advanced interactive
end-to-end communication between service providers and customers in order to
increase delivery quality. They also emphasize the need of integrating the infor-
mation of all stakeholders, i.e. senders and recipients. Further, they interestingly
outline a shift from location-oriented to person-oriented services in the last mile
sector. Similarly, the paper [17] raises questions for future development effort.
This comprises collaboration of multiple stakeholders (such as shippers, CEP,
and customers) via a common platform, as well as the demand for a common
framework and possibilities of visualization and real time data availability. Suh
et al. [19] demonstrate the feasibility and increased efficiency of an intelligent last
mile approach enabled by a mobile ICT platform providing real-time communi-
cation and thus an enhanced transparency. The authors state a main challenge is
the amount and distribution of central pickup locations. Further research direc-
tions comprise the creation of individual receivers’ networks in order to increase
efficiency of the crowd approach as well as the integration of alternative trans-
portation technologies. Approaches of mobile crowd sourcing are related to the
topic of sustainable last mile logistics, e.g. see [21] or the participation of citizens
in an urban context of smart cities in [2] and [3].
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The result of the related work analysis shows several important points and
challenges when tackling problems of the last mile logistics field. On the one
hand, there is a need for improvement of the physical infrastructure, in terms of
a dense net of hubs for pick-ups that are carrier-independent. On the other hand,
there are several points to increase the efficiency in the use of existing resources
by advanced information systems for a higher transparency. This comprises a
collaborative approach with the pooling of resources as well as the integration
of information and collaboration of several stakeholders. This can be realized
via a platform that is ideally operated by an independent third party to avoid
discrimination – a white-label platform. Especially, the integration of the crowd
and flexible recipients’ networks will foster sustainability and acceptance.

4 Design of a White-Label Last Mile Delivery Platform

In this section, we introduce our concept, combining existing ideas in one smart
city approach, to improve the last mile with a white-label last mile delivery
platform, which has the following goals:

• Provide a white-label pick-up infrastructure, from which receivers can select
their desired place for delivery

• Provide a diversed customer-oriented last mile service portfolio from self-pick
up to an individual home delivery

• Provide local carriers an access to the parcel market using a standard for
parcel identification. Thus enabling the matching of receiver’s demand and
carrier’s offers.

The conceptual architecture of the platform was developed in several work-
shops with experts in different domains of the concept. The experts had back-
ground in the following domains: 1) standards and technologies in the CEP
and sender market, 2) last mile logistics, 3) information technology in logistics,
4) tracking and tracing technology, and 4)business process-oriented technology.
Additionally, we conducted a focus group discussion in which 15 CEP experts3

of different sizes participated. Based on the results of this focus group discussion,
we improved and adapted the concept.

In the first part of this section, the adapted delivery process with an improved
last mile solution is described. Afterwards the conceptual architecture of the
white-label last mile delivery platform is presented.

4.1 Improved Last Mile Delivery Process

The idea of our last mile delivery platform is that the customer can select a
white-label pick-up place that is the most convenient for him/her. A pick-up
place can be any place that can offer storage of parcels, for example, a regular

3 They were invited from the German Federal Association of Courier-Express-Post
(BdKEP) https://bdkep.de/.

https://bdkep.de/
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visited fitness studio, a bakery, a retail shop, or even a private person that has
the benefit of being available during the normal operating times of the CEP
service providers. This pick-up place is white-label because it is not related to
any specific CEP service provider in contrast to the general parcel-shops. Each
receiver will choose his/her own desired pick-up depending on his/her trust in a
place and the convenience to reach this place.

As visualized in Fig. 2, during the checkout of an order, the receiver will then
substitute their own address with the address of the pick-up place combined
with a user-identifying id. Then, after the sender has given the parcel to the
CEP service provider, it will be delivered directly to the desired pick-up place
in the first try as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Innovated parcel delivery process with a white-label last mile delivery platform.

Two advantages arise for the receiver from this: (1) The receiver can get
the parcels any time in the open hours of the pick-up place, and (2) even, if the
customer is expecting parcels from different companies, they will be consolidated
at one pick-up place. Further, it reduces the failed delivery attempts of the CEP
service providers.

As soon as the parcel arrives at the pick-up place, the customer has full
control on how and when the parcel will be delivered to him/her. The parcel
can be obtained by different means to the receiver. In the moment, we see the
following three alternatives:

1. Customer pick-up the parcel on their own
2. Customer shares the parcel and allows another person to bring the parcel
3. Customer orders a local carrier to bring the parcel in a desired time frame

In Fig. 2 and more visually in Fig. 3, the third option is shown. After the
parcel has arrived at the pick-up place, the receiver gets an offer for a possible
home delivery at a time complying to the preferences of the customer. These
time preferences are requested from the receiver by the platform beforehand. If
he/she accepts the offer, a local carrier will deliver the parcel to the receiver.
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Our online survey of receivers has shown that they are willing to pay some fees
for the extra service of delivery at a desired time frame; in general 71% of the
study participants are willing to pay for more service with almost 40% of study
participants stating to at least pay 1 e. This number increases to 58% willing
to pay 1.99 e if they expect an important delivery.

Fig. 3. Delivery of a parcel from the initial order via a pick-up place, finally delivered
according to the receiver’s preferences at a desired time.

On the other hand, the focus group has shown that local carriers, such as
bike couriers working mainly in the B2B business today, are willing to take extra
tours with parcels to consumers, if such a tour met their price conditions. It is
the goal to involve these local carriers with their price conditions for a certain
area in the process. The more parcels involved in a tour, the better the prices
for the receivers. How exactly the local carriers are involved is further explained
in the next subsection.

Still, when the receiver does not accept the offer, he/she has the flexibility
to collect the parcel him/herself or to share it with a friend who will collect it
then or just decide on a new time and place for future delivery. After having
introduced the new last mile process connecting receivers and local carriers of
a community, the next subsection introduces the conceptual architecture of the
platform.

4.2 Last Mile Delivery Platform

A conceptual architecture of the envisioned last mile delivery platform is shown
in Fig. 4. The platform will provide three user interfaces (UIs) to the different
actors on the last mile, the receivers, the pick-places, and the local carriers:

• Receiver UI: Receivers can use the UI to enter a profile, to select a pick-up
place, to find friends, whom they ask for taking a parcel with them, and to
set time preferences, if a time delivery is preferred.
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• Pick-up Place UI: Pick-up places can use the UI to create a profile with
opening hours, to enter newly arrived parcels, and to verify the hand-over of
a parcel to the receiver/friend/local carrier

• Local Carrier UI: Local carriers can use the UI to create profiles including
their possible load, availability and their area of acting via postal codes, as
well as their stop prices and prices per distance. Further, they can get their
(pre-optimized) tours, and are guided through the tour. With a successful
tour completion, the payment is also triggered via this UI.

Fig. 4. Conceptual architecture of the last mile delivery platform

The last mile delivery platform in the middle between the UIs coordinates the
communication between the different actors, distributes relevant information,
and synchronizes the inter-organizational last mile delivery process. All three
interfaces will communicate over an event processing [5] component with the core
platform to react flexibly on events by the UIs and to distribute important events,
such as the arrival of a parcel. In addition to the event processing component,
the last mile delivery platform consists of three other internal components: a
process-oriented component, an optimizer, and a data analytics component. All
parcel-relevant information are stored in an internal database. The components
are further explained in the following:

Process-oriented component. As soon as a parcel arrives in a pick-up place, the
coordination and monitoring of the parcel is started in the last mile delivery
platform. The process-oriented component is responsible that a receiver gets
an offer for a delivery at the desired time, if a carrier is available in the deliv-
ery area. If the offer is not accepted, the component guides the self-pick-up or
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the sharing with friends. The goal is here to use a process model-driven imple-
mentation, which starts from a graphical representation of the delivery process.
Verification techniques can be also used to check that the process is correctly
implemented. During the process execution, the process-oriented component
stores all relevant data in the internal data base which is used by the data
analytic and optimizer component.

Event processing. Collaborative business processes, such as the last mile deliv-
ery process, require elaborated communication and transparency between the
participants, which should be supported in an efficient manner by the platform.
In a situation, where several receivers are connected with different carriers and
pick-up places an asynchronous communication is the most suitable technique
(i.e., compared to a synchronous communication). In practice, asynchronous
communication is realized via sending and receiving relevant events. In a set-
ting, such as the parcel delivery, a high amount of events regarding the status
of the parcels has to be handled. Event processing platforms have the advan-
tage of addressing this challenge and allow an efficient handling of multiple
event streams. Moreover, such platforms allow for individual notification rules
for each participant or business process case.

Optimizer. For generating tours involving several parcels, this component con-
siders the parcels available, the preferred periods by the receivers, and the
availability of carriers and their current workload. The optimization is a com-
plex problem, which known as vehicle routing problem with time windows. It
needs to be solved by an algorithm, which finds a good solution in a reasonable
amount of time. For different regions, different algorithms might be relevant,
such that the optimization is outsourced in an extra component. The optimiza-
tion is planned to be started once a day in the early afternoon to create tours
for the evening where most of the receivers would like to have their parcels. The
price of a tour depends on the condition of the carrier of a specific region and
will be split up equally among the parcel receivers included in the tour.

Data analytics. The data analytics component visualizes pre-defined key per-
formance indicators of the last mile delivery process and allows a monitoring of
the process based on the data produced by the process-oriented component.

5 Experiences from a Pilot Study

In this section, a pilot study is presented, in which especially the service of home
delivery in a desired time frame by a local carrier was tested. Thereby, we wanted
to study the experiences the receivers and local carriers have, when using the
adapted last mile process with the white-label platform, which was prototypical
implemented.4

4 https://github.com/bptlab/chimera/tree/smile.

https://github.com/bptlab/chimera/tree/smile
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For the pilot, which was running for 6 months (February until July 2019), a
pick-up place was opened in a mid-size city with 300.000 inhabitants in Germany.
From this pick-up place, a bike carrier offered the service of home delivery of
parcels in one hour time frames for three postal codes in a radius of around two
kilometres. The carrier delivered with an electric cargo bike, highly frequently,
where the customers could inform about their desired hour of delivery up to one
hour before (i.,e. the cut-off time) the delivery. Different prices were provided for
different times of delivery: delivery between 4–6pm for 2,49e, delivery between
6–8pm for 3,49e (due to the rush hour in the city), and delivery between 9–23pm
for 2,99e (due to being very late). The bike carrier was also running the pick-up
place, which allowed the high-frequent delivery rates. A chatbot was selected as
user interface in order to provide a more interactive experience for the receiver.
With the help of the chatbot, the customers could actively reroute their parcels
to the pickup place or ask for further explanations about the process. Usually the
CEP delivered parcels between 10 am and 1 pm into the pick-up place. Arrived
parcels were entered and their receivers were automatically informed about their
parcels via the chatbot. Then, with the incoming wishes by the customers, the
carrier arranged the parcels based on the times of delivery. From 4pm onward,
the parcels were delivered to the customers. A customer payed the bike carrier
as soon as the parcel arrived in cash or via credit card.

For finding potential customers, local marketing was done by flyers, in social
media, and by a TV documentary in a local channel. The first delivery of a parcel
was for free. Around 100 customers could be acquired for this small area and 562
parcel deliveries were conducted. In the following, we report on the experience
of the customers, which were deduced by the chatbot (52 additional comments
by the customers), and by the bike carrier, who was interviewed:

Customers. In general, they perceived the service as very comfortable and
enjoyed to have a carrier who is familiar to them. However, they would not
like to use the home delivery for each parcel, as the service was perceived as
rather expensive. This feeling might have been intensified by paying the carrier
directly after delivery. They would use it more, if several parcels could be also
consolidated. This feature was possible but not very intuitively shown in the
chatbot. The service was more used by people between 30 to 40 years, who did
not enjoy so much the communication with the chatbot. They perceived it too
manual and too complicated, especially the active rerouting where they had to
use a different address when ordering products.

Bike Carrier. The bike carrier enjoyed driving in his neighbourhood. He was
familiar with the area, and could drive very efficiently. Knowing the neighbour-
hood and also some people in this area, the carrier could feel a more personal
contact in comparison to normal CEP drivers. This personal contact leaded also
to a high valuation of his work by the customers. He also received tips from time
to time. The highly flexible delivery rate was sometimes challenging to organize
as the tour could be only planned one hour in advance. It was still possible
because the driving radius was limited.
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The following lessons learnt were deduced from this pilot:

• Higher valuation of the home delivery: The pilot study showed that a
personal contact to the parcel carrier and also a price for home delivery leads
to a higher valuation of this service again.

• Integrated customer experience: Customers of the pilot study described
the chatbot as complicated to use because they needed to adapt to it. Addi-
tionally they had to manually provide their information for each checkout.
Therefore, the idea is to provide an easier order process of e-commerce retail-
ers by providing a checkout module that just automatically connects with our
platform to provide the necessary information. Additionally, a smart phone
app can be used, visualizing all ordered parcels and the different last mile
services that can be selected.

• Service diversification: The pilot study showed that a flexible last mile
delivery portfolio should be available as proposed in our last mile delivery
platform. Customers do not like to pay for each type of parcel. Furthermore,
they also like to have the option to consolidate different parcels for one home
delivery, saving delivery costs.

• Longer cut-off times: In this special setting of a pilot, where the carrier
was very familiar with the neighbourhood and also run the pick-up place, a
cut-off time of one hour was possible. However, it will be not applicable for
any carrier. Therefore, we strive for an approach, where the carrier can define
its cut-off time individually.

6 Conclusion

The paper presented challenges of the established parcel delivery process, espe-
cially on the last mile, which are not only of concern by CEP service providers,
but also by receivers due to decreasing service quality and by communities due
to increasing traffic. Based on this, the paper presented a white-label last mile
delivery platform adapting and innovating the last mile delivery process by con-
solidating parcels at pick-up places preferred by receivers and offering different
means of the final delivery: (1) a self-pick-up, (2) sharing of the parcel pick-up
with friends, or (3) the delivery at desired timeframes by local carriers. Opening
the closed CEP infrastructure through white-label pick-up places, offers local
carriers, often traveling with more economic-friendly solutions, e.g., bikes, to
participate in the current parcel market of smart cities.

A first pilot study showed that customers valued the service, and the carrier
preferred the delivery in an area being familiar with. However, an integrated
customer experience beginning at the checkout of its products is important, as
well as providing different pick-up and delivery options. After this initial pilot
study, we are planning to conduct a bigger pilot study with several carriers and
an improved user interface. Further, for the future, we are already in discus-
sions with e-commerce retailers to provide a checkout module, enabling a better
costumer journey.
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Abstract. Process choreography diagrams are the standard way of rep-
resenting interactions between different parties to reach a common busi-
ness goal. In order to enact choreographies in a trust-less environment,
blockchain-based implementations have been proposed. They support
trustful interactions, i.e., information generated on the blockchain during
execution is trustworthy. However, existing solutions employ blockchain
data that are bound to a single choreography. This paper proposes a
novel approach to implement choreographies on the blockchain in a way
that the generated data can be reused by different choreographies lead-
ing to cost reduction without sacrificing data integrity. The approach
is evaluated in terms of feasibility and costs by developing a prototype
based on the Ethereum blockchain.

Keywords: Process choreography · Reusability · Blockchain ·
Ethereum

1 Introduction

Interaction with partners is one of the most essential aspects for running a suc-
cessful business. With the growth of a company, the number of partners and
the exchanged messages are likely to increase. The standard way to capture and
track the interactions between them is the BPMN [10] process choreography
model. Process choreographies abstract from the internals of the business pro-
cesses involved and focus on the message flow between the participants. Chore-
ographies, different from business processes, lack a central orchestration engine.
Hence, the success of the execution depends entirely on the participants. In a
trust-less environment this constitutes a problem.

The classical solution to this problem is solved by introducing a trusted third
party, which orchestrates the choreography. As an alternative, blockchains solu-
tions [6,11,12] have been proposed as implementation approaches for interacting
processes recently. A blockchain allows trustworthy communication in a network
of mutually non-trusting participants. Due to their decentralized architecture,
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blockchains are ideally suited to serve as a neutral execution engine for chore-
ographies.

While there are blockchain solutions for choreographies enactment and moni-
toring, they are limited to creating an entire new smart contract for each business
process instance. This means that the created process data is tightly coupled to
the process instance and, therefore, hardly useful outside the instance. In this
paper we address the problem of data reusability (or the lack thereof) on the
blockchain. Reusing data already stored on the blockchain leads to several advan-
tages: the costs of generating and re-storing the same information are eliminated;
the users’ manual error-prone inputs are reduced; and, there is the certainty that
the integrated information has not been manipulated.

To tackle the reusability problem we propose an approach where the data
exchanged between participants via the blockchain are considered as first-class
citizens. The choreographies’ control flows are implicitly enforced by the under-
lying blockchain data. This allows the insertion of existing data objects in other
choreographies at run-time. Finally, the approach is evaluated in terms of fea-
sibility and viability by creating a proof-of-concept prototype based on the
Ethereum blockchain [4] and by comparing the execution costs against exist-
ing solutions.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides the prerequisite knowledge
on business process choreographies and blockchain technologies; an overview on
the state-of-the-art blockchain solutions for process choreographies enactment is
provided in Sect. 3; Sect. 4 introduces the reader to our main approach on data-
driven design and implementation of choreographies on the blockchain; Sect. 5
provides the details of a prototypical implementation of our approach on the
Ethereum blockchain as well as a cost comparison of existing solutions; at last,
Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Foundation

This paper proposes a novel way of implementing choreographies on the
blockchain. Therefore, we explain the concepts of process choreographies and
blockchains below.

BPMN process choreography models can be considered as an abstraction of
BPMN business process models. While the latter addresses internal business pro-
cesses as well as their communication, process choreographies focus only on the
communication between different business entities. Choreography tasks model
the exchange of messages between participants (see Fig. 1). A task represents a
sent message and optionally also the corresponding response message. Tasks are
globally ordered based on their causality. This order is expressed via sequence
flows similar to BPMN process models. Gateways allow decisions and parallel
behavior within the communication flow [10]. Figure 1 shows an example of a
choreography model capturing the interaction of the participants in a car rental
process.
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The successful enactment of choreographies is realized by the participants
enacting their part independently of each other, yet, in alignment with the chore-
ography model [1]. In a trust-less environment this constitutes a problem. In the
example, it is important that the driver’s license data comes from a trustworthy
source to ensure that the customer actually has a driver’s licence. The example
choreography also shows the interaction of business parties who do not neces-
sarily trust each other but nevertheless have to work together for a common
business goal. To address these kind of problems, blockchain technologies are
used to establish trusted communication between non-trusted participants.

Fig. 1. Process choreography model of a car rental process

A blockchain is a distributed ledger that uses cryptographic algorithms to
create a decentralized, immutable log of transactions [8]. Information is shared
by transactions that get combined into blocks. The blocks form an unambigu-
ous sequence by referring to their corresponding predecessor. The concatenation
of the information leads to the immutability of the stored information. This is
done with cryptographic signatures provided by hash algorithms. A consensus
algorithm ensures that only valid and verified transactions are included in the
blockchain [2]. On certain blockchain solutions, it is also possible to execute small
programs, which are called smart contracts [3]. These enable a trustworthy exe-
cution environment in exchange for a certain fee. To implement our approach we
focus on the blockchain Ethereum with the compiler language Solidity 0.5.3 1,
but any blockchain technology that supports smart contracts can be used [4].
Blockchains are a suitable technology for implementing choreographies, as they

1 https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.5.3/, 28.02.2019.

https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.5.3/
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fill the trust gap that arises when several communicating parties have to transfer
trust to an executing participant. Blockchains and choreographies have there-
fore already been in the interest of research together. There are already some
approaches to implement process engines for blockchains, but these have cer-
tain disadvantages. For example, these methods are often costly for frequently
used instances, are highly dependent on user input and often store redundant
information.

3 Related Work

This paper addresses research areas in the context of BPMN 2.0 choreography
processes and blockchain technologies as well as the implementation of tamper-
proof collaborations on the blockchain. In this section we provide a brief overview
of the ideas that are associated with our approach.

Because of their distributed storage technology, blockchains have already
been discovered as tamper-proof alternatives to execute and monitor processes
and collaborations [5]. In terms of business processes, Caterpillar is an open-
source Business Process Management System using the Ethereum blockchain to
create and execute instances of process models [6]. With regard to choreogra-
phies, there are already several approaches that use blockchains to address the
lack of trust in collaborative processes. Weber et al. propose a way to model
and execute choreographies on the blockchain using smart contracts [12]. They
introduce two main ideas to implement choreographies on blockchains. The first
one focuses on process monitoring, by storing the role assignment and the pro-
cess execution status of each involved participant. Every data exchange between
the parties is driven by one monitor in the form of a smart contract that ensures
the correct execution order and conformance to the choreography. The second
one extends the first approach by addressing the coordination of a choreogra-
phy additionally to the other tasks. All choreography instances are generated
by a factory smart contract. This approach thus uses a single smart contract as
a process engine for an entire choreography instance. However, this leads to a
new smart contract being deployed for each choreography instance, with each
deployment causing additional costs. Furthermore, it is not possible to reuse
information from older instances.

The consideration of semantic data objects as a central unit for data exchange
has also already been investigated. [9] describes the representation and role of
business artifacts in business process modeling.

4 Data-Driven Design and Implementation

This paper’s main idea is to allow process choreographies to reuse existing data
objects that are products or byproducts of already executed process choreogra-
phies on the blockchain. To this end, we need to accommodate the insertion of
any choreography-produced data object into a new choreography, ideally at run-
time. To realize this, we propose a data-driven choreography implementation on
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the blockchain. The term data-driven refers to the fact that in this approach the
data exchanged in the choreography is the basis for the realisation of the control
flow.

Figure 2 depicts the general idea of how choreography models are imple-
mented as data object manipulations on the blockchain. Each data object has
specific states, which participants can change by executing the choreography
task, i.e., sending a message. Every message addresses exactly one data object.
The overall choreography’s execution state is implicitly captured in the corre-
sponding data object states. The progression of the choreography execution is
realized by changing the state of these data objects through messages as pre-
scribed in the choreography diagram. Each data object is stored as a separate
smart contract on the blockchain. This allows the data objects to be reused sep-
arately. The state is represented by variables with the respective data type on
the corresponding data object smart contract.

Fig. 2. Mapping of choreography behavior to data-driven blockchain implementation

The choreography control flow is enabled by the state of the data objects.
Only when a data object is at a specific state the respective participant is allowed
to execute the enabled choreography task. If several data objects are involved
in the choreography, there is no smart contract that monitors the entire con-
trol flow. For this reason, the data objects and their states must be clearly
defined alongside the choreography model. There are many ways to represent
the additional information (e.g., using a UML class diagram). However, in order
to remain compliant with the BPMN choreography specification and maintain
only one model, we have decided to include this information in the choreography
model. The information is added via graphical notations as Solidity source code
like shown in Fig. 3. This also allows to formulate arbitrarily complex condi-
tions and provides the basis for automatically generating smart contracts from
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a given choreography model. The annotations will be explained further in the
next section.

4.1 Ensuring Process Choreography Correctness

To keep the choreography in a valid state, we extend the choreography task spec-
ification with conditions. State changes have to satisfy the modeled constraints.
It is necessary to add those conditions to every task in order to enforce the
flow of the choreography. To prevent incomplete state changes we use the pat-
tern Design by Contract [7]. The pattern uses preconditions and postconditions
to validate the changes in state by a software component in a program. If the
software component receives an input that does not match the preconditions,
the component will not be executed. Undesired state changes that do not match
the postconditions will be reverted. This prevents state changes that should not
be possible in the first place.

Fig. 3. Process section with solidity code annotations

To apply the design by contract pattern to our approach, we extend every
choreography task with postconditions as shown in the annotations of the tasks
in our car rental choreography excerpt in Fig. 3. To invoke a sequence flow,
i.e., enforce the order between the tasks, we use the stated postconditions of the
source task as the preconditions of the target task. In the choreography diagram,
however, only the postconditions are modelled to avoid repetition. Once the
source task of the sequence flow is executed and the postcondition is satisfied,
the target task of the sequence flow is enabled and can be executed at any time
by the respective participant.

In order to keep the execution order compliant with the choreography, it
must be ensured that the conjunction of all postconditions of the predecessor
can only be achieved by this particular task. This is essential for the entire
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choreography, because transitive postconditions such as x < 10 in one task and
x < 100 in a sequential following task will lead to an illegal state where both
tasks can be executed. If the previous element of a task is a gateway, we adjust
the precondition accordingly to satisfy the flow conditions.

4.2 Decoupled Architecture for Data Injection at Runtime

Data objects are the central aspect of the data-driven choreography implemen-
tation. Since the data objects are stored on the blockchain, they serve as a
tamper-proof source of information. To reuse data objects in another choreog-
raphy, they must be decoupled from the choreography to which they originally
belong. The decoupling is realized by creating an abstraction layer above the
data objects by creating a smart contract for each participant as an interface
for the choreography. Every message that can be sent by a participant is repre-
sented as a function in the corresponding participant interface smart contract.
These functions implement the annotated choreography-specific state change
rules according to the pattern Design by Contract, as described previously. The
participants of the choreography, for example, the customer, the car wash com-
pany and the car rental company, exclusively use their own participant interface
smart contract to change the state of the data objects via the provided functions
and thus interact with the choreography. The decoupling of the process logic from
the data layer enables a process independent reuse of the stored information in
other choreographies.

To keep the state of the data object compliant to the state of the choreogra-
phy that it originally belongs to, we have to limit the access rights of reused data
objects to read only. Therefore we have to distinguish between choreography-
specific (internal) and external data objects, which we also refer to as imported
data objects. The former stores the choreography state and can be manipulated,
whilst imported data objects are handled as additional sources of information for
the choreography instance. We also want to support the import of data objects at
run time to allow lazy imports of data objects. This is convenient when the data
object might not exist at the deployment time of the choreography. To indicate
an imported data object, we prefix the name of the data object in the choreog-
raphy annotations with an [Import] tag as shown in Fig. 3 for the driver’s license
object. In this concrete case, the customer can insert his driver’s licence at run
time, given that the licence data object is provided by the respective authorities
on the blockchain as part of driver’s licence issuing process choreography.

In order to achieve this behaviour, we extend the initial contract architecture
with another contract, the data object store (see Fig. 4). Every participant of the
choreography has to store a reference to the corresponding data object store in
their participant interface smart contract. It acts as a storage for all imported
data object references. A data object can be referenced by the address of the
contract that instantiated it. In the meta model, this flexibility is represented by
the DataObject without fixed attributes or operations, since they vary depending
on the specific instances.
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Fig. 4. Meta model of the data-driven approach

In Solidity, an address that refers to a smart contract can be casted into
the according contract using a contract interface, which corresponds to a class
interface in object-oriented programming. Therefore, every data object that can
be imported must be modeled with the corresponding contract interface. The
contract interfaces must only expose the view functions2 of the original con-
tract of the data object. This verifies that the imported data object can not be
manipulated by a choreography which it does not originally belongs to. If the
defined functions do not match the original smart contract, they will throw an
error when they are executed. One advantage of storing references in the form
of addresses instead of contract instances is that we do not need to know the
specific data object types of the required imports in the data object store.

To store the data objects in the data object store, we use a mapping from
an identifier to the data object contract address. We choose strings as identifiers
for the data objects to improve the readability of the contract. With this data
structure we can easily select already imported data objects from the data object
store using the readable identifier. To import a data object, a participant has
to invoke the importDataObject function of the data object store, which can be
seen in Fig. 4, with the data object casted to the contract address and an unique
identifier.

The data object store is also used to manage several instances of a choreog-
raphy by accessing them using individual identifiers. This allows to deploy the
same data objects only once and thus contributes to cost reduction.

5 Evaluation

In this section we introduce the prototype that implements our approach as well
as cost analyses by comparing our approach with existing solutions.

2 https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.4.21/contracts.html 25.02.2019.

https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.4.21/contracts.html
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5.1 Prototypical Implementation

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we built a prototype which can
execute process choreographies on the Ethereum blockchain3. For visualization
purposes we also created a screencast of the prototype4. Using the prototype we
compare the varying costs of the data-driven approach with a reference approach
that we designed based on the monitor approach by Weber et al. [12] described
in Sect. 3. A direct comparison with the original monitor approach is not possible
because the code is not provided. The reference approach is therefore interpreted
as follows. Each choreography instance is implemented by a single smart con-
tract that is shared by all participants. In this smart contract each choreography
task of the choreography is represented by a function and a boolean variable.
The boolean variable indicates whether the corresponding choreography task is
enabled. The entirety of the boolean variable represents the state of the chore-
ography instance. The participants use the functions to send messages and thus
change the state of the choreography instance according to the implemented
control flow rules. The content of the messages is stored in variables. For simpli-
fication reasons we do not include the factory contract described in the monitor
approach.

The key aspect of this evaluation is the accruing cost of the data-driven
approach compared to the reference approach. We consider the costs of deploy-
ment, instantiation and execution of the choreographies. In order to compare
the two implementations, we define two scenarios that form the basis of the
evaluation. To illustrate the impact of the contract overhead of the data-driven
implementation we create a minimal choreography. The choreography consists
of two choreography tasks that model the communication between two partici-
pants. There are no gateways involved. Each participant has to execute one task.
To analyze the cost behavior in a real world use case scenario we modeled the
choreography process of a car rental company5 from Fig. 1. The scenario consists
of nine choreography tasks and three gateways. Parallel executions are included.
The scenario models the communication between three participants.

5.2 Costs Analysis

In the execution environment Ethereum, deployment and execution costs are
measured in gas. A defined amount of gas is required for each atomic operation
of the execution of a smart contract. The gas has to be payed in Ether which is
the cryptocurrency of the Ethereum blockchain. The amount of Ether that has
to be payed for one unit of gas is defined by the gas price [13].

3 https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-
Visualization 28.07.2019.

4 https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-
Visualization/blob/master/screencast/Screencast.mp4 28.07.2019.

5 https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Smart-Contracts/blob/master/
car-rental/car rental data object driven.sol 01.03.2020.

https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-Visualization
https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-Visualization
https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-Visualization/blob/master/screencast/Screencast.mp4
https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Car-Rental-Choreography-Visualization/blob/master/screencast/Screencast.mp4
https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Smart-Contracts/blob/master/car-rental/car_rental_data_object_driven.sol
https://github.com/data-driven-choreographies/Smart-Contracts/blob/master/car-rental/car_rental_data_object_driven.sol
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Fig. 5. Comparison of deployment and instantiation costs for both approaches

Fig. 6. Comparison of task and instance execution costs for both approaches

The diagrams shown in Fig. 5 compare the instantiation costs of both imple-
mentations regarding the first instantiation that includes the deployment of the
contracts and all following instantiations. The diagrams shown in Fig. 6 compare
the execution costs of both implementations regarding the average task cost and
the execution cost of the whole choreography.

Splitting the choreography into multiple contracts and adding contracts for
each participant as well as a storage system that dispatches all the requests
adds certain costs to the deployment (cdpl) of the data-driven approach. Despite
being about three times more expensive to deploy, the data-driven approach
also requires the resolution of references to other smart contracts in order to
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access the data objects, which increases the execution costs (cexec) as well. The
advantage of the data-driven approach in terms of costs is the creation of new
instances (cinst). While the reference approach has to deploy a new smart con-
tract for each instance, the data object store can simply increase the instance
number. This leads to lower overall costs of the data-driven approach in the long
run, since the cost of a smart contract deployment is much higher than changing
a single variable. According to our evaluation results, the data-driven approach
gets cheaper than the reference approach after 20 executions of the minimal sce-
nario as well as after 13 executions of the car rental company scenario. Therefore,
the data-driven approach can be viable in financial terms when choreographies
gets executed often and do not change. The following equation describes the
calculation of the total costs (ctotal) after the i-th executions, where i > 0.

ctotal = cdpl + cexec + (i− 1) × (cinst + cexec)

In addition, we compare the cost of importing a data object with the cost of
creating a final variable. In our approach, the cost of importing a data object
is constant. A first import costs 67653 gas, overwriting the data object costs
32853 gas each. In comparison, the fixed storage of an additional 40 characters
of character string at deployment time costs 67590 gas more. Importing data is
therefore worthwhile even for small amounts of data. Furthermore, the import
of a data object enables flexible handling of changing variables.

6 Conclusions

This paper introduces a new approach to model and execute choreographies on
the blockchain. We provide a data-driven solution that allows the reuse of trust-
worthy data that are generated by executing choreographies on the blockchain.

The process choreography is implicitly represented as a set of data objects
and their transitions. Each data object is manipulated through messages. The
concrete manipulation is subject to the rules that are added as annotations in
the choreography model. The correct process choreography flow is ensured by
enforcing these rules on the blockchain.

The proposed implementation architecture decouples the data objects from
the choreography execution in a way that data objects can be reused for multiple
process choreographies. For additional flexibility, external data objects can be
inserted at runtime. An instance management concept is introduced to reduce
instantiation costs.

The approach is compared with an already existing implementation of chore-
ographies on the blockchain by Weber et al. and evaluated in terms of costs [12].
The results show the feasibility and the viability of the data-driven implemen-
tation of choreographies on the blockchain. However, some aspects of process
implementations on the blockchain have not been considered in this paper. The
described approach with its decoupled data objects can be used to outsource
some business process choreography parts in a trustworthy manner to an exter-
nal participant. Access rights management, which plays an important role in a
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publicly accessible blockchain, is not considered. Furthermore, the data-driven
approach does not offer the possibility to encrypt sensitive data. In the future,
this approach can be enriched with further research in these areas.
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Abstract. A common challenge for improving business processes in
large organizations is that business people in charge of the operations
are lacking a fact-based understanding of the execution details, process
variants, and exceptions taking place in business operations. While exist-
ing process mining methodologies can discover these details based on
event logs, it is challenging to communicate the process mining findings
to business people. In this paper, we present a novel methodology for dis-
covering business areas that have a significant effect on the process exe-
cution details. Our method uses clustering to group similar cases based
on process flow characteristics and then influence analysis for detect-
ing those business areas that correlate most with the discovered clusters.
Our analysis serves as a bridge between BPM people and business people,
facilitating the knowledge sharing between these groups. We also present
an example analysis based on publicly available real-life purchase order
process data.

Keywords: Process mining · Clustering · Influence analysis ·
Contribution · Business area · Classification rule mining · Data mining

1 Introduction

Process mining helps organizations to improve their operations by providing
valuable information about the business processes in easy to understand visual
flowchart format based on transactional data in ERP systems. However, to pro-
vide these meaningful results, the data extracted from ERP systems may often
contain different kinds of objects like ‘apples and oranges’ that should be ana-
lyzed separately. Using the procurement process as an example: the purchase
order database tables may contain several different kinds of purchase orders
items like services, equipment, raw materials, software licenses, high-cost items,
free items, headquarter purchases, plant maintenance costs, manually approved
items, and automatic replenishment purchases. Without appropriate tools the
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process analyst needs to either a) analyze all items separately - leading to poten-
tially massive amount of work, b) analyze all items at the same time - leading to
potentially meaningless results or c) rely on subjective information like asking
business people which of the items should be analyzed separately or relying on
own intuition. The techniques presenting in this paper help the analyst to dis-
cover those business areas (classification rules) that seem to have a major effect
on the business process flow. These business areas are based on case attribute
characteristics of the cases and thus easy to understand for the business people.
Discovered business areas can be used to effectively guide the process mining
analysis further in divide & conquer manner.

In this paper, we present methods to answer these three questions:

– How a business process can be analyzed based on the process flow of individual
process instances in order to discover business-relevant clusters in such a way
that a business analyst can easily understand the clustering results and use
them for further analysis.

– How to find business areas that have a major effect on process flow behavior.
– How to further consolidate business area results to discover case attributes

that have a significant effect on process flow behavior.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 is a summary of the
latest developments. Section 3 present our methodology for Discovering Business
Area Effects. Section 4 is a case study with real-life purchase order process data.
Section 5 shows limitations and Sect. 6 draws the final conclusions.

2 Related Work

Process mining is an active research area that analyses business processes based
on the event log data from IT systems in order to discover, monitor, and
improve processes [16]. Process mining typically focuses on discovering the pro-
cess flowchart as a control flow diagram, Petri net, or BPMN diagram. Other pro-
cess mining types include conformance checking and enhancement. Root cause
analysis as part of process mining has been studied in [14] as well as in our
previous works [8] and [9].

One key challenge in process mining is that a single event log may often con-
tain many different processes, in which case trying to discover a single process
diagram for the whole log file is not a working solution. In the process mining
context clustering has been studied a lot for with excellent results [3,5,12,15].
These previous work cover the usage of several distance measures like Euclid,
Hamming, Jaccard, Cosine, Markov chain, Edit-Distance as well as several clus-
ter approaches like partitioning, hierarchial, density-based and neuronal network.
However, most of the previous research related to clustering within the process
mining field has been directly focused on the process flowchart discovery with
the prime objectives categorized as Process, Variant or Outlier Identification,
Understandability of Complexity, Decomposition, or Hierarhization. In practice,
this means that clustering has been used as a tool for improving the other process
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mining methods like control flow discovery to work better, i.e., clustering has
divided the event log into smaller sub logs that have been directly used for fur-
ther analysis. In this paper, we show how to use clustering for discovering those
business areas that have a significant effect on process behavior. Yet another
use case for clustering in the process mining field has been to perform structural
feature selection in order to improve the prediction accuracy and performance
[6].

Some recent research has started to address the challenge of how to explain
the clustering results to business analyst [2]. It has been presented that when
explaining the characteristics of clusters to business analysts, the role of case
attributes becomes more important [11]. We show an easy-to-understand repre-
sentation for showing cluster characteristics based on the difference of densities
and case attribute information.

Substantial effort has also been spent in the process mining community to
discover branching conditions from business process execution logs [4]. This has
also lead to the introduction of decision models and decision mining [1] as well
as a standard Decision Model and Notation (DMN) [10]. While the objective of
the decision modeling is to provide additional details into individual branching
conditions, our approach is to analyze the effect of any business area to the whole
structure of the process flow, not just one decision branch at a time.

3 Discovering Business Area Effects

In this section, we present our methodology for Discovering Business Area Effects
To Process Mining Analysis Using Clustering and Influence Analysis. Our app-
roach is to do the clustering using process flow features and then use influence
analysis to find those business areas that have the highest contribution for cer-
tain kinds of cases ending up in distinct clusters. If all process instance-specific
business area values derived using any given case attribute are distributed ran-
domly, then the contribution measure for each business area is zero, and the
information for the analyst is that the particular case attribute does not corre-
late with the way how the clusters are formed. According to our methodology,
it then means that the particular case attribute has no influence on the pro-
cess flow behavior. In summary, our method finds those business areas and case
attributes that have the highest contribution to the process flow behavior.

3.1 Clustering Cases

Feature Selection. To identify those business areas that have the strongest
effect on the process execution, we first run clustering using relevant features rep-
resenting the process execution characteristics. These features have been widely
studied in Trace Clustering papers [6,7,12,15]. Clustering is a trade-off between
quality and performance. As the amount of features is increased, the quality of
the results potentially improves while performance gets slower.
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– Activity profile: This profile contains one feature for each Event Type label
in the data. The value of this feature is related to the number of occurrences
of that particular event type within the case. If the number of occurrences
is used as an exact value, then the clustering algorithm somehow needs to
take into account the continuous values, ie. repeating activity A seven times
is much more similar to repeating 6 or 8 times, compared to repeating the
activity A only twice. One approach is to use value zero if the Event Log
contains no occurrences of the Event Type for the given case and one if the
log contains one or more occurrences. While this approach often works well,
it may not be able to detect the repeating of a given Event Type multiple
times with the log. For this reason, we recommend using value zero for no
occurrences of the Event Type, one for only one occurrence and two for two
or more occurrences.

– Transition profile: The transition profile captures all process flows from every
activity to the next activity. In effect, it contains the process control flow
information. Transition profile potentially provides a large number of fea-
tures up to the square of the number of Event Types plus one for start and
end transitions. For example, in the sample analysis presented in Sect. 4, we
have 42 distinct event types, giving potentially 432 = 1849 distinct transition.
Luckily the control flow for 251.734 cases only contains 676 distinct transi-
tions. Because the amount of transition features is high, we recommend using
the coding zero if the transition does not occur in the case and one if it occurs
once or more.

Clustering Algorithms. A comparative analysis of process instance cluster
techniques has been presented in [15] and shows how various clustering tech-
niques have been used to separate different process variants from a large set of
cases as well as reducing the complexity by grouping similar cases into same clus-
ters. Considering our method, the main functional requirement for the clustering
algorithm is that it needs to put cases with similar process flow behavior into
the same clusters, and all 20 approaches listed in [15] meet this requirement. If a
particular clustering algorithm produces meaningful results and if there indeed
is a correlation with a particular business area, then our method gives very high
contribution values for that business area. If the clustering algorithm does not
work perfectly but is still capable to some extent grouping similar cases together,
then the contribution values are still likely to show the most significant business
areas among the top contributors. The essential non-functional requirement for
the clustering algorithm is performance, i.e., the ability to produce results fast
with a small amount of memory. With these considerations, we have received
good results with the algorithms and parameters below:

– One-hot encoding. Since our Activity and Transition feature profiles only
include categorial values zero, one, and two, it is possible to use efficient
one-hot encoding. This results in maximum of (n(EventTypes) + 1)2 + 2 ∗
n(EventTypes) feature vectors.
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– Hamming distance is the natural choice as the distance function with binary
data like one-hot encoded features, because it completely avoids the floating-
point distance calculations needed for common Euclid distance measure.

– K-modes clustering algorithm is suitable for categorical data. In our tests,
k-modes produced well-balanced clusters and was fast to execute. The result
of K-modes depends on the initial cluster center initialization. We also tested
agglomerative clustering algorithms, but it produced highly unbalanced clus-
ters.

– Number of clusters has a significant effect on the clustering. To discover the
business areas, clustering should be done several times with different numbers
of clusters. We found out that clustering four times with cluster sizes 2, 3,
5, and 10 clusters gave enough variation in the results providing meaningful
results. When the number of clusters is less than five, the large business areas
correlate more with the clustering. While clustering to 10 or more clusters, the
smaller business areas like Vendor, Customer, Product having more distinct
values correlate more with the clusters. Running the clustering several times
is also an easy way to mitigate the random behavior of K-modes coming from
initialization.

3.2 Influence Analysis

Business Areas. Examples of business area dimensions include: company code,
product line, sales unit, delivery team, geographical location, customer group,
product group, branch offices, request category and diagnosis code. All the case
attributes that are relevant to business can be used as business area dimensions
as such, for example, product code. However, a large organization may easily have
thousands of low-level product codes in their ERP system, so it is beneficial to
have access to product hierarchy and use each level as a separate business area
dimension. Another example of a derived business area dimension is when a
case attribute like Logistics Manager Name can be used to identify the Delivery
Team. We again suggest having both the Logistics Manager and Delivery Team
as business area dimensions; if one particular Logistics Manager has many cases
and a major effect on process flow behavior then our method will show that
person as the most significant business area in the Logistics Manager dimension.
The third example of derived business areas is to utilize the event attributes.
For example the Logistics Manager Name may be stored as an attribute value
for the Delivery Planning Done activity. If there is always at most one Delivery
Planning Done activity, then the attribute value can be used as such in the case
level. If there are multiple Delivery Planning Done activities, then typical options
include: use the first occurrence, use the last occurrence or use a concatenated
comma-separated list of all distinct values from activities as the value on the
case level. The outcome of forming business area dimensions is a list of case-
level attributes that contain a specific (possibly empty) business area value for
each case. To continue with our formal methodology, we now consider these
business area dimensions as case attributes and the case attribute values as the
corresponding business areas.
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Interestingness Measures. We now present the definitions for interestingness
measures used for finding the business areas that correlate with the clustering
results. Let C = {c1, . . . , cN} be the set of cases in the process analysis. Each case
represents a single business process execution instance. Let P = {p1, . . . , pN} be
a set of clusters each formed by clustering the cases in C. Cp = {cp1 , . . . , cpN

}
is the set of cases belonging to cluster p. Cp ⊆ C. Similarly Ca = {ca1 , . . . , caN

}
is the set of cases belonging to the same business area a, ie. they have the same
value for the case attribute a.

Definition 1. Let Density ρ(a,C) = n(Ca)
n(C) where n(Ca) is the total amount of

cases belonging to the business area a and n(C) is the total amount of all cases
in the whole process analysis. Similarly, the Density ρ(a,Cp) = n(Cp∩Ca)

n(Cp)
is the

density of cases belonging to the business area a within the cluster P.

Definition 2. Let Contribution%(a → p) = ρ(a,Cp) − ρ(a,C) = n(Cp∩Ca)
n(Cp)

− n(Ca)
n(C) is the extra density of cases belonging to the business area a in the

cluster p compared to average density.

If business area a is equally distributed to all clusters, then the
Contribution%(a → p) is close to zero in each cluster. If the business area a
is a typical property in a particular cluster pi and rare property in other clus-
ters, then the Contribution%(a → pi) is positive and other Contribution%(a →
pj , wherej <> i) values are negative. Calculating the sum of all Contribution
values for all clusters is always zero, so the extra density in some clusters is
always balanced by the smaller than average density in other clusters.

We now want to find the business areas that have a high contribution in
many clustering. We define:

Definition 3.
Let BusinessAreaContribution(a) =

∑

pi∈P

n(Cpi
)

n(C) (max
{
Contribution%(a →

pi), 0
}
)2. Here we sum the weighted squares of all positive contributions the busi-

ness area a has with any clustering pi. Positive values of Contribution%(a → pi)
indicate a positive correlation with the business are a and the particular cluster
i, while negative values indicate that the business area a has smaller than the
average density in the cluster i. We found out that using only the positive cor-
relations gives more meaningful results when consolidating to the business area
level. Since a few high contributions are relatively more important than many
small contributions, we use the Variance of the density differences, i.e., taking
the square of the Contribution%(a → pi). Since a contribution within a small
cluster is less important than contribution in a large cluster, we also use the
cluster size based weight n(Cp)

n(C) .

Any particular business area a may have a substantial contribution in some
clusters and small contribution in other, so the sum of all these clusterings is
giving the overall correlation between business area a and all clusters pi ⊆ P .
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We use the term Business area in this paper for any combination of a process
mining case attribute and a distinct value for that particular case attribute.
BusinessAreaContribution thus identifies the individual case attribute-value
combinations that have the highest effect on clustering results. It is then also
possible to continue and consolidate the results further to Case Attribute level:

Definition 4. Let AT = {at1, . . . , atN} be a set of case attributes in the process
analysis. Each case ci ∈ C has a value atjci for each case attribute atj ∈ AT .
atjci is the value of case attribute atj for case ci and Vatj = {vatj1 , . . . , vatjN } is
the set of distinct values that the case attribute atj has in the process analysis.

Definition 5. Let CaseAttributeContribution(at) be a sum of all Busines-
sAreaContributions from all the business areas corresponding to the given case
attribute at as

∑

vatji
∈Vatj

BusinessAreaContribution(atjvatji

)

4 Case Study: Purchase Order Process

In this section, we apply our method to the real-life purchase order process
data from a large Netherlands multinational company operating in the area of
coatings and paints. The data is publicly available as the BPI Challenge 2019
[17] dataset. We made the following choices:

– Source data. We imported the data from the XES file as such without any
modifications. To keep the execution times short, we experimented with the
effect of running the analysis with a sample of the full dataset. Our exper-
iments showed that the results remained consistent for sample size 10.000
cases and more. With the sample size of 1.000 cases, the results of the indi-
vidual analysis runs started to change, so we decided to keep the sample size
10.000 cases.

– Clustering algorithm. We used the k-modes clustering as implemented
in Accord.Net Machine Learning Framework [13] with one-hot encoding and
hamming distance function. To take into account the different clustering sizes,
we performed clustering four times, fixed to two, three, five, and ten clusters.

– Activity profile features for clustering. We used our default boolean
activity profile, which creates one feature dimension for each activity and
the value is zero if the activity does not occur in the case, value one if the
activity occurs once and value two if it is repeated multiple times. There were
37 different activities in the sample, and the Top 20 activity profile is shown
in Table 1.

– Transition profile features for clustering. Using a typical process mining
analysis to discover the process flow diagram, we discovered 376 different
direct transitions, including 13 starting activities, 22 ending activities, and
341 direct transitions between two unique activities. All of these 376 features
were used as dimensions for clustering in a similar way as the activity profile,
i.e., boolean value zero if transition did not occur in the case and one if it
occurred once or multiple times.
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– Business area dimensions. Since we did not have any additional informa-
tion or hierarchy tables concerning possible business areas, we are using all
available 15 distinct case attributes listed in Table 4 as business area dimen-
sions. These case attributes have a total of 9901 distinct values, giving us
9901 business areas to consider when finding those business areas that have
the most significant effect on process flow.

Table 1. Activity profile: Top 20 activities ordered by unique occurrence count

Name Unique count Count

Create purchase order item 10000 10000

Record goods receipt 9333 13264

Record invoice receipt 8370 9214

Vendor creates invoice 8310 8901

Clear invoice 7245 7704

Remove payment block 2223 2272

Create purchase requisition item 1901 1901

Receive order confirmation 1321 1321

Change quantity 707 853

Change price 443 498

Delete purchase order item 338 339

Cancel invoice receipt 251 271

Vendor creates debit memo 244 253

Record service entry sheet 232 10326

Change approval for purchase order 194 319

Change delivery indicator 112 128

Cancel goods receipt 109 136

SRM: in transfer to execution syst. 42 57

SRM: awaiting approval 42 50

SRM: complete 42 50

4.1 Clustering Results for Individual Clustering

Table 2 shows the results of clustering to fixed five clusters. We see that the first
cluster contains 48% of cases, the second cluster 33%, third 17%, and both 4th
and 5th one percent each. Here we show the five most important business areas
based on the contribution%, which is calculated as the difference between Clus-
ter specific density of that business area and Total Density. These results already
give hints about the meaningful characteristics in the whole dataset, i.e.: Cluster
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Table 2. Clustering results based on Contribution

Cluster Business area a Cluster densityTotal densityContribution

Cluster1 48% cases Spend area text = Sales 0.36 0.26 0.11

Sub spend area text = Products for Resale 0.34 0.24 0.11

Spend classification text = NPR 0.41 0.32 0.10

Item Type = Standard 0.96 0.87 0.09

Item Category = 3-way match, invoice

before GR

0.95 0.88 0.07

Cluster2 33% cases Spend area text = Packaging 0.65 0.44 0.21

Sub spend area text = Labels 0.39 0.24 0.16

Spend classification text = PR 0.79 0.66 0.13

Name = vendor 0119 0.14 0.05 0.08

Vendor = vendorID 0120 0.14 0.05 0.08

Cluster3 17% cases Item Category = Consignment 0.33 0.06 0.27

Item Type = Consignment 0.33 0.06 0.27

Name = vendor 0185 0.09 0.02 0.08

Vendor = vendorID 0188 0.09 0.02 0.08

Item = 10 0.33 0.26 0.07

Cluster4 1% cases Sub spend area text = Metal Containers &

Lids

0.19 0.08 0.11

Name = vendor 0393 0.09 0.01 0.08

Vendor = vendorID 0404 0.09 0.01 0.08

Name = vendor 0104 0.11 0.04 0.07

Vendor = vendorID 0104 0.11 0.04 0.07

Cluster5 1% cases Spend classification text = NPR 0.59 0.32 0.27

Spend area text = Sales 0.41 0.26 0.15

GR-Based Inv. Verif. = TRUE 0.21 0.06 0.15

Item Category = 3-way match, invoice after

GR

0.21 0.06 0.15

Sub spend area text = Products for Resale 0.38 0.24 0.14

one contains many Standard cases from spend areas related to Sales, Products
for Resale and NPR. On the other hand cluster two contains more than average
amount of cases from spend area Packaging, related to Labels and PR. Ven-
dorID 0120 seems to be highly associated with the process flow characteristics
of cluster 2. Cluster 3 is dominated by Consignment cases. Cluster 4 contains
many Metal Containers & Lids cases as well as cases from VendorIDs 0404 and
0104. Further analysis of the top five business areas listed as characteristics for
each cluster confirms that these business areas indeed give a good overall idea
of the cases allocated into each cluster.

4.2 Discovering Business Areas

We clustered four times for fixed cluster amounts of 2,3,5 and 10 - yielding a
total of 20 clusters, and then consolidating the results into business area level
using Definition 3. The top 20 of all these 9901 business areas ordered by their
respective Business Area Contribution is shown in Table 3. Clearly the business
areas Item Category = Consignment and Item Type = Consignment have most
significant effect on the process flow. Looking at the actual process model, we
see that Consignment cases completely avoid three of the five most common
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Table 3. Top 20 Business areas with major effect to process flow

Business area a Contribution nCases n(Ca)

Item Category = Consignment 0.051 576

Item Type = Consignment 0.051 576

Spend area text = Packaging 0.040 4382

Spend classification text = NPR 0.024 3175

Sub spend area text = Labels 0.022 2351

Spend area text = Sales 0.021 2574

Item Type = Standard 0.021 8740

Sub spend area text = Products for Resale 0.021 2390

Spend classification text = PR 0.019 6574

Item Category = 3-way match, invoice before GR 0.017 8760

Spend area text = Logistics 0.013 210

Item Type = Service 0.013 244

Item = 1 0.012 342

GR-Based Inv. Verif. = TRUE 0.012 623

Item Category = 3-way match, invoice after GR 0.012 625

Name = vendor 0119 0.007 549

Vendor = vendorID 0120 0.007 549

Sub spend area text = Road Packed 0.006 145

Name = vendor 0185 0.004 163

Vendor = vendorID 0188 0.004 163

activities in the process, namely Record Invoice Receipt, Vendor creates invoice
and Clear Invoice. Similarly, the business area Spend area text = Packaging also
has a high correlation with process flow characteristics. Analysis of the process
model shows that, for example, 23% of Packaging cases contain activity Receive
Order Confirmation compared to only 5% of the other cases. Further analysis of
all the business areas listed in Table 3 shows that each of these areas has some
distinctive process flow behavior that is more common in that area compared to
the other business areas.

4.3 Clustering Summary for Case Attributes

Finally, Table 4 consolidates individual business areas into the Case Attribute
level. Item Type with six distinct values and Item Category with four distinct
values have most significant effects on process flow characteristics. To confirm
the validity of these results we further analysis the materials provided in BPI
Challenge 2019 website including the background information and submission
reports [17]. It is clear that the Item Type and Item Category indeed can be
regarded as the most important factors explaining the process flow behavior as
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Table 4. Case Attributes ordered by effect on process flow

Case attribute at Contribution Distinct values n(Vat)

Item Type 0.086 6

Item Category 0.080 4

Spend area text 0.077 19

Sub spend area text 0.056 115

Spend classification text 0.043 4

Name 0.025 798

Vendor 0.025 840

Item 0.016 167

GR-Based Inv. Verif 0.012 2

Purchasing Document 0.002 7937

Document Type 0.000 3

Goods Receipt 0.000 2

Company 0.000 2

Source 0.000 1

Purch. Doc. Category name 0.000 1

they are specifically mentioned to roughly divide the cases into four types of flows
in the data. It is also interesting to see that the Spend are text and Sub spend
are text have a significant effect on the process flow even though they have much
higher number of distinct values (19 and 115) compared to Spend classification
text which only has four distinct values.

5 Limitations

Forming business area dimensions is an essential step in our method. However,
some relevant business areas may consist of several dimensions, for example, the
process flow behavior could be very distinctive in a particular combination of
business areas SalesOffice=Spain and ProductGroup=Computers. Automati-
cally detecting this kind of significant combined business areas would be a useful
feature. Another limitation is that the process flow behavior does not take into
account the performance profile, i.e., the lead times between individual activi-
ties and the total case duration. Although the usage of this kind of numerical
information would require a more advanced clustering technique, the influence
analysis part of the method presented in this paper would already handle the
discovery of related business areas.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a method for discovering those business areas
that have a significant effect on process flow behavior based on clustering and
influence analysis. As a summary of our findings:

– Our presented method is capable of discovering those business areas that
have the most significant effect on the process execution. Our method pro-
vides valuable information to business people who are very familiar with case
attributes and attribute values but not so familiar with the often technical
event type names extracted from transactional system log files.

– Our method supports any available trace clustering method. Our case study
shows that using the k-modes clustering algorithm with activity and transi-
tion profiles provides good results.

– Clustering makes the analysts realize that not all the cases in the process
model are similar. Using the Contribution% measure to explain clustering
results works well for explaining the clustering results to business people.

– The case study presented in this paper confirms that the identified busi-
ness areas indeed have distinctive process flow behavior, for example missing
activities, higher than average amount of some special activities, or distinc-
tive execution sequence for activities. Using our method, the business analyst
may now divide the process model into smaller subsets and analyze them
separately. It is a good idea to start the analysis of any process subset again
by running the clustering to see if the cases are similar enough from both
process flow point of view.

– Clustering reduces the need for external subject matter business experts.
Naturally, it would be nice to have a person who can explain everything,
but in real life, those persons are very busy, and some important details are
always likely to be forgotten by busy business people.

Acknowledgements. We thank QPR Software Plc for the practical experiences from
a wide variety of customer cases and for funding our research. The algorithms presented
in this paper have been implemented in a commercial process mining tool QPR Pro-
cessAnalyzer.
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Abstract. Using process mining actionable insights can be extracted
from the event data stored in information systems. The analysis of event
data may reveal many performance and compliance problems, and gener-
ate ideas for performance improvements. This is valuable, however, pro-
cess mining techniques tend to be backward-looking and provide little
support for forward-looking approaches since potential process interven-
tions are not assessed. System dynamics complements process mining
since it aims to capture the relationships between different factors at
a higher abstraction level, and uses simulation to predict the effects of
process improvement actions. In this paper, we propose a new approach
to support the design of system dynamics models using event data. We
extract a variety of performance parameters from the current state of
the process using historical execution data and provide an interactive
platform for modeling the performance metrics as system dynamics mod-
els. The generated models are able to answer “what-if” questions. Our
experiments, using event logs including different relationships between
parameters, show that our approach is able to generate valid models and
uncover the underlying relations.

Keywords: Process mining · Scenario-based predictions · System
dynamics · What-if analysis · Simulation

1 Introduction

Large amounts of event data are available in organizations, i.e., stored in infor-
mation systems. Process mining provides the opportunity to exploit such data in
a meaningful way, e.g., by discovering process models that describe the observed
behavior in the organization, i.e., process discovery [2]. Furthermore, confor-
mance checking [2] alongside process discovery assesses the level of similarity
between the process model and the real executions of the process as captured
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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in the event data. Moreover, process enhancement techniques improve the over-
all view of the process by extracting the information about the performance of
the process [7,9]. For business owners, insight into their processes from different
angles, especially from the performance view is highly valuable. These insights
into their processes provide a platform to look forward and improve their pro-
cesses. Therefore, these insights can be used to fill the gap between the current
state of the process’s performance and its desired future state. Business own-
ers need to be supported in long-term decision making. Different approaches in
process mining for the purpose of predicting a process’s future behavior have
been introduced. Most of these techniques are suitable for short-term prediction
and they act at the process instance level, e.g., what is the next activity for a
specific customer [22]. Others are highly dependent on explicit knowledge about
the detailed processes such as [16]. Furthermore, hidden effects exist among
the involved factors in the simulation models, e.g., the effects of increasing the
workload of resources on their speed of performing the tasks, or the relationship
between the level of difficulty of a task with the number of assigned resources.

Meanwhile, system dynamics techniques are able to cover different effects
including human aspects and model the nonlinear relations at an aggregated
level. Such techniques try to provide a holistic model of the system and include
all possible effects in the system over time. However, most simulation-based
approaches, including system dynamics, highly rely on the users and their under-
standing of the system. In [10,11], the idea of using process mining and system
dynamics together at an aggregated level is presented which leads to designing
the models including external factors. This approach generates system dynamics
logs, i.e., a collection of measurable aspects from an event log. Then, the designed
models are populated with the values of these measurable aspects referred to as
SD-log. Hereafter, the validation step is performed to measure the similarity of
the generated results by the model with the real values in the SD-log.

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed approach depends on a modeling step which
is based on the user insights into the system. In this paper, we propose a highly
automated framework which supports businesses in an interactive manner for
designing their simulation models. Our approach captures the influential factors
in performance parameters and automatically generates the system dynamics
models in order to predict the possible effects of future changes in the business
processes. Afterward, these generated models can be populated with the values
and the simulation and validation of the simulated results are possible.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
background concepts and basic notations used throughout the paper. In Sect. 3,
we present related work. In Sect. 4, we present our main approach. We evaluate
the proposed approach in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes our work and discusses
interesting directions for future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we formalize the related concepts to our approach.
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Fig. 1. Our proposed framework for using process mining and system dynamics
together in order to design valid models to support scenario-based prediction of busi-
ness processes in [10]. This paper focuses on the automatic model generation, i.e., the
highlighted step.

Table 1. A simple event log. Each row refers to an event.

Case ID Activity Resource Start timestamp Complete timestamp

1 Register Rose 10/1/2018 7:38:45 10/1/2018 7:42:30

2 Register Max 10/1/2018 8:08:58 10/1/2018 8:18:58

1 Submit request Eric 10/1/2018 7:42:30 10/1/2018 7:42:30

1 Accept request Max 10/1/2018 8:45:26 10/1/2018 9:08:58

2 Change item Eric 10/1/2018 9:45:37 10/1/2018 9:58:13

3 Register Rose 10/1/2018 8:45:26 10/1/2018 9:02:05

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Historic data, captured during the execution of a company’s processes, pro-
vide the starting point for process mining [2]. Table 1, presents a simplified
sample event log. It depicts the basic form of an event log in which each row
represents an event and each case ID indicates an instance. An event log may
include more data attributes, but, for simplicity, we abstract from these.

Definition 1 (Event Log). Let C, A, R and T denote the universe of case
identifiers, activities, resources, and the time universe, respectively. The universe
of events is defined as ξ = C × A × R × T × T . An event e = (c, a, r, ts, tc) ∈ ξ
refers to a case c, an activity a, a resource r, a start time ts, and a complete
time tc. We define corresponding projection functions πC : ξ → C, πA: ξ → A,
πR: ξ → R and πT : ξ → T × T . Given e = (c, a, r, ts, te) ∈ ξ, we have πC(e) = c,
πA(e) = a, πR(e) = r, and πT (e) = (ts, tc). An event log L ⊆ ξ is a set of
events.

Consider the first event depicted in Table 1. In the context of Definition 1,
the first row (which we denote as e1), describes: πC(e1) = 1, πA(e1) = Register,
πR(e1) = Rose and πT (e1) = (10/1/2018 7 : 38 : 45, 10/1/2018 7 : 42 : 30).
Using such event data, process mining techniques can be used to discover process
models, check conformance, uncover bottlenecks, predict process outcomes, and
steer process improvement initiatives.

System dynamics provides a collection of techniques and tools to model and
analyze capturing changes in complex systems over time [20]. Two main diagrams
used within system dynamics are the causal-loop diagram and the stock-flow
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Fig. 2. A simple example stock-flow diagram and the underlying relation of Stock1
and its in/outflows (Flow1 and Flow2).

diagram which represent the conceptual relations between variables in the system
and underlying equations respectively [13].

Definition 2 (The Causal-loop Diagrams). A causal-loop diagram CLD =
(V,L) is a set of nodes V and a set of directed links L ⊆ V × V. Directed link
l = (v1, v2) ∈ L connects nodes v1 and v2 using a directed arc.

The designed causal-loop diagram is a platform for designing a stock-flow
diagram. Since all the elements and their relations are already modeled in the
causal-loop diagram, a mapping between nodes in the causal-loop diagram and
the elements in the stock-flow diagram should be made. A stock-flow diagram
also is a diagram that indicates the same relationship in a causal-loop diagram for
a system using three different basic elements, i.e., stocks, flows and variables[4].
Entities accumulated over time represented by numbers are usually mapped to a
stock. Rate-based entities such as income per month can be considered as flows
that can add to or remove from stocks.

Definition 3 (Stock-flow Diagram). A stock-flow diagram is a tuple (S, F,
A,M) with three disjoint set of elements, i.e., stocks S, flows F , and variables
A, and M ⊆ (S ∪F ∪A)× (F ∪A) is a relation showing the flow of information
between the elements. V = S ∪ F ∪ A and three subsets are pairwise disjoint.
∈ S is the boundary of the system.

Each of the subsets introduced in Definition 3 is visualized with a specific
shape the corresponding diagram, see Fig. 2. Stock1 ∈ S, Flow1 and Flow2 ∈ F
and V ariable1 ∈ A are the elements and the arcs between each two elements are
derived from M . Also, there are two information flows from system boundaries
to Stock1 and vice versa. Stock-flow diagrams are used for simulation using the
specified underlying equations. The equation depicted on the right-hand side of
Fig. 2 describes the underlying relation for the diagram. Consider t as time,
Stock1 is equal to the amount in Stock1 at time t0 plus the integral over the
difference of the Flow1 and Flow2 over the time interval [t0, tn]. In each step,
values of stock-flow elements get updated based on the previous values of the
other elements that influence them.

3 Related Work

In this work, we propose a framework using process mining to provide insights
that support the modeling techniques in system dynamics. The resulting models
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are used for the purpose of scenario-based prediction. We refer to [2] and [20]
for an overview of process mining and system dynamics, respectively. Different
approaches and techniques have addressed forward-looking in process mining.
Among these approaches, we divide the ones w.r.t. performance into two main
categories including simulation techniques and prediction techniques. Both cat-
egories of approaches aim to predict the future state of a process. In the first
category, work such as [17] introduces discrete event simulation on the basis of
discovered process models. Moreover, workflow management and simulation are
combined in [18]. The authors considered both workflow design and event data
to provide a model for the current state of the workflow. As the author in [1]
mentioned, the factor of human behavior is missing in the proposed techniques.

In the second category, the approaches focus on predicting the performance
aspects of the processes. The authors in [5] aim to predict the remaining process
time or outcome of specific cases. In [23] a survey on the approaches which use
prediction techniques in process mining is provided. The proposed approaches
are mainly focused on the short-term prediction, e.g., predicting the time in
which a specific process instance, i.e., a customer process will be finished or
what will be the next activity [21]. The importance of context and interaction
with the factors outside the processes for the prediction and simulation has been
shown extensively [3,8]. Yet, existing approaches tend to abstract from these.

A combination of system dynamics with the process management field is pro-
posed in [6]. In the context of processes also in [15], a business process of SAP
is introduced in the form of system dynamics models that covers the factor of
employees’ productivity. However, in system dynamics models such as most of
the simulation models, it is difficult to assess the reliability of the prediction
results [1]. Moreover to the provided techniques in process mining and system
dynamics, a combination of both fields in order to perform scenario-based anal-
yses in the business processes has been recently proposed [10]. In this approach,
the freedom in choosing the level of detail in modeling using system dynamics
modeling, and the possibility of extending the factors outside of the processes are
provided. Using event logs in process mining the validity of the designed models
based on the result of the simulation is assessed. In our approach, we extend the
main framework presented in [10] and propose a standalone interactive frame-
work that supports the designing step using the event logs and structure of the
system dynamics diagrams.

4 Approach

In this section, we explain the main approach focusing on the automatic gener-
ation of system dynamics models. As Fig. 3 shows, we transform an event log
into a sequence of measurable performance parameters of a process, i.e., SD-log.
In the parameter extraction module, we get the performance questions in the
context of scenario-based analysis, e.g., how does the increase in the number of
arrival affect the average waiting time in the process? Then, we extract the pos-
sible measurable parameters related to the questions over time. The calculated
values of these parameters on the specified window of time form the SD-log.
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Fig. 3. The main approach including the SD-log generation, relation detection and the
discovery of the type and direction of the relations. Our approach continues with the
automatic generation of causal-loop diagrams (CLD) and Stock-flow diagrams (SFD).
The type of relationship is used to form the underlying equations in SFD and the effect
and time directions are automatically used to design the CLD as a backbone of SFD.

Our approach continues using the generated SD-log to detect any possible
relationship between the parameters in which each relation has a type and a
direction. The type of a relation can be linear or nonlinear and the direction of
the relationship exists in two dimensions, time and effect. For instance, there
is a relation between the arrival rate per day and the average waiting time per
day. The type of this relation can be linear/nonlinear and negative/positive. The
direction of the effect is from arrival rate to average waiting time that means
arrival rate influences the average waiting time. At the same time, the effect of
increases in the number of arrivals may only be visible with some delay, e.g.,
after two hours in the average waiting time, which shows the direction in time.
These discovered relations and their types and directions are used to build the
system dynamics simulation models.

4.1 SD-Log Generator

An event log is the starting point of any analyses in process mining, therefore,
the possible parameters are highly dependent on the available data in the event
log. In our approach, we consider the basic type of event logs in Definition 1.
Hence, time-related performance parameters w.r.t events, cases, resources, and
activities, e.g., service time of a case/event can be generated. Instead of extract-
ing and computing the parameters at the instance level, in this work, we define
aggregated parameters over a specific period of time such as δ. Reconsider Table
1. We extract the average duration of performing activity “Register” in each hour
as δ in the log instead of extracting the values for each case separately. Having
all the values in the possible steps considering the time window forms the SD-
log, which we define as Definition 4. Performance parameters can be defined and
extracted from an event log w.r.t. the scenario-based questions which we consider
as a set V.

Definition 4 (SD-log). Let L ⊆ ξ be an event log, V be a set of process
parameters, and δ be the selected time window. Assume e1 is the first event in
the event log starting at time tS and assume en is the last event in the event
log completing at time tC . Given the time window δ, there are k = �(tC−tS)/δ�
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subsequent time windows to go from tS to tC . An SD-log is a function SD:V →
R

k, where R
k is a sequence of real numbers of length k. Furthermore, for any

v ∈ V and 0 ≤ i < k, we use πi(SD(v)) to denote the (i + 1)th value for
parameter v, i.e., if SD(v) = 〈x0, x1, . . . xk−1〉 is the sequence for parameter v,
then πi(SD(v)) = xi.

Assume event log L ⊆ ξ with a total duration of 10 h, δ = 1 h implies k = 10.
An example SD-log including one variable Arrival rate is: SD(Arrival rate) =

〈11, 13, 10, 10, 12, 9, 10, 13, 8, 11〉, i.e., π2(SD(Arrival rate)) = 10, representing that in the
third hour, 10 cases arrived in the process.

It is important to note that each parameter is mapped onto a sequence of real
numbers. Each real number is computed over the event log and focuses on the
combination of a parameter and a time window, e.g., number of customers han-
dled, number of customers queuing, average waiting time, percentage rejected,
etc. Selection of the parameters is highly dependent on the “what-if” questions.
Using these types of questions, the parameters are extracted and are being used
in the next steps. We refer to [10] for detail of calculation method and dealing
with overlapping features in multiple time windows.

4.2 Relation Detection

System dynamics models are based on the effects of the system’s parameters
on each other. In designing the system dynamics models such as causal-loop
diagrams and stock-flow diagrams, the relations between the elements are crucial.

Fig. 4. A sample SD-log with k
values for two parameters v1 and
v2. The black arrows show that
by investigating relations for the
next time window (one step shift),
one value for each parameter gets
ignored, i.e., v1

k and v2
0 .

Knowing these relations and their direc-
tions makes it possible to create causal-loop
diagrams and eventually stock-flow diagrams
that can be used to simulate different scenar-
ios. In the relation detection part, we discover
all the possible relations and use them to auto-
matically design the simulation models.

Considering the values of the parameters
from the SD-log in the specified time window,
we calculate both linear and nonlinear corre-
lation using Pearson correlation and Distance
correlation techniques [19]. In addition to the
relation between two parameters regarding
one influencing another one, this influence can
happen in different time windows. Therefore,
a relation has two aspects, i.e., the direction of
the effect that shows which parameter causes changes and also the time window
in which these changes would influence the second parameter. One parameter
may affect another parameter at a later time, hence it is not sufficient to calcu-
late correlations between values in the same time window in this situation. In our
previous example, if we look for the relations only at the same time window the
effect of changes in the arrival rate on the average waiting time which appears
after two hours would not be captured for the time window of one hour.
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Consider Fig. 4 showing a possible time-shifted relation between two param-
eters. Due to the shift, we lose some values at the beginning and end of the
SD-log. Therefore, to compare the values of parameters in different steps of the
time window, an indicator is needed in order to preserve a sufficient number of
values. Assume s ∈ N as the maximum possible shift in the time windows to
look for the cause and effect between parameters where s ≤ k(1−θsd) and θsd is
the minimum percentage of values of the parameters that we are willing to use
and k ∈ N is the number of values presented in the SD-log. Accordingly, prior
to defining the relation detection algorithm, we need to define a shift function
that provides the values of parameters with the given shift for detecting their
underlying relations. We define the shift function in Definition 5 and use this
function as an input of the relation detection algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Definition 5 (Shift Function). Let SD:V → R
k be an SD-log with param-

eters V and s the maximum possible shift. For any two parameters v1, v2 ∈
V, and a shift i with 0 ≤ i ≤ s: ShiftFuni : R

k × R
k → R

k−i × R
k−i

relates values for v1 with later values for v2, i.e., ShiftFuni(SD(v1), SD(v2)) =
(〈π0(v1), ..., πk−(i+1)(v1)〉, 〈πi(v2), ..., πk−1(v2)〉) (note that k = |SD(v1)|=
|SD(v2)|.

Consider v1 and v2 as the arrival rate per day and the number of waiting
cases per day and SD(v1) = 〈11, 13, 10, 10, 12, 9, 10, 13, 8, 11〉, SD(v2) = 〈2, 3, 0, 1, 4, 0, 1, 3, 0, 2〉
are the values of two parameters, applying the ShiftFun2 will result in SD(v1) =

〈11, 13, 10, 10, 12, 9, 10, 13〉, SD(v2) = 〈0, 1, 4, 0, 1, 3, 0, 2〉.
In the relation detection algorithm for each pair of parameters in the SD-log,

the shift function is applied repeatedly bounded by the maximal possible shift s.
The maximum value of the correlation is compared with the threshold θ rel to
assess how strong the relationship is. The comparison with the threshold shows
whether the relationship exists or not. Each pair of parameters as an output of
the algorithm will define the relations between parameters and be the root of
the automatic causal-loop diagram designer in our approach.

Conceptual Model: Causal-Loop Diagram Designer. Using Algorithm
1, the relations are extracted and automatically transformed into a causal-loop
diagram. In the transformation step, the domain knowledge of the user is also
considered in indicating and selecting the desired relations in the output causal-
loop diagram. Consider, for example, the effect of an increase in the arrival rate
per time window on the average waiting time of cases. In this example, the output
of Algorithm 1 is (arrival rate, average waiting time), showing that changes in
the values of arrival rate over time would cause changes in the average waiting
time. The parameters in V from the SD-log are mapped to the nodes in the
CLD diagram and the relations are represented as the links L. The extracted
relations such as the example, form the causal-loop diagram automatically, e.g.,
in the causal-loop diagram, there is a link from arrival rate to the node labeled
as average waiting time.
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Algorithm 1: Relation Detection Algorithm
Input: SD Log
Input: Maximum possible shift s and threshold of accepting a relation θ rel
Output: All relations between pair of parameters ∈ V

1 foreach vm and vn ∈ V do
2 foreach 0 ≤ i ≤ s do
3 Generate score = correlation(ShiftFuni(v

m, vn));
4 Add score to the set Set scores;

5 end
6 return Max(Set scores) as max score;
7 if max score ≥ θ rel then
8 return (vm, vn) as a relation;
9 else

10 return null;
11 end

12 end

Simulation Model: Stock-Flow Diagram Designer. Having a causal-loop
diagram, the platform for designing the stock-flow diagram is provided. The
parameters as mentioned in Sect. 4.1 are divided into three types namely, rate,
number, and duration based which automatically are mapped into the stock-
flow diagram as flows, stocks or variables, respectively. For a generated CLD,
all nodes v ∈ V are mapped to a s ∈ S, f ∈ F or a ∈ A and for each link l ∈ L
such as (v1, v2) the corresponding notation in stock-flow diagram is replaced.
Therefore, information flow M in Definition 3 is corresponding to the links in
CLD with the replaced notations. The constraints in relations in stock-flow
diagrams definition in Definition 3, automatically preserved in the mapping. A
stock and a flow can influence a variable but a variable can only influence a flow
or a variable, also a flow is able to influence a stock. Also, the option of including
the user’s domain knowledge regarding the simulation scenarios is provided.

Domain knowledge can be inserted interactively to the mapping step, e.g.,
the number of cases waiting in the system as a parameter can be treated as
both stock or a variable which based on the scenario are exchangeable. For all
the generated models, the system dynamics files (i.e., mdl files) are generated.
These mdl files can be used for the scenario-based analyses presented in [10],
but also analyzed using system dynamics simulation software such as Vensim.1

The ability to generate system dynamics models from event logs provides an
integrated approach that is both forward-looking and backward-looking.

5 Evaluation

We use synthetic event logs including different types of relationships between
process’ performance parameters to evaluate our approach. Moreover, we design
1 https://vensim.com.

https://vensim.com
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scenarios in which the input of the approach is the output of the predefined sim-
ulation model using which we can measure the similarity between the generated
model and the original one.

Evaluating the Feasibility of the Approach. First, we evaluate our model
with an event log which is intentionally designed with multiple linear and nonlin-
ear relations. The hidden cause and effects inside the parameters of the process
are specified in the process model. The process designed using CPN tools [14]
simulates the process inside the call center of a car rental agency in which two
types of requests are handled, requests for cars and requests for cars with a
driver. The requests are randomly generated using the ratio of 60% for cars and
40% for cars with driver. For this reason, three resources are assigned for car
requests and 2 resources are assigned for a car with a driver requests. The work-
ing hours of the call center are between 8:00 in the morning until 17:00 in the
afternoon for 7 days per week with a higher number of requests around 10:00 and
15:00. Also, if the number of customers in line for getting the service is above
30 customers, the call will be rejected automatically.

We designed the model in a way that the operators perform the process of
the calls faster if the number of calls in the line is higher. This effect of length
of queues of the inline calls on the time of the processing calls is modeled as
nonlinear relation, using an exponential function. Furthermore, an increase in
the arrival rate influences the number of finish rates and the number of calls
waiting inline to get the service. The generated event log using the presented
model including 2000 cases used as an input of the approach and the detected
relation using a Daily time window is shown as Fig. 5. For calculating the
maximum shift, we set the minimum of data to 90%.

All the underlying effects at the instance level are captured. Then the gener-
ated model can be used as a basis of the simulation and scenario-based analysis
w.r.t the changes in the process parameters. As the designed model by the app-
roach indicates, only for the parameter Number of unique resources per day
which we expect to have an effect on the number of handled requests, our app-
roach could not find any strong relations. The reason is that we consider a fixed
number of the resources in our CPN model.

Fig. 5. The automatically generated output of the approach using the event log of the
call center (the result is available as an mdl file that can be used in various system
dynamics tools, e.g., Vensim).
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Fig. 6. A comparison between the strength of discovered relations for different SD-logs
generated using Hourly and Daily time windows. As expected, the relations in the
Hourly time window are stronger. However, the strength of the relations in the Daily
time window are also above the threshold.

We extended our experiments by choosing different time windows to see if
the approach is able to capture the relations in different time windows. Figure
6 illustrates the comparison of the discovered relations in the time window of
Daily and Hourly. The strength of the relations as a result of Algorithm 1 are
scaled between 0 and 1 which 1 shows the strongest relationship. The relations
in Hourly time windows are stronger than the Daily manner, however, in both
time windows, the expected relations are discovered. For instance, consider the
relation between the number of cases in the process and the service time of cases,
the relation can be seen strongly in Hourly time window, 0.84 rather than in
Daily time window 0.29. As we expected, the approach is able to discover the
hidden relations at an aggregated level, however, choosing the appropriate time
window regarding the context of the process and modeling is important.

Evaluating the Accuracy of the Approach. We also designed a system
dynamics model manually and generated a set of values over a defined Daily
time window and used the generated data to feed to our approach to compare
the discovered system dynamics model with the original one. Figure 7 shows the
designed evaluation scenario.

SD Log
Simulate

Model Crea on 
Framework

Measure
Similarity

Level of
 Similarity 

Designed 
Model

Original 
Model

Fig. 7. The designed evaluation scenario in order to measure the similarity of the
designed model using the proposed approach and the original model.
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Case In
OrganizationArrived

Finished Rate

Service Time Number of Uniq Res Number of Uniq Res Service Time

Arrived e1Finished RateCase In Organiza on

Fig. 8. Evaluation results in the similarity measurement scenario. The model presented
in (a) is designed and the simulation results are used to feed the proposed approach.
Model (b) is the designed model by the approach.

Assume R is the universe of all relations between parameters and Ro, Rd ⊆ R
represent the set of relations in the original diagram which is manually designed
and the set of relations in the designed diagram using the proposed approach,
respectively. We define two similarity measures regarding the accuracy and preci-
sion of the designed model [12]: Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Accuracy considers the similarity
between the existing relations in the original and in the discovered model and
Precision considers the relations which in the original model do not exist but
are discovered wrongly in the designed model.

Accuracy =
|Ro|∩|Rd|

|Ro|
(2)

Precision =
|Ro|∩|Rd|

(|Ro|∩|Rd|) + (|Rd|∩|Ro|/R)
(3)

Figure 8a shows the original model which is simulated for 30 weeks and
generates an SD-log out of it. This model includes the relationship between the
number of resources and the arrival rate using the equations based on the root
equation. If the arrival rate increases, the number of resources will increase up to
a specific point. Also, the finish rate is based on the number of cases in the process
and the average service time, whereas service time itself gets influence from the
number of cases in the process, i.e., more cases waiting in the process, resources
work faster hence the service time will decrease. We give the generated SD-log
as an input to our framework and Fig. 8b shows the discovered model. Relations
in the original model and discovered ones in the designed model result in an
Accuracy of 0.72 and a Precision of 1. It should be considered the calculated
measures are for the designed model without the interference of any domain
knowledge from users.

The results of both simulation scenarios indicate the effectiveness of our
approach. More importantly, all the relations were at the instance level, i.e.,
for each specific case and our approach is able to catch the aggregated effects
without considering performance metrics and details of the process’s steps which
happened for each case.
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Fig. 9. Generated model for the real event log using the proposed approach.

Evaluating the Approach Using Real Event Log. In order to test our
approach in practice we applied our framework on the real event log BPIChal-
lenge2017 [24]. The event log includes different executions of processes for taking
a loan by customers. The number of cases is 31500 and the number of recorded
events is 382454. The discovered relations between process parameters and the
automatically generated model considering the daily behavior of the process is
shown in 9. As expected, there is a strong relationship between the number of
served people in the process per day and the number of people arrived per day.
However, since not all the relations inside the event log are known, therefore
the evaluation can only be performed based on the hypothesis and background
knowledge of the processes. As indicated in Fig. 9, the number of people in the
process of taking service is also directly influencing the process active time and
the average waiting time per case. The reason for not indicating any strong rela-
tionship between the service time and the finish rate can be that the requests
need a specific amount of time and not related to any other factors. The experi-
ment using the real event log shows that the proposed approach is able to capture
the most expected relations inside a real process.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to support designing system dynam-
ics models for simulation in the context of operational processes. Using our app-
roach, the underlying effects and relations at the instance level can be detected
and modeled in an aggregated manner. For instance, as we showed in the evalu-
ation, the effects of the amount of workload on the speed of resources are of high
importance in modeling the number of people waiting to be served per day. In
the second scenario, we focused on assessing the accuracy and precision of our
approach in designing a simulation model. As the evaluations show, our app-
roach is capable of discovering hidden relations and automatically generates the
valid simulation models in which applying the domain knowledge is also possi-
ble. By extending the framework, we are looking to find the underlying equations
between the parameters. The discovered equations help to obtain accurate sim-
ulation results in an automated fashion without user involvement. Moreover, we
aim to apply the framework in case studies where we not only have the event
data, but can also influence the process.
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Abstract. Designing and realizing data-driven business models (DDBMs) are
key challenges for many enterprises and are recent research topics. While enter-
prise architecture (EA)modeling andmanagement proved their potential value for
supporting information technology-related projects, EA’s specific role in devel-
oping and realizing DDBMs is a new and rather unexplored research field. We
conducted a systematic literature review on big data, business models, and EA to
identify the potentials of EA support for developing and realizing DDBMs. We
derived 42 EA concerns from the literature, structured along the dimensions of
the business model canvas and the status of realization (as-is, to-be).

Keywords: Enterprise architecture · Data-driven · Business model · Concerns

1 Introduction

Advancements in information technology, especially in machine learning, big data,
cloud, and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, have continuously increased the impor-
tance of data for business development and innovation. Today, many practitioners in
business, as well as academic communities, perceive data as the ‘new fuel’ of the econ-
omy [1]. Nevertheless, the failure rate of big data and artificial intelligence projects
remains disturbingly high [2]. Especially, incumbent companies are expected to rest
on huge unused data treasures, facing several challenges in monetizing their data and
seizing new business opportunities [3].

Over the last years, a new research field has emerged, which investigates data-driven
business models (DDBMs). DDBMs are characterized by data as a key resource, data
processing as a key activity, or both [4]. They highly rely on information systems for
their core operations of data capturing, processing, and distribution. Various DDBM
representations have been proposed by scholars. The latest efforts in academia have
focused on extending the BusinessModel Canvas (BMC) as a widely accepted modeling
framework to the special needs of data-driven businesses [4, 5]. These models help
practitioners to envision and document the design of DDBMs in the first step and to
further detail and realize the design in the second step [6]. Research on DDBMs is still
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at an early stage and requires detailed knowledge of tool support for DDBM design [5].
Especially, the needs of incumbent companies, with their existing data resources and
structures, are currently not addressed.

In this paper, we explore if and how enterprise architecture (EA) modeling and man-
agement can be a beneficial approach for developing and realizing DDBMs. Previous
research already highlighted the potential of EA in this context as it helps to gain trans-
parency across relevant social and technical elements and their interdependencies [6].
Especially in the design phase, where companies struggle to understand the existing
data resources and capabilities, EA can provide answers to stakeholder concerns based
on models and tool support. However, the support of EA modeling and management
has only been briefly described in the past. Therefore, our study focuses on the fol-
lowing research questions: What application fields for EAmodeling and management in
DDBMdesign and realization exist in the literature?What DDBM-specific EA concerns
can be derived from the literature? To answer these questions, we conducted a structured
literature search and analysis.

2 Research Background

Our study is grounded on two research fields. First, recent papers have explored the
challenges associated with the development of DDBMs while taking into account the
general research on business models (BMs). Second, research on EA has shown the
potential benefits of EA models and EA management for projects related to business
transformation.

2.1 Data-Driven Business Models and Their Representations

Data is traditionally been perceived as a crucial component of business operations, strate-
gic decision making, and new business development. The terms under which it has been
investigated has varied in the past decades, ranging from business intelligence, busi-
ness analytics, and big data to big data analytics [7]. The potential value contribution
of data has been researched in three major areas, namely improved decision making,
enhanced products and services, and new BMs [8]. In the third area, the latest tech-
nological advancements have contributed to the current enthusiasm for new DDBMs.
Several definitions of DDBM have been proposed in the literature. All commonly state
that data has to be an essential component. Accordingly, Hartmann, Zaki, Feldmann,
and Neely define DDBM as “a business model that relies on data as a key resource”
[4, p. 6]. Bulger, Taylor, and Schroeder [9] and Brownlow, Zaki, Neely, and Urmetzer
[10] similarly highlight the fundamental role of data for DDBMs. Schüritz and Satzger
argue that a clear threshold of required data for a DDBM is not defined and that compa-
nies alter from a traditional BM to a DDBM, with increased application of the data for
the value proposition [11]. In the context of this study, we clearly distinguish between
enhancements of existing BMs and new DDBMs that are centered on data (data as a key
resource and/or data processing as a key activity).

The conceptual structure of any business can be represented with business modeling
techniques. Several modeling frameworks have been proposed in the past, varying in
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characteristics and components. The most popular BM framework is the BMC [12],
comprising nine components: partners, key activities, key resources, value proposition,
customer relationships, channels, customer segments, cost structure, and revenue stream.
The conceptualization and definition of DDBMs rely on the BMC, with data as a key
resource and/or with key activities focusing on data processing. Research on DDBMs
is still at an early stage. The latest efforts in academia have focused on extending the
BMC to the special needs of data-driven businesses [4, 5]. The literature in this area is
analyzed as part of our literature review.

2.2 Enterprise Architecture

The EA discipline is rooted in the information system research body of knowledge [13].
Research on EA goes back to the Zachman framework in the 1980s, which provides an
ontology for modeling the fundamental structure of an organization and its information
systems [14]. Today, EA is essential formany organizations to support technology-driven
transformations as it helpsmaintain an overview of complex sociotechnical systems. The
Federation of Enterprise Architecture Organizations defines EA as “a well-defined prac-
tice for conducting enterprise analysis, design, planning, and implementation, using a
comprehensive approach at all times, for the successful development and execution of
strategy” [15, p. 1]. The Open Group provides a narrower definition of EA, in line with
the ISO/ICE/IEEE Standard 42010 of architecture definition, that is, “the structure of
components, their inter-relationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their
design and evolution over time” [16]. Hence, researchers and practitioners sometimes
refer to EA as the practice and sometimes as the actual architecture of an organization.
We use the term EA for the practice comprising the related modeling techniques, frame-
works, and management function within an organization (EA management). The actual
architecture of an organization is noted as as-is architecture, while planned future states
are called to-be architecture [13].

EA aims to improve information system efficiency and effectiveness. For this pur-
pose, it provides artifacts, such as meta-models, frameworks, tools, guiding principles,
and management methods. Many organizations have established an EA management
function concerned with the aforementioned aim. An organization’s key components
and their interdependencies are represented in EA models [17]. These models pro-
vide transparency and support for strategic planning, top management decision making,
and project management [18]. The modeling concepts and case-specific models help in
quickly addressing stakeholder concerns. A diversity of modeling frameworks has been
proposed in the literature, with different layers, elements, and relations to represent the
enterprise [13]. The models built based on these meta-models are concerned with either
the current state (as-is) or the desired state (to-be) of the enterprise. The EA manage-
ment function supports the transition from the as-is to the to-be state through several
intermediate architecture stages.

3 Methodology

To identify the current state of the literature on the interplay of DDBMs and EA, we
conducted a structured literature review, following a proposed methodology [19]. We
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queried the followingdatabaseswith keyword searches conducted inAugust andSeptem-
ber 2019: (1) AIS Electronic Library, (2) EBSCO Host Business Source Complete, (3)
Google Scholar, (4) IEEE Xplore, (5) JSTOR, (6) Science Direct, and (7) Web of Sci-
ence. Since the DDBM belongs to an interdisciplinary field, its research is reflected in
the intersection of BM and big data [8]. Our search comprised keywords covering both
areas. We added the research stream of EA to understand the interplay of these research
fields. The keywords “data-driven,” “businessmodel,” and “enterprise architecture”were
selected based on the resulting four intersections (see Fig. 1: A, B, C, and D). To further
extend the literature search, the terms “big data” and “analytics,” which are s associated
with “data-driven,” were integrated into the search as well. This led to a total of 10 search
strings. All hits were screened based on their titles and abstracts. The first 100 hits from
Google Scholar were considered, acknowledging their decreasing relevance. Irrelevant,
duplicate, and non-peer-reviewed results were excluded. The remaining 80 articles were
reviewed based on their full texts. With the objective of identifying the literature on the
interplay of EA and DDBMs, we looked at intersection A for articles with a central
focus on this topic. To gain a broader understanding of potential application fields of
EA for DDBMs, we examined intersection C for articles addressing EA support in big
data ideation and realization, as well as intersection D for EA support for BM design
and implementation. Additionally, we analyzed the literature in intersection B, whose
articles have a central focus on DDBMs, to identify the requirements for EA. Based on
these requirements, we derived DDBM-related EA concerns. If required, we reallocated
relevant articles to a better-fitting intersection. For example, one article from intersection
B [20] was transferred to A.

Fig. 1. Research fields and keywords.

Only four articles were identified in intersection A, of which two demonstrate con-
tributions to the interplay of EA and DDBMs. We analyzed both articles in depth to
gain insights into the state of the literature on the interplay of EA and DDBMs. From a
total of 45 results, 17 articles are concerned with DDBMs. From this set, eight articles
provide results that demonstrate the usefulness of our derivation of the concerns. These
contributions were further analyzed.

The literature search on EA and big data resulted in a total of 16 articles, of which
five were evaluated based on their full texts. In intersection D, we identified 16 articles
concerned with EA and BMs. From this set, six were further analyzed. The relevant
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articles from intersections C and D were coded, allowing the derivation of EA support
in the big data and the BM contexts.

To gain a deeper understanding of the potential application areas of EA for DDBMs,
we analyzed the literature in the overlap of EA and big data, as well as that of EA and
BMs. Based on the findings in intersection B, we derived EA concerns to support the
viewpoints of the people involved in DDBM design. For this purpose, we drew on the
top-down conceptual analysis proposed by Uzzle [21]. We analyzed the literature in
depth and structured the derived concerns along the BMC fields, as the BMC is the most
popular framework for BM representation [22]. We coded the results.

The literature in intersection B discusses DDBMs from various angles with regard
to design requirements, representation requirements, and challenges. By detecting these
characterizing requirements and challenges for DDBMs, we were able to derive EA
concerns through deduction. For example, Kühne and Böhmann present design require-
ments for DDBMs, such as “customers and partners can provide data which can cause a
connection in the representation. […] data can be provided from customers or acquired
by external sources” [5, p. 7]. Similarly, Hunke, Seebacher, Schuritz, and Illi mention the
need for “an alignment of value propositions with involved partners and a definition of
the ownership and access rights of data of different parties” [23, p. 4]. We formulated the
related EA concern for the as-is architecture as follows: “Which data resources exist in
the ecosystem (customers, partners, and data providers)?” The forward-looking concern
for the to-be architecture was derived accordingly, as follows: “Which data could be
generated in collaboration with actors from the ecosystem?” To cite another example,
Zolnowski, Anke, and Gudat investigate costs and revenues from DDBMs and state,
“revenues can be generated from […] the sale of data to third parties” [24, p. 188]. We
derived the EA concern accordingly, as follows: “Which data objects/sets can be offered
to third parties?”

4 Results

4.1 EA Support for DDBM Modeling and Management

The DDBM literature overwhelmingly addresses the challenges and the requirements
in DDBM conceptualization and design. All eight articles in intersection B address
the urgent need for transparency of data and system components for successful DDBM
design and realization. For example, Bulger, Taylor, and Schroeder highlight data quality,
reliability, and availability as “obstacles” to DDBMs and emphasize the need for the
transparency of the technology and science behind data sources [9, p. 24]. Zolnowski,
Anke, and Gudat take the financial standpoint, stressing the need for transparency from
a cost and revenue perspective [24]. They underline the cost related to data storage and
with this, the importance of accurate tracking and management. Furthermore, sensors
and information system channels are described as key for data capture and revenue
generation. The gained transparency across relevant social and technical elements and
their interdependencies infuse the DDBM design, which is primarily captured in the
BMC [6]. The latest efforts in academia have focused on extending the BMC to the
special needs of data-driven businesses [4, 5]. For example,Kühne andBöhmannpropose
nine key requirements for DDBM representation, concerned with data sources, security,
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quality, and data-processing capabilities [5]. We argue that EA can be beneficial in
gaining transparency and infusing the design and realization of DDBMs.

EA has proven its potential in the context of big data project realization, as well as
BM realization. EA supports the formerwith requirements andmeta-models, specifically
focusing on the data layer, as well as with management and modeling frameworks [18,
25–28]. In the BM context, EA modeling and management concepts are used for further
detailingBMs and support their implementation. Specifically, the integration of theBMC
into the popular EA modeling language ArchiMate and The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF), as well as TOGAF ADM, has been investigated [17, 29].

The literature results of intersections A, C, and D discuss potential application fields
of EA in the contexts of big data, BMs, and DDBMs. Based on these contributions,
we have constructed an overview of the potential EA support for DDBMs. The relevant
articles in intersection A propose two major phases for DDBM development, namely
design and realization [6, 20]. Additionally, these articles distinguish between support
from EA modeling and EA management. The contributions of both are described along
the two phases. This structure has been used to map the potential application fields of
EA in the DDBM context, as derived from the literature. Table 1 illustrates the results.

EA supports the DDBM design phase by providing transparency and the tools for
stakeholders to envision future systems. EA management supports the realization phase
by managing the architecture toward the desired target state and providing various tools
and methods. EA offers blueprints, reference models, frameworks, and assessment tools
to make the as-is state transparent and to develop the to-be state. A large set of contri-
butions concentrates on EA for the realization of big data and with that, on DDBMs,
while very little research has focused on EA for the design of DDBMs. This scarcity
of studies may be due to the complex nature of EA as a tool for system developers
[17]. Nevertheless, EA has the potential to drive innovation and the discovery of new
DDBMs [30]. The design and realization of DDBMs require support from EA beyond
the traditional project realization support. To justify huge investments in organizational
transformation, as required for DDBMs, EA must first and foremost support the DDBM
design phase. A good understanding of data assets and system components and their
intertwinement, as well as the interlink to the ecosystem, is key for successful DDBM
realization.

The extended literature provides insights on EA support for DDBM realization
through various contributions on EA for big data and EA for BM realization. Further-
more, it highlights the scarcity of the contributions on EA for DDBM design. Our study
supplements the research by depicting application fields of EA in the DDBM context
using a structured literature-based approach and by contributing EA concerns to foster
the intertwinement of EA in the DDBM design.

4.2 Derived EA Concerns

The literature results of intersectionB are concernedwithDDBMs. Based on the findings
in this intersection, we have derived DDBM-related EA concerns. These concerns have
been formulated from the viewpoints of practitioners in the DDBM design phase. They
are related to either the current state of the architecture (as-is) or the desired state (to-be),
which is envisioned in the design phase. Both have been derived deductively based on
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Table 1. EA support for DDBMs.

DDBM Design DDBM Realization

EA modeling As-is • EA models for transparency [6,
30]

• EA models for transparency [6,
20]

• EA meta-models for big data
[18]

• Big data-related EA concerns
[18]

To-be • EA models for target state
design [6, 20]

• Development of target
architecture [6, 20]

• Development of transition
architectures [6, 20]

• EA frameworks for big data
realization [27, 28]

• EA meta-models for big data
[18]

• Big data-related EA concerns
[18]

EA management • EA management for technical
feasibility assessment [6]

• EA management for enterprise
transition [6]

• Development of
implementation roadmap [6]

• Big data-related EA
management requirements [26]

• EA management method for
big data [25]

the coded literature. The results are structured along the BMC fields and illustrated in
Table 2. Each concern corresponds to an element of the BMC. Most findings relate to
data, which is the key resource of DDBMs. In the rest of this subsection, we present the
concerns and illustrate their usage and value contributions in an exemplary use case.

The BMC is a popular framework to capture the design of a BM by populating the
nine key characterizing fields. Even DDBM research has adopted the BMC for BM rep-
resentation [4, 22]. Since DDBMs have information systems as their engines, compared
to traditional BMs, a set of profound EA concerns might be faced while populating the
BMC fields. The complexity is further heightened because most incumbent organiza-
tions do not build up on a green field, such as startups do [3]. The existing resources
and structures can be advantages or disadvantages, depending on how well they are
understood and leveraged. Considering EA in DDBM design does not intend to assess
feasibility but to provide a basic understanding of organizational structures. Designing
DDBMs requires an understanding of EA in the same way that traditional BMs require
basic business knowledge. For example, EA considerations can help prevent the propo-
sition of a BM that generates e500,000 per year but requires tremendous investments
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Table 2. DDBM-related EA concerns.

BMC field As-is To-be Sources

Key activities C1:What are the available
data-processing capabilities
at the application level?

C1B:What are the required
data processing capabilities
at the application level?

[5, 22, 31, 32]

C2:What are the available
data analytic capabilities at
the business capability
level?

C2B:What are the required
data analytic capabilities at
the business capability level?

[5, 32, 33]

C3: How long does it take
to process the data?

C3B: How can the data be
processed within the time
constraints of the new
business model?

[32]

Key resources C4:Which data resources
exist across the
organization?

C4B:Which additional data
resources are required for
the new business model?

[22, 23, 32, 33]

C5:Which data resources
exist in the ecosystem
(customers, partners, and
data providers)?

C5B:Which data could be
generated in collaboration
with actors from the
ecosystem?

[5, 23]

C6: How well are the data
resources integrated?

C6B: How can the data
resources be integrated to
enable the new business
model?

[22]

C7: How often are collected
data resources
synchronized?

C7B: How often must the
data be synchronized for the
new business model?

[32]

C8:Which measures are
currently taken for realizing
data security?

C8B:Which measures are
necessary to ensure data
security within the new
business model?

[23]

C9:What is the availability
status of the data (e.g.,
company-owned existing
data versus
third-party-owned data that
is not captured yet)?

C9B:What is the
availability status of the data
for the new business model?

[5, 22, 31]

C10:Who is the owner of
the data, legally and within
the company?

C10B:Who owns the data
processed for the new
business model?

[5, 22, 23]

C11:Where is the data
stored (e.g., specific
country, customer side)?

C11B:Where is the required
data for the new business
model stored?

[22, 23, 32]

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

BMC field As-is To-be Sources

C12:What are the data
privacy constraints for
internal and external usage?

C12B: How is data privacy
ensured within the new
business model?

[5, 9, 22, 23]

C13:What is the data
quality in terms of
consistency and
completeness?

C13B: How is data quality
ensured in terms of
consistency and
completeness?

[5, 9, 22, 31]

C14: How long can the data
be stored, and when must it
be deleted?

C14B: How long must the
data be stored for the new
business model?

[22, 23]

Revenue model C15:Which data
objects/sets can be offered
to third parties?

C15B:Which data
objects/sets could be made
available to third parties?

[24]

C16:Which technical
value-capturing
mechanisms exist?

C16B: How can the
value-capturing mechanism
be realized from a
technology perspective?

[23]

Cost structure C17:What computing
efforts are required to
process the data (e.g., cloud
facilities, analytic
platforms)?

C17B: How can the
computing efforts for data
processing be reduced?

[22, 24]

C18: How much does it
cost to purchase/capture
and store the existing data?

C18B: How can the cost of
data purchase/capture and
storage for the new business
model be reduced?

[24]

Channels C19:Where are the data
import and export
interfaces?

C19B:What are the required
data import and export
interfaces?

[22–24, 32]

C20: How are the systems
connected to customers and
providers?

C20B:What are the required
connections to customers
and providers?

[22, 24]

C21:What is the existing
infrastructure to integrate
data sources?

C21B:What are the required
infrastructure components to
enable the new business
model?

[31, 32]

in the information system landscape and business capabilities amounting to over e20
million that would require 10 years for realization. Architects can infuse the DDBM
design by providing information, models, guidance, and inspiration. The derived EA
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concerns equip architects to respond to the business demand while populating the BMC
framework.

Günther, RezazadeMehrizi, Huysman, and Feldberg [3] present the following exam-
ple of how organizations may fail in realizing DDBMs. A European postal service orga-
nization aimed to sell addresses of potentially relevant households to business clients for
targeted advertising. The company faced three major challenges. First, the company did
not own the data, whose sale required the agreement of the owning party. Second, the
company acquired a startup to obtain the data to implement its DDBM, which it failed
to integrate into the organization model. “The decision to acquire appeared to be influ-
enced largely by supra-organizational drivers, as the organization needed to access data
from elsewhere and was pressured by a shrinking market” [3, p. 12]. The data resources’
landscape and their availability within the organization and its ecosystem were not well
understood. The existing structures had to be transformed in order to adopt the new
resources. Lastly, due to the historical evolution of the company’s BM, the sales team,
who was used to selling contracts, struggled to interpret the data characteristics in their
client conversations. The DDBM lacked the required business capabilities.

We assume that our derived EA concerns provide the equipment to prevent such
a failure. The first challenge of data ownership could have been foreseen by utilizing
EA concerns C10 (Who is the owner of the data, legally and within the company?) and
C12 (What are the data privacy constraints for internal and external usage?) Raising
these concerns leads to an early consideration of legal boundaries. EA models and
the management function have to adopt in order to address these concerns effectively.
The second challenge requires a good understanding of the existing data within the
organization and throughout the ecosystem. Furthermore, it must be understood how
well the data sources are integrated and what their availability status is. These concerns
are reflected in C4 (Which data resources exist across the organization?), C5 (Which
data resources exist in the ecosystem [customers, partners, and data providers]?), C6
(How well are the data resources integrated?), and C9 (What is the availability status
of the data [e.g., company-owned existing data versus third-party-owned data that is
not captured yet]?). The last challenge regarding the required business capabilities for
the DDBM could have been addressed with C2B (What are the required data analytic
capabilities at the business capability level?).

5 Discussion

Designing and realizing DDBMs require a creative yet analytic and structured set of
activities. Both can benefit from the rich discipline of EA and its management. To shed
light on the interplay of EA and DDBMs, we have investigated the literature using a
structured search process. Our paper makes a twofold contribution to research. First,
we have summarized the state of the knowledge about EA and DDBMs by conducting
an extended literature search. We have analyzed the sources from the intersection of
three research areas to provide a comprehensive view on previous research efforts. Our
work has revealed the limited number of articles focusing on this highly demanded
topic. The results of the literature related to this interdisciplinary research field have
been used to construct an overview of potential application areas of EA in DDBM
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design and realization.With this overview, we have demonstrated the diverse application
possibilities of EA in DDBM realization and have highlighted the current gap in EA
support for DDBM design. Second, we have identified DDBM-related EA concerns to
foster EA support for DDBM development and realization. By deriving 42 concerns
from our literature-based approach, we have demonstrated the clear need for EA support
in DDBM design and have laid the foundation for researchers to further investigate the
contributions of EA for data-driven businesses.

Our study’s results bear some limitations. First, the selection of keywords restricts
the set of results. Though we have iteratively refined the search terms, some related work
might have been overlooked.Althoughwe have chosen an extended literature search app-
roach, our research is not intended to be exhaustive. By using general databases, such
as Google Scholar, we have also aimed at including work from other related research
fields. Second, the results are limited in terms of validity as they are purely based on
research articles and are not validated in an evaluation or an empirical study. Neverthe-
less, our work should help in guiding further studies in this area. We recognize the need
for empirical research to extend and test the derived concerns.

Our study’s results have implications for both academia and practice. For academia,
we have gathered and analyzed the extended literature on the intersection of EA and
DDBMs. Our findings have opened new research avenues. Additionally, the derived
concerns lay the foundation for advanced support of EA in DDBM design. From a
practitioner perspective, the overview of the current literature is beneficial for targeted
knowledge development. Furthermore, the potential application areas of EA for DDBMs
can be inspiring for organizational EA practice. Ultimately, the derived concerns provide
starting points for the development of EA models to address DDBM-related concerns.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Data has long been acknowledged as a key driver for business. Nevertheless, the recently
emerging opportunities rooted in technological advancements, which allow BMs cen-
tered on data, are fairly new to research and practice. The design and realization of
such DDBMs can benefit from the sophisticated EA practice, which not only enables
strategic planning but also supports organizational transformation. We have conducted
a systematic review to investigate the current state of the literature in the intersection
of EA and DDBMs. Considering the related literature on big data and BMs, we have
presented potential application areas of EA for DDBMs. Our findings reveal a gap in
EA support in the DDBM design phase. To foster EA support in this phase, we have
derived DDBM-related EA concerns.

Additional research is required to enrich our findings with empirical evidence. We
plan to conduct expert interviews to advance the research in the intersection of EA and
DDBMs.The rich literature on big data, EA, andBMs shows thatDDBMimplementation
is not hindered by technological or methodical restrictions but more by creative design
concepts that justify tremendous investments in DDBM realization.
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Abstract. Understanding customer behaviors is deemed crucial to
improve customers’ satisfaction and loyalty, which eventually is mate-
rialized in increased revenue. This paper tackles this challenge by using
complex networks and multiple instance reasoning to examine the net-
work structure of Customer Purchasing Behaviors. Our main contribu-
tions rely on a new multiple instance similarity to measure the interac-
tion among customers based on the mutual information theory focuses
on the customers’ bags, a new network construction approach involv-
ing customers, orders and products, and a new measure for evaluating
its internal consistency. The simulations using 12 real-world problems
support the effectiveness of our proposal.

Keywords: Customer networks · Complex network construction ·
Multiple instance similarities · Customer purchasing behavior ·
Community detection

1 Introduction

Online store companies maintain large information systems for capturing records
about customer purchasing transactions in a cost-effective manner. Understand-
ing customer behaviors from this huge data is deemed crucial to improve cus-
tomers’ satisfaction and loyalty, which eventually is materialized in increased
revenue [8,12,16].

Customer clustering techniques applied with proper pre-processing of the
data are well suited to help address the challenge of transforming massive trans-
actional information into knowledge and improving the business revenue [16].
Customer Purchasing Behavior (CPB) from discovered segments can give impor-
tant insights not only in promotion and marketing, but also in deriving more effi-
cient strategies for customer management and business profit [2]. Consequently,
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CPB analysis is considered a cornerstone when designing Decision Support Sys-
tems (DSS) [2,20] in commercial scenarios, due to the customer behavior under-
standing can help design more accurate models by considering common behav-
iors from customer segments [16]. Although CPB analysis is necessary in almost
every company, a deep understanding is difficult since many entities come to
play, such as products, customers, transactions and revenues [2].

The literature includes several customer clustering approaches that analyze
different aspect of the Information Technology (IT) [16,18,20]. Some of them
are heavily influenced by the extraction of additional features (i.e., recency,
frequency, monetary value and volume of purchases) from the purchase his-
tory of customers before applying a classical clustering algorithm [16,18]. Other
approaches conduct the exploratory market basket analysis under the transfor-
mation of each customer’s order as a multi-category vector before the application
of the segmentation process [16]. Although most of these models allow charac-
terizing the customer behaviors, they do not explicitly consider a strategy for
analyzing all entities involved in the problem and discovering which products
and customers are related to each other in a more accurate way.

To cope with this issue, researchers have relied on different customer models
for quantifying the similarity between them looking at the entirety basket mar-
ket history. The authors in [10,11] proposed a recommendation systems based
on a customer model in which, each customer is represented as a single vector
of purchased products, ignoring the interaction between products in a specific
order. In an attempt to get more accurate results, the authors in [6] present
a new customer model by considering customers as bags of orders. In the last
approach, customers are vectors of the multiple instance space and the interac-
tions between them are computed by through Multiple Instance (MI) distances.
Although this approach shows to be a suitable way to derive segments, it leads
to some issues related with the loss of information for the similarity process
aggregation by using Hausdorff multiple instance distances [7]. Therefore, the
consistency relative to the coverage of common characteristics on segments are
affected.

In this paper, we extended the customer purchasing behavior analysis into a
complex network level, and propose a methodology to discover communities of
customers with the same behavior, which can be used to design more effective
marketing campaigns without spamming the customers. Our research comprises
three main theoretical contributions, namely: (i) a new MI similarity function
based on the mutual information theory that focuses on the customers’ bags, (ii)
a new network construction approach involving customers, orders and products
and (iii) a new measure for evaluating how homogeneous is the behavior of
customers who share the same community.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revises the
methods reported in the literature. Section 3 introduces our customer complex
network approach for CPB analysis. The issues related with the network con-
struction are discussed in Sect. 4, while the experimental results are unveiled in
Sect. 5. Towards the end, Sect. 6 outlines conclusions.
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2 Customer Purchasing Representations

The CPB analysis from customer clustering, has been attaining more and more
attention in recent years [6,8,10,11], due to clustering algorithms can analyze
behavioral data and suggest a solution founded on observed data patterns. Cus-
tomer clustering is the process of segment customer into distinct and internally
consistent clusters with similar characteristics [6,10,11].

The transactions are the main aspect of the IT for the customer purchas-
ing clustering. The transaction data usually has a multitude of dimensions that
can be used for characterizing the CPB. For that reason, it is possible to dis-
cover different customer segments depending on the features used. However,
most approaches comprise information about customers, products and customer-
product purchases. Likewise, information about customer-product purchases
(i.e., transactions) is represented by time, sales amount and place, etc. [9]. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that products that are bought in the same
visit to the store, have the same timing component and form an order. Also, our
approach can be used from both store information systems: online and offline.

The customer purchasing representation behind the recommendation systems
proposed in [10,11] describes each customer by a single feature vector. Formally,
a customer X corresponds to a vector in the space �d, such that d denoted
the cardinality of the product set P . In [6] the authors present a new customer
model by considering customers as bags of orders. Formally, a customer is char-
acterized by a bag X = {o1, ..., on}, where n is the number of orders and oi

represents the instance that describes the i-th order of customer X. Each bag is
allowed to have a different size, which means that the value n can vary among
the bags in the dataset. In the above approach, due to customers are vectors
of the multiple instance space, the authors aggregated the interactions between
the orders of customers by using Hausdorff multiple instance similarities: the
minimal (MinH ), the maximal (MaxH ) and the average (AveH ) Hausdorff sim-
ilarities [6]. Although, the Hausdorff distances (or similarities) are suitable tech-
niques to determine to which extent one bag differs (or equals) from another,
under certain restrictions they actually not work.

The minimal Hausdorff distance [7] uses the overall minimum pairwise dis-
tance between instances. This variant might not correctly express the semantics
between bags due to the fact that a single instance determines the distance
between bags. When the number of instances per bag is low and there is a very
dense concept (i.e., it covers a small area in the feature space), this measure may
actually work. The maximal Hausdorff distance [7] initially identifies for each
instance in one bag the closest instance in the other bag. The maximal distance
between instances is used to define the bag distance from all the closest matches.
Both the minimal and maximal Hausdorff distances are sensitive to outliers that
can dominate the distance value. The average Hausdorff distance [7] is not as
noise-sensitive as the overall minimum. Nevertheless, the AveH similarity does
not consider the frequency, as illustrated in the next example. Henceforth, we
use the lower case letters to represent orders (e.g., o) and upper case letters to
represent customers (e.g., X). The notation ok

i is used to denote the i-th order
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of customer k. However, when establishing a distinction between customers and
orders is not required, we represent orders by only using a sub-index to keep
the notation simple. Let us suppose that we apply the AveH similarity over two
costumers with bags X1 = {o11, o

1
2, o

1
3} and X2 = {o21, o

2
2, o

2
3, o

2
4, o

2
5, o

2
6} such that

o11 = o21 = o22, o12 = o23 = o24 and o25 = o26, then AveH(X1,X2) = 1 although
they do not have the same CPB. The results in [6] have confirmed the need
for a function capable of capturing the structural differences between the bags
associated to customers.

Several types of MI distances can be defined over any set as pointed out in
[3] based on two main approaches: (I) bag as a point set, which aggregates the
distances between instances (i.e., points) and (II) bag is a distribution of points,
which compares the distributions represented by each point set. It should be
stated that the second approach is not taken into account due to the following
reasons: (1) it is difficult to estimate a probability density function in a high-
dimensional feature space, (2) it is computationally demanding to estimate the
difference, or overlap, between two probability distributions, and (3) in our study
we need to aggregate the similarity between order pairs. Due to each order is a
multi-set, the similarity between two orders oi and oj that belong to different
customers is quantifying by using the MSJaccard similarity, which is based on
Jaccard index [19]. MSJaccard measures the ratio between the intersection to
the union of orders, where multipk

(oi) is the multiplicity of the product pk in
the ith order.

Aiming at overcoming limitation concerning to the compact structure within
the segments discovered from these MI similarities, we exploit the potentiality
of complex networks for modeling and analyzing CPB in real-world business sce-
narios. Besides, we explore the potentiality of discovering communities into the
customer network constructions based on the threshold estimation for reducing
weak interactions. In Sect. 4, we introduce a new multiple instance similarity
function considering each bag as a point set of a subset of a high-dimensional
space to cope with the challenge of compact customer segmentations.

3 Complex Network and MI Similarities for CPB
Analysis

In this Section, we will introduce a new methodology for supporting customers’
purchase decision-making process. Figure 1 portrays the blueprint of our method-
ology and the main contributions addressed by the Knowledge Discovery in
Database (KDD) process model. Notice that our approach can provide different
points of view depending on the marketing objectives to be addressed.

Aiming at providing more insights into our methodology, next we provide
further details about the above-mentioned stages:

– Stage 1: (Transformation). In this stage we capture the information attached
to customers (i.e., customer, product and order information). A bag space
dataset from the original records is generated. The data is preprocessed for
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discarding irrelevant transaction records, through the data gathering, strati-
fication and cleaning steps.

– Stage 2: (Complex network construction). This stage is devoted to determin-
ing the semantics of edges and nodes in the complex network, while quanti-
fying the interactions between each pair of customers.

– Stage 3: (Analysis). This stage studies on each developed network model
the best network topology in term of more compact customer community
structure.

– Stage 4: (Marketing). The main idea of this stage is to show how the CPB
study and characterization of each community can contribute to a personal-
ized marketing strategy for supporting business decision making and increas-
ing the loyalty and revenue. This stage is not addressed in this paper since it
depends on the application problem to be modeled.

Product Customer

Order

Customer purchasing background Bag space representation

1

Complex network

2

Customer communities

4 3

Results

Loyalty
ProfitMore sales

New customers

New products

o1 o2 o3

o1X1

Xn

…
p2p1 p2 p3

o2
p4p3

p4 p4p6 p4p4 p5

…

Fig. 1. General approach for supporting customers’ purchase decision-making process
addressed by the KDD process model.

Our methodology starts by mapping the purchasing information of customers
in an MI bag space. Each customer is regarded as a set of orders, called the bag
of orders that describe their behavior. This way of modeling customers distin-
guishes our proposal from other approaches that usually omit much informa-
tion by simplifying the modeling of the customers and their orders. Customer
interactions are measured by using MI similarities, thus allowing them to form a
weighted complex network. The stage devoted to network construction is deemed
the most important one since it comprises the main theoretical contributions of
our research. Different network topologies are obtained by using a combination
of an MI similarity and the threshold approaches selected to remove the weak
edges. Aiming at investigating the quality of the community structure on each
developed network topology different community detection (CD) algorithms are
employed. The community detection performance discovering in these customer
network topologies are evaluated in terms of more compact purchasing behaviors.
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4 Complex Network Construction

According to the graph theory a customer complex network G can be understood
as a pairwise of two information sets where the first component C represents the
set of customers (|C| = N) and the second E denotes a set of interactions
between them. Classic approaches often assume that objects are connected to
each other by a single type of static edges, which encapsulates all connections
between them [5]. Similarly to other proposals [9,14], our solution considers
that each node in the network represents the object under study. Unlike the
previous models, each node is a customer in our approach. In addition, an edge
between two customers is considered if they have a similar purchase behavior. It
is worth mentioning that compositional variables or calculated attributes (e.g.,
recency, frequency, monetization [2]) are not explicitly considered when building
the network.

To tackle the issues discussed in Sect. 2, we introduce a new multiple instance
similarity involving both the order similarities and frequencies. The new measure
MInteraction considers each bag as a point set or a subset of a high-dimensional
space, while the similarity between two bags is calculated from the aggregation
of the similarities among the instances comprised into each bag. Equations 1–3
show how to compute the MInteraction similarity measure, which aggregates
the MSJaccard similarities [19], where BagSim(Xi,Xj) denotes the similarity
between customer bags Xi and Xj based on the membership of the order o to
the bag X, represented by μX(o). This membership value is obtained via the
maximum instance similarity of the order o to the instances in the bag X.

MInteraction(Xi,Xj)=
min{|Xi|, |Xj |}
max{|Xi|, |Xj |} ·BagSim(Xi,Xj) + BagSim(Xj ,Xi)

2
(1)

BagSim(Xi,Xj) =
∑|Xi|

k=1 μXj
(oi

k)
|Xi| (2)

μX(o) = maxx∈X{MSJaccard(x, o)} (3)

Multiple copies of the same instance can be included into the same bag and
different bags are also allowed to be overlapped, as shown in the following exam-
ple. In the case that two customers have exactly the same composition and
number of orders (e.g., X1 = {o1, o2, o3} and X2 = {o3, o1, o2}) we can expect
that our measure and the Hausdorff-based similarities perform identically. Let us
suppose that we apply the Hausdorff similarities over two costumers with bags
X1 = {o11, o

1
2, o

1
3, o

1
4} and X2 = {o21, o

2
2, o

2
3, o

2
4, o

2
5} such that o24 = o25, o1j = o2j and

j ∈ [1, 4] then MinH(X1,X2) = MaxH(X1,X2) = AveH(X1,X2) = 1 although
they do not have the same CPB. However, MInteraction(X1,X2) = 0.8, which
is more realistic value. Our aggregation process implicitly considers several dis-
tinctive features: (i) purchasing frequency or order numbers by customers, (ii)
subsets of products which tend to be together and (iii) bestseller products. Such
features may lead to better network representations, which eventually can be
translated into better business insights.
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Another important aspect when constructing the network refers to the pres-
ence of a large number of connections attached to each object [14]. However,
many of these edges are meaningless as they represent spurious or weak asso-
ciations (i.e., they do not necessarily imply a confirmed relationship between
customers since they have low weights). A common practice to reduce the net-
work is to establish a threshold δ such that the edge between two objects i and
j is preserved if their similarity degree is greater or equal than such a threshold
(i.e., edge weight wij ≥ δ). Clearly, there is no a universal recipe for choosing a
threshold value [21] since an excessively low value of δ may lead to very dense rep-
resentations which might comprise little information, while an excessively high
value may cause the removal of interactions that can be relevant for the problem
domain. In this work, we apply different threshold estimation strategies, which
are given by Eqs. 4–7. The strategies Alpha05, AveMax and AveMin depend
on the α ∈ [0, 1] parameter, which can be estimated based on the frequency
of connections obtained from the histogram analysis. We explore the proper-
ties of the resulting communities at different threshold values in Sect. 5. Notice
that we adopt the notation Min for referring network construction avoiding the
threshold reduction step.

Ave = δave =
2

N(N − 1)

N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

S(Xi,Xj) (4)

Alpha05 = δα=0.5 =
δave + δmax

2
(5)

AveMax = δα=fave−max
= αδave + (1 − α)δmax (6)

AveMin = δα=fmin−ave
= αδave + (1 − α)δmin (7)

As a matter of closure, constructing the complex network for problems in which
customers have associated with a bag of orders requires defining an MI similar-
ity measure. The second challenge addressed in this research is related to the
estimation of the δ value, but this issue is pertinent to any community detection
problem. In the next section, our proposal is evaluated through real-world study
cases concerning sales.

5 Performance Evaluation

We perform the experiments on 12 real-world transaction datasets provided by
anonymous European stores. Table 1 outlines the number of transactions (T),
products (P), customers (C), orders (O) and product categories (PC) for each
dataset, which follows the structure shown in Table 2.

Aiming at quantifying how compact the communities are in terms of their
purchasing behaviors, we propose a new ItemQuality measure in Eq. 8. In our
experiments we use this measure because we need to evaluate for a specific
topology how compact is a certain community structure based on the cov-
ering of the product characteristics over all customers inside each customer
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Table 1. Characterization of the European store datasets.

Dataset T C P O PC Dataset T C P O PC

D1 3,546 339 1,853 372 1,034 D7 29,201 1,286 4,811 855 1,915

D2 25,934 1,171 4,387 2,483 1,816 D8 30,217 1,279 4,847 1,805 1,935

D3 26,158 1,190 4,475 2,465 1,854 D9 29,339 1,303 4,886 900 1,952

D4 25,858 1,218 4,512 2,487 1,845 D10 28,212 1,219 4,919 2,336 1,938

D5 27,050 1,238 4,546 2,466 1,850 D11 33,407 1,353 5,061 2,800 1,974

D6 29,285 1,266 4,729 2,666 1,913 D12 33,012 1,333 5,040 2,737 1,967

Table 2. Dataset structure.

Customer Order Order date Product Amount Revenue
1 1 2018/05/25 a 1 2.10
1 2 2018/05/26 b 2 4.50
2 1 2018/05/26 b 2 4.50

community. Notice that, a community detection result is denoted as Com =
{com1, . . . , comk} and Pcomi

denotes the collection of purchased products by
customers in the community comi. Also, τ(comi, pj) quantifies the number of
customers in the community comi, which purchase the product pj .

ItemQuality =

∑|Com|
k1=1

∑|Pcomk1
|

k2=1

τ(comk1
,pk2

)

|comk1
|

|Pcomk1
|

|Com| (8)

The customer segmentation is obtained based on the following community
detection algorithms: the multi-level modularity optimization (LV) [1], walktrap
(WT) [13], label propagation (LP) [15], infomap (IM) [17] and fast greedy modu-
larity optimization (FGO) [4], which stand as popular ones. In general, our mul-
tiple instance similarity measure is independent of the clustering segmentation
algorithm used. However, we choose community detection algorithms because
they simultaneously exploit the network topology and the pair-wise similarities
used in the classical clustering approaches. Besides, the network topology is able
to encode in an elegant and systematic manner, interactions of the data items
going from local to global structural information.

The experimental design for determining if there are significant differences
between the compactness by using the measure ItemQuality consists of the
following steps: (1) apply the Friedman test to identify if there are significant
differences among approaches by using a significance value α = 0.05. This test
generates a ranking of the customer segmentation approaches, and (2) apply a
Post-Hoc test to identify significant differences between each two approaches.
For this, the Holm test with significance threshold α = 0.05 was used.
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Fig. 2. Performance ranking of MI similarities for customer segmentation based on the
ItemQuality measure: (a) Not weak interaction reductions and (b) Weak interaction
reduction by using Alpha05 threshold approach.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the ranking of the network construction
approaches, such that more internal result expresses a best ranking position.

The first experiment aims at exploring whether our multiple instance similar-
ity leads to more compact customer segmentation or not. Firstly, for each dataset
we compute the network construction stage by considering MinH, MaxH,
AveH and MInteraction similarities avoiding both the threshold estimation
and reduction steps. Secondly, we evaluate the CD algorithms’ performance for
each dataset and network construction. Figure 2(a) shows the performance rank-
ing achieved by applying the CD algorithms from these four similarities based on
the ItemQuality measure. Notice that, our multiple instance similarity is stable
(i.e., the ranking position achieved by each algorithm over all dataset is stable)
and produces the more accurate results independently of the CD algorithm used.

Aiming at exploring whether the weak interactions affect the community
detection convergence over the four multiple instance similarities, we obtain
customer segmentations by considering different network topologies. The second
experiment explores the performance obtained by discovering communities from
the network construction by using the different threshold estimations pointed
out by Eqs. 4–7 for each multiple instance similarity. Figures 3(a)–3(d) show that
Alpha05 threshold produces the more compact customer community results over
all multiple instance similarities regardless of which community detection algo-
rithm was selected. As expected, the lowest ItemQuality values are obtained
when detecting communities in networks built by considering the thresholds
δmin, δave and δα=fmin−ave

, regardless of the fixed MI similarity. Thresholds δmin,
δave and δα=fmin−ave

are less restrictive, therefore, they maintain weak interac-
tions, which influences the community detection. In general, the variability was
expected, since both measures MinH and MaxH are sensitive to outliers [7].
Besides, MInteraction similarity better quantifies the similarity between cus-
tomers; due to, this MI similarity only assigns the higher similarity value (i.e., 1)
among customers, when they exactly have the same shopping patterns, as was
illustrated in Sect. 4.
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Fig. 3. Performance ranking of threshold reduction for customer segmentation based
on the ItemQuality measure.
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Fig. 4. Average of the ItemQuality measure by MI similarities for customer segmen-
tation.

The third experiment aims at exploring whether our multiple instance sim-
ilarity leads to more compact customer segmentation or not by considering the
best network topology for each multiple instance similarity. Firstly, for each
dataset we compute the network construction stage by considering MinH,
MaxH, AveH and MInteraction similarities voiding the Alpha05 threshold
reduction. Secondly, we evaluate the community detection algorithms’ perfor-
mance for each dataset and network construction. Figure 2(b) shows the perfor-
mance ranking achieved by applying the community detection algorithms from
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the above four network construction approaches based on the ItemQuality mea-
sure. Notice that, our multiple instance similarity is stable (i.e., the ranking posi-
tion achieved by each algorithm over all dataset is stable) and produces more
accurate results independently of the community detection algorithm used.

Figure 4 shows the results achieved by using the four MI similarities based on
the average of the ItemQuality values over all community detection algorithms
in both cases considering or avoiding the weak interactions (i.e., those that repre-
sent similarities less than a threshold). The x-axis denotes the dataset list, while
the y-axis represents the average of the ItemQuality obtained by the previous
community detection algorithms. The results confirm that MInteraction gen-
erally obtains the higher ItemQuality values. We conclude that MInteraction
leads to the best compactness rates by considering or avoiding the threshold
reduction overall tested community detection algorithms.

The above results show the feasibility of the proposed MI similarity to build
high-quality customer communities by combining the main entities involving in
the CPB problem. Thus, the detected communities by applying MInteraction
similarity allow improving the efficiency of marketing actions by targeting the
right customers with the right promotions/categories/products. It should be
mentioned that the threshold estimation is an important step in the network
construction stage, which contributes to faster convergence of the CD algorithms.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new approach for performing CPB analysis by
means of community detection. The proposed methodology comprises the com-
putation of customer interactions using MI similarities and the threshold estima-
tion for removing weak connections in the complex network construction. During
the data gathering step, our proposal allows to determine the key transactions
that will be included in the analysis, which should be in alignment with the
envisaged business goals. The network analysis results have shown that the com-
munity performance reaches the best results using the proposed MInteraction
similarity, which is capable of reflecting the structural interactions between the
bags associated to customers. Moreover, we have illustrated the impact of the
threshold estimation strategy towards reaching a specific level of compactness
and performance. A closer inspection to the communities discovered by our algo-
rithm allows determining key loyal customers to which the company can redirect
its marketing efforts. Moreover, we can use the customer behavior summarized
in each community to design more informed marketing campaigns.
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Abstract. Conversational agents (CAs) offer huge potential for service compa-
nies by creating social closeness and enabling fast and scalable communication
with customers. However, investigation of utilitarian and especially hedonic value
as driving motivations for using CAs is still nascent. We found social presence
to be an important predictor for hedonic and utilitarian value and subsequent
continuance intention. Moreover, we reveal customers’ continuance intention is
determined primarily by hedonic value when expecting a CA, whereas focus shifts
to utilitarian values if customers expect a human employee. With our results, CA
services can be better tailored to customer needs and company service goals.

Keywords: Chatbot · Customer service · Social presence · Hedonic · Utilitarian

1 Introduction

In line with significant increases in electronic commerce (e-commerce) revenues and
the growing number of internet users, more and more customers are seeking contact
with companies via digital channels. It is forecasted that global revenues in e-commerce
will grow decisively from $ 3.54 trillion in 2019 to $ 6.54 trillion by 2023 [1]. Further-
more, customer service expectations changed dramatically over the last years causing
new challenges for companies. Consequently, new technological innovations in firm-
customer interactions are required to ensure long-term success of companies and their
business models. Therefore, companies are increasingly investing in new technology
to automate their customer interactions thereby providing immediate service anytime
and regardless of location. A prevalent method among companies especially in the ser-
vice industry is the usage of conversational agents (CAs), whose distribution has gained
importance recently [2, 3]. CAs – sometimes also referred to as chatbots, dialogue sys-
tems, or virtual assistants – enable users to interact with information technology similar
to the communication with another human being, using natural language [4]. Among
enhanced levels of convenience, reliability and efficiency, CAs are superior to classic
self-service technologies (SST) as they can build a sense of human contact during the
service encounter [5, 6]. Consequently, interest in these new technologies is tremendous,
which can be seen for instance by a growing number of available CAs on the Facebook
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Messenger Platform from 11.000 in 2016 to over 300.000 in 2019 [7]. In addition, 7% of
worldwide internet users mentioned that they already used CAs and 27% plan on using
CAs [8]. Customers using CAs especially appreciate utilitarian values, such as effective
processing of customer inquiries, independence of opening hours, avoidance of waiting
time and quick answers to frequently asked questions [9]. However, more than 25%
of users also mention fun as their driving hedonic motivation for using CAs [10]. Yet,
research on human-computer interaction found that physical embodiments (avatars) or
human-like appearances affect user perceptions and increases overall system acceptance
[11]. Nevertheless, existing research still lacks an in-depth understanding of the relative
importance of utilitarian and hedonic value for CA acceptance behavior. Indeed market-
ing related studies have explored impact of social presence for websites [12, 13], emails
[6, 14] or recommendation agents [15, 16]. However, to the best of our knowledge, they
do not examine the importance of social presence as an important predictor of both
utilitarian and hedonic value and their significance for the development of continuance
intentions in sufficient detail yet. We contribute to this gap, by creating a new model to
explore why customers are willing not only to use, but rather continue to use CAs driven
by their relationship building capabilities (social presence) and emphasize the practical
relevance of this exciting topic. Moreover, we investigate the multidimensional nature
of utilitarian and especially hedonic value and their relative importance in a joint model.
This study has three major goals: (1) Create an enhanced understanding of CA contin-
uance intention considering both utilitarian and hedonic constructs and their relative
importance. (2) Understand the relevance of social presence and its effect on utilitarian
and hedonic value of the CA service. (3) Investigate differences in utilitarian and hedo-
nic value if conversational partner expectations (CA vs. human) differ. To investigate
these research goals, we conduct a multi-group online experiment in which customers
with different initial expectations (CA vs. human) interact with a CA. We analyze our
results from the subsequent survey and outline the different aspects across both respec-
tive groups. We chose a service interaction from the airline industry, since many people
have prior experience with air travel and some airlines already offer customers access
to CAs [17, 18]. Our interesting results demonstrate the importance of creating social
presence in CA conversations and more interestingly find customers expecting a CA
develop continuance intention primarily from hedonic value, while customers expecting
a human build continuance intention mostly from utilitarian value. With this study, we
further aim to help to develop guidelines for the success of CA implementation in online
customer service environments. Moreover, we provide managerial as well as research
insights on this exciting topic. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
first give an overview of the related literature. Thereafter, we build our research model,
followed by the results of our analysis. Subsequently, we discuss our results and present
theoretical and practical implications. Finally, we conclude with a brief summary of our
findings.

2 Theoretical Background

Originated from consumer behavior literature expectation-confirmation theory (ECT)
can build an established basis to study consumer satisfaction, post-purchase behavior,
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or service usage and gain acceptance especially in the marketing domain [19]. Based
on ECT Bhattacherjee [19] adapted and evaluated the theory in the information system
(IS) context to create an expectation-confirmation model of IS continuance intention
(IS ECM) [19]. With the frequent use of CAs especially in the service sector, investiga-
tion of causes for the development of continuance usage behavior becomes increasingly
important. Consequently, derived from IS ECM, we use continuance intention as the
main outcome variable of our model [19]. The variable reflects a user’s continuance
intention as the behavioral intend to continue using a CA [17, 19, 20]. According to
IS ECM, customers’ continuance intention is determined primarily by their satisfaction
with prior IS usage and perceived usefulness [17]. Drawn from technology acceptance
model (TAM), prior research found perceived usefulness to be an important driver for
acceptance of IS technology and its positive influence has been shown across several
studies such as websites [13], or recommendation agents [19, 21, 22]. According to
research on SST perceived usefulness is an important utilitarian value and can be cre-
ated by customer services which provide mostly functional benefits [23]. Following
recent suggestions from marketing research, shopping behavior can create both utili-
tarian and hedonic value, which affects customers future purchase decisions through
feedback loops into the decision process [24]. A commonly accepted hedonic value is
enjoyment [25]. Enjoyment is the extent to which an activity of using a technology is
perceived as enjoyable and which was found to be an important addition to the orig-
inal TAM [25]. Moreover, its influence on customers technology adoption intentions
has been shown in several empirical studies [15]. Both utilitarian and hedonic value
were identified as important determinant for customers future behavior [24, 25]. Since
CAs are successors of traditional SST, we believe that CAs are also dual technologies
that create both hedonic- and utilitarian-oriented value [26]. As mentioned earlier the
variable satisfaction has frequently been used in several ECM and TAM-based studies.
Focusing on the context of SST adoption, Yan et al. [18] found different levels of cus-
tomer satisfaction, when customers interact with SST compared to human agents. An
important key advantage of CAs over traditional SST is their ability to make consumers
feel that they interact with a social entity which is captured by our construct social pres-
ence [15]. The concept of social presence has long been employed to study the social
aspects of technologies, such as websites [12, 27], recommendation agents [15], or CAs
[3, 4]. According to social response theory, users respond to human characteristics in
their interaction with a computer, even if they know that they are not interacting with a
human being [5]. Among others, Hassanein and Head [27] empirically investigated the
effects of manipulating website design elements to enrich perceptions of social presence
and investigate its positive impact on both hedonic (perceived enjoyment) and utilitarian
(perceived usefulness) values [12, 27]. Furthermore, Qiu and Benbasat [15] found evi-
dence for the creation of stronger perceptions of social presence when users interacted
with an embodied product recommendation agent [15]. Summing up, satisfaction, social
presence, perceived usefulness and enjoyment were identified to be important variables
for influencing customers’ continuance intention.
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3 Research Model

Basedon the theoretical background,wecreate a newmodel to explorewhycustomers are
willing not only to use, but rather continue to useCAsdrivenby their relationship building
capabilities (social presence) and further investigate the multidimensional nature of
utilitarian (perceived usefulness) and especially hedonic (perceived enjoyment) value
and their relative importance in a joint model. The proposed hypotheses are presented
in Fig. 1 and explained below.

Fig. 1. Research model and hypotheses

While prior research on CAs shows that perceptions of social presence during user-
system interaction can be increased [3, 5, 11], their effect on utilitarian and especially
hedonic value has not been shown yet. Thus, we state the following hypotheses:

H1: Increased social presence will result in greater perceived usefulness.
H2: Increased social presence will result in greater perceived enjoyment.

Perceived usefulness is modeled as users’ perception of the utilitarian benefits of
the system [19, 22] which in turn affects their adoption decisions. We follow this argu-
mentation by stating that CAs provide functional advantages, create higher levels of
customer satisfaction and affect customers’ continuance intentions. Thus, the following
relationships are examined in our study:

H3: Increased perceived usefulness will result in greater satisfaction.
H4: Increased perceived usefulness will result in greater continuance intention.

Moreover, recent studies onCAs have shown that physical present systems can create
an increased level of enjoyment and influence future use intentions [11, 28, 29]. Hedonic
value and therefore higher usage intentions are created by services that look like being
fun [23]. Thus, in addition to the utilitarian (perceived usefulness) value we extend the
original model by capturing also the hedonic (perceived enjoyment) value. Therefore,
we state the following hypotheses:

H5: Increased perceived enjoyment will result in greater satisfaction.
H6: Increased perceived enjoyment will result in greater continuance intention.
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Besides its theorization and validation satisfaction was also identified as a key vari-
able for customer relationship management [18, 19, 22]. Since we expect only satisfied
customers to continue using CAswe assume that satisfactionwith a CAwill increase the
likelihood for continuance intention. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H7: Satisfaction with the CA will result in greater continuance intention.

4 Research Methodology

4.1 Measurement Development

In order to measure the constructs social presence (SP), perceived usefulness (PU),
perceived enjoyment (EN), satisfaction (ST) and continuance intention (CI)we used
previously validated constructs from IS literature and adapted all constructs to the CA
context (cf. Table 5 in the appendix). Our survey followed standard instrument construc-
tion procedures to foster reliability and validity of our measurements [30, 31]. Satisfac-
tion items were rated on five-point semantic differential scale, consisting of adjective
pairs [32], whereas all remaining items were rated to five-point Likert scales ranging
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The items are provided in the appendix
(cf. Table 5).

4.2 Method and Data Collection

The airline industry was one of the first seeking for operational efficiency by providing
SST, significantly reducing the amount of required staff and helping customers to save
time and money through faster and immediate interactions [17, 33]. Since CAs could
complement these technologies and further improve automatic customer interactions,
we focus on an airline customer service setting. To validate our research model, we
chose an online survey capturing a dialog with a CA and a subsequent questionnaire
with the constructs encompassed in the research model. Furthermore, we developed a
CA able to conduct brief conversations during a flight booking process. The custom
conversational interface is presented in Fig. 2 and was built by using JavaScript runtime
environment Node.js and Alphabets Dialogflow for natural language processing and
machine learning [34]. Dialogflow provides sufficient algorithms to identify intents in
customers’ questions and provide appropriate answers. Introduced in 2009 it is now
widely used by companies like the KLM airline or Dominos and could be integrated
in several platforms like Alexa, Slack or Facebook Messenger [34]. For our CA we
chose a custom interface and implemented recent IS research suggestions in the area
of human-computer interactions to give the illusion of a real booking process. Among
others these suggestions include adding a response delay of 50 ms per character as
recommended by Holtgraves and Han [35] since CAs may be perceived as unhuman-
like when providing instant answers. During the delay, we used graphical indicators
and a note informing the customer that their conversation partner is typing (cf. Fig. 2).
In order to further increase the impression of a human employee we added variables
(e.g. departure date) to enable the agent to adapt its responses to individual customer
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questions [4, 35]. To select the most sound dialog for the CA conversation we conducted
a preliminary survey in which we asked participants to choose the most human-like
dialog from several different service conversations. Moreover, we validated our final
experimental design by conducting a pre-study with a group of undergraduate students
and research assistant participants. Analyzing our results we found most participants to
be either unable to differentiate between a CA and human or were at least unsure, which
finally indicates that our measures to build the illusion of a real booking process were
successful. Finally, we integrated our CA in our online-survey tool Lime Survey [36].We
chose an experimental design with two groups to measure the different outcomes when
customers initially assumed a CA or a real human employee in their conversation with
the agent. Recruitment of participants happened via clickworker.com, a marketplace for
crowdsourcing [37]. We chose the clickworker marketplace since it is a fast and easy
way to recruit participants. Moreover, compared to traditional methods, similar data
quality and results can be expected, while at the same time threats to internal validity
are reduced [38–40].

Fig. 2. CA interface with sample dialog

170 Participants with english skills were invited to the online experiment, since
interactions with the CA required basic language knowledge. At the end of the survey,
we were able to access a record of 170 questionnaires. 150 participants finished the
conversation and completed the entire survey consciously. The experiment was divided
into several tasks. First, participants had to confirm a privacy policy and got a short
introduction to the service context. Afterwards, we asked questions about the demo-
graphic background which we captured by gender, age, education and hours of daily
internet usage. Thereafter, participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
While one group was told to await a conversation with a CA (n = 78), the other group
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was promised a human service employee (n = 72). Apart from that, the survey and the
technical capabilities of the CA did not differ in any way. The dialogue was designed in
such a way that the CA followed a predefined but open conversation structure by giv-
ing the participants several degrees of freedom in their possible questions and answers.
After finishing the conversation with the CA, participants answered questions about the
proposed constructs. Table 1 provides demographic information about the participants.

Table 1. Demographic information about the respondents (n = 150)

Measure Items

Gender Male (n = 88; 58.67%) Female (n = 62; 41.33%)

Age 14–19 (n = 7; 4.67%) 40–49 (n = 33; 22.00%)
20–29 (n = 47; 31.33%) 50–59 (n = 11; 7.33%)
30–39 (n = 51; 34.00%) > 59 (n = 1; 0.67%)

Education University (n = 92; 61.33%) Elementary School (n = 4; 2.67%)
Second. Education (n = 54; 36.00%) No degree (n = 0; 0.00%)

Daily internet usage 1–2 h (n = 17; 11.33%) 6–9 h (n = 36; 24.00%)
3–5 h (n = 76; 50.67%) > 9 h (n = 21; 14.00%)

5 Data Analysis and Results

5.1 Measurement Model

To validate our research model, we applied a two-step approach by first examining the
composition of the constructs (measurement model) and in a second step testing the
structural relationships of the constructs among each other (structural model) [41, 42].
This ensures reliability and validity of the measures before examining the structural
model parameters [41]. For our analysis, we chose Partial Least Squares (PLS) and the
software package Smart PLS 3. PLS is recommended for studies that include formative
constructs as it enables latent constructs to be modeled both as formative and reflective
indicators [43] and offers great potential for early theory development and construct val-
idation [41]. Moreover, a component-based approach for estimation is applied, placing
minimal restrictions on sample size, measurement scales and residual distribution [44].
Based on minimum sample size recommendations each treatment group was supposed
to be large enough to overcome the problem of biased results [44, 45]. To evaluate our
measurement model we tested for convergent and discriminant validity as well as relia-
bility and consistency of the measures in both experimental groups [45]. Reliability was
ensured by investigating the composite reliability (CR) values, which are presented in
Table 2. Our results show that CR values in both groups exceed the commonly acceptable
threshold of 0.7 [46]. Convergent validity was ensured based on two requirements: First,
indicator loadings need to exceed loadings of 0.5 [45], what applies to all indicators in
our model. Second, the average variance extracted (AVE) should surpass a 0.5 threshold
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[47]. As evident in Table 2, this condition is met. Furthermore the AVE of each con-
struct should be higher than the variance due to the measurement error for that construct
[45, 47]. Table 3 shows that all items have a loading higher than 0.5 on their respective
construct.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of variables

Construct Items Customers expect a
CA

Customers expect a
Human

CR Mean AVG CR Mean AVE

CI 5 0.914 3.323 0.747 0.879 3.408 0.676

EN 5 0.934 3.462 0.790 0.917 3.403 0.751

PU 4 0.939 3.377 0.845 0.914 3.545 0.795

ST 4 0.944 3.565 0.856 0.950 3.644 0.870

SP 4 0.948 2.880 0.866 0.924 2.822 0.814

Table 3. Correlations among constructs and square root of AVE

Construct Customers expect a CA Customers expect a human

CI EN PU ST SP CI EN PU ST SP

CI 0.864 0.822

EN 0.686 0.889 0.572 0.867

PU 0.711 0.778 0.919 0.712 0.612 0.892

ST 0.748 0.736 0.820 0.925 0.636 0.785 0.525 0.933

SP 0.460 0.670 0.604 0.589 0.930 0.419 0.518 0.501 0.469 0.902

To assess discriminant validity we checked for three requirements. First, indicator
loadings should be higher than all of its cross-factor loadings [45]. Our results indicate
that this condition is met. Second, the correlations among the constructs must be lower
than 0.85 [48]. All values were observed below the recommended threshold. Third,
the AVE of each latent construct should be higher than the construct’s highest squared
correlation with any other latent construct [46]. As shown in Table 3, these requirements
also apply and therefore our measures demonstrate discriminant validity. Given the
strong evidence for convergent and discriminant validity, the scales exhibit good internal
consistency and reliability and the measurement model is deemed acceptable.

5.2 Structural Model

To test our hypotheses and examine the explanatory power of the structural model, we
determined the structural paths and the R2 score of our endogenous variable for both
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treatment groups. To analyze significance of structural pathswe used bootstrap algorithm
with 5,000 samples. The standardized path coefficients and path significance levels are
presented in Fig. 3. Results from customers expecting the CA reveal that the model
explains 63.1% of the variance of continuance intention. Furthermore, when applying
the same bootstrap algorithm to customers expecting a human employee the model
explains 61.1% of the variance of continuance intention for this group. Both R2 values
underline that the model explains the cohesion well and the model has a good fit for
both groups [45]. Subsequently we will present and discuss our results in more detail
by first investigating and comparing individual paths within the models and second by
highlighting main differences between both respective groups.

Fig. 3. PLS results of the research model for both groups

Results for Customers Who Expect a CA. Based on the data of respondents, social
presence is positively related to perceived usefulness (β = 0.60, p < 0.001) and per-
ceived enjoyment (β = 0.67, p< 0.001). Consequently, we confirm hypotheses 1 and 2.
Furthermore, customers’ satisfaction is positively influenced by both constructs – per-
ceived usefulness (β = 0.63, p < 0.001) and perceived enjoyment (β = 0.25, p < 0.1)
–, which is in line with our expectations and confirms hypotheses 3 and 5 (cf. Fig. 3).
Regarding hypotheses 6 and 7 path analysis reveals a significant positive effect at the
0.001 significance level for satisfaction on continuance intention (β = 0.46, p < 0.001)
and an additional positive effect at the 0.05 significant level of perceived enjoyment
on continuance intention (β = 0.24, p < 0.05). Surprisingly, we could not confirm our
hypothesis that perceived usefulness has a positive significant effect on continuance
intention. Thus, based on data of users expecting a CA hypothesis 4 is declined, whereas
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hypotheses 6 and 7 are supported (cf. Fig. 3). Finally, age (β = 0.12, p < 0.1) exhibits
a slightly significant influence on continuance intention while gender, education and
internet usage were found to have no significant effect at all.

Results for Customers Who Expect a Human. The evaluation of ourmodelwith data
from customers expecting a human employee reveals similar results regarding the link
between social presence, perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment. More specifi-
cally, we found a significant positive effect of social presence on perceived usefulness
(β = 0.50, p < 0.001) and perceived enjoyment (β = 0.52, p < 0.001) which confirms
hypotheses 1 and 2. Furthermore, as we look on the causal link with satisfaction more
closely, we notice a strong positive significant effect of perceived enjoyment on satisfac-
tion (β= 0.74, p< 0.001), however no significant positive effect of perceived usefulness
on satisfactionwas found.While these results indicate support for hypothesis 5, we could
not find support for hypothesis 3 (cf. Fig. 3). Moreover, data of customers expecting a
human also disclose different results for the effects of perceived usefulness, satisfaction
and perceived enjoyment on CA continuance intention. While we observe a significant
positive effect of perceived usefulness on continuance intention (β = 0.53, p < 0.001)
and thus our results indicate support for hypothesis 4, we could not find a significant
positive effect of perceived enjoyment on continuance intention (Hypothesis 6). How-
ever, we confirm our expectations that satisfaction has a positive effect on continuance
intention (β= 0.43, p< 0.01). Finally, no significant influence of gender, age, education
and internet usage on continuance intention was found at all (cf. Fig. 3).

Assessing Main Group Differences. While we first looked at the individual models
by investigating path coefficients and their significance levels within the experimen-
tal groups, we afterwards performed a multi-group analysis (MGA) in SmartPLS 3 to
gain deeper insights on main group differences [49]. Comparison across both groups
reveals significant differences especially regarding the utilitarian (perceived usefulness)
and hedonic (perceived enjoyment) constructs and their importance for continuance
intention (cf. Table 4). The results for customers expecting a human employee show
that utilitarian value is more important in respect to continuance intention than hedonic
value. Surprisingly, we observe that the result is reversed for customerswho expect a CA.
Consequently, customers build their continuance intention primarily by hedonic value
if they expect a CA. Thus, customers focus more on the fun factor of the CA compared
to utilitarian benefits.

Overall, group comparison reveal significant path strengths differences for perceived
usefulness (p < 0.05) and perceived enjoyment (p < 0.05) on continuance intention,
as well as perceived usefulness (p < 0.01) and perceived enjoyment (p < 0.01) on
satisfaction (cf. Table 4). Apart from these interesting results, we could not find any
other significant differences between path coefficients strengths across both groups.

6 Discussion

With this study, we developed a research model that not only captures the utilitarian and
hedonic value for continuance intention, but also includes CAs’ relationship building
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Table 4. SmartPLS MGA results

Causal path (H) Supported (Expect a
CA)

Supported (Expect a
Human)

Significance level of
group comparison

SP -> PU (H1) Yes (p < 0.001) Yes (p < 0.001) –

SP -> PE (H2) Yes (p < 0.001) Yes (p < 0.001) –

PU -> ST (H3) Yes (p < 0.001) No p < 0.01

PU -> CI (H4) No Yes (p < 0.001) p < 0.05

EN -> ST (H5) Yes (p < 0.1) Yes (p < 0.001) p < 0.01

EN -> CI (H6) Yes (p < 0.05) No p < 0.05

ST -> CI (H7) Yes (p < 0.001) Yes (p < 0.01) –

capabilities (social presence) in a joint model. Moreover, we shed first lights on differing
utilitarian and hedonic service perceptions and subsequent continuance intentions in CA
service interactions. Our study contributes to theory in various ways:

First, we found that in the context of CAs, perceived enjoyment, perceived useful-
ness and satisfaction are crucial for continuance intention. More precisely, our data
complements research by showing that aside from utilitarian value, hedonic value like
enjoyment plays an important role explaining customers’ behavioral intentions [15, 27].
However, to date the relative importance of these constructs has not been investigated
in a multi-group experiment. Second, we found customers expecting a CA develop con-
tinuance intention primarily from hedonic value, while customers expecting a human
build continuance intention mostly from utilitarian value. The reason may be cogni-
tive dissonance theory originated from consumer behavior, which states that customers
are entertained for their inherent satisfaction. However, creating dissonance by wrong
partner perceptions (CA instead of the proposed human) shifts enjoyment away from
an immediate reward to a functional (utilitarian) higher-level goal [50]. Furthermore, as
unmediated effects of perceived enjoyment on adoption intentions aremostly manifested
only among hedonic-oriented systems [15, 25] our results indicate decreasing perception
of functional benefit when interacting with a CA. Based on these interesting findings
we extend prior IS research by outlining similarities between consumer behavior theory
and conclude that CAs are currently more seen just as a gimmick by customers. Third,
we demonstrate the importance of creating social presence in CA conversations and
show that our measures creating a human-like CA were successful. We are the first who
seek to understand the importance of social presence for utilitarian and hedonic value in
the context of CA conversations. Although existing research especially in the marketing
domain examined the influence of social presence for websites [12, 13], emails [6, 14], or
recommendation agents [15, 16], we are the first who seek to understand the importance
of social presence for utilitarian and hedonic value in the context of CA conversations.
We confirm the strong positive importance of social presence for utilitarian and hedonic
value. Further, our results complement research of Lim et al. [12] and Rzepka and Berger
[11] who found social presence result in higher utilitarian or hedonic value and increases
future use intentions [11, 12].
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Additional this study has several implications for practice. First, firms have to recog-
nize that social presence is a particular important driver for utilitarian and hedonic value
and consequently for developing continuance intentions. Therefore, companies are well
advised to include CA features, such as avatars, or response delays to increase percep-
tions of social presence [5, 11]. Second, our results indicate that continuance intention
is driven by both – hedonic and utilitarian value. Therefore, companies have to design
their CA services to not only address task-related benefits, but also hedonic benefits like
enjoyment. This especially holds true, as long as CAs are not yet mature technologies.
Third, creating wrong perceptions of the conversational partner, increases cognitive dis-
sonance and shifts the focus away from the hedonic motivation to a functional goal [50].
Consequently, it may be a good idea to create the perception of a human employee, if
the service goal is primarily utilitarian and the technology considered mature. However,
increasing customer satisfaction should be the overarching goal and companies are well
advised to tell their customers the truth when using a CA in a conversation.

7 Limitations

We are confident that our results provide several interesting new insights with respect
to customers’ continuance intention towards using CAs. However, as with all research
a number of limitations remain which could be interesting starting points for future
research. First, the collected data solely resulted from a single specific customer service
setting and contained a large amount of young, well-educated and technology affine
participants, which may limit the generalizability of our findings. However, since our
survey was carried out by interacting with a real CA implementation, we are confident
that our rich data set provides a solid foundation for testing the research model. Second,
we based our theory only on social presence and the utilitarian and hedonic dimension
togetherwith adapted constructs from the original ISECM.Wedecided to do this in a first
step, to preventmixing effects thatmay arise from further potential drivers of continuance
intention. Consequently, effects of trust, perceived humanness and IT self-efficacy may
be interesting starting points for future research. Third, the short conversation with the
CA happened in an experimental setting, although we have taken action by maintaining
the illusion of a real booking process by building aCAappearing as human as possible. In
the future, researchers may examine various participant samples, an already established
CA with different maturity levels, or other (real-world) service settings to substantiate
our findings.

8 Conclusion

The current study aims to improve our understanding on the willingness of customers
not only to use, but rather continue to use CAs. Based on IS ECM, we investigated the
multidimensional nature of relationship building capabilities together with utilitarian
and especially hedonic value and their effect on continuance intention in a joint research
model. We complement research by underline the importance of hedonic and utilitar-
ian value for developing continuance intentions of CAs. Further important, this study
demonstrated not only that creating perceptions of social presence is important in the
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context of CAs, but that hedonic and utilitarian value can be influenced by creating differ-
ent initial perceptions of the conversational partner (CA vs. human). Overall, our work is
the first to show the positive effect of social presence on hedonic and utilitarian value and
confirms their relevance for subsequent continuance intentions when customers interact
with CAs. Furthermore, we hope that our theoretical and practical contributions serve
as a proper starting point for further research on this interesting topic.

Appendix – Questionnaire Items

Table 5. Constructs and questionnaire items

Continuance Intention (CI) (adapted from [19, 21, 51])

CI1 I intend to continue using the online-chat rather than discontinue its use

CI2 My intentions are to continue using the online-chat than use any alternative means

CI3 If I could, I would like to discontinue my online-chat use (reverse coded)

CI4 Overall, I would intend to continue using online-chats

CI5 In the near future, I plan to keep using online-chats with travel agents

Perceived Enjoyment (EN) (adapted from [15, 24])

EN1 Interacting with the travel agent is enjoyable

EN2 Interacting with the travel agent is exciting

EN3 Interacting with the travel agent is pleasant

EN4 Interacting with the travel agent is interesting

EN5 Interacting with the travel agent is fun

Perceived Usefulness (PU) (adapted from [13, 15, 19, 22, 33, 51])

PU1 Using the online-chat improves my performance in interactions with travel agents

PU2 Using the online-chat increases my productivity in interactions with travel agents

PU3 Using the online-chat enhances my effectiveness in interactions with travel agents

PU4 Overall, online-chats are useful in interactions with travel agents

Satisfaction (ST) (adapted from [15, 19, 21, 51])

ST1 displeased … pleased

ST2 dissatisfied … satisfied

ST3 frustrated … contented

ST4 terrible … delighted

Social Presence (SP) (adapted from [3, 13, 15, 27])

SP1 I felt a sense of personalness in the conversation

SP2 I felt a sense of human warmth in the conversation

SP3 I felt a sense of sociability in the conversation

SP4 I felt a sense of human sensitivity in the conversation
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Abstract. With the increasing number of similar web services nowadays, the
need to satisfy the complex user requirements and locate relevant services remain
necessary. As a complex and challenging task, many approaches have been pro-
posed. Nevertheless, they totally neglect the contribution of the social dimension.
The mix of two domains social computing with service oriented computing opens
the door to new discovery schemes. It gives birth to a new notion Social Web
Services. In fact, integrating the social aspect into web services can benefit them
to become active entities that can collaborate, compete or substitute each other. In
this paper, we present the second step of our social web service discovery model
that operates on a bipartite graph with user-user, user-service and service-service
relationships and employs new metrics to evaluate the ability of a user to help the
service requester to satisfy his needs.

Keywords: Social networks · Social web services · Social web services
discovery

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of service oriented computing, an increasing amount ofWeb
Services (WSs) have been published on the Web. In fact, it would be difficult to select
relevant services to satisfy specific requirements. In the last few years, with the growing
interest among social networks, many users use their social networks to find services or
to offer services. In this way, WSs can be studied from a social computing perspective
[5]. Social computing is a research area of computer science situated at the intersection
of social behavior and computational systems. The most obvious examples of social
computing would include social networks and blogs [17]. The result of integrating social
network concept into WSs operation is Social Web Services (SWSs) [8]. A social web
service is a service that lives in an interlinked network of services, where services can
(i) collaborate to satisfy complex users’ needs (ii) recommend the services to replace it,
and (iii) compete with each other to be selected. In 2011, Maaradji et al. [1] classified
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the networks in which WSs can sign up to 3 groups: Competition, collaboration, and
substitution. Recently, few studies have tried to discover WSs from a social perspective.
Social network based web service discovery refers to use social network relationships of
services or/and users in web service discovery. The majority of these research work, to
address WSs discovery issue, develop either social network of users, or social network
of WSs. The main purpose of this paper is integrating WSs and users in a common
network, so we are interested on both of these categories. In this paper, we present the
second process of our discoverymodel BIG-SWSDM. The first process, presented in our
previous work [16], is based on extracting information from the service requester profile,
while the second one, presented in this paper, aims to satisfy the query by exploiting the
social relations of the service requester. Based on a bipartite graph, it takes advantage of
the relationships between services and users to determine the services used previously,
taking into account the date of invocation of these services, the feedback of users and
the quality of service (QoS). We propose to compute a new metric helpfulness measure
between users by aggregating two measures: similarity of interest and query domain
usage rate. In order to compute these measures, we consider information extracted from
the user profile which is modeled using the data-model SOAF (Service-Of-A-Friend)
[13]. In fact, Individuals adopt recommendation that come from people with comparable
profiles [2]. At first, we propose an arrangement of service’ requester social relations
according to helpfulness measure. Second, from each profile, starting with the profile
which has the highest value of helpfulnessmeasure, we extract SWSs previously invoked
and evaluated as very satisfied in descending order of invocation date, and qualifiedSWSs
that were collaborate with invoked services. This paper is organized as follows, Sect. 2
surveys related work, Sect. 3 describes the fundamentals of our model, the experimental
evaluations will be presented in Sect. 4 and the final section concludes this paper and
sheds light on future research directions.

2 Service Discovery Overview

2.1 Web Service Discovery

The goal of service discovery process is to find a web service that satisfies the consumer
requirements. Three approaches are available for web service discovery. The first is
syntactic such as discovery algorithms using UDDI or ebXML. Semantic approaches
are based on the semantic annotation [3] or theWSs ontology such as OWL-S (Ontology
Web Language for Services). The third approaches are based on integrating the paradigm
of social networks on the discovery process.

2.2 Social Web Service Discovery

Social Networks
In just a few years, social network websites such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
have become extremely popular. In fact, millions of Internet users have integrated these
websites into their daily habits. The huge interest in social networks has opened upmany
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new spaces of possible research in computing. A social network is a set of social entities
connected by a set of social relationships, such as friendship, co-working, business or
information exchange [4].

Social Networks of Web Services
Themerging of service oriented computing and social computing produced SWSswhich
are different from regular WSs. SWSs can participate to three type of social networks:
Collaboration, substitution, and competition. Through these networks, SWSs are mainly
competing as each servicewishes to be (i) a part of compositions (ii) a replacement in case
of failure, and (iii) a competitor against others in case of selection. Thereby, the social
networks of WSs differ from classical social networks which are based on collaboration
between their members; there’s no competition [5].

Social Web Services Discovery
Three categories of works discuss the WSs discovery in the context of social networks.
A first category adopts social networks of persons. A second category develops social
networks of WSs and the third one considers both WSs and persons in the same social
network. In the first category, Kalai et al. [7] built a social network that integrates the
users and their satisfactoryWSs. The proposed discovery process extracts WSs from the
FOAF profiles of the service requester and his similar friends. The similarity between
users is based on number of common friend. Also, the invocation date andQoS properties
are not taken into account to refine the discovery result. In [6], the authors developed a
social network of providers and measured the relationships between the social networks
nodes to calculate a trust degree of service provider. They introduced a new method to
calculate a service trust rating using centrality measure of social networks to produce a
discovery solution that consists of a set of WSs provided by trusted providers.

In the second category, we cite the works of Maamar et al. [8] and Chen et al. [9].
Maamar et al. defined two types of social networks in the particular context of WSs:
collaboration when WSs participate in composition to satisfy complex users’ needs and
recommendationwhich is divided into partnership and robustness. In a partnership social
network, a web service that previously participates in a composition can proposes to the
user to add other WSs. In a robustness social network, a web service knows other WSs
that can replace them in case of failure. In the second reference, Chen et al. proposed
a framework to connect the isolated service according to social properties and built a
global social service network to enhance the quality of service discovery.

In the third category that integrates social networks of WSs and social networks
of users together, Fallatah et al. [10] proposed a new WSs discovery framework that
describes diverse types of interaction between WSs and users inside the global social
network. The QoS criteria are not taken into consideration. Duan et al. [11] proposed
a collaborative service discovery approach based on four social links behind WSs and
users: (i) the reputation degree of a user which is the number of the concepts in the user’
personalization model divided by the quantity of the whole concepts in the ontology (ii)
clustering link which is the set of services or users and their similarities (iii) preference
linkwhich is defined as the set of services thatwere consumed in the past by a user and (iv)
trust link which describes the relations between the user and his trusted friends. But, the
most of these approaches neglect the feedback of users, the user desired QoS properties
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and perform a simple user query. In fact, adding the set of non-functional properties
such as QoS properties, to discover relevant services and increase the accuracy of the
discovery process has still been poorly explored.

3 Our Propoasal: BIG-SWSDM

3.1 Architecture

In this section, we introduce our proposed model architecture that takes advantage of
relations between user-service, service-service and user-user. Given a composite user
query, the basic goal is to generate a list of relevant services that responds to user’s
requirements.

Fig. 1. Architecture of our model

Figure 1 illustrates our approach to discover and select SWSs which includes three
modules: Data preprocessing, BIG-SWSDM (BIpartite Graph based social web service
discovery model) and SWS-SM (Social Web Services Selection Model). In our model,
all web services resulting from BIG-SWSDM are qualified services that match with
composite user query and respond to user desired QoS. The first module consists of
transforming the test data before feeding it to the second module. The outputs of this
module are: Bipartite graph and a WSDL-S composite query. As mentioned in our
previous work [16], our bipartite graph G is defined as a triplet (U, WS, R), where U
is the nodes set of the users social network, N is the nodes set of atomic web services’
social network and R represent the links between those nodes which show that a user
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has previously invoked a web service. In the social network of users, the nodes represent
the users and the edges define the social relationships between them.

We used and extended SOAF user profile to describe the personalization of the user
profile description. So, user profile is modeled by a triplet u = (I, F, {S}) where
I is the set of user interests, F is the user’ social relationships sets and {S} is the set of
previously used web services. S is described by: S= (WSa, e, {WSc}) whereWSa is the
invoked service, e is the satisfaction degree after using service (very satisfied, satisfied or
not satisfied) and {WSc} is the set of serviceswhich collaboratedwithWSa.
As regards the social network of WSs, in the literature, there are three types of social
networks according to their functionalities: collaboration, competition and substitution
[14]. These functionalities are either different soWSswork together on complex requests
or similar, so SWs compete against each other or help each other when they fail. In our
work, we are interested in collaboration social network, as mentioned in [16]. SWSs are
described with WSDL-S [3] and QoS features such as reliability, cost, response time
and availability. We used and extended WSDL-S to describe the personalization of the
web service description.

An atomic web service is described by: WSa = (I, O, E, P, d, QoS)
where I is the service input parameters, O is the service output parameters, E is the finite
set of effects, P is the finite set of Preconditions, d is the service domain, QoS is the
finite set of QoS properties (QoS).

In BIG-SWSDM, user query is the second input, it is described with WSDL-
S and desired QoS properties. User query (S0) is modeled as following: S0 =
({WSa}, σ, D, QoS) where {WSa} is the set of atomic services, σ is a control operator
that defines the composition, D is the set of domain for atomic services and QoS is the
set of the desired QoS properties.

3.2 BIG-SWSDM

As mentioned in Fig. 2, BIG-SWSDM performs two processes: Discovery process
through service requester invocation history and discovery process through service
requester’ friend’s invocation history. As explained in [16], the first process is done
in two steps, a first step that extracts from the profile of the service requester all the:

1. SWSs that were consumed in the past and evaluated as very satisfied starting with
the most recent services in terms of invocation date.

2. Qualified SWSs that were collaborated with invoked services

A web service can collaborate with several other services, in our approach we only
consider qualified services. In fact, the QoS criteria are taken into account to discover
qualified SWSs. Also, we take into consideration the date of invocation because a service
which was recently used may be updated and available.

A second step evaluates the semantic similarity with user composite query in term
of functionality by using the method of Liu et al. [12]. The discovery process stops if the
query is satisfied. In this paper, we will focus on the second process of BIG-SWSDM:
Discovery process through service requester’ friend’s invocation history.
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Fig. 2. BIG-SWSDM model

3.3 BIG-SWSDM: Discovery Process Through Service Requester’ Friends
Invocation History

Discovery process through service requester’ friends’ invocation history, as outlined by
Fig. 3, is done in two steps and takes as input a composite user query and the social
profile of the service requester and all his social relationships (direct friends in the social
networks of users).

Fig. 3. Discovery process through service requester’ friends’ invocation history

A first step of this process is helpfulness measure computing. This later evaluates
the ability of a user to help the user requester to satisfy his needs based on two mea-
sures: Interests similarity IS and domain usage rate DUR. Next, we extract the sub
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graph: Bipartite Discovery Graph BIDG of our bipartite graph which consists of service
requester as root, his friends, the SWSs invoked by them and for each web service its
egocentric collaboration network [16] (An egocentric collaboration network is defined
as a sub-network consisting solely of a web service and all of its direct links in the
collaborative social network of SWSs). In BIDG, with regard to the friendship relations
between the users, only the relations between the service requester and his direct friends
are considered. We apply depth-first traversal algorithm on the BIDG graph, the search
progresses from the vertex, in our case it’s the service requester, by starting with: The
friend who has the highest value of helpfulness measure and the most recent SWSs
in terms of invocation date which is evaluated very satisfied. This search algorithm is
applied in depth until the request is satisfied. In the same way as the first step, it allows to
extract SWSs that were consumed in the past and qualified SWSs that were collaborate
with invoked services. The QoS properties are taken into account to refine the discovery
result.

Scenario.
To more explain our proposal, we will present a scenario. Let us consider a simplified
example of a BIDG depicted in Fig. 4. We assume that a user q wants to travel, books
a room in a village hotel and looks for a restaurant. So, the query is as follows: S0 =
({S1, S2, S3}, sequence, {Travel Food} (response time, equal, 0.5, second)).

S1: Web service to book a flight ticket.
S2: Web service to book a room in a village hotel.
S3: Web service to look for a restaurant.

S1, S2, S3 ∈ WSa, sequence ∈ σ, {Travel, Food} ∈ D and as we presented above
response time is a QoS properties. Our system starts by calculating the helpfulness
measure HM for each friend of the BIDG vertex: user w, user i, user j.

Fig. 4. An example of BIDG

In our scenario, for example, HM (user q, user w)= 0.68, HM (user q, user i)= 0.51
and HM (user q, user j)= 0.3. In fact, the system explores in order the invocation history
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of user w then user i then user j. Table 1 shows, for each user, the invoked service, his
evaluation and the invoked date.

Table 1. Invoked service, evaluation and invocation date of each user

User Invoked
service

User’s evaluation Invocation date

User w WS village
hotel

Very satisfied 12-04-2019

User w WS weather
forecast

Not satisfied 03-02-2019

User i WS book
flight

Satisfied 07-10-2018

Table 2. Service response time

Service Response time

WS food 0.6 s

WS restaurant 0.4 s

Table 2 give examples of response time values for some services. The systemexplores
BIDG by starting with user w and extracts: WS taxi, WS book place outdoors and WS
village hotel. The matching algorithm is executed to select services that match with
composite user query and respond to user desired response time. So, our system continue
to explore BIDG. WS restaurant, WS car rent, WS food, WS book flight are extracted.
Therefore, the user query is satisfied. So, WS book flight WSvillagehotel and WS food
are the qualified services resulting from BIG-SWSDM.

Helpfulness Measure Computing.
The helpfulness measure of a user U according to the service requester SR represents the
ability of U to help SR to satisfy his needs based on two measures: Interests similarity
and domain usage rate. The aim of Interests Similarity IS is to compare the interests of
user requester to those of his directed friends in the social network. The set of interests
is extracted from the SOAF profile of the target user. We adopted Wu and Palmers
measure [15] to compute the semantic similarity between two concepts c1 and c2. DUR
is the invocation rate of WSs in the query domain of a user. We admit that the more the
user consumes WSs in the query domain, the more he will be able to help the service
requester to satisfy his needs. The rate usage domain of a user U in the query domain
DUR (U, Dom(S0)) is shown in Eq. (1):

DUR(U,Dom(S0)) = |Dom(S0) ∩ Dom(U)|
|Dom(S0)| (1)
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Where Dom (S0) is the domain set of query and Dom (U): is the domain set of invoked
SWSs. The helpfulness measure of a user U according to the service requester SR HM
(U, SR), in interval of [0, 1], is calculated by equation.

HM(U,SR) = α × IS(U,SR) + (1 − α) × DUR(U,Dom(S0)) (2)

Where IS (U, SR) is the interest similarity between U and SR, and DUR (U, Dom(S0))
is the domain usage rate of U in the query domain Dom(S0) with α is in [0, 1].

Algorithm.
In this section, we present our algorithm named BIG-SWSDM-FR which implemented
the second step of BIG-SWSDM. The details of the algorithm are as following:

Algorithm: BIG-SWSDM-FR

Input: q: user request 
Output: SL: Qualified service list  
1: List FL = sort list friend in descending order according to HM; 
2: for each fr in FLdo
3: IWS = extract invoked WS with positive evaluation  
4: IWSL = sort IWS list according to invocation date; 
5: for each SI in IWSL do // query invoked services 
6: calculate similarity Sim between q and SI 
7: if Sim > Sim0 do //compare the matching degree  
8: add SI to SL //adding the service to the discover list 
9: if q is satisfied do 
10: exit; 
12: end if 
13: end if  
10: CWS = extract qualified collaborate services 
11: for each CS in CWS // query the collaborates services 
12: calculate similarity Sim between q and CS 
7: if Sim > Sim0 do 
8: add CS to SL 
9: if q is satisfied do 
10: exit; 
12: end if 
13: end for 
14: end for 
15: end for 
16: return SL; 
7: End 
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4 Experimental Results

We used as test data: a social network of users SNAP STANFORD1 real data sets
“Epinions social network” which contains 75879 users and 508837 links, the service
repository of test collection SemWebCentral2. There are 1083 semantic WSs and 42
requests advertisedwithOWL-S 1.1 and SAWSDL1.1. There are seven service domains:
Education, Medical, Food, Travel, Communication, Economy, and Weapon.

To evaluate the performances of BIG-SWSDM, we propose to compare the response
rate provided by our model BIG-SWSDM and two other approaches: CSDRM [11]
(CollaborativeWeb Service Discovery andRecommendationMechanism) and SC-WSD
[7] (Social Context based Web Service Discovery System). The response rate, as shown
in Eq. (3), is in the interval of [0, 1] and used to compute the difference between the
number of successful queries and the total number of launched queries.

Response rate = Successful queries

Total launched queries
(3)

Figure 5 illustrates the comparing result of the three different approaches.
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Fig. 5. Response rate variation

The best response rate of BIG-SWSDM is 0.79, while the best response rate of
CSDRMandSC-WSDare respectively 0.72 and0.59. SC-WSDandCSDRMapproaches
are less precise. In fact, SC-WSD neglect the social dimensions of services i.e. it doesn’t
consider relations between services.Moreover, the similarity degree between users based
on number of common friends, it is limited to one measure. CSDRM that is the closest
to our approach gives good response rate values since it considers relations between
services. But, the similarity between users has no relation to the query launched. Indeed,

1 SNAP STANFORD, www.snap.stanford.edu.
2 http://semwebcentral.org/frs.

http://www.snap.stanford.edu
http://semwebcentral.org/frs
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it is obvious to find a user who has a high similarity degree with the service requester but
he/she has not consumed any service in the query domain what decreases the success rate
degree. This demonstrates that taking into account the domain query in the similarity
measure between users can improve the discovery results.

Figure 6 describes the variation of the completion time for the discovery process
of two version of our model BIG-SWSDM. The first one adopts the HM measure. The
second one ignore the step of social relationship ordering, in fact it considers that all
friends have the same importance i.e. all the social relations of the service requester have
the same ability to help him to satisfy his needs. In fact, the system explores invocation
history of service requesters’ friends by starting with any friend.
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Fig. 6. Completion time variation

The response time is getting higher as the number of WSs grow. The results show
also that BIG-SWSDM costs less time. This is due to the following reason: exploring
the invocation history of a user who has the highest value of HM can help the system
to satisfy the query rapidly and thus save time. Indeed, users who have a high value
of HM, consumed necessarily WSs in the same domain of the query and have interests
semantically similar to those of the service requester.

5 Conclusion

This paper details the second process of our BIG-SWSDM. This process consists, while
the query is unsatisfied, in extracting the most recent SWSs in terms of invocation date
which is evaluated as very satisfying and invoked by service requester friends, and
qualified SWSs that were collaborate with invoked services. We propose a newmetric to
evaluate the ability of a user to help in satisfying the launched query which is based on
analyzing his social profile. Ourmodel takes into consideration the feedback of users, the
invocation date of a service and QoS criteria for refinement of the discovery result. We
conducted a series of experimentation which have demonstrated that connecting SWSs
in a social network can improve the efficiency of service discovery.
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Abstract. Nowadays, information describing navigation behaviour of
internet users are used in several fields, e-commerce, economy, sociol-
ogy and data science. Such information can be extracted from different
knowledge bases, including business-oriented ones. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new model for the PageRank, CheiRank and 2DRank algorithm
based on the use of clickstream and pageviews data in the google matrix
construction. We used data from Wikipedia and analysed links between
over 20 million articles from 11 language editions. We extracted over 1.4
billion source-destination pairs of articles from SQL dumps and more
than 700 million pairs from XML dumps. Additionally, we unified the
pairs based on the analysis of redirect pages and removed all duplicates.
Moreover, we also created a bigger network of Wikipedia articles based
on all considered language versions and obtained multilingual measures.
Based on real data, we discussed the difference between standard PageR-
ank, Cheirank, 2DRank and measures obtained based on our approach
in separate languages and multilingual network of Wikipedia.

Keywords: PageRank · Wikipedia · CheiRank · Clickstream ·
Pageviews · Google matrix · Centrality measures

1 Introduction

For the last 10 years, Wikipedia has been one of the most popular source of
knowledge. In different countries, this online encyclopedia is in the top 10 most
visited websites [1]. Wikipedia even influences the language used by scientists in
their publications [33]. Nowadays, this free encyclopedia contains over 51 million
articles in more than 300 languages [36]. Content on a separate subject can be
created and edited independently in each language version of Wikipedia [26].
Often a Wikipedia article contains links to other pages, which can be used to
find more information related to the subject. Based on links between articles,
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it is possible to identify important places, persons, products in specific area
or language community. To find such important Wikipedia articles, different
methods can be used. One of the well-known algorithms for this purpose is
PageRank [30].

The google matrix and the PageRank algorithm are at the foundation of
the very famous search browser Google [2]. They describe a random internet
user, surfing on the World Wide Web (WWW). Indeed WWW can be seen as a
directed network where nodes are Web pages and links are hyperlinks allowing an
internet user to navigate. By knowing a network’s topology we can construct its
adjacency matrix A as well as its stochastic matrix S. Its mathematical aspect
is well described in [24]. Centrality measures in complex network theory are
important, especially as nowadays networks are very large and complex (high
occurrence of nodes and links). In case of directed networks such as WWW,
eigenvector-based centrality measure is helpful and efficient as demonstrated by
Google’s web search engine. However, this simple random walk model may be
limited for describing a human user’s behaviour. PageRank algorithm, applied
to the Wikipedia network, leads to robust ranking lists of articles and articles of
countries tend to be well ranked. Using a simple random walk, such algorithm
didn’t allow us to observe a trend of interest from readers.

In this study, we extend the usual PageRank algorithm with clickstream’s and
pageview’s data from Wikipedia October 2019’s dumps. In this paper, we first
mention works related to Wikipedia and PageRank algorithm, then we present
you the “WikiClick” (wc) and “WikiClick Plus View” (wcpv) models and finally
we discuss how this social information affects Wikipedia articles ranking.

2 Related Works

Pageviews statistics in Wikipedia [11] can show which article is popular over a
specific period. Therefore, we can observe a topic trend over time. Using such
data, it is possible to forecast stock market moves [29], movies’ success [25,
28], demand for services in the tourism sector [21], cryptocurrencies price and
market performance [7,22], epidemics in specified territory [20] and can be used
in electoral prediction [37]. Moreover, it can be used to assess the quality of
Wikipedia articles alongside other measures (such as text length, number of
references, images, sections and others) [26,27].

Google matrix and PageRank algorithm have been applied to Wikipedia for
ranking articles related to historical figures [14] and Universities [23]. We can also
find studies on the World influence for Universities [4], cancers [31] and infectious
diseases [32] using the Wikipedia network. The Wikipedia articles ranking evo-
lution over time using PageRank and CheiRank for countries, historical figures,
physicist and chess players have been investigated in [15]. Spectral analysis of
the Google matrix permits us to retrieve communities of articles [17]. Moreover
the google matrix analysis have been used in business oriented networks such as
the World trade network [5] and cryptocurrencies network [3].
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The use of the internet users’ behaviour information such as pageviews and
clickstream data has been studied for the biomedical ontology repository BioPor-
tal [18]. Pageviews data is used by pantheon group to rank famous individuals
from Wikipedia [38]. Clickstream data has been used to study the navigational
phase space of Wikipedia [19].

3 Proposed Methods

3.1 Wikinetwork Models

In such network, nodes are Wikipedia articles and the directed link A → B
exists if article B is reachable from article A by using an intra-wiki hyperlink.
Usually, we consider the unity rule for such links, it means that we count once
such hyperlink in article A. It follows that the corresponding adjacency matrix
will be asymmetric and its elements are equal to 1 or 0. We call this model the
standard wikinetwork model (nowc).

Information from wikidata such as clickstream for intra-wiki hyperlinks pro-
vides an interesting social bias of the Wikipedia network. We construct two
different models of Wikipedia network: wikiclick (wc) and wikiclick plus view
(wcpv). We compare results obtained using these methods with nowc.

3.2 Google Matrix and Ranking Algorithms

Google Matrix. The google matrix G is a Perron-Frobenius operator based
on the stochastic matrix of a network and a teleportation term. We detail here
the construction of G for each model.

The general formula for the google matrix is

G = αS + (1 − α)veT (1)

where α is the so-called damping factor, S the stochastic matrix, eT a row
vector with N ones and v is a preferential vector such as

∑
j vj = 1. α = 0.85 is

a standard value for different real complex networks, such as WWW.
The teleportation term veT may simply be a matrix of elements equal to

1/N .
The google matrix for the standard model is computed with this trivial tele-

portation term.
S is computed from the adjacency matrix describing the network topology

Aij =
{
1 if edge j → i exists
0 else (2)

In case of wc version of Wikipedia network, we simply use W the matrix of
clicks where Wij element is the number of clicks received, article i from article
j. The Wikidata for clickstream only counts clicks ≥ 10, Wij = 0, therefore
elements are replaced by a standard Aij element representing the possibility of
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click because the link exist in the network, this final weighted adjacency matrix
is noted Awc. From Awc we define the stochastic matrix Swc representing the
probability to reach node i from j by:

Swcij =

{ Awcij∑
i′ Awc

i′j
if

∑
i′ Awci′j �= 0

1/N if
∑

i′ Awci′j = 0
(3)

We also use pageviews information as a teleportation matrix instead of veT.
In that way, the preferential vector component vj = #views for article j. ṽ is
the normalized vector computed from v such as

∑
j ṽj = 1.

Finally, we obtain:

Gij =
{

αSwcij + (1 − α)/N for wc
αSwcij + (1 − α)ṽi for wcpv (4)

PageRank and CheiRank Algorithm. The leading right eigenvector of G
with corresponding eigenvalue λ = 1 corresponds to the steady state of a random
walker moving through the network for an infinite time. We have the relation

GP = P (5)

where P is called PageRank vector, its ith component represents the probability
that a random surfer reaches node i after an infinite journey. By sorting com-
ponents in decreasing order, we obtain the nodes ranking. PageRank measures
ingoing links efficiency, seen as importance ranking. Let K1,K2, ...,KN be the
PageRanks of the nodes such as PK1 > PK2 > PK3 and so on.

To measure the efficiency of outgoing links, we simply reverse the direction
of all the network’s links. This leads to a new adjacency matrix A∗

wc = AT
wc and

then we compute the corresponding google matrix noted G∗.
CheiRank vector (P∗) is defined as the eigenvector of G∗ such as G∗P∗ = P∗

and note K∗
1 ,K∗

2 , ...,K∗
N the obtained ranking of nodes.

2DRank Algorithm. PageRank and CheiRank algorithms are two sides of
the same coin, the first one describes relevance of an article within Wikipedia’s
network and the last one represents its communicability. As described in [16,39],
we can place nodes of a network in the two-dimensional (K,K∗) plane. The
2DRank algorithm uses both rankings and is defined as following:

– Firstly, for each node let, Kmax(i) = Max(Ki,K
∗
i ).

– Secondly, we sort nodes in ascending order according to their Kmax.
– Finally, we sort couple of nodes with the same Kmax regarding the increasing

K∗ ordering.
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4 Datasets and Extraction Methods

To extract data about links between Wikipedia articles (wikilinks or intra-wiki),
we use Wikipedia dumps from October of 2019 [34]. We focused on two separate
approaches to identify these links:

– XML - directly from the Wikicode [10] (XML dumps)
– SQL - rendered versions of the articles (SQL dumps).

In the case of Wikicode, for each article, we searched internal links (wikilinks)
[8] placed in doubled square brackets in code for each considered language version
(below example for English Wikipedia):

– “enwiki-20191001-pages-articles.xml.bz2” - recombined articles, templates,
media/file descriptions, and primary meta-pages.

– “enwiki-20191001-redirect.sql.gz” - redirect list.

Among the extracted links were also the ones that led to other types of Wikipedia
pages (other namespaces [9]). Therefore, we only kept those belonging to article
namespace (ns 0). We also removed links leading to nonexistent articles (so
called “red links” [12]). Additionally, we took into account other names of the
same articles based on redirects [13].

Rendered version of the articles usually have more links to other pages than
we can find in their source (in Wikicode). It comes from additional elements
placed in the article. For example, we can find the same template with certain
set of links in articles related to similar topic (such as French cities, cryptocur-
rencies, processors, Nobel Prize laureates and others). In order to analyze links
in rendered version of the Wikipedia articles, we took into account other dumps
files for each language version (below is an example for the English Wikipedia):

– “enwiki-20191001-pagelinks.sql.gz” - wiki page-to-page link records.
– “enwiki-20191001-page.sql.gz” - base per-page data (id, title, old restrictions,

etc).
– “enwiki-20191001-redirect.sql.gz” - redirect list.

The Table 1 shows statistics of the extraction source-destination pairs of links
for each considered language version of Wikipedia. We extracted over 1 billion
pairs from the SQL dump and over 500 million pairs from XML dumps. For
every pair, we only took Wikipedia articles from ns 0. After excluding duplicate
pairs, redlinks (nonexistent pages) and unification of the articles names (based
on redirects), the total pair number is reduced.

For both methods we additionally extracted pageviews statistics [11] and
clickstream data [35] (click counts of source-destination pairs of articles) from
September 2019.

5 Application of Methods and Discussion

In this section, we detail the application of our method using different dumps of
Wikipedia from October 2019. We have built the network from English edition
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Table 1. All and unified source-destination pairs of links from Wikipedia in different
languages. Source: own calculations based on Wikimedia dumps in October 2019

Lang. XML SQL
All Unified All Unified

de 86 242 247 63 618 326 111 288 696 108 762 081
en 228 373 266 165 832 345 500 144 739 479 163 241
es 54 878 393 39 369 961 53 948 827 50 625 623
fa 15 298 097 7 427 045 74 249 078 71 867 560
fr 80 719 270 61 576 083 156 691 399 153 108 004
it 52 731 642 40 857 564 117 826 190 115 641 441
ja 63 112 674 50 122 887 92 626 350 90 901 975
pl 36 838 878 27 240 200 76 958 914 76 318 086
pt 31 311 443 22 167 152 61 269 416 58 843 986
ru 52 646 408 37 922 206 99 995 034 95 706 281
zh 30 253 747 18 718 463 86 343 098 83 272 015

of Wikipedia from XML and SQL dumps as well as a multilingual version of
the network. In the multilingual network, we took all language editions with
available clickstream and pageviews data.

5.1 English Edition

XML Dumps. Table 2 shows the top 10 articles using wcpv method and PageR-
ank algorithm. For each of these articles, we also show its rank among Kwc,
Knowc, clickstream (KcR) and pageviews ranking lists (KvR).

We found articles related to sovereign states for wcpv method, which is
usually the case for nowc PageRank. By comparing the top 10 from Kwcpv

with Knowc we see that this set of articles is a reordering of Knowc except for
“Wikipedia”, “List of Queen of the South episodes” and “Queen of the South (TV
series)”. These three articles are badly ranked in Knowc as well as in Kwc. The
two first elements are well ranked because of their Pageviews. The third one is
very interesting because “Queen of the South (TV series)” is badly ranked in
all other ranking list. According to our method, we found a top 10 PageRank
containing two articles related to the same TV series. This last result is not
common for Wikipedia PageRank.

The top 10 articles from CheiRank according to wcpv method is detailed
in Table 3. Usually, using the CheiRank method applied to Wikipedia network,
articles related to a list of articles have a better rank than others. We do not
see that in wcpv . Indeed, we only have 4 lists (“Deaths in 2019, Lists of deaths
by year”, “2019 in film” and “List of Bollywood films of 2019”) whereas nowc
shows 100% of lists in its top 10. In the other articles of top 10 wcpv CheiRank,
some are related to social interest such as “Joker (2019 film)” and “2019 FIBA
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Table 2. First 10 articles obtained by PageRank with wcpv model from English
Wikipedia. Source: own calculations based on Wikimedia dumps in October 2019.

Name Kwcpv Kwc Knowc KcR KvR

United States 1 1 1 15 24

Wikipedia 2 11665 3542 25013 1

List of Queen of the South episodes 3 5170889 5128933 4455336 2

United Kingdom 4 9 5 81 63

New York City 5 23 10 150 139

World War II 6 12 3 181 78

Germany 7 7 7 727 118

India 8 10 9 138 68

France 9 5 2 1432 197

Queen of the South (TV series) 10 166342 744237 28297 5871

Basketball World Cup”. wcpv CheiRank is similar to wc. We think that with
the use of clickstream and pageviews, CheiRank algorithm gives us a list of entry
points of Wikipedia.

Table 3. First 10 articles obtained by CheiRank with wcpv model from English
Wikipedia. Source: own calculations based on Wikimedia dumps in October 2019.

Name K∗
wcpv K∗

wc K∗
nowc KcR KvR

Deaths in 2019 1 2 909 406 4

Lists of deaths by year 2 1 10 55939 7874

It Chapter Two 3 10 334575 2 12

2019 in film 4 9 382 365 34

List of Bollywood films of 2019 5 12 19249 640 54

Wikipedia 6 421 11031 25013 1

It (2017 film) 7 19 106231 18 37

Joker (2019 film) 8 20 95145 33 10

Mindhunter (TV series) 9 17 310462 147 35

2019 FIBA Basketball World Cup 10 11 20498 44 13

In order to quantify changes in ranking of Wikipedia articles, coming from the
used model, we computed two overlap measures ηN and ηO. The first one mea-
sures the presence of same articles in two ranking lists and ηO measures the exact
rank similarity. Quantitatively, by regarding Fig. 1 differences between rankings
are related to rank switching rather than exact similarity. As we can see ηN is
higher than ηO (inset plots). Moreover, at short range j ∈ [1, 20], we have the
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highest overlap measures, with ηN = 0.75(Knowc vs. Kwc), 0.7(Knowc vs. Kwcpv

for j = 20. In case of CheiRank overlap, we respectively have ηN = 0.35 and
ηN = 0.15 comparing K∗

wc and K∗
wcpv with K∗

nowc. Social information seems
to change more drastically CheiRank than PageRank. When comparing wcpv
and wc methods, we have an overlapping very close regarding both PageR-
ank and CheiRank. The highest value for j = 100 is for Knowc vs. Kwc with
ηN = 0.75. wcpv method gives us more differences in the top 100 with respec-
tively 53% and 6% of similarity for PageRank and CheiRank algorithm. Exact
overlap ηO is very low with 5% and 2% regarding Kwcpv and Kwc with Knowc

for j = 100. Exact similarity regarding CheiRank is 0.0 for wc, wcpv and nowc
methods. The left panel shows us how similar Kwc (Resp. K∗

wc) and Kwcpv

(Resp. K∗
wcpv) are, with clickstreams and pageviews statistical rankings. High-

est measures are for CheiRanks, wcpv method has the highest overlap with vR
(0.5 and 0.24) for both PageRank and CheiRank.

The overlap measures show us that when we take into account social impact
in PageRank and CheiRank algorithm, we have a drastic change in the final rank-
ing. This change is mainly due to pageviews information. We are interested in
wcpv method, because it brings new elements to both PageRank and CheiRank.

Fig. 1. Overlap ηN versus rank j for doublet of ranking lists computed from wc, wcpv
and nowc models (left panels), from wc, wcpv , cR and vR (right panels) considering
English edition. Inset plots correspond to exact overlap ηO. Solid and dotted lines are
for PageRanks and CheiRanks.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of articles in the (K,K∗) plane. In case of
nowc, articles with good PageRank have bad CheiRank and reversely. The nowc
method doesn’t represent the social interest and is robust with time. In case of
both wc and wcpv methods, the articles in (K,K∗) plane related to top cR
and vR have a lower K and K∗ value. As we can see with bottom panel, wcpv
method brings the top 100 of vR and cR at the left bottom corner of (K,K∗)
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plane. Also the articles are much more along the diagonal. We think that using
a nontrivial matrix teleportation, wcpv method tends to give a PageRank and
a CheiRank for an article that are much more similar compared to previous
methods.

2Drank algorithm, based on both K and K∗, gives a higher rank to an article
that is central in term of incoming and outgoing links. In case of wcpv method
applied on English edition of Wikipedia, the top 10 contains only one sovereign
country, which is “United States”. The first element is “Wikipedia”, which is
expected, but also missing from nowc 2Drank’s top 10 (478th). The top 10 of
wcpv 2Drank is far from the nowc and wc ones but closer to top vR. Articles
of social interests present in this top 10 are “September 11 attacks”, “Donald
Trump”, “Greta Thumberg” and “It Chapter Two”.

Fig. 2. Density distribution of Wikipedia articles W (K, K∗) = dn/dKdK∗ in case of
nowc (bottom left), wc (top left) and wcpv (right) models. We have divided K, K∗

plane into 200× 200 decimal logarithmic cells. For each cell of area dKdK∗ we compute
the corresponding articles density. We colored boxes using a decimal logscale. Blue and
orange circles respectively represent the top 100 articles from vR and cR. Top 10 of
both vR and cR are labeled. Circle radius is decreasing with the rank. (Color figure
online)

SQL Dumps. In case of the network based on SQL data, we see a difference
when we keep information related to the “Main Page”. For English edition SQL,
this article isn’t a dangling node anymore. Wikipedia regularly suggests to users
a set of articles in this main page. By removing “Main Page” related information,
some interesting high PageRanked articles are missing: “Brexit”, “Impeachment
inquiry against Donald Trump”, “2019 Southeast Asian haze” for wcpv PageR-
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Table 4. First 10 articles obtained by PageRank with wcpv model from the Multilin-
gual Wikipedia network obtained with XML and SQL dump. Source: own calculations
in October 2019

Name KwcpvKwc Knowc KcR KvR

XMLcontinent 1 1 1 4 25

United Kingdom 2 6 5 27 49

endemic to 3 3 4 81 43

France 4 2 2 161 23

Wikipedia 5 5606 2680 12647 1

English 6 13 3 865 203

World War II 7 11 6 73 39

People’s Republic of China 8 9 10 77 50

list of Queen of the South episodes 9 9296110 9299151 8992585 2

headquarters location 10 5 8 112 70

SQL List of Queen of the South episodes 1 152700 9402560 1 1

International Standard Book Number 2 2 1 12422 6820

United States of America 3 4 5 3 596

Queen of the South 4 128752 782421 33017 32562

Geographic coordinate system 5 1 4 27224 4161

Wikidata 6 3 2 166656 578987

Virtual International Authority File 7 5 6 215168 77748

English 8 6 3 571 2227

Library of Congress Control Number 9 8 7 171325 51054

Japan 10 26 19 175 1992

ank and “English Wikipedia” and “QR code” for wcpv CheiRank. Obviously
Main Page is the top 1 for wcpv PageRank and CheiRank.

In case of applying our method to SQL dumps, keeping “Main Page” leads
to new information. Larger tables of top 100 articles are available at [6].

5.2 Multilingual Network

A simple way to build a multilingual Wikipedia network is to aggregate networks
corresponding to each considered edition (11 languages). wcpv method weights
the link A → B with clicks summed over all considered editions.

Here, we show results and discuss the case of both XML and SQL based mul-
tilingual Wikipedia network considering 11 languages: Chinese, English, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian.

Regarding Table 4, we see that the wcpv PageRank’s top 10 presents more
differences for XML than for SQL version of the network. In context of SQL, the
top 10 wcpv PageRank is very different from both vR and cR. Moreover, top
10 related to wcpv shows different countries, “United Kingdom” and “France” for
XML and “United States of America” and “Japan” for SQL. As for the case of
only English, K∗

wcpv is very far from K∗
nowc as we can see with Table 5, whether
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Table 5. First 10 articles obtained by CheiRank with wcpv model from the Multilin-
gual Wikipedia network obtained with XML and SQL dump. Source: own calculations
in October 2019

Name K∗
wcpvK

∗
wc K∗

nowc KcR KvR

XMLDeaths in 2019 1 1 571 1029 5

Lists of deaths by year 2 2 12 88018 20254

It: Chapter Two 3 6 318108 6 15

It 4 12 87569 18 30

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 5 9 78393 15 37

2019 FIBA Basketball World Cup 6 3 22945 47 11

Joker 7 16 247252 35 12

Greta Thunberg 8 23 94431 869 7

September 11 attacks 9 10 10665 21 13

2019 in film 10 15 249 750 83

SQL Deaths in 2019 1 1 388 284 914

Queen of the South 2 7495 219841 33017 32562

List of Queen of the South episodes 3 433980 5166620 1 1

List of Bollywood films of 2019 4 17 12084 1640 4

Llists of deaths by year 5 2 1231 64356 1070417

2019 6 4 2195 821 4652

It: Chapter Two 7 5 388604 7 360

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood 8 7 78976 17 66

2019 in film 9 13 2578 262 592877

September 11 attacks 10 9 12762 23 320

it’s XML or SQL. We also have fewer articles related to lists in case of the
multilingual Wikipedia network. There are 2 articles related to social trend in
common: “It: Chapter Two” and “Once Upon a Time in Hollywood”.

The top 10 Wikipedia articles wcpv using 2Drank for XML multilingual
network is much closer to vR compared to other rankings. SQL dumps leads to
a top 10 wcpv 2DRank far from vR. Top 10 wcpv 2DRank elements with rank
in [2, 4] are very unexpected, their corresponding rank in other lists are at least
equal to 5287 (cR) and at last 605770 (vR). These articles are of social interests
“Queen of the South”, “Alice Braga”, “La Reina del Sur”. Note that Alice Braga
is a main character of this TV series. In case of SQL wcpv top 10 2DRank, we
found 4 sovereign countries “United States”, “Japan”, “Italy” and “Russia” which
are not present in nowc 2DRank top 10.

Regarding Fig. 3, as for the English version of Wikipedia network, we see
that CheiRanks’ overlapping with other CheiRanks and with both cR and vR
are lower than for PageRanks. In case of multilingual version, the exact overlap
ηO is higher but still low compared to ηN values. Regarding both SQL and XML
dumps, wc is the most similar to nowc with respectively ηN = 0.8 and 0.7.
While PageRanks are more similar and CheiRanks related overlaps are almost
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Fig. 3. Overlap ηN versus rank j for doublet of ranking lists computed from wc, wcpv
and nowc models (left panels), from wc, wcpv , cR and vR (right panels). Inset plots
correspond to exact overlap ηO. Top row is for multilingual Wikipedia network built
with XML dumps and bottom row is for network built with SQL dumps. (Color figure
online)

0 for SQL, XML version leads to more different tops 100 for PageRank. cR and
vR have the same similarities with Kwc (resp. K∗

wc) and Kwcpv (resp. K∗
wcpv)

for both XML and SQL. In case of XML Kwcpv and vR are much closer than
Kwc and vR.

We present in Fig. 4 the articles’ distribution in (K,K∗) plane for wcpv in
case of both XML and SQL multilingual Wikipedia network. The articles are still
organized along the diagonal line and the top 100 from cR and vR are gathered
in the bottom left corner of the plots. Unlike SQL dumps, in case of XML dumps,
the green circles corresponding to top 100 vR have better PageRank than articles
from top 100 cR. The top 100 vR articles are more scattered in case of XML
than SQL dumps.

In case of a multilingual Wikipedia network, wcpv method brings articles
of social interest to the top of PageRank and CheiRank. Moreover, by changing
the dump from SQL to XML, articles from both top vR and top cR have better
PageRanks.
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Fig. 4. Density distribution of Wikipedia articles in case of wcpv XML dumps (left)
and SQL dumps (right). The same color code as in Fig. 3. (Color figure online)

6 Conclusion and Future Works

Wikipedia gives us plenty of free information related to a large spectrum of
knowledge. Articles in this free encyclopedia are edited, checked and corrected by
various users (even anonymous). A standard use of PageRank and other related
ranking algorithms give a time robust ranking of articles whereas clickstream
and pageviews based ranking reflects statistical social trends. In this study, we
present an altered version of PageRank, CheiRank and 2DRank by using both
clickstream and pageviews data together with connections between Wikipedia
articles. “WikiClick Plus View” (wcpv) model of the Wikipedia network gives
different rankings of Wikipedia articles. With wcpv we measured the centrality
of articles in Wikipedia network regarding the actual social interest. We showed
that the two type of Wikipedia dumps (XML and SQL) may give different results
in final rankings. wcpv model gives the top PageRank articles related to actual
social interest and the top CheiRank articles that are not related to lists (as
they usually are) but rather related to entry point of interest. Instead of roughly
aggregating individual language edition based Wikipedia networks to build a
multilingual network, the use of wcpv method permits us to define a more real-
istic linkage between articles, by using clickstream data as weight and pageviews
as teleportation matrix. Merging both the ephemeral aspect of social trends with
time robustness of links based on historical truth, we think that this method can
be used for further interesting results.

In future works, we plan to provide a deeper analysis on advantages that
can give proposed novel versions of PageRank, CheiRank and 2DRank using
social impact in different fields. In this work, we only used data from October
of 2019. In our next works, we plan to investigate differences between results of
the measures from various time periods of the content of the Wikipedia articles,
pageviews and clickstream data. Based on such time dependent data, we would
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be able to find out the correlation between social impact and evolution of the
articles on selected language versions and also on multilingual level. Such data
can also be useful to analyse how the indirect social flow between articles lead
to the creation of new links. Another interesting direction of the research would
be to find out how the proposed measures influences quality of the content in
Wikipedia. Using these measures as additional predicting variables could also
improve existing prediction models of stock market moves and performances
(including price of cryptocurrencies), success of the products or demand for
services, as well as electoral predictions and forecasting epidemics in the specified
territory.

Wikipedia is one of the representatives of wiki services. Therefore methods
proposed in the paper can be also valuable for any knowledge base created using
MediaWiki open source software, including corporate ones. These knowledge
bases can contain information about customers, products and other business
oriented content. Therefore our method can provide new information to compa-
nies allowing them to understand social trend’s evolution and help to improve
products recommendations for customers, as well as improve existing prediction
models related to stock market moves, demand for services, elections results and
others.
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Abstract. The advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) generates increasing data
with the majority being gathered for a single purpose and staying unused after
serving this purpose. With IoT platforms, cross-domain use cases, combining data
from different sources, become possible. Accordingly, the need for marketplaces
to trade data arises. This paper examines existing IoT platforms to frame the
current opportunities for an IoT marketplace. In a second step, it analyzes the
potentials of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) regarding transaction costs
and efficiencies. In doing so, a classification regarding the functional distribution
of IoT marketplaces is developed.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is defined as the interlinking of devices connected via a
network to collect and exchange data. Currently, a variety of such devices (e.g., sensors)
measure various attributes and produce an amount of data every day [1]. The quick
deployment of IoT devices will lead to more than 20 billion connected devices gathering
data by 2020 [2]. All this data is mostly stored in so-called ‘data silos’. A data silo is
characterizedby a closed environmentwith little to no sharingwith outside environments,
and thus, data does not contribute to any additional revenue streams for its creator. The
data usually leave the silo once only to be transferred to an IoT platform for analysis
and visualization for a single purpose [3]. The idea of a cross-domain data scenario is
the combination of data from different single-purpose data silos to achieve value by
serving an additional purpose in an additional context. The consideration of external,
non-domain data promises an optimization of forecasts and an improvement of decisions
[4].

For this paper, nine semi-structured interviews with CEOs, managing directors, one
head of sales, one head of product management, and one consultant of small and midsize
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companies (SMC) from different branches in Germany were conducted. The interview
procedure follows an unstructured interview guideline. It provides an introduction to the
cross-domain data approach and its goals, according to Bär et al. [4]. It is followed by
the question of whether cross-domain data projects are currently being conducted in a
particular company or have already been carried out in the past? Since this question was
answered in the negative in all interviews, it was followed by a survey on the reasons
for these obstacles.

Although all SMCs believe cross-domain data scenarios have promising potential for
their own company, none of the companies already have or had in the past a cross-domain
data project. The obstacles mentioned by the interviewees are synthesized and may be
organized in the following clusters: technological, economic, organizational, and legal.
This paper adopts a technological and partly an economic perspective. Thus, the main
questions for SMCs in these clusters are: Where is data from external domains offered?
At what price is this data offered? Where are the essential analytic and presentation
services offered and at which price?

One possible solution for answering these challenges is an IoT platform that offers
data for sale via an integrated datamarketplace [5]. Such an IoT datamarketplace follows
the concept of electronicmarketplaces bySchmid andLindemann [6]where data vendors
from different sources and branches offer their data. Buyers of data pay the vendor
and acquire the data set or data stream [7]. However, data is not the only conceivable
commodity on IoT marketplaces. Services for the analysis and visualization of data
could also potentially be made available via such a marketplace by various participants.
Especially for complex cross-domain use cases that require multiple data from different
vendors and branches as well as different analytic functionalities, an IoT marketplace
would become relevant [4]. The hypothesis is that this approach – opening those data
silos and trading the data – enables the creation of new business models.

The fact that the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is suitable for electronic mar-
kets as an underlying technology, is acknowledged in the literature (e.g., [8, 9]). Espe-
cially the combination of DLT and IoTmarketplaces holds great potential for innovation
[7, 10, 11]. DLT enables micropayments and serves as a ‘tool’ for handling transactions
on an IoT marketplace. In addition, DLT facilitates the use of smart contracts, enabling
the autonomous checking of predefined events and the automatic execution of transac-
tions. Thus, a smart contract can autonomously control, monitor, and document actions
depending on digitally verifiable events. Based on the DLT, an information and value
transfer (e.g., between data vendor and data purchaser) could be designed efficiently
without the need for an intermediary [12]. A DLT-based platform not only promises to
minimize the risk of vendor lock-ins and monopolization but also to reduce transaction
costs for its users [13].

1.2 Methodology

The overall aim of this paper is to advance the understanding of the technical tools with
which cross-domain data projects can be carried out in companies and which economic
potentials can be realized. Figure 1 summarizes the research methodology in this paper.
In the first step, the key IoT platform functionalities are identified by a scientific literature
search, according to vomBrocke et al. [14]. These key functionalities are used in a second
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step to conduct an online market examination, according to Hileman and Rauchs [15],
to provide an impression of traditional as well as DLT-based IoT platform solutions
currently available on the market. Building on an established electronic market model
by [6] and the dimensions of digital platforms by Blaschke et al. [16], a classification
of the functional distribution of IoT marketplaces is developed. Subsequently, it is used
to analyze the opportunities for synergies of IoT marketplaces and DLT as a potential
enabling technology for some of the key functionalities. Thereby the paper highlights
the suitability of the DLT to create value for such an IoT marketplace.

Fig. 1. Research methodology.

Three research questions (RQ) shall be formulated: (RQ1) What are the key func-
tionalities of IoT platforms? (RQ2) Which IoT platform solutions, using which of
these functionalities, currently exist for companies to carry out cross-domain IoT data
projects? (RQ3)How can the functional distribution of IoTmarketplaces be conceptually
delineated for analyzing the potential of DLT?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, a brief overview of
the terms IoT platform, IoT marketplace, and DLT, is presented. A literature review is
conducted in Sect. 3 to identify the key functionalities of IoT platforms. The state-of-
the-art based on the market examination in traditional and DLT-based IoT platforms is
outlined in Sect. 4. The developed classification for the functional distribution of IoT
marketplaces is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, a brief conclusion, limitations, and further
research lines are provided in the last section.

2 Foundations

2.1 Internet-of-Things, IoT Platform, and IoT Marketplace

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) enables ‘things’ in terms of devices like sensors and every-
day items, typically not considered as computers to become active participants in busi-
ness, information, and social processes. This facilitates devices to generate data for com-
municating or interacting among themselves andwith its environment independently [4].
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However, the capacity of IoT devices is typically limited. Therefore, the storage and pro-
cessing of the captured data are usually not taking place within the device. In a generic
IoT infrastructure, the device itself is only a minor part of the IoT landscape [17]. The
significant part in which data converges and the generation of added value occurs is the
so-called IoT platform [18].

Gawer [19] describes platforms as foundational products, services, or technologies
serving as a basis for developing supplementary products, services, or technologies. In
the case of an IoT platform, it handles different hardware and software communication
and authentication protocols for IoT devices and users. The primary purpose of IoT plat-
forms may be summarized as gathering, analyzing, and visualizing data [4]. Further, an
electronic platformmay be seen as an electronic market, focusing on the coordination of
multiple participants that aim to interact with each other [20]. Schmid and Lindemann
[6] developed a reference model and elaborated two key functionalities for electronic
markets: (1) Nodes are linkingmultiple participants, e.g., producers or vendors that offer
services or products to customers. (2) An infrastructure, used for offering services and
products [6, 21]. This is in accordancewith the four layers of digital platforms: the digital
infrastructure, the technical platform core, the ecosystem (containing the participants),
and the service dimension [16]. These layers are transferable to IoT marketplaces since
platform businesses by nature are intermediaries on an electronic marketplace [20]. Tra-
ditionally, there is one owner as the central provider of a platform or rather amarketplace.
The platform owner is responsible for providing access to the platform (e.g., via web),
governing the platform (e.g., user registration), and offering coordination tools on the
platform (e.g., directories) [22]. Besides providing these basic platform services, the
owner decides whether other services (e.g., analytic functionalities) are offered exclu-
sively by the owner or also by third providers [6, 23]. In addition, data may be traded on
such an electronic market. Due to the fact, every electronic marketplace is a platform,
but not every platform is an electronic marketplace [20], the following refers to an IoT
platform with an integrated marketplace as an IoT marketplace.

2.2 Distributed Ledger Technology

DLT describes a distributed and digital ledger that is built on a peer-to-peer (P2P)-
network of independent nodes. Upon this ledger, transaction information of digital assets
or digital values is immutably grouped into transaction sets. These sets are cryptograph-
ically linked to the previous transaction sets by a consensus mechanism. Leading to a
chronological ordering of all transactions. As the transactions are immutable, they can-
not be altered or deleted afterward – only new transactions may be added. Finally, the
ledger is shared and synchronized among all nodes of the P2P-network, which increases
the fault tolerance of the entire ledger [11, 24, 25].

The specifics of storing data and processing transactions in a DLT generates chal-
lenges in the IoT context [1], such as confidentiality, autonomous behavior and fault
tolerance [7, 10, 26]. DLT enables the automation of complete or partial processes and
services and thus improves the coordination among electronic markets. Moreover, the
decentralized nature of DLT empowers the individual users by allowing them more con-
trol of data. The consolidation of data located within a network of different actors is
achieved by DLT while offering properties to avoid vendor lock-ins at the same time
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[8, 25]. In conclusion, the technology may advance the generic advantages of electronic
markets [21] towards autonomously managed multi-sided electronic marketplaces [9].

3 Functionalities of IoT Platforms

3.1 Literature Review

Using the systematic literature search according to [14], the current state of research
on reference architectures and key functionalities of IoT marketplaces and platforms, as
well as possible DLT-based solutions, will be elaborated. First, the scope of the review is
defined, and the conceptualization of the topic is elaborated. Based on this, the following
search term pairs in English and German are derived for obtaining comprehensive and
relevant search results: The first pair is ‘IoT platform’ and ‘IoT marketplace’ and the
second pair is ‘functionality’ and ‘feature’. For identifying relevant literature, common
scientific databases (AIS eLibary, EBSCOhost, IEEE Xplore, and Springer Link) are
searched for journals and conference proceedings with a peer-review procedure. The
mentioned keywords are used in various combinations for the full-text search, and only
German and English literature is considered. To adequately reflect the continuous devel-
opments in the field of IoT and DLT, the literature review is extended by a forward and
backward search, according to [14]. This search procedure is based on further relevant
publications of the authors as well as on the sources used in the articles found. Publica-
tions without a peer-review procedure are also considered here to elaborate on the latest
state. After the literature search for each database and after removing duplicates, a set
of 41 selected papers is analyzed. In total, 11 relevant papers are identified, which are
used for synthesizing key functionalities of IoT platforms in the following.

3.2 Synthesized Functionalities

Based on the conducted literature review, various proposals for overviews of function-
alities of IoT platforms (e.g., [1, 3]) could be found. Although the platforms are partly
equipped with similar functionalities, there are different technological approaches and
terminologies [27]. However, the descriptions of these functionalities in the literature
partly focus on single functionalities in detail. As shown in Table 1, key functional-
ities of IoT platforms have been synthesized from the literature to compensate these
shortcomings. They will be used in the following examination of this paper.

Apart from the basic platform services mentioned in 2.1 (access, governance, and
coordination, which are provided as cross-layer functionalities), these key functionalities
are:

1. Connectivity: Includes identification management and dedicated device manage-
ment, supporting users to deploy and configure heterogeneous IoT devices for
collecting data [3, 28].

2. Data Storage: Datamay be stored at a cloud server provided by the platform provider,
on local databases/servers by the user or via an internal interface on a dedicated DLT
infrastructure [7, 27].
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3. Marketplace: A platform-integrated marketplace for data, analytics, or presentation
services of third-party service providers [6, 20].

4. Analytics: Tools including edge analytics and machine learning skills, like cogni-
tive, anomaly, and predictive analytics capabilities to extract insights from IoT data
[28, 29]. Edge analytic describes a first simple data analysis taking place at the
point of gathering (e.g., sensor device). After that, only a pre-selection of the data
is transferred to the platform for further analysis [17]. Cognitive analytics include
capabilities like natural language processing, text mining, or video and image recog-
nition [29]. Anomaly or stream analytics describes a low latency analysis in real-time
for anomaly detection [28]. Predictive analytics generate forecasts using historical
data. In particular, this is also available in real-time [30].

5. Presentation: Empowers to create and deploy an IoT application or smart service
rapidly. Another form are visualizations, e.g., dashboards, diagrams, or graphs [4,
27].

Table 1. Overview of IoT platform key functionalities

Functionality Functionality characteristics

Presentation Visualization Smart service IoT application

Analytics Edge Cognitive Anomaly Predictive

Marketplace Data Analytic functionality 
as a service

Presentation functionality
as a service

Data storage Local database Cloud server Distributed ledger

Connectivity Device management Deployment configuration Identification 
management

4 State-of-the-Art in IoT Platforms

The previous literature search identified papers that focused on individual platforms (e.g.,
IBMWatson IoT), on certain IoT platform aspects (e.g., edge analytics [17]) or on indi-
vidual use cases, but not on the overall structure of IoT platform concepts. To obtain this
information, an online market research to identify current IoT platform solutions is con-
ducted according to [15]. To identify smaller IoT platform or IoTmarketplace projects, a
search for whitepapers, technical documentations, and postings in non-scientific media
like branch-specific websites (e.g., cryptoslate.com) or blogs (e.g., medium.com) was
conducted. The key functionalities and its characteristics elaborated in Table 1 serve
as the underlying research design for the market research. From an architectural per-
spective, there are two types of IoT platform solutions – centralized and decentralized
– which are examined in the market research separately.

4.1 Traditional IoT Platforms as Centralized Solutions

A variety of different IoT platforms have been created for a wide range of use cases by
open source communities (e.g., FIWARE, OpenMTC) as well as commercial companies
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(e.g., IBM, Siemens). This analysis is limited to commercial providers for serving better
comparability. Table 2 summarizes the key functionalities for selected commercial IoT
platforms available on the market. Since the field of IoT is quite complex and fast-
moving, it cannot be excluded that individual IoT platforms either are missing or are
outdated yet. The set of examined IoT platforms in this paper has to be considered as a
snapshot of current market insights.

Table 2. Comparison of traditional IoT platforms currently available on the market

All examined platforms provide connectivity functionality, and all but one platform
offer presentation functionalities. Both seem to be standard functionalities of traditional
IoT platforms. This is possibly since these functionalities affecting the end-user directly
and, therefore, are suitable sales arguments. The analytic functionalities are partly given.
Only Siemens MindSphere offers the possibility to use third-party analytic functional-
ities. However, as MindSphere lacks in-house analytic functionalities, it offers AWS
and Microsoft Azure services. None of the further platforms examined feature an inte-
grated marketplace. Moreover, all platforms relied on data storage in the cloud, and three
providers even had a serial interface to a DLT framework – namely IBM Watson with
Hyperledger, Microsoft Azure with the Ethereum-based Azure Blockchain and SAP
Leonardo with Hyperledger Fabric, MultiChain or Quorum.
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Overall, the key functionalities suggested in this paper may be regarded as provision-
ally validated in order to accurately map and compare available IoT platform solutions
in their functionalities.

4.2 DLT-Based IoT Platforms as Decentralized Solutions

Themajority of the reviewed traditional platforms rely on conventional database architec-
tures and are centralized operated by one provider. This evokes the question of whether a
market of IoT platforms using DLT and pursuing functional distribution is already exist-
ing. Two main fields of application may be distinguished for DLT: First, it is used for
processing purchase transactions on the IoTmarketplaces and the autonomous operation
of this marketplace. Second, it may be used for data verification and storage. Accord-
ingly, the key functionalities in Table 1 may also be applied to DLT-based platforms,
with a small change by introducing the distinction between on-chain and off-chain data
storage locations. There are two ways to connect or integrate IoT platforms with DLT.
(1) As mentioned above, a distributed ledger is integrated into a traditional IoT plat-
form via a serial interface, e.g., IBM Watson with Hyperledger. (2) Another solution
is a standalone DLT framework providing a completely DLT-based IoT platform, e.g.,
IOTA.

Although a small number of IoT platforms already implement DLT as the underlying
architecture, this industry is continuously progressing. These platforms partly address
specific niches, e.g., some operate open platforms for storing, sharing, and trading sensor
data [10]. Table 3 gives an impression of a sample of commercial DLT-based IoT plat-
forms currently available. Since it is a fast-moving and fast-developing industry, thismay
only be seen as a current snapshot of market insights without claiming completeness.

It may be viewed that DLT-based IoT platforms offer more often the possibility of
marketplaces, while analytic and presentation functionalities are less often represented
compared to traditional platforms. Mainly the marketplaces are used for trading data.
Streamr additionally offers presentation functionalities as a service in the form of a
visualization dashboard on its marketplace. Analytic services are not offered as a service
on a marketplace within the examined platforms. All IoT marketplaces used DLT for
processing purchase transactions. IOTA and Datum are the only IoT platforms that offer
the possibility of on-chain storage of the sensor data. The remainder of the platforms
examined uses DLT to store markers or hashes for verifying the sensor data. An initial
validation of the elaborated functionalities in Table 1 may be assumed by this market
examination, as all the solutions examined are appropriately described.
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Table 3. Comparison of DLT-based IoT platforms currently available on the market

5 Classifying Functional Distribution

Based on the electronicmarket referencemodel [6], the architecture dimensions of digital
platforms [16], and the setting of IoT cross-domain scenarios [4], the typical pipeline
of a multi-sided IoT marketplace for a cross-domain sensor data scenario is shown in
Fig. 2.

It starts with generating and gathering sensor data. By using the connectivity func-
tionality, a sensor owner records its sensor and transfers it on the IoT platform. First, a
pre-processing or filtering of the sensor data is executed. After that step, the prepared
data is forwarded to a specific storage location, and the sensor owner, as an end-user,
can do both, use its data for own purposes and offer it on the platform-integrated mar-
ketplace. Service providers can also offer analytic and presentation functionalities as a
service on the marketplace. As an end-user, a customer or smart service may obtain both
data and functionality services on the marketplace and, therefore, within the platform.
The advantage for both service providers and customers is the fact that the function-
ality service is offered at the point where the actual need of the customer arises. Each
participant interacting on the platform uses the basic platform services.

Functional distribution is possible in this outlined scenario in analogy to other fields
such as business process outsourcing [31], enterprise resource planning systems [32], or
service lifecycle management [33]. Functional distribution in the context of IoT market-
places denotes single functionalities that may be distributed horizontally or vertically.
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Fig. 2. The setting of an IoT marketplace with roles and products

Thus, they are either provided by a central hierarchical party or by one or more external
parties. Basic platform services may also be considered in the functional distribution.

Building on the results of this paper so far enables to create a morphological box
for classifying the functional distribution of different IoT platform architectures (see
Table 4). Depending on the degree of functional distribution, two elementary business
models and hence, two basic architecture designs exist for an IoT marketplace. As
mentioned above, a platform may be designed either centralized or decentralized. Based
on the results of this paper, three additional subcategories can be identified for IoT
platforms: Traditional IoT platforms, IoT platformswith a serial interface to a distributed
ledger, and DLT-based IoT platforms. In a centralized architecture, the provider assumes
all processes – namely basic platform services, operation of themarketplace, and offering
analytics andpresentation services. In a decentralized architecture, the provider obtains at
least some services by external providers or is entirely obsolete due to external providers
or the usage of DLT. Basic platform services and the operation of themarketplacemay be
distributed via the P2P-network by usingDLT. Transactions are processed by using smart
contracts, which automate payment processing, data verification, and releasing access
to data and services. A trusted third-party is no longer necessary in a fully decentralized
IoT platform. Except for providing basic platform services, each participant can take
every role – even more than one at the same time.

The developed classification in Table 4 can be used to react to different requirements
for different application cases and to carry out a corresponding functional distribution.
Thus, it supports a first high-level recommendation about functional distribution and
platform architecture design in the information system engineering, in IT departments
and for business executives. The following example illustrates the classification process
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Table 4. Classifying functional distribution of IoT platforms

IoT platform
Centralized Decentralized

Traditional Serial interface to DLT DLT-based
Presentation 
functionalities platform provider various service providers

Analytic 
functionalities platform provider various service providers

Marketplace platform provider distributed into
P2P-network

Data storage 
location possessed platform 

provider distributed into P2P-network

Device access possessed various
third parties

Basic platform 
services platform provider distributed into

P2P-network

for a cross-domain data scenario using a decentralized IoT marketplace. A farmer owns
and operates sensors tomeasure the soil moisture of his fields (device access: possessed).
He captures the data in the platform and enriches it with weather data purchased at
the IoT marketplace (device access: various third parties). In the next step, he uses
services from various providers for analysis and visualization purposes, obtained from
the marketplace (analytic and presentation functionalities: various service providers).
At the same time, he stores his own gathered sensor data locally and offers it at the
marketplace for sale, e.g., for research institutes (device access: various third parties
and Data storage location: distributed in P2P-network). Thus, the farmer is at the same
time a sensor owner, a data vendor, and a customer purchasing data and services. Besides,
he does not have to fear any vendor lock-ins because he is able to change his current
vendors and providers platform-internally at any time. By decentralizing and shifting the
provision of basic platform services into the P2P-network, the intermediary ‘platform
provider’ becomes obsolete (basic platform services: distributed into P2P-network).
All participants using the marketplace benefit from this as it prevents the risk of vendor
lock-ins, and a reduction in transaction costs may be anticipated [9]. For cross-domain
use cases, it can be postulated a DLT-based IoT marketplace is highly recommendable.

6 Conclusion

In order to answer the first research question (RQ1), a systematic literature review was
conducted to derive key functionalities of IoT platforms, which served as the basis for
the market research to answer RQ2. This market research yields the state-of-the-art
regarding currently existing IoT platforms, both traditional and DLT-based. It provides
an impression of available solutions and may serve businesses in conducting cross-
domain IoT data projects. For answeringRQ3, a classificationwas developed to point out
functional distribution within IoTmarketplaces. The classification shows that functional
distribution from centralized to decentralized is possible across all the elaborated key
functionalities of an IoT marketplace. Selective use of DLT may also be reasonably
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evaluated using the classification developed. The role of DLT may be seen as an enabler
of IoT marketplaces for further developments. By supporting micropayments, smart
contracts, and the establishment of trust across a network of untrusting participants,
DLT allows the operation of an entirely autonomously managed electronic marketplace.
It thus enables the development of new business models like the sale of data previously
disappearing into data silos, as well as the possibilities for third-party service providers
of analytics and presentation functionalities to offer their services directly within the
platform – the point where the customer’s need for such services occurs.

This paper is notwithout limitations, and there are three tomention. (1) First,DLTand
IoT are still growing exploration fields and are still in progress. Consequently, it has to
be emphasized that integrating IoT and DLT introduces new complexity, vulnerabilities,
and hazards into platform architectures. (2) Some use cases handle private or sensitive
data from closed ecosystems (e.g., sensitive production and machine data of factory
environments), which are intended for internal use only. If no intention to share data
with third-parties exists, a traditional IoT platform is recommendable, while storing
data distributed in a P2P-network is not target-oriented here. It may even be legally
questionable under certain circumstances because the data owner might demand full
control over the data and its processing at any time. (3) The developed classification
needs to be proved by qualitative expert interviews in a further research step.

Three main findings of the paper can be summarized. (1) The paper shows that
although many of the functionalities of IoT platforms are still centrally designed today,
these functionalities may be designed in a decentralized way as well. Depending on
the use case, new business models and approaches may emerge through this functional
distribution. (2) Thereby DLT is suitable as an infrastructure technology, especially for
marketplace functionalities. The examination shows that IoT platforms also use DLT
for data storage and immutable data verification. For developers, this is a key aspect
to consider when designing IoT platforms. (3) All in all, IoT marketplaces enable new
approaches such as cross-domain sensor data scenarios by making available previously
imprisoned data. This emerging business model promises to be profitable and offers
completely new opportunities for companies and other organizations in IoT.

The contributions, based on these findings, to the scientific community and prac-
titioners, form a triad. It consists of (1) an overview of state-of-the-art traditional and
DLT-based IoT platform solutions, (2) key functionalities of IoT platforms, which have
been elaborated in the form of a morphological box, and (3) the developed classification
for describing functional distribution within IoT marketplaces.

These findings may prove helpful to address the technical obstacles elaborated by
expert interviews. For practitioners, IoT marketplaces are presented as a part of the
solution, and a classification for rating their functional distribution is provided. For the
realization of DLT-based IoT marketplaces for data, analytic and presentation function-
alities, few research and findings exist so far. Thus, it will be a required field of research
and practical application in the years to come. For the scientific community, this paper
forms a starting point for further research directions.
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Abstract. Fostering partnerships and generativity, the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) platforms change theway of value creation, enabling platform-based
ecosystems. Platform Boundary Resources (BR) provide a recognized concept to
foster third-party innovation, enabling various hardware- and software-developing
companies to use the functionalities of the platform. Despite the high importance
of BR to open the platform and foster the innovation, their design and quality
aspects, as well as their influence on the satisfaction of complementors, remain
under-researched. To understand how complementors value different BR in IIoT
ecosystems, we conducted a complementor satisfaction survey, addressing devel-
opers in an IIoT ecosystem, who utilize various BR. The study is based on the
case of the IIoTplatformMindSphere, developed bySiemens.Our findings include
the calculation of the weighted complementor satisfaction with BR. Adding the
complementor satisfaction perspective to BR research, our study shows how to
apply a structured quality improvement to the BR concept and supports plat-
form providers, highlighting which BR should be in focus during the ecosystem
development through the quality improvement of prioritized BR.

Keywords: Industrial IoT · IIoT platforms · IIoT ecosystems · Boundary
Resources · Quality Management · Complementor satisfaction · Satisfaction
survey

1 Introduction

Digital platforms in the context of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and the fourth
industrial revolution are used to support software and non-software companies to create
added value through customer-specific digital solutions. The integration of informa-
tion and communication technologies in machines, plants, and manufacturing processes
requires interoperable, and flexible digital infrastructure, usually offered by cloud-based
digital platforms [1, 2]. Such platforms build the core technology to launch new business
models, and exploit additional revenue streams through digital services [2, 3], modifying
the functionality of the previously offered hardware products, and increasing their value
through specific end-to-end (E2E) solutions [4, 5]. IIoT platforms provide interoperabil-
ity, and foster the generativity, recombining previously unrelated components, overall
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resulting in the value creation [4, 6]. The complexity constraints of the E2E solutions
in IIoT, require platform providers to collaborate with third-party companies that offer
niche solutions or have advantages as local specialists. From the perspective of a plat-
form provider, third-party companies are complementors, and essential partners, because
they increase the value of the used platform. Such an understanding of the partners also
facilitates the development of IIoT ecosystems.

IIoT ecosystems usually include numerous stakeholder types, such as mechanical
engineering companies, toolmakers, automation companies, software developers, and
others [7]. This variety increases the complexity for platform providers to control such
ecosystems, and create competitive advantages for the participating companies, known
as “ecosystem health” [8–10]. For that reason, platform providers are required to design
technical and organizational routines attractively to enhance the launch and the growth
of IIoT ecosystems [11, 12]. Boundary Resources (BR) offer a suitable concept for this
purpose (see Sect. 2) [13–15]. Due to his keystone advantage, a platform provider is in
a power position to use BR as determinants to enable third parties, and end customers to
use the functionalities of the platform, simultaneously controlling the output, provided
by the complementary third parties [14, 16–18]. The quality of BR can either hinder or
support the use of the platform, ultimately affecting the complementary innovation [19].
Thus, we argue that the quality of BR is important, for the satisfaction of complementors,
who already use the platform, and potential complementors, who consider the quality
of BR in their decision which platform to use. High fragmentation of the IIoT platform
market, and the variety ofmarket-ready IIoT platforms [20], indicate the establishment of
platform-based ecosystems remaining a challenge for platform providers. Prior research
on BR and platform evolvement mechanisms mainly focuses on business-to-consumer
(B2C) domains [14, 18, 22]. Only one preliminary paper identified an even larger number
of technical, andnon-technicalBRsused in IIoT, compared to business-to-consumerB2C
markets [21]. However, the question remains mostly unanswered, which BRs from the
platform provider perspective are essential for the satisfaction of the complementors and
which are primarily to be improved.

Motivated by this lack of scientific literature, our research goal is to find out how BR
are valued, and prioritized by the complementors in IIoT ecosystems based upon their
perceived importance, and satisfaction. To achieve this goal, we applied the customer
satisfaction survey and surveyed 19 technical experts in complementary companies about
their experience using BR around the MindSphere IIoT platform, provided by Siemens.
We have selected MindSphere from the many IIoT platforms available on the market
[20] due to its openly communicated provision of BR, its growing complementor num-
bers [12], and its maturity, as it has been developed since November 2015. This paper
is a continuation of two papers on the use of BR in IIoT, using the example of Mind-
Sphere IIoT ecosystem as well. Firstly, prior work identified a list of 15 existing BR,
which were initiated by Siemens to support the MindSphere ecosystem [21]. Secondly,
prior work identified a strong correlation between the provision and maintenance of BR,
and the established business partnerships in the MindSphere ecosystem, uncovering the
ecosystem development dynamics [12]. In the current study, we asked complementors
to rate each one of the previously identified 15 BR, aiming to capture their satisfaction
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during the use. Following the idea that BR quality is linked with the complementor sat-
isfaction, and results in an increased attractiveness of the IIoT ecosystem, we combined
the complementor engagement perspective [23] with the BR concept, simultaneously
addressing the lack of empirical data for platform design research [15]. As a part of
ongoing research, this study provides first results on how BR are perceived and valued
for their usefulness and design quality by the complementors. Using rankings and build-
ing an action diagram, we show important steps for the planning of a structured quality
improvement process for BR to increase the satisfaction of complementors (i.e., as users
of BR). The results support IIoT platform providers, creating transparency in the variety
of existing BR, and proposing how to foster the attractive design of platform-based IIoT
ecosystems.

2 Related Concepts and Foundation

Our study grounds in differing research streams, including platforms, software ecosys-
tems, boundary resources, and stakeholder engagement, and embeds them into the com-
plex enterprise setting of IIoT. The existing IIoT reference architectures classify IIoT
platforms as cloud-based integration middleware layer to connect digitized assets (e.g.,
machine tools, industrial robots, or single components), and process their received data,
monitoring the physical processes, and parameters in platform-based applications [4,
24]. The platform concept used in this paper mainly emphasizes their technical and
organizational roles. Thus, platforms form an extensible codebase of a software-based
system that provides core functionality and interfaces, shared by interoperable apps,
and heterogeneous hardware assets [25, 26]. The definition of software ecosystems adds
the organizational aspect, whereby companies working as a unit, and interacting in a
shared market for software, and services, and being interconnected by a unifying tech-
nology (e.g., IIoT platform) [27, 28], to fuel the collaboration and create E2E services.
Collaborative value creation through E2E solutions depends on the availability of the
open interfaces, and the possibilities for the third party to utilize the platform [29]. The
interfaces, their legal conditions of availability, and comprehension aids are included in
the concept of BR, which aims to open up the platform technology [19]. Technical (e.g.,
APIs), and social (e.g., documentation) BR are generic artifacts and may be used by var-
ious ecosystem partners for individual purposes, simultaneously allowing the platform
provider to stay in a formal control of the core of the ecosystem and to adjust the platform
interfaces. The design of BR helps to create a delicate balance between the generativity,
and the prevention of fraud, thus launching the governance mechanisms through the
BR [13, 14, 16]. Ungoverned platform-based ecosystems have a negative impact on the
attractiveness, preventing the complementors from joining the ecosystem [23]. Further-
more, BR are used to foster knowledge transfer about the platform to complementors,
and end customers [17, 18]. If well designed, they may also create value-driven lock-in
effects for complementors, resulting in a positively perceived governance mechanism
[22]. Previous work conceptualizes BR into three distinctive clusters and assigns them
to an onion model [21, 30]. Application BR (ABR) include program resources, which
enable software extensions, and applications, and the hardware assets to interact with
the platform. Development BR (DBR) include program resources, which support the
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third-party developers in programming, and testing the platform-based applications or
integrating or integrating the hardware assets with the IIoT platform. Social BR (SBR)
include measures, and tools to transfer information about the platform to third parties
and enable them to utilize the platform functions, and the offered technical BR. Using
these three clusters to discover BR used in IIoT we determined the following 15 BR,
implemented by Siemens to open up MindSphere [21]:

Table 1. Frequently used BR in IIoT ecosystems.

BR classes Boundary resources Ecosystem-related aspects

ABR APIs Application programming interfaces (APIs) are
HTTP-Methods, usually utilizing the Representational State
Transfer (REST) style. They enable third-party applications and
other enterprise software to interact with the platform core

Connectivity Libraries Connectivity libraries enable the connection between the
platform and various hardware devices (such as PLCs). In the
case of MindSphere, third-party devices and Siemens devices
are both supported, lowering the connectivity efforts with the
platform

Support of the Machine
Protocols

Support of proprietary and open protocols is necessary to
connect various industrial assets. Due to the variety of existing
protocols in industrial assets, a platform should provide support
for multiple protocols to allow the connectivity with reasonable
efforts, and complexity. Exemplary open protocols are OPC
Unified Architecture (OPC UA), MTConnect, ModbusTCP,
ModbusRTU, MQTT. S7 is an exemplary proprietary protocol,
supported by MindSphere

Support of Different Cloud
Infrastructures

Although abstracted away from the third-party developer,
support of multiple cloud infrastructures is important to fulfill
legal requirements (e.g., Alibaba in China) or overcome the
geographical constraints. Besides, supporting the same cloud
infrastructure by the platform, as the one already used by the
end customer, facilitates its adoption. IIoT platforms are usually
cloud-based. Hence differing infrastructures may cause
functional constraints for the operated software (e.g., specific
functionalities of the platform, resulting in differing API
versions)

DevOps Metrics Metrics allow third-parties to monitor the behavior of the
application during its usage (such as failure rates of the traffic
caused by the application) and improve the operation of
applications

DBR SDKs Software Development Kits (SDKs) support the development of
third-party applications and reduce the efforts to create
platform-based applications. In the case of MindSphere,
Siemens officially offers SDKs for programming languages
such as Java, Node.JS, and Python

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

BR classes Boundary resources Ecosystem-related aspects

Cloud Foundry CloudFoundry integrates the container idea into the
MindSphere, and helps third-parties to standardize the
deployment process routines, and submit the applications to the
cloud in a simple way

App Store The platform-related app store supports the distribution of
applications to make them available for the entire ecosystem.
However, most of the IIoT use cases are very specific, so the
app store is only relevant for rather generic applications

MDD Model-driven development (MDD) enables specialist
departments to create applications without writing code. The
integration of the low-code platform Mendix enabled MDD for
MindSphere

SBR Developer Portal + Forum The developer portal fosters knowledge about the technical
components and building blocks (i.e., ABR + DBR), which are
supported by the platform. The aligning developer forum is an
additional source of knowledge, simultaneously fostering the
communication in and with the ecosystem

Partner Programs Partner programs offer various benefits to the participants.
Siemens operates two partner programs for MindSphere. The
three-tier partner program provides access to development
resources, and grants free trainings and discounts. The user
organization “MindSphere World” allows third-parties to
discuss the specific requirements, and to influence which
functionalities should be included in the next releases, thus
transforming the user organization in a standardized channel for
requirements discussions and submissions

Onsite Demonstrators Siemens operates onsite demonstrators around the world, such
as excellence factories, and numerous application centers, to
introduce how they use MindSphere in its own factories so that
the visitors may discover potential platform-based use cases

Events Different types of events fuel the ecosystem development
related to an IIoT platform. Platform providers usually exhibit
at industrial fairs to attract new customers. They also conduct
hackathons, bridging the distance between the software
companies and the industrial companies. Platform providers
also host developer meet-ups to intensify the information flows
to the ecosystem participants

Trainings +Workshops Another way to transfer knowledge on how to utilize the
platform and to evaluate the platform for intended industrial use
cases is the provision of trainings or workshops

Start-Up Support Such programs offer help for start-ups to master the platform,
and develop an application. A platform provider may also
forward the participating start-ups to the industrial end
customers, who may adopt the idea or the platform-based
software of the start-ups
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After a careful examination of the existing literature, we notice a lack of research
on the quality aspects of BR and their impact on stakeholder satisfaction. The only
known study about the correlation between the enjoyment with the quality of BR and
the loyalty of developers [19] examined a generic application development framework
(Qt). Our study is inspired by this work and aims to link the “developer journey” with
complementor satisfaction in the context of IIoT ecosystem development. Accordingly,
this paper is guided by the user satisfaction, to evaluate the complementor satisfaction,
as one of the principles of the Total Quality Management (TQM) approach. TQM is
applicable for software, requiring the platform provider to perform beyond the quality
standards [31, 32]. Agreeing with this approach, we argue that a structured quality
management approach, which takes into account the measurement of complementor
satisfaction, could improve the quality of BR, and increase the perceived satisfaction,
fostering the attractiveness of the ecosystem in the end.

3 Methodology

This paper follows an inductive research approach, based upon the collection of empirical
data using an evaluation sheet, which combined quantitative rating scales, and qualita-
tive input forms. As mentioned in Sect. 1, our goal is to explore which BR are val-
ued, linking their usefulness, and quality to the experienced importance, and satisfac-
tion from the complementor perspective. For this purpose, we collected primary data
through surveying technical experts, such as software developers or software engineers,
in complementor companies (from the platform provider perspective). Therefore, the
collected primary data contains multiple experiences, gathered during the realization of
platform-based projects using BR. They include digitization of hardware assets and the
development of platform-based applications either for own use cases or on behalf of
the customers. To ensure the validity of the findings, we applied a case study research
methodology to our empirical study and chose to survey the partner ecosystem of the
open IIoT platformMindSphere. Interpretive case study research is an accepted research
method to understand complex circumstances in their specific context due to its deep
understanding [33]. That fits our goal to explore BR used in IIoT ecosystems. In addition,
the case study setting allowed us to increase the comparability of the ratings because we
surveyed the complementors, who utilized the same MindSphere-related BR according
to their specific IIoT project.

In previous studies, we identified, MindSphere as an open IIoT platform, as indi-
cated by the offered BR, to cope with the diverse complementors, and enable them to
use MindSphere (see Table 1). Moreover, we discovered the efforts Siemens undertook
to establish MindSphere in various industries, and how these efforts paid off, highlight-
ing the ongoing ecosystem growth to this date [12]. Therefore, we have chosen the
MindSphere IIoT ecosystem as a case. The data collection and analysis were conducted
between the 31st of May, and 04th of December in 2019. The overall sample includes
n = 19 surveyed companies, including four hardware-providing complementors (e.g.,
component manufacturers, and automation suppliers), one retrofitting company and 15
software, and analytics companies. The evaluation sheets were completed either inde-
pendently or over the phone, clarifying possible questions on the survey immediately.
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The synthesis of the last results showed that the evaluation scores of the utilized BR
are not changing, indicating a theoretical saturation as no new insights are generated.
According to the previously conducted analysis of the development of the MindSphere
ecosystem, based upon the business relationships between Siemens and its partners, and
end customers, the current size of the MindSphere ecosystem included at least 300 part-
ners [12]. Consequently, our study covered around 7% of the whole IIoT ecosystem.
The full list of surveyed complementary companies is available online: https://bit.ly/
2DXue0V.

During the preparation of the evaluation sheet, we combined two evaluationmethods.
The proposedmechanism of the customer satisfaction survey (CSS) [34]was used for the
ratings of each BR. CSS is a valid technique to retrieve the customer’s voice, according
to the ISO 16355 standard for product development [35], and has already been used in
the evaluation of software in the past [36]. In total, the evaluation sheet consists of 17
questions, startingwith the opening question to capture the context of the platform-based
project, and to understand why and when the IIoT platform was used, as the number
of BR, and their quality changed over time. The remaining 15 questions refer to the
specific BR, and the last question aims to discover BR, which have not been identified
in advance. Table 2 presents an exemplary excerpt of the survey (full survey sheet is
available online at: https://bit.ly/2DXue0V):

Table 2. Excerpt of the evaluation sheet

The survey uses five-point nominal Likert scales [32, 34] to measure the dimension
of perceived importance, and the dimension of experienced satisfaction for each used BR
in earlier or currently ongoing MindSphere projects. Altogether, the survey is consistent
with the SERVIMPERF (Service Importance Performance) approach:

• Importance: “1” should be checked if the BR is not important at all for the
implementation of the project

• Importance: “5” should be checked if the BR is very important for the implementation
of the project

• Satisfaction: “1” should be checked if the interviewee was very dissatisfied with the
BR

• Satisfaction: “5” should be checked if the interviewee was very satisfied with the BR
• “0” should be checked on both scales if the BR was not used

https://bit.ly/2DXue0V
https://bit.ly/2DXue0V
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From the complementor perspective, BR are perceived as satisfaction factors. Taking
into account the differently perceived importance, someBR affect the overall satisfaction
with the IIoT ecosystem more and some less. Capturing the stated importance in the
survey allowedus to includeweights for eachof the 15BR,which are used as “satisfaction
sub-criteria” [32]. For a better visualization of both dimensions, we transformed the
values assigned to the evaluation items to a scale from one to 100 (e.g. 0 = 0; 1 =
20; 2 = 40; 3 = 60; 4 = 80; 5 = 100). The qualitative information fields are used to
include the critical incident technique in the survey, which exceeds the scope of this
paper. In the next section, we describe how we used the individual ratings to analyze the
complementor satisfaction with the used BR.

4 Results

Table 3 represents the data set of the study (see also: https://bit.ly/2DXue0V):
By calculating performance indicators,we create rankings based upon bothmeasured

dimensions for each BR: Let (Smean) be the arithmetic mean satisfaction, and (Wrel) be
the relative importance for each attribute (i≙ for each BR). The required values for these
calculations are available online: https://bit.ly/2DXue0V. The surveyed ratings help us to
rank the BR according to the stated importance, and experienced satisfaction, as shown
in Fig. 1. The figure also includes heat maps as graphic indicators for the urgency of the
improvement and development actions. The red and orange colors highlight the most
important BR or the ones that caused lower satisfaction, thus making them critical and
requiring the platform provider to focus on them.

Next, we combine the relative importance (percentage of value achieved for each BR
related to a total of 100%), and the arithmetic means of satisfaction values to obtain the
significance for BR improvement, taking into account importance and satisfaction. It is
not advisable to multiply the importance and satisfaction (as supposed by the customer
satisfaction index [32, 34], as BR with already achieved high quality and satisfaction get
more points. This leads to a wrong estimation of which BR should be prioritized and
improved with higher priority. Therefore, to get correct values to improve each BR the
importance values are divided by the satisfaction values.

SWCSi = Wrel
i

Smeani

The resulting quotients for each BR are then compared with its mean value, which
equals 0,90619864. If the resulting SWCS value is higher than its mean value, such BR
should be considered with higher priority for improvement, and monitoring activities.
If the SWCS value is lower than the mean value, these BR should be improved with a
lower priority, as they either cause high satisfaction or have lower importance (indicated
in red). Figure 2 shows the SWCS values, and the resulting ranking for BR to develop
a prioritized action plan for the operations of a platform provider.

For a better understanding of which BR require urgent improvement actions, we
depict the input values for SWCS in the action diagram. The diagram is designed as a
two-dimensional map and includes the two measured dimensions of importance and sat-
isfaction. The diagram is divided into four quadrants to categorize the BR-related actions

https://bit.ly/2DXue0V
https://bit.ly/2DXue0V
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Table 3. Obtained ratings for importance and satisfaction with BR

Weight / Importance

Complementor ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

APIs 80 100 90 100 100 100 100 90 40 100 20 100 100 100 100 60 100 100 100
Connectivity Libraries 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 100 90
Support of Open Protocols 100 0 0 0 0 80 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 20 0 0 0 0 90
Infrastructure Support 100 0 0 100 60 60 100 80 20 0 0 0 100 100 60 100 40 0 30
DevOps Metrics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 80 0 0 0
SDK 60 0 0 0 0 80 100 0 0 0 60 100 0 60 100 0 0 0 0
Cloud Foundry 100 0 0 100 60 80 60 80 80 0 0 100 100 80 80 100 100 60 80
App Store 80 0 90 0 0 0 0 50 0 80 0 0 0 100 100 40 0 0 30
Model-Driven Development 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 30 20 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
Documentation 80 100 90 60 100 0 0 100 80 60 0 100 80 0 60 100 100 100 100
Partner Programs 90 40 40 80 0 60 100 0 0 0 80 100 60 40 0 60 40 0 60
Onsite Demonstrators 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 0
Events 60 40 0 0 0 60 80 0 0 40 0 0 100 60 0 90 0 0 70
Workshops 40 0 0 60 0 0 100 90 0 0 100 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
Start-Up Support 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 0
Rating 890 380 310 600 320 520 640 780 240 380 260 500 740 920 600 630 380 460 650

Satisfaction

Complementor ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

APIs 80 100 70 80 80 40 80 70 40 80 60 60 80 60 100 60 80 40 70
Connectivity Libraries 80 100 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 100 80 80 0 0 60 90
Support of Open Protocols 60 0 0 0 0 100 0 60 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 90
Infrastructure Support 100 0 0 100 40 40 80 70 40 0 0 0 100 40 80 80 60 0 70
DevOps Metrics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SDK 60 0 0 0 0 80 100 80 0 0 60 100 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Cloud Foundry 80 0 0 100 60 80 60 60 80 0 0 100 80 60 80 60 60 80 90
App Store 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 60 0 100 40 0 0 30
Model-Driven Development 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Documentation 80 100 80 100 20 0 0 0 60 80 0 20 100 40 40 80 80 40 60
Partner Programs 100 60 0 100 0 40 100 0 0 0 80 80 80 60 0 60 60 0 0
Onsite Demonstrators 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 100 0 0 0 0
Events 100 0 0 0 0 80 100 0 0 80 0 0 80 0 0 90 0 0 90
Workshops 0 0 0 80 0 0 80 60 0 0 80 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
Start-Up Support 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0
Rating 800 360 150 660 200 460 600 480 260 420 280 360 780 440 680 470 340 280 590

and is also suitable for monitoring of changing levels of importance and satisfaction.
The diagram is methodically based on the action diagram, proposed by Motorola [32],
and the customer satisfaction portfolio, applied by Herzwurm in the field of enterprise
software [36]. Figure 3 shows the application of the action diagram:

It is recommended to set the upper limit of the scale of the dimension importance in
such a way that the particularly important BRs are highlighted. The boundary between
the quadrants in terms of satisfaction is deliberately set higher than the mean value of
50%, since we assume that measures are already required at a satisfaction level of 70%
and below. The quadrants specify actions of varying urgency for the platform provider:
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Fig. 1. BR rankings based on themean importance and themean satisfaction (Color figure online)

Fig. 2. Action plan for BR improvement based on weighted complementor satisfaction (Color
figure online)

• Quadrant A: BR in this quadrant should be improved with a high priority, as they
are of relatively high importance for the customer, but at the same time cause low
customer satisfaction.

• Quadrant B: BR in this quadrant cause high satisfaction among complementors, and
have a relatively high importance. An action plan should consider their monitoring to
maintain a high level of quality.

• Quadrant C: BR in this quadrant achieve high satisfaction but are of relatively little
importance for the complementors. An action plan should consider the improvement
of the BR in this quadrant only if the BR in the other three quadrants are no longer in
need of improvement.

• Quadrant D: BR in this quadrant indicate quite low satisfaction, while at the same
time, they have quite low importance. TheseBRshould be considered for improvement
only if the BR from the upper left quadrant “A” have already been improved to an
adequate satisfaction level.
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Fig. 3. Action diagram for the BR improvement for MindSphere IIoT platform

5 Discussion of Key Insights, Limitations and Outlook

The survey identifies the APIs and the aligning online documentation (e.g., Developer
Portal+ Forum+ Blog) as potential “satisfaction drivers” being the most important BR
for the complementors. However, these two BR do not exceed the satisfaction level of
70%, requiring the most attention from Siemens. The retrieved classification of Cloud-
Foundry in quadrant “B” provides another interesting insight. This is one of the most
valued BR among the surveyed developers, and the integration of CloudFoundry can be
considered as a competitive advantage of the MindSphere platform. Furthermore, it is
interesting to note that the app store and the support of different cloud infrastructures
represent less important BR than expected. However, these two BR achieve only rela-
tively low satisfaction levels, requiring Siemens to improve them (see Fig. 2). The same
applies to the support ofMDD, which currently has little relevance in the surveyed target
group, despite a costly acquisition of Mendix by Siemens and the integration of Mendix
in MindSphere. The supported partner programs, and the numerous events, conducted
by Siemens, ensure a high level of partial complementor satisfaction with these two BR.
Furthermore, the zero-points satisfaction rating for DevOps Metrics is very surprising
and indicates that no complementors have used this resource so far. Depending on the
reasons for non-use of this BR, Siemens operations may use this insight to increase the
level of awareness about the existence and the usefulness of this specific BR. Overall,
the results may help Siemens as a platform provider to include the complementor per-
spective in future ecosystem development. In terms of urgency, indicated actions are
to focus on the quality of APIs, and the online documentation, while monitoring, and
keeping up the high level of quality for the integration of CloudFoundry. Considering
the perceived weights for each BR, new platform providing competitors may provide
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similar BR to catch up to the more mature platforms. In addition, more mature platforms
(e.g., particularly Siemens) may use the BR-related insights to strengthen their position
and develop systematic action plans for the improvement of existing BR.

Capturing the complementor perspective, our study adds to the body of knowledge
on BR, providing first empirical data on the complementor satisfaction with the
IIoT ecosystem, considering the quality and importance of the provided BR. In general,
our results confirm that complementors can perceive and evaluate the quality of BR.
Consequently, the perceived quality of BR, and the resulting satisfaction may play a
role during the platform selection. Considering the level of competition in the highly
fragmented market for IIoT platforms, the study proposes to consider BR as a driving
concept for ecosystem development in the enterprise domain of IIoT. Following the
theory on ecosystems that the ecosystem development process is controllable by the
keystone company [9], our results highlight the areas of action for decision-makers in
IIoT platform companies to foster the ecosystem development by improving perceived
satisfaction with BR.

Secondly, our study implements the idea of structured quality improvement pro-
cesses, bridging the components of the TQM approach with the BR concept. Due
to the feasibility of the study, we propose to pay more attention to the quality mea-
suring of BR, applying empirical software engineering methods in future research on
digital platforms, and BR. Our study shows how to apply satisfaction surveys to BR and
benefit from monitoring the changing perception of satisfaction and importance for the
total number of BR offered. Improving the quality of BR during their evolution is an
additional perspective for platform providers to consider, in addition to the previously
researched power exercising, and formal governance [14, 16].

Thirdly, we achieve a theoretical contribution to the current state of research on the
BR concept. The results show how interdependent the distinctive classes of BR are.
This is indicated by the three most important BR (see Fig. 2), from all three clusters,
defined and structured in an onion model by Dal Bianco et al. [30]. If the onion model is
extended by the perceived complementor satisfaction, and importance, the strict classifi-
cation between ABR, DBR, SBR is challenged, and the classes are mixed up. However,
the onion model proposed by Dal Bianco et al. is still very important to get a holistic
understanding of the concept of BR. Consequently, the perceived quality of different
BR (affecting the platform selection) goes beyond the consideration and evaluation of
single BR (e.g. APIs). Current research streams such as API quality, for example, focus
only on single BR types, missing “the big picture”. Overall, the MindSphere case study
transfers Saadatmand’s proposition of considering the interplay between the architec-
ture, and governance to create complementor engagement (e.g., consistent with a holistic
view on interdependent BR) in the emerging, and dynamic domain of IIoT [23]. Against
this background, a holistic consideration of relevant technical, and non-technical BR
should be included in the strategic development of the platform architecture, and the
aligning ecosystem, outlining areas of action. IIoT platform companies should consider
the interdependence of various BR types, and the relationship between the quality of
BR, the resulting complementor satisfaction, and the efforts required to reach a desired
level of quality, compared to competing IIoT platforms. Customer satisfaction surveys
originate from the research on service quality, and the use of these methods in our study
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shows their suitability for BR improvement in the IIoT context. For instance, platform
companies can use the proposed matrix to define the least quality goals and monitor the
BR improvement to reach a defined level of quality (which may differ from the assumed
70%). In fact, our results do not provide complete solutions for platform providers on
how to proceed, but rather highlight areas of improvement, and their priority in the IIoT
context.

Threats to Validity. The relation between the subjective perceived ratings and the the-
oretical contributions may threaten the construct validity because explicitly stated rank-
ings might differ from the implicitly derived ones [37]. This has to be considered in
future research, using correlation and regression analysis. However, it should be noted
that the allocation of the BR in the action diagram and the action plans may change
if we use the arithmetic mean of importance [32] as an input value (see also: https://
bit.ly/2DXue0V). Moreover, the consideration of critical events as a valuable addition
to understand the rankings, and test their consistency is missing in this paper. Threats
to external validity result from the single case study design, containing the general-
ization of the results for technologically differing IIoT platforms. IIoT platforms such
as tapio focus a specific industry and consider complementors only in terms of asset
connection, and integration of the platform into specific production processes, without
providing software development resources. In that case, most identified BR, and their
satisfaction ratings do not apply. Due to the domain-specific focus of the study, the gen-
eralization of the results for other enterprise software platforms might be limited as well.
Furthermore, we do not explore the differences in ratings between the heterogeneous
stakeholder types in the MindSphere ecosystem [12]. In addition, the long-term validity
of the MindSphere-related results is also questionable, as the ratings only build a snap-
shot of the current state of the platform. The IIoT platform market is highly dynamic,
and either Siemens or its numerous competitors may introduce new BR, which are not
included in the study but cause particularly high levels of satisfaction, building a source
for competitive advantage.

Research Outlook. As a part of an ongoing research approach,wewere not able to carry
out the complete analysis of the survey data. We plan to calculate additional key figures,
such as the complementor satisfaction index with BR. Using the customer satisfaction
index (CSI), which proved to be an effective instrument in corporate environments to
monitor the improvement of attributes continuously or to compare own performance
with the competition [36, 38], we aim to develop additional diagrams (e.g., customer
satisfaction portfolio, as proposed by Herzwurm [36]) to monitor the quality of BR.
Furthermore, we plan to integrate the aligning critical incidents (CI), which were also
part of the study. CI may help to develop a better understanding for the creation of
satisfaction through BR, and provide explanations for the evaluation results. Critical
incidentswill also help to identify relevant requirements [34] for each of the 15BR, based
upon positive or negative experiences during their utilization. The combination of ratings
with CI will also help to apply the Kano model, and discover how to achieve attractive
quality through BR design, and significantly increase the complementor satisfaction.
These results will be used to develop a holistic and structured quality improvement
approach for BR in IIoT. Altogether, this paper may also serve as an inspiration to

https://bit.ly/2DXue0V
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apply further quality management methods (such as ISO 16355) to BR, and the linked
ecosystem development. In addition, we aim to analyze whether there are significant
differences in the measured satisfaction between the different complementor types in
IIoT ecosystems (e.g., mechanical engineering, and software companies), since this can
be achieved with the obtained data.
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Abstract. Cloud computing passed the hype cycle long ago and firmly
established itself as a future technology since then. However, to utilize
the cloud optimally, and therefore, as cost-efficiently as possible, a con-
tinuous monitoring is key to prevent an over- or under-commissioning
of resources. However, selecting a suitable monitoring solution is a chal-
lenging task. Monitoring agents that collect monitoring data are spread
across the monitored IT environment. Therefore, the possibility of vendor
lock-ins leads to a lack of flexibility when the cloud environment or the
business needs change. To handle these challenges, we introduce generic
agent templates that are applicable to many monitoring systems and
support a replacement of monitoring systems. Solution-specific technical
details of monitoring agents are abstracted from and system administra-
tors only need to model generic agents, which can be transformed into
solution-specific monitoring agents. The transformation logic required
for this process is provided by domain experts to not further burden
system administrators. Furthermore, we introduce an agent lifecycle to
support the system administrator with the management and deployment
of generic agents.

Keywords: Vendor lock-in · Cloud monitoring · Monitoring agents ·
Genericity

1 Introduction

Cloud computing passed the hype cycle long ago and firmly established itself as a
future technology since then. Studies still predict a further increase of revenue of
the worldwide public cloud services market by more than 15% in 2019, whereby
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is the fastest growing segment [1]. The main
advantages of cloud computing are the self-service based commissioning and
decommissioning of resources (e.g., virtual machines) as needed, a flexible pay-
per-use model, and seemingly infinite scalability to enable a perfectly fitted IT
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infrastructure for each company [18]. However, to utilize the cloud optimally, i.e.,
as cost-efficiently as possible, resource utilization must be known or analyzed to
prevent an over- or under-commissioning of resources. As resource utilization
may vary over time, a continuous monitoring of cloud resources is essential [12].

However, the flexibility provided by cloud computing introduces new chal-
lenges to the management and monitoring of the IT environment. Most cur-
rent monitoring systems were originally not designed to monitor cloud environ-
ments with highly volatile virtual machines that may come and go in a matter
of minutes, but rather for traditional hardware and slowly changing environ-
ments [4,27]. When business needs change, which leads to changes in the cloud
environment, the use of a different monitoring system that better suits these busi-
ness needs might be favorable. This challenge is amplified by the current state
of IT departments, which are oftentimes understaffed and lack resources for new
technologies [2,26]. Hence, they have problems keeping up with state-of-the-art
technologies and deploying them in the company. Replacing a monitoring sys-
tem is a time-consuming, error-prone, and therefore, expensive task that cannot
be handled by every IT department. In general, each monitoring system comes
with its own monitoring agent (in the following, only called agent), a software
process collecting monitoring data inputs and reporting them to a monitoring
system [17]. Therefore, replacing a monitoring system leads to the replacement
of all of its agents. Usually, the agents are written in different programming
languages, which requires learning new syntax and semantics. Furthermore, fea-
tures of the agents, e.g., aggregation or filtering, may differ from agent to agent.
Lastly, the newly created agents need to be deployed onto the virtual machines,
which oftentimes needs to be conducted manually.

We address these challenges by introducing generic agent templates to create
an abstraction level for the modeling of agents. Agents are modeled only once in
an abstract and generic way and domain experts provide the transformation logic
required to transform these agents into executable agents for specific monitoring
systems. Therefore, the complexity and time needed to replace a monitoring
system are heavily reduced, which also reduces monetary losses. Furthermore,
we introduce an extended lifecycle for agents to support the management and
automatic deployment of agents to enable scalability, which is essential in large-
scaled cloud environments.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces a
motivating scenario and its requirements for cloud monitoring. In Sect. 3, we
present the generic agent templates and the extended agent life cycle. Section 4
discusses related work and lastly, Sect. 5 contains the conclusion of this paper as
well as future work.

2 Motivating Scenario

Modern cloud computing leads to a plethora of data points that need to be mon-
itored. For illustration purposes, in this motivating scenario, we only consider
the monitoring of the CPU of a virtual machine running a Linux server. In gen-
eral, each IT infrastructure monitoring (ITIM) system provides preconfigured
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agents for the most common tasks. Ligus [17] defines an agent as “a software
process that continuously records data inputs and reports them to a monitor-
ing system”. The agent collects the CPU information from the host system and
sends it to a monitoring server where the data are stored and can be accessed
by the system administrator. In addition to the CPU measurement, metadata
such as the host name and timestamp are sent as well. Oftentimes it is sensible
to perform certain actions on the monitoring data before sending it to the server
which requires changes to the configuration of the agent. Those actions fall into
one of two categories: processing—actions performed on each data sample, i.e.,
each collected CPU load measurement—and aggregation—actions performed on
a set of data samples. In our example, processing could be used to transform
the timestamp (usually in UNIX time format) into a human-readable format.
Aggregation could be used to aggregate multiple measurements for a specified
time interval, e.g., 60 s, and compute the mean, max, or min value and only send
this result to reduce network traffic.

This way, the system administrator can create arbitrary agent configurations
that suit the business needs of the company. Based on these configurations,
agents are deployed on each virtual machine. Now, business needs or the cloud
environment may change that require an adaptation of the monitoring system.
For example, Linux servers may be replaced by Windows servers. However, not
every ITIM system supports Windows as well as Linux. Therefore, either an
additional ITIM system must be added that supports Windows, which increases
management complexity since two systems need to be managed, or the original
system must be replaced by a system that supports both operating systems.

In both cases, the system administrator has to recreate the agent configu-
rations for the new ITIM system. Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous
section, agents differ in their programming language and functionalities, which
the system administrator has to learn first. Lastly, the agents must be deployed
again. This often occurs manually, which leads to scalability issues when consid-
ering large-scale cloud environments. Furthermore, changes at runtime to adapt
to a dynamic environment and automatic deployment are not supported by most
monitoring systems. All this results in a time-consuming process whereby the
actual task, i.e., CPU monitoring, stays exactly the same.

Out of the above, we deduce following requirements:

R1 : Genericity: Instead of modeling solution-specific agents, a generic way for
modeling agents to abstract from implementation details is required. This
way, system administrators only need to model an agent once. Domain
experts provide the transformation logic required to transform generic
agents into solution-specific agents. This way, system administrator can
save time and money and focus on translating business needs into generic
agents instead of learning technical details of monitoring systems.

R2 : Expressiveness: The expressiveness of generic agents needs to support all
common tasks of an agent, such as processing and aggregation of monitoring
data. This guarantees that many monitoring systems can be supported by
generic agents.
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R3 : Automation: With rising complexity in cloud environments, manual tasks
must be minimized. Automation requires management in regard to the
modeling and deployment of agents to unburden system administrators
and enable them to focus on actual problems in the IT environment.

3 Generic Agent Templates

We introduce generic agent templates to fulfill the above-mentioned requirements
R1−R3. System administrators model agents in accordance to the business needs
and decide which resources need to be monitored, and how often and what kind
of actions are performed on the monitoring data (cf. our motivating scenario). As
shown in Fig. 1 (left), currently, a system administrator has to model n different
agents to support n monitoring systems, even if the underlying tasks, e.g., collect
CPU load, transform timestamp into human-readable format, calculate mean
over one minute, send to database, stay the same. This process is done manually
and in each company separately.

By introducing generic agent templates (Fig. 1 (right), the system administra-
tor only has to model this underlying task once in a generic way. However, those
generic agents are non-executable and need to be transformed into a solution-
specific agent that is used within the specific company. Because generic agents
conform to a predefined schema, domain experts with detailed technical knowl-
edge about the several solution-specific agents can provide the transformation
logic to transform generic agents into executable agents for the desired monitor-
ing system. The transformation logic can be shared across all companies and,
therefore, only needs to be provided once per supported agent.

To further support system administrators, we introduce an extended lifecycle
for agents, as shown in Fig. 2. On the left, the current, inadequate lifecycle is
shown consisting of two manual tasks Modeling and Manual Deployment, both
performed by system administrators. Each time an agent is modeled or changed,
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the deployment onto each virtual machine must be repeated. To cope with the
issues of this approach, we introduce an extended life cycle as shown in Fig. 2
(right), which comprises of the following four phases:

– Phase 1 - Modeling: The demand for genericity and usability requires changes
in the modeling phase. We introduce generic agent templates to create an
abstraction layer that is generic and supports an easy modeling of agents
that can be used for multiple monitoring systems.

– Phase 2 - Transformation: Since the modeled agents are generic and non-
executable, the generic agents are transformed into executable, solution-
specific agents. To not further burden the system administrator, this task
is automated since domain experts provide the transformation logic.

– Phase 3 - Automatic Deployment: Instead of deploying agents manually, we
automate the deployment to tackle scalability issues in large-scale cloud envi-
ronments using standards-compliant technologies.

– Phase 4 - Adaptation: We present an agent management to support adapta-
tion of agents to the dynamically changing environment at runtime.

Phase 1 - Modeling: In general, agents are integrated into specific monitoring
systems and cannot be used for different monitoring systems. There are a few
exceptions, e.g., Nagios’ NRPE agent, which, due to its wide distribution, is sup-
ported by many different monitoring systems. However, there are no agents that
can be used in all monitoring systems. Also, each agent differs in its syntax, used
programming language, and functionality. To enable genericity, we introduce the
novel concept of generic agent templates to achieve an abstraction layer for the
modeling of agents.

The basis of a generic agent template is the agent pipeline containing the
four components Input, Processor, Aggregator, and Output nodes as shown in
Fig. 3. This pipeline is based on the plugin-based architecture of agents, e.g.,
Telegraf [15] (TICK-Stack) or Beats [9] (ELK-Stack) and enables modeling a
flexible and extendable agent due to its modular structure. With those compo-
nents, a system administrator can model generic agents (exemplary configura-
tion in Fig. 4) that can be transformed by the Agent Mapper to solution-specific
agents. In the following, we describe the nodes and pipeline concept in detail.

– Input Node defines what metric the agent is collecting (e.g., CPU load).
Besides meta data, such as ID and name of the node, for each input node,
the sampling frequency can be set individually, e.g., CPU load is collected
every second whereas RAM load is collected every ten seconds. Data from
the Input Node can be sent to Processor and Aggregator nodes for further
processing, or directly to an Output Node. A single agent can contain multiple
Input Nodes.

– Processor Node is an optional node which contains functions that can be
executed on single data samples. Examples are transformations of data (e.g.,
UNIX date to human readable date) or filtering (e.g., if value < 200MB).
At the end, a data sample that passes a Processor Node may receive a tag
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Fig. 2. Left: Current agent lifecycle; Right: New, extended agent lifecycle

that may be used for further routing inside the agent pipeline. Based on those
tags, data are sent to Aggregator Nodes or Output Nodes.

– Aggregator Node is an optional node and acts similar to a Processor Node.
The difference is that functions are not performed on single data samples,
but on a set of data samples. Therefore, a window is defined, in which the
Aggregator Node calculates statistics, e.g., calculate the mean CPU and RAM
load over one minute. Again, tags can be added for further routing and data
can be sent to Processor Nodes or Output Nodes.

– Output Node represents the endpoint of a pipeline and defines where data
are sent to from an agent’s perspective (e.g., to a database). Multiple Output
Nodes can exist and can be chosen based on tags added to the data.

Input Node Processor Node
op onal

Aggregator Node
op onal Output Node

Fig. 3. Agent pipeline

The result of the modeling process is a generic agent in form of a JSON
document. We define a schema1 for the node definitions using JSON schema. A
small excerpt of this schema for the input node is shown in Listing 1.1. The id
is used as an identifier within an agent template. The type denotes the type of
input node referring to premodeled input types like CPU input or RAM input.
The config contains configurable parameters of the input node, such as sampling
frequency. Finally, next describes the next node within the pipeline. Based on
this schema, we implemented a graphical, web-based modeling tool2 to ease the
1 https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-

agent/mona-template-editor/src/assets/schema.json.
2 https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-

agent/mona-template-editor.

https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-agent/mona-template-editor/src/assets/schema.json
https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-agent/mona-template-editor/src/assets/schema.json
https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-agent/mona-template-editor
https://github.com/mormulms/agent-centric-monitoring/blob/master/generic-agent/mona-template-editor
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Fig. 4. Exemplary generic agent configuration sent to Agent Mapper

"GenericInput ": {

"type": "object",

"properties ": {

"id": {

"$ref": "#/ definitions/InputId"

},

"type": {

"$ref": "#/ definitions/NodeType"

},

"config ": {

"$ref": "#/ definitions/InputConfig"

},

"next": {

"$ref": "#/ definitions/NextArray"

}

},

...

}

Listing 1.1. Excerpt of the input node definition

modeling and alteration of agents without the need to understand all the specifics
of a monitoring system.

Phase 2 - Transformation: The result of a modeled agent pipeline is a generic
agent template. The Agent Mapper is the component that receives this generic
agent template and transforms it into an executable agent for a specific monitor-
ing system. Of course, for each supported monitoring system, the transformation
logic must be implemented. Therefore, the complexity and variance of different
monitoring systems is not diminished but rather shifted from the end user to a
few domain experts who implement the transformation logic for specific monitor-
ing agents. Those implementations must be shared publicly to gain an advantage.
So far, in our current prototype, we only support transformations to Telegraf.
To support further monitoring systems and agents in the future, we created an
extendable, modular architecture for the Agent Mapper. Agents, such as Tele-
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graf, already have the functionalities for processing and aggregating monitoring
data and, therefore, are simple to transform to. However, agents that do not
support one or more of those functionalities require a more complicated trans-
formation. The most basic agent always has a means to collect data and send
it to the destination, i.e., the monitoring server. However, if a modeled generic
agent contains functionality such as aggregation and the system administrator
wants to transform this generic agent into a solution-specific agent that does
not support this functionality, there are two options: (i) the system adminis-
trator receives a warning that the transformation is not possible and needs to
select a different solution-specific agent, which the generic agent should be trans-
formed into. The second option is the use of a Complex Event Processing (CEP)
engine or similar engines. The agent sends its collected monitoring data to this
engine. Then, the processing and/or aggregation nodes can be translated into
CEP queries to perform the needed functionalities and forward the monitoring
data back to the agent which further forwards it to the monitoring server. This
greatly increases the impact of generic agents since a transformation to many
existing monitoring agents is possible.

Phase 3 - Automatic Deployment: Especially in large-scaled scenarios with a
large number of VMs, any manual task becomes cumbersome, error-prone, and
simply does not scale. Therefore, an automatic deployment is essential [25,29].
There are many existing tools and platforms for automated deployment, such as
Docker [6] or Vagrant [11]. A few monitoring systems like Splunk [23] support
this feature as well. However, a standardized deployment framework is desirable,
since technologies tend to disappear over time.

An established deployment standard is the Topology and Orchestration Spec-
ification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [19] of the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS ). TOSCA enables a
two-step software deployment approach. First, a topology template is created,
modeling the application, platform, and infrastructure components. Second, this
topology is used to deploy the components in the corresponding infrastructure.

One implementation of the TOSCA standard is OpenTOSCA [28]. Open-
TOSCA provides an eco system consisting of the TOSCA topology modeler
Winery [7], the OpenTOSCA container that handles the actual software deploy-
ment based on the topology, and a self-service portal called Vinothek [3]. TOSCA
and its implementation OpenTOSCA can be used in our approach for automated
deployment of monitoring agents. Since TOSCA is a standard, it provides a high
degree of applicability and is future-secure.

We modeled a topology template using OpenTOSCA to deploy a monitoring
system and a template to deploy agents. If a new virtual machine is started, an
agent is deployed on it to guarantee a monitoring from the beginning.

Phase 4 - Adaption: According to Gartner [20], flexibility against a changing IT
architecture is a key objective when investing in new monitoring systems. The
modeling of agents is influenced by the current business needs and the status
of the current cloud environment. However, both of these variables may change
over time. In this case, starting a new agent life cycle is excessive when only
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Fig. 5. Architecture for automatic adaptations at runtime

minor changes to the agent are required. Instead, the user should be able to
access the previously modeled generic agents and change them to fit the cur-
rent needs. The changes are then propagated to all agents originating from this
generic agent. To support this process, we implemented a prototype as shown in
Fig. 5. The user models a new generic agent or changes an existing one via the
web-based modeling tool, which is connected to the Deployment Server on the
Monitoring Server. The deployment server is responsible for the management
of the generic agents, which are stored in the Generic Agent Database. On the
virtual machines, a Deployment Agent periodically requests the configuration
(the transformed generic agent) for the agent and resolves differences between
the retrieved configuration and the currently used one. In case of changed con-
figurations or failures, the deployment agent automatically restarts the agent.

4 Related Work

The transformation of abstract models to a concrete executable implementation
is a commonly used means in order to abstract from technical details. Conse-
quently, domain users are able to create models on a high level of abstraction
without requiring technical knowledge about their realization. The use of a sin-
gle abstract model leads to genericity and reduces the threat of vendor lock-in,
since it is not dependent on specific technologies. In the following, approaches
are described that aim at a similar approach for transforming abstract models
into concrete ones.

Falkenthal et al. [10] aim towards a generic approach to transform abstract
pattern languages to concrete solution implementations. Since their approach is
generic, they do not focus on a specific domain but rather discuss how such a
transformation can be conducted in general. In this paper, we apply this app-
roach to the concrete domain of monitoring by introducing a mapping of generic
monitoring templates to concrete, executable implementations.

Eilam et al. [8] introduce an approach for model-based provisioning and man-
agement of applications. Through transformations, application topologies are
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mapped onto different levels of abstraction in order to finally create executable
implementations that can be deployed. However, Eilam et al. require a premodel-
ing of concrete implementation artifacts, which is not necessary in our approach.

Furthermore, Eilam et al. introduce a combination of a model-based and
workflow-based approach for the automated provisioning of the transformed
applications. This approach creates a provisioning model based on workflow
technology that can be used for automated deployment. In this paper, we also
introduce an approach how the templates can be automatically deployed after
transformation, which uses existing software deployment technologies instead of
this heavy-weight workflow-based approach.

Similar approaches regarding the agent templates are introduced by Künzle
et al. [16] and Cohn et al. [5] that use artifact-centric approaches. In these
approaches, so-called business artifacts are created, i.e., abstract representations
of software components with the goal of hiding technical details. These artifacts
can be mapped onto concrete executable implementations, as shown by Sun
et al. [24]. However, the business artifacts of Künzle et al. and Cohn et al. are
vaguely described, i.e., only on a conceptual level, an example application is
missing. In this paper, we introduce a concrete scenario our concepts can be
applied to.

Reimann [21] introduces generic patterns for simulation workflows that
are also mapped onto concrete executable implementations, in his approach
onto workflow fragments provided in the Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [30]. However, Reimann focuses exclusively on workflows. In contrast,
we focus on agents and model their capabilities through tailored templates.

In our previous work [14], we introduced so-called Situation Templates, which
represent abstract descriptions of situations to be recognized without the neces-
sity to provide technical implementation details. These situation templates can
be mapped onto various formats, for example, complex event processing queries.
In this paper, we adapt this concept to the domain of cloud monitoring to make
it suitable for modeling of agents.

5 Conclusion

The monitoring of complex cloud environments can lead to several challenges.
Selecting an unsuitable monitoring system or evolving business needs may lead
to a required replacement of the monitoring system. However, monitoring agents
are spread across the IT environment and, oftentimes, can be tightly integrated
into the monitoring system. Therefore, the replacement of the agents is a time-
consuming task and the modeling of new agents requires technical expertise. For
this, we introduce generic agent templates to unburden system administrators
by creating an abstraction to the modeling of agents. System administrators
model generic agents once and domain experts provide the transformation logic
required to transform the generic agents to solution-specific agents. This way,
generic agents can be transformed into several solution-specific agents without
further additional work. Expressiveness is provided by the agent pipeline consist-
ing of Input, Processor, Aggregator, and Output Nodes. Of each node, multiple
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instances can be created so that system administrators can model arbitrary agent
configurations. Furthermore, if solution-specific agents do not support some of
those functionalities, e.g., processing, a transformation to CEP queries is also
possible to even support agents with missing functionalities. Lastly, an extended
life cycle supports management, automatic deployment, and adaptation of agents
at runtime using state-of-the-art and standardized technologies. Transformations
to solution-specific agents are automated via the Agent Mapper. The automatic
deployment is enabled using the deployment standard TOSCA. Adaptations to
generic agents at runtime are automatically propagated to all according agents.

In future work, we plan to validate our approach on multiple monitoring
systems and extend the usage to the IoT domain by using the open-source IoT
platform MBP [13,22]. Furthermore, we plan to apply the concept of generic
templates to other parts of the monitoring system as well to further support
a possible replacement and reduce the risk of vendor lock-ins. Similar to agent
configurations, alerting rules are defined by system administrators to inform
them about problems in the monitored IT environment. Therefore, analogous to
generic agent templates, generic alerting rules may present similar benefits.
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Abstract. The trend towards industry 4.0 amplifies existing data man-
agement challenges and requires suitable data governance and data qual-
ity measures. Although these topics have been previously discussed in
literature, companies are still struggling to cope with the resulting chal-
lenges and fully exploit the benefits of industry 4.0. In this paper, we
conducted a single case study in an automotive company. We exem-
plary used the material retrieval process in automotive manufacturing
to uncover what challenges there are hindering the utilization of indus-
try 4.0. We were able to identify six major challenges in the domains of
data quality and data governance.

Keywords: Industry 4.0 · Data quality · Data governance · Single
case study · Expert interviews

1 Introduction

In a globalized and digital world companies are striving to flexibly respond to
the rapidly changing demands of the market. As a result, the digital world is
increasingly networking with industry to make production processes smarter
[10,13]. These developments opened up new technological potentials, with dis-
ruptive consequences for the economy and society [3]. In the international debate
this new technological trend is referred to as ‘the second machine age’, ‘third
industrial revolution’ and in the German-speaking area as the ‘fourth industrial
revolution’ or ‘industry 4.0’ [19].

Industry 4.0 covers the optimization of the entire production and supply chain
by connecting production facilities through the Internet of Things (IoT) [19]. As
a result, ‘Cyber Physical Systems’ (CPS) are created and used in industrial
production to enable machines, storage systems and equipment to be networked
globally and across facilities [13].

Particularly affected by these developments are large car manufacturers, who
operate a complex global production network in order to generate cost advan-
tages and ensure high utilization of the production sites [19]. In this production
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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network, a seamless flow of information across different locations is vital and as
important as the flow of physical materials [3,13].

Thus data management is of utmost importance for automotive manufactur-
ers that want to leverage the business potentials of industry 4.0. However, the
difficulty of using this data in accordance with the requirements and exploiting
the strategical capabilities of industry 4.0 is often based on the historical buildup
of the companies as well as the complex value creation chain [16,21]. Since data
governance and data quality are common issues we decided to further investigate
these problems. We therefore formulated the following two research questions:

– What are the data governance challenges in the material retrieval process?
– What are the data quality challenges in the material retrieval process?

For answering our research questions we conducted a single-case study on
the material retrieval process in automotive manufacturing and utilized Tem-
plate Coding (TC) for data analysis, using open-coding from Grounded Theory
Methodology (GTM) as an example. We derived six challenges in the domains of
data quality and data governance that provide an introduction to wider research
and guide managerial activities addressing the identified issues. The remainder
of the paper is structured as follows. We start by presenting the current state
of research (Sect. 2). We continue by describing the methodological approach we
followed for collecting and analyzing data and answering our research questions
(Sect. 3). Afterwards, we present the results of our qualitative analysis (Sect. 4)
and conclude our study by discussing the results, derive concrete recommenda-
tions and highlight paths for future work (Sect. 5).

2 Background

As the fourth industrial revolution is gaining attention so is the research around
industry 4.0 increasing. Most works in the field are focusing on the technical
aspects, while some others are studying the economical and organizational impli-
cations [16]. There are two studies [12,21] providing an systematic review of
current literature in the field. However, current research often takes on a broad
managerial perspective but lacks an in-depth investigation of challenges on the
process level [12].

Kiel et al. conducted a multiple case study on the challenges and benefits
of industry 4.0 with 46 managers from the machine, electrical and automotive
engineering industries [16]. They found that companies often experience a low
quality in data transfers and the lack of a suitable data and corporate structure.
They summarized these issues under the terms ‘Technical Integration’ and ‘Orga-
nizational Transformation’. Horwáth and Szabó focused their research on the
differences between multi-national enterprises (MNEs) and small-and-medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) [12]. For MNEs they made similar findings to [16] and
concluded that they are particularly challenged by technological and process
integration factors (e.g. lack of standards, lack of unified communication proto-
cols, etc.). Hermann et al. derived four industry 4.0 design principles, which are
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addressing typical challenges: ‘Technical Assistance’, ‘Interconnection’, ‘Decen-
tralized Decisions’ and ‘Information Transparency’ [11]. The aspects ‘Intercon-
nection’ and ‘Information Transparency’ are summarizing data governance and
data quality issues respectively.

By getting an overview of the existing research we found that data gover-
nance and data quality issues are always mentioned under similar terms. Solu-
tions to these data management aspects have been discussed for a while under
the broader concept of ‘IT governance’ [29]. They are separated in organizational
(e.g. IT strategy), architectural/technical (e.g. data marts and warehouses) and
cultural (e.g. decision making, promotion of use) measures [15,25,29,30]. How-
ever, although there are solutions available companies are still struggling to
realize the benefits of industry 4.0 [16,21].

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

In order to inform our research questions and gain an understanding of data
governance and data quality challenges a thick-description of the field is required
[7]. We chose to pursue a qualitative research approach and conduct a single case
study as other studies in this field have done (e.g. [12,16]). According to [6,22]
a case study is suitable for gaining detailed insights into new phenomena and
helps to answer questions about ‘why’ and ‘how’ something is happening.

A single case study was sufficient for getting a deep understanding for two
reasons. Firstly, the business process under investigation is very specific and
important to an automotive company. It is therefore difficult to get access to
such processes and obtain the necessary data. We thought that getting a deep
understanding of the challenges in one case was more valuable than gaining a
general understanding on a higher level in several cases [9,33]. Secondly, the
automotive company under investigation is one of the leading automotive man-
ufacturers worldwide and we argue that our findings are therefore representative
for the whole industry.

For the selection of participants, we aimed to get insights from different
steps in the business process as each step requires different data and has differ-
ent requirements towards data handling. We furthermore wanted our interviews
to include several factories in order to discover potential differences among the
factories and support the generality of our findings. This selection yielded in
seven interviews with nine participants (A - I) and covered five different fac-
tories (North, West, South, East, North-East). We found that this number of
participants was sufficient for getting a complete overview of the business pro-
cess under investigation and answering our research questions. The first contact
was made by email, which was followed by a telephone call discussing the nature
of the interview and preparing the interviewee for the main interview.

Since our goal was to derive the interviewees’ personal experiences in working
with data and the participants have different experience levels, we decided to
follow a semi-structured interview approach [24]. The questions asked cover three
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topics: (1) the interviewees’ role in the process and what information he/she is
dealing with; (2) the individual perspective and experiences in working with
data; and (3) the interviewees’ future perspective on working with data. We
conducted the interviews in German language during May and June 2019. Each
interview lasted between 60 and 90 min and was audio-recorded. We transcribed
the audio recording and wrote up an individual memo containing impressions of
the interviewee within 24 hours after the interview as recommended by Yin [33].

3.2 The Material Retrieval Process

For our study we chose to focus on the process of material retrieval at the assem-
bly line. The process describes the use of so called ‘delivery call-off’ systems for
providing material to the place of installation. We selected this process as it
is typical for the automotive industry and exists in different factories in sim-
ilar ways. It thus supports the representativeness of our study and limits the
researchers bias. Furthermore, the process is of high importance to the manu-
facturer, produces a lot of data and involves different machines and information
systems, making it a good example for an industry 4.0 use case.

During assembly, the vehicle is completed in sequence according to customer
requirements. The required parts are provided by the logistics department. The
process begins with the material call-off. The retrieval is implemented on the sys-
tem side by system MA, whereby the demand-driven and consumption-controlled
retrieval is handled in two different subsystems (see Fig. 1). The consumption-
oriented call-off will be triggered by an employee at the assembly line or by an
automated event such as triggering a sensor. Demand retrieval is automated by
the BO system, which forecasts the anticipated demand for a specific demand
location. The system uses the information of the cycle time, the replacement
time and the location of the vehicle. The location of the vehicle is determined
using the detection points of the MES system. The information which parts
have to be installed results from the respective pitch at which a certain part
is requested or needed. After receiving the material by the MA system, MA
transfers the demand of requested parts to the DEPOT system. The DEPOT
system contains information about which parts are available in which warehouse.
This information is recorded when the parts are delivered to the interim storage
facilities in DEPOT. MA also receives the information of the time for replenish-
ment from DEPOT since the information about the storage location is stored
there and the distances between the respective demand and storage locations
can be taken into consideration. In addition, DEPOT gives feedback to MA on
what and how many parts of material are available. Finally, the ROUTE sys-
tem calculates the optimal route for the driver of the ‘material train’ as needed
and forwards the information to a driver. The material is then delivered to the
required location.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the material retrieval process

3.3 Data Analysis

The topics of data governance and data quality are well-established in literature
and have been previously identified and discussed in the context of industry 4.0.
We therefore decided to conduct a theoretical informed data analysis and apply
TC using open coding, as practiced in GTM, as a guiding example [17,28]. TC
distinguishes from open-coding in the way that the codes are drawn a priori from
research and literature. We found that there was little use in following an open-
coding approach in this field and rather took on the interpretive nature template
coding was offering us [1]. This way helped us to include existing findings in our
study and avoid getting findings that are too close to our data and produce
narrow theories [6]. One of the problems of template coding is to decide on what
template to use for analysis [1]. For this, we returned to existing studies in the
fields of data governance and data quality and selected categories of previously
identified challenges as our codes. Table 1 provides a summary of the template
codes we selected and the corresponding literature.

Table 1. Template codes

Data governance Sources

Data life cycle [15,29]

Data definitions [15,32]

Education of users [18,29]

Locus of decision making [29,32]

Data Quality Sources

Accuracy [5,31]

Accessibility [14,20,31]

Completeness [5,20]

Redundancy [14,20]

Relevancy [5,31]
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In order to assure the quality and integrity of the selected template codes
we undertook an initial coding using the first two interviews as suggested by
[17]. Codes we did not need were dropped and new themes were added. The
verified set of codes was then applied to the remaining dataset. During the
analytic process we assigned the template codes to the participants’ responses
and derived the associations among the codes until internally consistent themes
emerged. This process involved three-passes over the data as suggested by [23].
Each of the passes was conducted independently of previous passes by the first
two authors in order to limit the researchers bias and ensure qualitative rigor.
Minor inconsistencies in the coding were solved in subsequent discussions.

Based on the Gioia-Methodology [8] we developed a data structure visualizing
our findings in a data structure consisting of the two research questions, nine
template codes and six identified challenges (see Fig. 2).

4 Challenges in the Material Retrieval Process

4.1 RQ1: Data Governance

Challenge 1.1: Non-unified Data Definitions. One of the most important
problems we noted in all interviews is the lack of uniform data definitions. This
means that data users do often not understand the provenance of data and it is
unclear who the right contact person for an information is. Interviewee D gave a
concrete example: “I cannot tell you in which way system DEPOT is connected
to system ROUTE”. Interviewee B said something similar and noted: “I cannot
tell you what data originates from what system”.

A possible reason for the lack of a standardized information model is the
complex and heterogeneous system landscape. Everyone noted that the com-
plexity is causing problems and the system landscape needs to be simplified for
future success. For example, a change in one system often causes a large number
of changes in associated systems. Interviewee I said the following: “So, the sys-
tems [...] are very, very, very complex and changes need to be done very, very,
very fast. Thereby you sometimes forget to set a few values or activate some
functionality”.

Challenge 1.2: Lack of a Single Source of Truth. Closely associated with
the lack of unified information models is the need for a single source of truth.
All participants noted that they sometimes spend time searching for the right
information and transforming data. In response to the question how the current
way of searching for information could be improved the participants suggested
a central information system or interface for data access. Interviewees F and
G described that they regularly need their personal contacts to get the right
information. This is particularly difficult for new employees. Interviewee F said:
“It was very difficult to get information when I started working here. Now I have
a network of contacts and know that there is someone in the logistics department
who can help me find the information I need”.
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Fig. 2. Derived data structure

We observed that the lack of a single source of truth is a problem for some
factories but not so much for others. Factory West is the only factory that
recently upgraded to a novel enterprise information system. Interviewees B and
C, who work at factory West, did not mention problems finding data in their
own systems but rather highlighted problems accessing data of other factories
or other companies.
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4.2 RQ2: Data Quality

Challenge 2.1: Lack of Standardized Interfaces. All interviewees noted
that the average level of information quality is quite well as long as the required
data is coming from one system. However, once it becomes necessary to access
multiple systems the experienced data quality plummets. Interviewee B gave
a good description of the situation: “We are mostly fighting with data from
associated systems, which are sending data into our system. This causes most of
our work and is very challenging, I would even say frustrating”.

This problem causes manual data integration tasks. Exemplary, she described
the following situation: “We are sometime using dummy-values to enable data
transfers to system MA when otherwise the system would not be able to process
our data”. The participants also noted that they would prefer less and more
standardized interfaces, which are easier to operate and enable a seamless data
transfer. Interviewee E formulated the following ideal scenario: “So currently
there are many interfaces that are always differently specified. If we could realize
a central interface that is suitable for many systems, it will be beneficial for the
whole process”.

Challenge 2.2: Non-transparent Data Flow. Similar to challenge 2.1 is the
problem of a non-transparent data flow. Interviewee B highlighted that there is
no technical transparency in data handling across multiple systems. Employees
often do not understand what data they are receiving and this data is incom-
patible with the data in another information system. Interviewee B provided
a possible explanation for this situation and indicated that the willingness to
take responsibility for good data quality in the overall process is quite low. She
stated that data transfers are often designed not taking requirements of other
systems into account and problems are simply forwarded to the next department
or interface.

Challenge 2.3: Manually Cleaning Faulty Data. Participants noted that
the data they are working on is often inconsistent or inaccurate and require
manual data cleaning. This is either due to errors in data integration or man-
ual errors in data processing. Since the manual correction of data causes a lot
of work, the participants often associated good data quality with no need for
manual work and a seamless process execution. Interviewee E exemplary defined
good data quality: “[...] as an integrated process. Meaning when the business
process runs smoothly then my data must be of good quality”. More specifically,
an insufficient level of data accuracy could lead to wrong parts or materials
being delivered, losing track of materials or having materials in a wrong order,
which causes troubles in Just-in-Time processes. In worst case, this could halt
production and ‘data task forces’ are established to manually and forward data
and materials.
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Challenge 2.4: Manually Adding Missing Values. In addition to manual
data cleaning, the participants also noted missing data as a problem. We found
that missing data was either due to errors in data-acquisition or intentionally
left empty, because the data is only needed in a later process-step. For data-
acquisition problems interviewee H noted: “The materials management depart-
ment has no idea what the field ‘point of use’ means and has to look like. So
we often get values that are wrong”. Interviewee C provided an example of data
intentionally left blank: “There is material information that needs to be manu-
ally recorded. And if this work isn’t done we can’t ship our materials and there
is nothing I can do about it”. Both of these problems are causing manual work
in gathering and adding missing values. For the future interviewee E noted that
she envisions a system that automatically checks data for its completeness and
takes appropriate actions if necessary.

5 Conclusion

Building on existing data governance and data quality research we were able to
answer our research questions and derived six challenges relevant to our case.
Given the nine template codes we found in literature we can infer that user
education, locus of decision making and redundancy were not seen as problems
in material retrieval process, but should be considered in future research. Due
to the focus on a single case our study is of limited generality. Nevertheless, we
argue that our findings can be generalized for other automotive companies facing
similar problem instances [9] for two reasons. First, our research covers multiple
factories as embedded units of the single case we investigated [6,33]. Second, the
material retrieval process is common in automotive manufacturing and exists in
several companies in similar ways.

5.1 Discussion

Managerial Implications. The identified lack of standardized interfaces and
the issue of non-transparent data flows are based on the gradual growth of the
company. Many interfaces are incompatible and intermediary-systems were cre-
ated for achieving compatibility. To resolve these problems holistic data and
system architectures are currently developed. Towards this end, we recommend
the establishment of a centralized and shared data space, which offers standard-
ized data access points as suggested by our interviewees. A similar approach is
the creation of a central data catalog system that stores and manages the meta-
data of valuable data objects. The latter approach is currently discussed in the
company under investigation.

Potential technical solutions must be accompanied by appropriate governance
measures [29]. Such governance measures can act as a means for the lack of a
single source of truth and non-unified data definitions. We thus recommend that
companies should develop common data definitions as part of a general informa-
tion model and assign a responsible single source of truth to each data object.
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Tallon et al. provide some guidance on selecting an appropriate governance model
[29]. An establishment of these practices can support enterprises in establishing
architectural standards, which help to achieve the required level of information
agility and sustain a firm’s competitive advantage [2].

Addressing the problems of manually cleaning faulty data and manually
adding missing data is particularly challenging for automotive manufacturers
due to specific data formats and complex system landscapes. We thus recom-
mend companies to establish dedicated roles responsible for data quality. These
can be supported by automated data quality checks as envisioned by interviewee
E. In literature, Karkouch et al. propose a data quality middleware that actively
manages the quality of heterogeneous data sources in IoT settings [14].

Scientific Implications. In the area of data governance our interviewees put
an emphasis on the need for unified data definitions and a single source of truth
for information. Constantinides et al. made similar findings and argued that
standardization in data handling can support the creation of common informa-
tion governance practices [4]. Without these, “information is going to grow in a
negative way” (p. 160). A problem that interviewee A is familiar with, she said:
“Too much data is just causing problems”. We therefore argue that research
should address how data governance principles can be established in light of
heterogeneous data sources and how existing barriers can be overcome.

To address the data quality issues we identified a seamless data integration
across systems on the inter and intra-organizational levels is of utmost impor-
tance. Rai et al. empirical validated this need and found that a cross-functional
application integration alongside a high level of data accuracy has a positive
influence on a firms’ performance [26]. While it is difficult to establish data col-
laborations within an organization, this is even more challenging on the inter-
organizational level. Companies often fear losing control over their data and
face potential privacy risks [30]. We argue that further research is required on
the potentials of novel digital infrastructures (e.g. blockchains) for data collab-
orations in industry 4.0 settings [4]. Additionally, given the trend towards big
data the veracity (i.e. correctness and accuracy) of data will become even more
important and difficult to assure [27]. Further research is required on automated
data quality checks and the tracability and provenance of data.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work

Although we applied a high level of rigor, our research has a few limitations.
Most importantly, our study is focused on one business process in one industry
and therefore of limited generality. In the future we want to extend our research
to a multiple case study and include other processes and automotive companies.
More precisely, we want to further investigate the identified challenges and how
these could be addressed. We believe the manufacturing of the car body could
be a valuable process for future research as it comprises a lot of sensor data and
interfaces to other facilities.
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In addition to our qualitative study it would be beneficial to conduct a quan-
titative case study on the subject. Such a study would provide a broad view
on data-related challenges in industry 4.0 settings in contrast to the in-depth
analysis of qualitative studies. Solving data-related challenges in production as
well as in general is critical for automotive companies in face of current trends
such as big data or autonomous logistics systems.
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Abstract. Additive Manufacturing is increasingly used in the indus-
trial sector as a result of continuous development. In the Production
Planning and Control (PPC) system, AM enables an agile response in
the area of detailed and process planning, especially for a large number
of plants. For this purpose, a concept for a PPC system for AM is pre-
sented, which takes into account the requirements for integration into
the operational enterprise software system. The technical applicability
will be demonstrated by individual implemented sections. The presented
solution approach promises a more efficient utilization of the plants and
a more elastic use.

Keywords: Production planning and control · PPC · ERP ·
Information systems · Additive Manufacturing · 3D-printing ·
Enterprise architecture

1 Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a manufacturing process in which objects are
produced from 3D model data by applying individual layers on top of each other
[12]. Using the slicing process, the manufacturing object is first broken down
into a set of individual 2D layers, followed by the generation of a machine code
for each of the layers, from which an overall machine code is calculated for the
entire object. This manufacturing process is in contrast to traditional subtractive
and formative manufacturing methods. Compared to traditional manufacturing
methods, AM does not require specific component-dependent tools [7,13,25].
This makes AM technology a universal production technology in the sense of
Industry 4.0 [10,17], which can be used without being tied to individual produc-
tion steps. In contrast, traditional manufacturing is characterized by the use of
large quantities of task-specific equipment. This results in the requirement for
production planning and control (PPC) to synchronize the individual plants and
their operating sequences to all tasks necessary for the manufacture of specific
products in order to avoid downtimes [23].
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Therefore, the design of the information system must take into account that
the use of AM will lead to a paradigm shift compared to traditional PPC sys-
tems. Instead of coordinating a large number of individual task-specific produc-
tion plants, it is necessary to coordinate a large number of production plants
with the same tasks in order to achieve a high overall output. This require-
ment leads to the first research question (RQ1): How should the architecture of a
PPC for AM be designed to achieve efficient use of production facilities with the
same area of responsibility? Changes and short-term events are an inseparable
part of every production system, such as changes in the order, personnel avail-
ability, machine availability and components. The fast and direct response to
the changes that occur determines the competitiveness of a production system
[24]. The need to consider changes in the planning and control of production
leads to the second research question (RQ2): Which methods should be used for
considering events and changes occurring typically in production to achieve the
production targets when using AM? Increasing digitalization creates new oppor-
tunities for companies and their employees to perform well-known tasks. While
flexible working hours are the norm for office workers, they are an exception
for production workers. Due to AM’s new production capabilities, these may
lead to flexible working hours for production workers, which is the aim of the
third research question (RQ3): How should the process flows for planning AM
manufacturing orders be designed to allow flexible working hours for employees?

2 Related Work

As mentioned in the introduction, AM is a promising manufacturing technology
which is also being investigated by the scientific community. Unfortunately, the
scientific focus so far has mainly been on the manufacturing process and the
materials themselves. In addition to the current research in the field of tech-
nology, due to the requirements of industrial application, research in the field
of information systems is essential to develop a planning tool that has long
been available for traditional manufacturing processes. In the context of AM
production, Kucukkoc et al. are investigating the planning of several additive
manufacturing systems with different capacity specifications, in which a genetic
algorithm for the calculation of parallel additive manufacturing orders based on
release and due dates was developed as a solution approach [15]. Kucukkoc et al.
continue to investigate the planning of AM manufacturing systems in order to
achieve maximum resource utilization while maintaining delivery times. For the
problem of complex nesting problems, a solution is proposed in which parts from
different sales orders are grouped together and distributed to the various asso-
ciated manufacturing plants [8,16]. Li et al. examines the order acceptance and
scheduling (OAS) for AM manufacturing plants in order to be able to make cor-
rect statements about price and delivery date in case of customer inquiries [19].
Complementary this article focuses on the integration of AM and the necessary
control and planning processes into the internal system landscape of companies.
Therefore modules of the operative business software are first examined in order
to consider them in the architecture.
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2.1 ERP Modules Related to the Handling of AM

The ERP system stores, organises, manipulates and analyses all company-
relevant data related to business processes and their results and makes it avail-
able to employees at various levels [22]. The Sales and Distribution (SD) module
processes and creates orders for this purpose, including data on the delivery
commitment depending on the available production capacity [11]. All personnel
issues are covered by the HR module, such as qualifications and qualification
measures and attendance processes [18]. Due to the strong operational network-
ing to the service providers and the departments among each other, all relevant
information about the products is managed and distributed in Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) and Product Data Management (PDM). PLM manages all
internal and external development and value-added processes along the entire
product life cycle and makes this information available to employees [6]. The
PDM is part of PLM, which is responsible for the data management and stor-
age of the product lifecycles, including CAD data, models and other documents,
and for which the versioning of product data can also be used [6]. The con-
cept provides that all data is managed in the context of a product. The usual
PPC system, further referred as traditional PPC, deals with the handling of
production order related data, such as bills of material, calculation of material
requirements, scheduling, creation and release of sequences of production orders
at production lines. The utilization of the production facilities is also monitored
and reports are prepared for quality management.

2.2 Derivation of the Requirements to the PPC for AM

In order to determine the requirement for PPC in additive production, it is
appropriate to first review the nature of the traditional production process. In
contrast to AM technology, traditional manufacturing processes have a signifi-
cantly lower degree of digitization, which is reflected in a large number of manual
steps [9]. Due to their long existence, however, the manufacturing processes are
well known and can therefore be well planned in companies. Therefore, in the
following we will briefly discuss the manufacturing process and the planning of
subtractive manufacturing (SM), which has a representative share of traditional
manufacturing processes, in order to illustrate the changes resulting from the use
of AM. In SM, objects are manufactured by material removal. SM requires spe-
cific tools and fixtures that vary according to the objects to be produced. The use
of object-dependent specific tools requires that assembly and dismantling times
are taken into account when scheduling production orders [14]. The sequence of
objects to be produced must be considered so that a large number of specific
tools can be reused for the next part in production 1 [21]. On the one hand, this
large number of necessary work steps requires long and complex planning and,
on the other hand, the production of the individual objects is associated with
high costs, as the assembly and disassembly times are no longer in proportion
to the actual processing time. This results in rigid planning, which requires a
great deal of effort to be able to react to changes. The scheduling and scheduling
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of manufacturing orders is the task of the PPC systems [20]. Precise planning
with high utilization of the production machines has a considerable influence on
the company’s production costs [20]. The basis for an exact planning are the
usable data sets, in the form of time measurements for the necessary work steps
and the respective throughput times. A problem for the time estimation are the
work steps which are carried out by the employees. Either historical values are
used or estimates of the necessary working time for the work step are made in
the first step and later corrected on the basis of the historical values. This form
of planning is particularly critical for the production of individual parts, since
there are no directly usable historical values and therefore the entire planning
process is based on a large number of estimations, which results in a high risk of
the planning deviating. In contrast, AM does not require a special tools, which
means that assembly and disassembly times are eliminated. Consequently, on the
production cost side, there is no difference between serial and individual parts.
The required work steps, disassembly and release, which are carried out by per-
sonnel, are not component-specific and therefore have no influence on production
costs. In summary, AM enables the continuous production of individual parts.
These advantages can also be transferred to the production of serial parts, which
enables dynamic planning of production orders. One aspect that is not required
under SM, but is necessary for AM planning, is the ability to combine differ-
ent parts from different products and jobs in one print job in order to achieve
optimum utilization of the individual production facilities.

3 Proposed Architectural Design for the AM PPC
System

The following describes an architecture that combines a complete automation of
different types of AM production plants, in which all processes are networked
through the exchange of information and are thus computer-controlled. The
necessary manual work steps are digitally recorded and scheduled to perform
sequential processing of the tasks in the AM production plants. Once the man-
ual work instructions have been issued, the production systems are released for
production again. The production start of a system is automatically at the sched-
uled time. The desired result is the shortest possible downtime of the production
systems. The interaction and the areas of responsibility of the individual plant
sections are shown in the following subchapters.

3.1 The Overall Architecture

For the development of a production plan for the AM production facilities, a
multi-layer model must be used due to the many interconnected processes. The
various parameters from the HR, MM, SD, PLM and traditional PPC modules
must be considered. Due to the interdependence of the tasks involved, changes
affect not only current processes but also subsequent processes. Depending on
the specifics of the change and the nature of the change itself, this can lead
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to a complete rescheduling of a production period. The described production
architecture uses a number of process-influencing input parameters, such as: 1)
changes in customer and production orders from the SD module, 2) the avail-
ability of employees, from the HR module, and machines as well as CAD models
from the PLM module. The following section describes the system architecture
of the PPC for use in networked AM systems, the respective processes for the
various input parameters are described and a detailed description of the various
types of changes from the ERP modules is contained in Sect. 3.3 to 3.5.

The first prerequisite for scheduling is the determination of available pro-
duction resources, including employees, materials and production equipment.
Following, the required production resources, such as the CAD model and cus-
tomer orders are compared as input parameters. To obtain information about
the required production resources, a machine code is generated for each model
of each type of production plant. Using the machine code, parameters can be
read out by simulating the production process to determine how much produc-
tion resources are required and the working time at the respective production
plant. This data is linked to the CAD model and stored in the AM-PPC’s Man-
ufacturing data model, rather than in the PDM. This results from the fact
that production plants of the same type can have different parameters. A later
exchange of a model, e.g. due to a revision, would lead to a complete new entry
of the required production resources for the model. The requirements for man-
ufacturing order batches are calculated from the BOM (PPC) and sales orders
(SD). For this purpose, the available production area of a production plant is
used as much as possible, taking into account the maximum usable time period.
The models that can be combined with each other are performed by a nesting
or packaging algorithm. A precise sequence of the necessary steps for a time-
oriented combination of objects has already been described in an article [8]. A
restriction on the free combinability of different models is the special section
on grouping. The grouping describes a set of parts to be completed simulta-
neously, as required for the assembly of the individual components. The parts
can be bundled together and distributed to several printers during subsequent
completion to ensure they follow each other during sequential removal. For these
dispatched orders, the routings with the necessary work steps are scheduled.
Sequential processing at the plants is maintained, whereby the completion time
of a production plant together with the working time for the respective task
forms the completion time of the next production plant. The start-up of an
individual production plant then begins automatically via the manufacturing
execution system (MES). Unexpected events, such as the occurrence of errors
in an individual production plant, are also reported to the MES, which then
triggers the appropriate actions, such as a technician’s request message and the
event of a change in machine availability. The respective products or components
are then received as output parameters. A distinction as to whether the output
parameter is a product or a component is made by the input parameter customer
or production order, since further processing steps are required for a production
order and therefore further planning must be carried out in the non-AM PPC
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and ERP system. In a production order, any combination of products and com-
ponents is carried out on the basis of the available production resources. The
architecture is shown schematically in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Architecture for a AM PPC with dynamic planning and networked components

3.2 Scheduling of Production Batches

Backward scheduling is used for scheduling production orders. This type of
scheduling is advantageous at this point due to the flexibility for changes that can
be taken into account in the production orders before the start of the production
process. If an order is changed in quantity or a new one is added, these changes
can be taken into account in the period up to the planned start of printing by
rescheduling the models to be printed or by adding new models in order to be
able to use the available production period. This approach also allows for adapt-
ability to changing production conditions. When allocating production orders,
not only the current utilization of the individual machines is taken into account,
but also the workpieces sent by the machine and in production. If errors are
detected by the machine operator during the production process or after com-
pletion, the input stream of new workpieces can be blocked at the respective
production line. The rejected faulty parts can be distributed to the machines
and produced within the time window in which changes can be reacted to. In
this way, a capacity bottleneck is avoided and compliance with the set deadlines
is striven for (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Backward scheduled production orders with illustration of the response time
for changes

3.3 Handling the Data from the SD Modulel

If the order situation changes, the capacity utilization of the individual machines
is corrected in the form of individual production orders. This change is made
due to cancellations, changes in order quantity or the acceptance of new orders.
If the order quantity is reduced, all planned orders can be rescheduled and parts
redistributed so that individual machines can be shut down without unneces-
sary operating costs. If an order increases beyond its own maximum production
quantity, additional production capacity from other manufacturers can be con-
solidated directly, since apart from the digital object and the production param-
eters, no other parts or tools are needed that would require transport logistics
or adjustment work.

3.4 Handling Data from the HR and MM Modules

The input parameters of the availability of the material, the production facili-
ties and the employees represent a central module for scheduling. First of all, it
must be checked when which employees with certain qualifications are available
in specific periods. This ensures that the architecture always follows the person-
nel specifications without specifying them. Available production times are thus
known and an initial filtering of the 3D models to be produced can be carried out
on the basis of the available production facilities. Starting from the production
facilities the materials and parameters such as type, manufacturer and colour
have to be filtered further. The different model combinations are then calcu-
lated for the production orders, while maintaining and checking the available
production times and the calculated material consumption for the respective
combinations. When changes occur in a staff attendance or qualified work per-
formance, a new planning of the production orders for the respective work phase
has to be carried out. Missing work can either be shifted to a next work phase
or lead to a standstill of the respective production plant. When a production
line confirms the completion of an order, the system checks whether the confir-
mation took place in the planned period and how much material was actually
consumed. If there is a deviation from the planned period, the system triggers a
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change in machine availability. If this occurs frequently, a different simulation of
the production orders must be selected for the forecast of the execution times.

3.5 Handling the Data from the PLM Module

Components and products may change due to errors in design or production
parameters, improvements or model maintenance, or complete replacement, ulti-
mately resulting in changes to the associated CAD models. A CAD model
updated in the PLM module can be directly considered for all production orders
that have not yet been started by the event that has occurred. This allows a
complete rescheduling for all production orders with the affected model to be
carried out directly. However, it is important to consider how to proceed with
the components already belonging to a product. Either all remaining compo-
nents that belong to the product must be produced and then converted to the
new series, or the system must convert directly to the new product series and
dispose of the produced parts.

4 Implementation of the Architecture

The technical feasibility of the designed architecture and its sections was tested
by individual implemented sections of the AM PPC, which are integrated into
an operative business software. As business software the ERP system of Odoo
[2] with the modules Sales, HR, Manufacturing and Inventory was used, as it
is available as open source and offers the possibility to integrate self-developed
modules. The PDM module is an experimental feature as a distributed version
control system (DVCS) was used. The use of a DVCS enables the management of
new and modified CAD data in which the life cycles of the products are managed
in repositories and used in the AM PPC module for the order and release pro-
cesses. The release process can be triggered by committing a new CAD model to
the development repository of a product with the associated manufacturing data
and can only be transferred to the product version repository after it has been
checked by AM engineer, manufacturing and quality management for a specific
product version. However, it should be noted that most CAD modelling software
does not offer the possibility of merging multiple changes in one CAD file, as
there is no tool to display the individual changes. Using this type of modeling
software, a central version control system (CVCS) can be used, which provides
the ability to set file locks to prevent multiple editing and overwriting changes.
In contrast to the usual interactive CAD modelling software, the OpenSCAD
[3] software offers modelling by script files, whereby individual changes can be
displayed and merged. Due to the described release process and the use of repos-
itories for different product versions, a DVCS was used for the implementation
as PDM. For this purpose git with a self-hosted gitlab[1] instance was used. The
AM-PPC module itself was written as a web-based application using the Python
programming language and the Django framework. In the following, the imple-
mented process flow logic for the creation of production orders is explained and
can be seen in Fig. 3, divided into the areas for all objects and on demand.
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Fig. 3. Implemented process flow for the creation of production orders

The implementation requires a standardized 3D model of the CAD model as
the first input parameter from the PDM module. The model is then adjusted and
checked for errors, which would lead to complications later in the process. To
extract the AM PPC relevant manufacturing data from the models, a machine
code with the manufacturing parameters for each machine type is generated for
each model. This extracted data, such as production time, material consumption
and object volume, is stored in the AM-PPC module. The grouping and sorting
is done according to defined priorities and completion times of the models. The
grouped models are then aggregated into further constellations for the produc-
tion lines based on the sum of their production times and a percentage buffer
time that is added until the available production time is reached. The buffer
time is an estimate, since the effective print time of all models of an order differs
from the sum of the print times of the individual models due to the additional
positioning procedures for which no material is extruded. The records obtained
in this way were then checked using an interleaving algorithm to see whether the
objects could be combined. The objects that did not fit on the production area
were exchanged with other objects that have a similar production time but differ
in dimensions or volume. In order to maximize the utilization of the individual
production lines, different nesting methods can be used. The nesting algorithm
has been separated as a separate service that can be accessed via an API. The
nesting methods differ in the efficiency, but also in the required computing capac-
ity. Nesting is done by shadowing the 3D manufacturing object on the Z-plane.
The shadow casting itself provides the most precise 2D representation of the
individual models and thus also the possibility for maximum utilization of the
building space. At the same time, it also requires the most computing power for
the calculation of the nesting. A maximum simplification of the object as a 2D
representation is represented by the maximum dimensions themselves. Although
the rectangles formed from this simplification allow nesting with the lowest com-
puting capacity requirement, they also exhibit the most inefficient. Therefore,
when selecting the nesting algorithm, the available IT resources, the number of
objects to be nested and the available computing time, the selection of a suit-
able simplification of the models must also be considered, as reported in [8]. The
merging of the different 3D models was done in OpenSCAD and then exported
as a single stl file and sliced. This tedious approach had to be used because
there is currently no way to automatically manipulate multiple stl files using
the command-line interface (CLI) of the tested slicers Cura [5] and Slic3r [4] for
positioning. This is a limitation, as only models with the same manufacturing
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parameters can be used for the creation of production orders. After nesting is
complete, the rotation and positions for each body are read out and assigned to
the objects. Based on these data, the 3D objects are then ported, from which a
machine code for the respective production plant is generated.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes an architecture for a PPC system for a networked AM plant.
The architecture is supplemented by a description of the functional requirements
for the individual modules of the PPC. The architecture is complemented by a
description of the functional requirements of the individual modules and their
integration logic for the execution of the process flow, which can be used for
subsequent system implementation and testing. The PPC architecture described
provides a suitable approach for controlling a large number of AM production
plants sharing the same tasks. The implementation and simulation-based test-
ing of the proposed architecture has to answer the question whether the design
goals set have been achieved: namely, whether the proposed PPC contributes
to the reduction of manufacturing costs due to the increased utilization of the
AM plants and an early detection of over- and under-capacities due to the plan-
ning runs. In terms of distributed manufacturing, a DVCS was used during
implementation to map an incremental change history for distributed collabora-
tion between designer and manufacturer. The advantages and problems of using
DVCS as PLM were also discussed. In addition, the proposed control logic allows
variable working hours of the producing employees. The planning is not fixed for
the employees (as is the case in the traditional production model), instead the
production processes are aligned with the working times of the maintenance per-
sonnel and allow changes (in the employee’s work schedule) and interruptions.
During the test runs, a limitation of the currently usable slicers was noticed in the
handling of stl files using the CLI, which means that an automated machine code
cannot be produced jointly for models with different manufacturing parameters.
This limitation should be explored, as by grouping the models with different
production parameters, larger groups can be used to generate the production
orders, which would lead to higher efficiency. Finally, the presented approach
allows to plan and control the production of components and products with AM
for a specific location or independently from a specific location in a networked
production facility.
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Abstract. Industry 4.0 use cases such as predictive maintenance and
product quality control make it necessary to create, use and maintain
a multitude of different machine learning models. In this setting, model
management systems help to organize models. However, concepts for
model management systems currently focus on data scientists, but do not
support non-expert users such as domain experts and business analysts.
Thus, it is difficult for them to reuse existing models for their use cases.
In this paper, we address these challenges and present an architecture, a
metadata schema and a corresponding model management platform.

Keywords: Model management · Machine learning · Metadata
management · Industry 4.0

1 Introduction

Through the emergence of cyber-physical systems and initiatives, such as Indus-
try 4.0 [8] and the Industrial Internet [13], manufacturing environments are
equipped with a variety of sensors that produce large amounts of data. Ana-
lyzing these data enhances various use cases in manufacturing. These use cases
include predictive maintenance, product quality control, root cause analysis of
quality problems, and the optimization of manufacturing processes [6,16]. In the
analysis process, data scientists experiment with different algorithms, frame-
works and tools for machine learning (ML). The result of such data analyses are
several promising candidates for the final machine learning model. By estimating
the generalization error and conducting A/B tests, the most suitable model is
selected and used for inference or prediction [3,9].

In the process of creating and maintaining a ML solution, a high amount
of diverse models is created even for a single use case. The reason for this is
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the variety and multitude of manufacturing processes, machines and product
variants that require individual models. This is further reinforced by the fact
that companies implement many different uses cases that multiply the amount of
models being created. Due to the high dynamics of the manufacturing processes,
such models tend to become stale very quickly, e.g., because of concept drifts
in data [1,4,17]. For example, a machine learning model that predicts the wear
of a tool based on multiple sensors may lose quality because patterns in data
change, e.g., through changes in air pressure or damage to a sensor. Thus, stale
models need to be continuously replaced by new models. Since a large number
of new models are created every day and others become stale at the same time,
the management of these models turns into a great challenge. Hence, for all
stakeholders, it becomes a tedious task to keep an overview of all models in the
manufacturing environment. This prevents effective reuse of machine learning
models and may result in costly reengineering tasks. So, data scientists often
recreate models for each new use case, although they could possibly reuse an
existing model that has been created for a similar use case.

In order to cope with these issues, we introduce a Model Management Plat-
form (MMP) for I4.0 that enables to store, index, and retrieve machine learning
models in a manufacturing context. Our platform enables central access to all
involved models and provides domain experts with a clear overview of differ-
ent versions of models and their current status, i.e., whether they are currently
planned, experimental, in use, maintained or retired. A rich interface to query
context data facilitates the effective discovery of models for similar use cases
and ML tasks. Furthermore, the platform provides reporting functionalities for
domain experts to keep the overview on all models within the company.

Related work does not cover these issues to a full extend, i.e., they do not
consider the manufacturing or business context in the lifecycle of a machine
learning model. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, current solutions do
not provide status tracking to machine learning models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we provide an
exemplary model management use case which guided the design of our platform
and also serves as base for our later case study. In Sect. 3, we describe founda-
tions and discuss related work in the scope of model management and related
platforms. Section 4 describes our main contribution: the Model Management
Platform (MMP), including its metadata schema and architecture. Section 5
discusses the implementation of the platform and presents the features of the
platform by a case study. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper and lists possible
future work.

2 Exemplary Use Case and Requirements

We provide an exemplary use case in which a platform for model management
becomes crucial. The use case was derived by conducting interviews with our
industrial partners from the manufacturing sector.
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Fig. 1. Example showing the current IT infrastructure of the model management use
case of the steel plate manufacturer. Each data scientist owns a ML project folder on
the distributed file system with his or her files. Business Analysts and Domain Experts
manage their files in an Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS).

2.1 Use Case Environment

We consider that a medium-sized manufacturer produces tailor-made steel plates
for customers all over the world. In order to serve the market in the best possi-
ble way, the steel plate manufacturer owns several plants in different countries.
The products are of good quality, but in the past there have often been prob-
lems in meeting delivery times. Completing orders took longer than planned
because machines suddenly failed due to wear on machine parts. Therefore,
based on the experience of production employees, the manufacturer introduced
fixed maintenance intervals to replace machine parts preventively. Nevertheless,
there were still occasional machine downtimes, as machine parts were worn out
faster than planned. Furthermore, the maintenance personnel noticed that some
machine components showed only slight signs of wear and were replaced much
too early. In order to better determine the maintenance intervals individually for
each machine component, the steel plate manufacturer introduced a ML solu-
tion which can make predictions based on historical wear data for the machine
components. At the moment, the data of machines from different locations are
collected centrally. This includes time-series data, such as temperature, humidity,
and vibration data, as well as high-resolution image data from cameras.

2.2 Use Case for Model Management

We imagine the data scientists Bob and Alice, who are located in different depart-
ments. Together with other data scientists, they form a decentralized data science
team. In addition, Jill is a business analyst whose task is to keep an overview
on ML projects in the company. Bob, Alice, and Jill share a common IT infras-
tructure (see Fig. 1). A distributed file system is part of this IT infrastructure
to store datasets, scripts, and model files of ML projects.
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Bob wants to create a machine learning model that predicts downtimes for
a specific machine type. After receiving data about the machine, he performs
several machine learning experiments by writing a Python script and trying out
several algorithms for logistic regression. Each time the script is run, it creates
a new version of the model. Some of the model versions provide good evaluation
results and meet the target thresholds of evaluation metrics. Therefore, he marks
them as candidates for the final model. Through A/B testing, he selects the best
performing model and deploys it to a ML serving system. The deployed model
may however become stale at some point of time, because the data from machines
is non-stationary and concept drifts occur. Bob retrains and redeploys the model
from time to time to keep it up-to-date, which results in a new model version.
Each time he trains or retrains a model, he stores the raw data, his script, and
model files on the distributed file system, thereby using his individual folder
structure and file names as shown in Fig. 1. Exemplary names for model files
include LogReg Model Testv12, optimized LogReg Model, Depl Model Testv12.

Later, Alice begins to develop a logistic regression model for another machine
that includes the same sensor types as Bob’s machine. Unfortunately, she knows
nothing about Bob’s experiments. After performing a short search on the dis-
tributed file system, she cannot find any related models. She is confused by the
names of the model files and wonders to which machines which model belongs.
Therefore, she decides to develop the model from scratch and spends a lot of
time on it. By chance she meets Bob, who tells her that he has developed a
model for a similar type of machine. Bob shows Alice where he saved his model
files. After examining his files and doing A/B tests on the models, Alice finds
that Bob’s final model is more accurate than any of the models she created on
her own. She uses Bob’s model and puts it into production. She copies Bob’s
files into her folder on the distributed file system.

Some time later, Jill needs to create a report for the chief digital officer.
The report should contain an overview of currently used models, the involved
departments and business processes. She talks to Alice and Bob to acquire the
necessary information. With this information, Jill creates a report using a spread-
sheet. Jill, however, complains about the slow reporting process. This is because
Bob and Alice must manually examine the model serving system and cannot do
so immediately due to other tasks.

2.3 Required Functions of a Model Management Platform

Overall, the steel plate manufacturer’s analytics team has several problems estab-
lishing an efficient way of model management. For these reasons, the manufac-
turer’s data science department wants to establish a model management platform
to cope with the depicted issues. In the following, we discuss the issues of the
use case and identify required functions a model management should offer.

Although the analytics team stores data sets, scripts and model files in a
customized folder structure on a distributed file system, it is difficult to keep
track on which model is the most recent one and which files relate to it. This can
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even lead to re-deploying model versions which have even been retired. Here, a
function to versionize models, according datasets, and scripts would be beneficial.

In addition, information about assets, such as machines and other manufac-
turing equipment for which the models are built, is hidden in an ECMS where
domain experts store their documents. Therefore, models are isolated from these
documents and it is hard to discover related models used for similar assets and
for corresponding ML tasks. These management problems let data scientists
(re-)develop models, even if they exist already. Thus, a function to add manu-
facturing and business context to models is required. Afterwards, the platform
can use the added context to provide a better discovery of models and to provide
views for effective model reporting. For example, users may search for models
that are appropriate for a certain business process or machine. In addition they
may also want to have an overview on models that are used within different
departments of the company.

Further difficulties exist to distinguish between models. That is, experimental
versions of the model are stored along with model candidates and the final version
in the same folder. Beyond managing the files themselves, it is also unclear which
model is currently in use or stale. This requires a function to distinguish these
different states of ML models.

In sum, required model management functions include a) model versioning,
b) providing context, and c) tracking the status of models across their lifecycle.

3 Related Work and Challenges

Our work is based on the process model for managing machine learning models
by Weber et al. [15]. This process is depicted in Fig. 2. It shows all the lifecycle
steps a machine learning model passes through and that must be supported
by model management. In the following, we discuss the steps in the process
model and show how the derived model management functions a), b) and c)
(see Sect. 2.3) can provide support for each process step. Afterwards, we discuss
related work on model management platforms and possible tool support.

In the first step, new use cases serve as initiators to plan models that can help,
e.g., to improve manufacturing processes. Planning includes, e.g., specifying the
involved data sources, describing specifics of the use case, defining acceptance
criteria, or documenting expected results. Different stakeholders are required
that bring in domain-specific or technical expertise. In this step, function b)
providing context to models would help to identify and re-use existing models
for similar use cases. After that, if the model passes a feasibility check, the
model is created and evaluated by data scientists and programmers (step 2).
In order to document results of experiments and to store different model files,
function a) model versioning is required. In case the evaluation of the model
shows promising results, the model can be deployed into its target environment
(step 3). Otherwise, e.g., because the data quality is poor, the model needs to
be replanned or even retired (step 6). After deployment, the model is used, e.g.,
to make continuous predictions (step 4a). In parallel, it is constantly monitored
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Fig. 2. Process of the model lifecycle [15] that is covered by the platform. Blue lines:
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online)

to recognize concept drifts (step 4b). In case of a concept drift, the model needs
to be rebuilt with new data and tested once again before it can be redeployed
(step 5). Here, function a) is also needed because this step is similar to step 2
in that different versions of a model may be created. Once a model is not useful
or not needed anymore, it is retired (step 6). Function c) tracking the status of
models is required throughout the whole model lifecycle to check the status of
a model in each step, e.g., if it is already in production or just a candidate for
future application. This prevents users from selecting models that are outdated
or do not conform to their requirements.

In order to evaluate solutions for implementing the functions proposed in
Sect. 2.3, we also conducted an evaluation of different tools for managing models
in machine learning projects. For function a) model versioning, data scientists
can rely on versioning tools that provide a repository such as Git LFS [2] or
more specialized tools like DVC [11] for bigger model files. Additionally, for
storing metadata about how the model files were produced, data scientists can
use experiment management tools. Examples for such tools are ModelDB [14]
and MLflow [18], which is available both in the Microsoft Azure platform and as
a standalone application. These tools store settings and metrics about training
runs, and they track the history of experiments along with their evaluation
results. This makes it possible for data scientists to reproduce experiments and
share their results with others. Furthermore, the tools can be used for saving
metadata about experiments, as well as materialization and versioning of model
files produced in step 2) and 5) of the ML lifecycle. MLflow provides a model
registry which allows to add states to a model version, staging and production.
Multiple model versions belong to a model that has a unique name. However,
we argue that the status information should be kept by the model entity as well
because status information about other lifecycle steps is required. A platform
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that addresses the whole lifecycle would need additional states for each lifecycle
step, e.g. planned (step 1), experimental (step 2), staging (step 3), production
(step 4a, 4b), stale (step 4a, 4b), maintenance (step 5) and retired (step 6). Thus,
c) tracking the status of models across their lifecycle is partially supported. Since
these tools are intended to support data scientists rather than domain experts
and business analysts, requirement b) providing context information to models
is also an open issue that we want to support with the platform.

Based on the required functions resulting from the model management use
case as well as our discussion of related work and tool support, we identified
open challenges that must be addressed by the platform. These challenges can
be summarized as follows:
1© Tracking the status of models across their lifecycle –
According to the process model for the model lifecycle, a model passes several
steps. In each step, metadata is generated that can be used to further describe
the model. However, current tools and related work do not focus on tracking
metadata across all lifecycle steps to describe the whole lifecycle. The follow-
ing states require support by a model registry component and an appropriate
metadata schema: planned (step 1), experimental (step 2), staging (step 3),
production (step 4a, 4b), stale (step 4a, 4b), maintenance (step 5) and retired
(step 6).
2© Adding context to models for discovery/reporting –
Currently, there is no related work on adding context to machine learning models
to enable functions for search and discovery that are tailored to domain experts.
In order to discover the most suitable model for a given use case, it is essential
that users are provided with context information. However, this information is
kept in files that are often located in Content Management Systems. These files
may contain semantical information about manufacturing assets that conforms
to standards for Industry 4.0 or the Industrial Internet. Due to broader use of
these standards in the future, they need to be supported by different platforms
such as model management platforms. To cope with these formats in manu-
facturing, a platform requires concepts to extract, store, and link information
about manufacturing assets to a machine learning model. This would allow data
scientists to search for a model version that matches a specific machine or sen-
sor type. Moreover, through adding business context, business analysts can be
supported with model reporting functionalities which reduces manual efforts to
collect the required information from different stakeholders.

4 Model Management Platform for Industry 4.0

Our model management platform (MMP) builds on the process model of the
model lifecycle by supporting users in each step. In this section, we present a
metadata schema, as well as the MMP’s architecture and its components. We
follow up with details about the implementation of the components.
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Fig. 3. Extract from the MMP metamodel, showing the combination of the model,
business, and domain metadata package.

4.1 Metadata Schema

For storing models with according metadata for the different steps of the lifecycle
process, we provide a metadata schema as depicted in Fig. 3.

The model metadata are provided via a model metadata package. In order
to provide structure to massive amounts of ML models, the lifecycle of machine
learning models is represented by the model entity. A model entity is comprised
of several model versions that are produced within steps 2) and 5) of the ML
lifecycle process. It contains a model name, a description and the status of a
model. Thus, the metamodel supports challenge 1©.

A model version contains descriptive attributes, e.g., the version number,
model type, annotation, a creation timestamp, and the input and output param-
eters. Furthermore, a model version contains lineage metadata that describe the
process to generate the model version, e.g., metadata about experiments – the
algorithm used, data transformations used for preprocessing the input attributes
and quality metrics. These metadata can be parsed from model files by a model
metadata extractor component (attributes are color-coded in grey).

In contrast, the domain metadata package describes the manufacturing con-
text. Different assets, e.g., machines, stations and manufacturing equipment that
provide input data to models can be linked to the model’s lifecycle. In order
to support linking models to as much manufacturing entities as possible, we
rely on the concept of Gröger et al. [5] which stores links between models and
manufacturing entities in a data warehouse. However, this concept does not pro-
vide means to link models to semantical information contained in files that are
not part of the datawarehouse, e.g. XML-based OPC UA files that describe
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machines. We hence support parsing these files, extracting their content, storing
it, and linking it to a model. Currently, we support parsing semantical descrip-
tions of machines. By providing the machine’s actuator, as well as sensors with
their type and measuring unit, we can add context to models, e.g., to search for
models for a certain machine and/or sensor type. Thus, we extend the concept
of Gröger et al. by providing further details on machine entities.

We further define a business metadata package to support reporting for mod-
els. It supports linking business processes, organizational units, and use cases of
projects to the model lifecycle entity. A use case contains the supported decision
for which the model should provide support and a description. Examples for
decisions are e.g. root cause analysis for production failures or the prediction
of maintenance schedules. The description then explains more domain specific
details about the problem, e.g., about quality issues, downtimes, the produc-
tion process, production materials, and machines. This enables to provide visu-
alizations such as dashboards and overviews on models used within different
departments of a company.

By combining the business, domain and model metadata package via a Busi-
nessSupport entity, the metamodel supports adding context to models and facil-
itates model discovery and reporting according to challenge 2©.

4.2 Architecture

Our architecture (see Fig. 4) consists of a frontend component, a backend compo-
nent, and data storages for metadata and model files. The frontend component
offers a graphical user interface to manipulate and query the metadata and
model store. In the backend component, corresponding functions are provided
to manage models and according metadata based on user input. The detailed
components are presented in the following. Thereby, we point out how these com-
ponents offer the required functions discussed in Sect. 2.3 and especially how they
cope with the challenges identified in Sect. 3.

Frontend Components. The frontend provides functions for model man-
agement and model reporting. It communicates with the backend components
through a REST API. Model management functionalities include model upload,
model comparison, model deployment and model discovery. Model reporting
comprises a model landscape visualization which provides a holistic overview of
models used in different organizational units and business processes for business
analysts. Furthermore, a model dashboard provides multiple KPIs, e.g., about
the amount of current models in use and added models over the past months.

Model Metadata Store. The model metadata store contains metadata that
are generated in each step of the lifecycle process. These are organized accord-
ing to the metadata model we provided in Sect. 4.1. The model metadata store
enables functions for model discovery, model comparison, and model reporting
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to store and retrieve information about models. For example, the stored meta-
data allows users to perform semantic queries to discover related models for a
particular use case. By materializing metadata in the model metadata store, the
platform can provide faster access than parsing model files at run-time for each
user request.

Model Store. The model store is used to store machine learning models that
should be materialized for future use. It is closely tied to the model metadata
store, because metadata of models need to be linked to materialized model files.
Additionally to different serialization formats for ML models, the model store
contains information models of machines.

Model Metadata Extractor. The metadata extractor is a functional com-
ponent that extracts metadata from model files by parsing their content. The
model metadata extractor’s functionality is of utmost importance to handle the
indexing of all the model versions which are created in steps 2) and 5) of the
model lifecycle process. By using the metadata, users can search for models
with, e.g., specific input attributes or model types (e.g. Regression, Tree Model,
Neural Network). The extracted metadata are inserted into the model metadata
store and a link is set to the corresponding model file in the model store. For
experimental models that should not be materialized, the user can decide that
the extractor should only store the available metadata.
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Due to the plenty amount of available tools and libraries for machine learning,
data scientists also use different formats to persist their model files. A commonly
used format is the Predictive Modeling Markup Language (PMML). It is an open
standard for an interchange format that is supported by a variety of tools, frame-
works, and ML serving systems. As depicted in Fig. 3, grey attributes represent
attributes that can be extracted from PMML files. PMML supports a variety
of metadata and is therefore a suitable model format for storing models. The
format is XML-based and allows to store the model and its metadata in one file.
Hence, it can be parsed using common XML parsing libraries. However, there
also a lot of other formats, e.g., scikit-learn models use pickle1 as serialization
format, RDS 2 is used for R, and HDF5 3 for Tensorflow. Often, these formats
are binary formats that are just readable by the according libraries. For these
model formats, the metadata extractor uses the jpmml4 library to convert them
into the PMML format. Thus, the metadata extractor also supports users who
want to use their custom model formats. The models are kept in their converted
and original model file format for users that want to deploy them quickly to
different ML serving systems.

Model Registry. The model registry keeps track on model files and the actual
status of a model. Thus, the component addresses challenge 1©. The status is
set for both, model version and model entity. The status of the model entity
depends on the collective status information of its underlying model versions.
For example, if a model contains multiple model versions with status “exper-
imental” and another model version which is in production, the status of the
model entity is set to “production”. The same applies when the actual model
version becomes stale, then the overall status of the model is “stale”. Users can
set the status information manually or by inserting specific REST-calls in their
training scripts to collect it automatically. For example, if the user rebuilds a
model, a setModelStatus-Call can be inserted right before the training routine
to set it to maintenance. After the training routine and the deployment, another
call sets the status to “production” again. Old model versions can then be set
to retired.

Context Manager. The context manager is a component to realize function
b) of the use case and to provide a solution to challenge 2©. It provides inter-
linking between models, manufacturing entities, and business entities. In order
to support model discovery for domain-related queries, we link machine learning
models to assets in the manufacturing environment, e.g., machines. For that pur-
pose, we rely on information models [12] that semantically describe machines.
For example, the information model can describe device information, process
1 Pickle: https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html.
2 RDS: https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/base/versions/3.6.1/topics/read

RDS.
3 HDF5: https://www.hdfgroup.org/solutions/hdf5/.
4 jpmml: https://github.com/jpmml.

https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/base/versions/3.6.1/topics/readRDS
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/base/versions/3.6.1/topics/readRDS
https://www.hdfgroup.org/solutions/hdf5/
https://github.com/jpmml
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variables or machine capabilities. Information models are part of the Open Plat-
form Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) [10]. We consider OPC
UA information models as suitable because they can be modeled according to
companion specifications that are uniform across different machine manufactur-
ers. Therefore, a machine learning model for a certain type of machine can be
re-used across machines of the same type from different machine manufacturers.
The linking of machine learning models to information models enhances the func-
tions for model discovery. In order to also provide functions for model reporting
to business users, it is possible to attach an enterprise architecture repository
that contains information about business processes and organizational units. By
interlinking these with the model metadata, we can provide powerful visualiza-
tions for business analysts such as the model landscape view (see Fig. 5). Such
views are common in the scientific field of enterprise architectures and provide
a holistic overview [7]. The model Landscape view shows business processes on
top, departments on the left and corresponding models highlighted in green color.
The view provides two benefits. First, business analysts can get an overview on
all the models within the company. Second, they can also identify spots with
missing models in the model landscape.

Fig. 5. The MMP Frontend – showing the model landscape of machine learning models
in the manufacturing environment. Models (green) are listed with a name and a version
number. A grid organizes the models via business processes on top and according
organizational units on the left. (Color figure online)

5 Case Study

In this section, we assess how the platform addresses the main challenges 1©
Tracking the status of models across their lifecycle, and 2© Adding
context to models for discovery/reporting. For the assessment, we use the
steel plate manufacturer’s use case for model management.
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The steelplate manufacturer develops a new type of machine that must be
supported by a machine learning model for predictive maintenance. In the plan
model step, Bob creates a new project on the MMP and adds a label and descrip-
tion to it. For documenting purposes, he also adds the business process “Machine
Maintenance” and the department “Machine Maintenance Services” that should
be supported by the model. After that, domain experts provide a dataset with
historical records and an OPC UA information model of the machine to Bob.
With the supported data, he conducts multiple machine learning experiments in
the build & test model step. He screens the resulting models and selects the best
performing model from a list of candidates. After uploading the model to the
platform, the metadata extractor stores the model in the model store and then
extracts its metadata and saves it to the model metadata store. Bob assigns the
status “experimental” to the models created. In order to support model discov-
ery for future experiments, he also uploads the OPC UA information model to
the platform. The information model is parsed and its semantic information is
linked to the machine learning model and stored in the model metadata store. He
deploys the model into production and sets its status to “production”. From time
to time, he updates it on detected concept drifts (model status: “stale”). Models
that are currently updated are set to status “maintenance” through entries in
the training pipeline that interface with the MMP. When a new model version is
deployed, the old version is set to status “retired” and the new version to status
“production”.

Some time later, Alice creates a new project in the MMP for the model
she wants to develop. The status “planned” is assigned to the model. She does
not know about Bob, but she has access to the model management platform.
Therefore, she searches for similar models in the model store that satisfy her use
case requirements. For instance, she searches for models that belong to a certain
machine and sensor type. She discovers Bob’s model as a possible candidate.
With this information, she can also get more context, e.g., about the machine in
which the sensor is built in and she also retrieves information about Bob, who
built the model. She finds out that the model was developed for the same type
of machine and that it already satisfies her requirements. Therefore, she copies
it into the newly created project. Through the MMP’s support, Alice saves time
by finding and re-using existing models. The MMP stores a link between the
copied version and the original model version of Bob to keep track of the history
for later analysis.

Again, some time later, Jill wants to create the report about all models that
are used for predictive maintenance in the company. With the MMP, she now can
generate reports faster and provide them to the chief digital officer. She searches
the repository for models with the status “production” and the term “predictive
maintenance” in the use case description. By using the visualization function
of the platform, she can display all the models with corresponding business
processes and departments, e.g., in a model landscape view (see Fig. 5). This
relieves Alice and Bob from the burden of creating such visualizations manually.
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Right now, the status experimental can be automatically tracked via REST
calls to the MMP which are inserted into the training scripts by data scientists.
Candidate models need to be explicitely flagged on the platform, because it is
a manual selection process. The same applies to the final model selected. When
data scientists create a script to put the model into production, REST calls in
this script put the model into status production. Typically such scripts contain a
training routine that is also used to retrain a model when a model becomes stale.
When the script is executed, the current model version is set to maintenance via
a REST call. Stale models that are replaced by new ones are set to retired
automatically. If a model is not used anymore data scientists set it to retired.

To sum up, the proposed platform and its function address both challenges
introduced in Sect. 3: 1© Tracking the status of models across their lifecycle,
and 2© adding context for model reporting and discovery. This constitutes an
advancement to the state of the art, because existing model management plat-
forms to do not offer such dedicated means. More precisely, our platform goes
beyond existing platforms in that it provides status information across the whole
lifecycle of machine learning models. Other platforms provide this information
just for the steps build and test model and use model according to the process
model we provide in Sect. 3. Furthermore, our platform supports adding context
to machine learning models to enable functions for search and discovery that are
tailored to domain experts and business analysts. Thus, it is the first platform
that provides such functionalities for model management.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Providing structure and context to machine learning models is a core require-
ment in ML projects. Machine learning models that are well organized facilitate
the effective re-use of artifacts and collaboration between data scientists and
business analysts. In this paper, we focus on the challenge of adding context to
models to enable model discovery and reporting as well as tracking the status
of models across their lifecycle. To address these challenges, we propose a model
management platform. The model metadata is then extended to include addi-
tional context, namely, manufacturing and business metadata for Industry 4.0
use cases. The platform integrates with existing ML environments for training
and model serving systems through standardized interfaces.

Our future work will focus on the collection of metadata from operational
pipelines and lineage tracking across different steps in the life cycle of machine
learning models. In addition, we are going to support more industrial standards
for adding context and to develop more views to enhance user experience.
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Abstract. Intelligent systems are technologically advanced machines
that perceive and respond to the world around them. They can take
many forms: facial recognition programs, personalized shopping sugges-
tions, healthcare tools, etc. Research in intelligent systems faces numer-
ous challenges, many of which relate to automatic reasoning. Intelligent
systems’ knowledge bases are founded on facts and rules. Rules updates
are essential to ensure that the system adapts to its environment evo-
lution. In this paper, we aim to facilitate the automation of rule bases
management by eliminating redundancies and handling circularity. This
research work is part of the proposition of an approach for automating
the management of rule bases. Our method is based on dependency rela-
tionships that may exist between the rules. The experimentation results
show that our proposition succeeded in eliminating redundancies and
detecting a great number of cycles.

Keywords: Rule base · Verification · Optimization · Semantic web
technologies · Rules dependency

1 Introduction and Preliminaries

Intelligent systems (IS) exist all around us in digital televisions, traffic lights,
health care tools, web services among a great number of other possibilities. An
IS has the capacity to gather and analyze data and communicate with other
systems. Other criteria for IS include the capacity for remote monitoring and
management, the capacity to learn from experience and to adapt according to
current data. The periodic, and in some cases manual, updates are complex and
may cause raising inevitable inconsistencies in rule bases governing such systems.
This problem may disturb the system’s performance and its service quality. On
the other hand, due to the increasing sizes of rule bases, the automation of their
management tasks (adding, editing and deleting rules, in addition to inconsis-
tency elimination) has become a necessity. This crucial need is still tackled.
For example, [13] addresses the problem of automating rule bases verification.
[8,12,17] try to manage context-aware systems and their evolutionary context
rules.
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Besides, there is a variety of available tools that offer help to experts. For
example, there are tools that allow a comprehensive representation of the rules,
others try to explain the progress of the some knowledge inference [1,16]. But the
reasoning process within a huge rule base is still toilsome to follow. Recently,
the successful adoption of Semantic Web technologies by IS in many areas of
application has led to new challenges for solving the problem of rule bases man-
agement. In this research framework, eliminating and handling anomalies that
may exist in rule bases are still tackled [18]. To address this problem, we have
studied types of redundancies and cases of cycles proposed in the literature. We
have applied them on toy-examples of rule bases. These allowed us to discover
cases of untreated anomalies. Thus, in this paper, we list the cases of redundan-
cies and cycles, and we propose solutions for their treatments. We relied on the
dependency relationships that may exist between the rules, which we studied in
a previous work [3].

Semantic Web Technologies: Semantic Web technologies have been stated
by the World Wide Web consortium (W3C). They are designed to describe and
relate data on the web and inside enterprises. Ontologies are considered as one
of the pillars of the semantic Web offering powerful research and inference capa-
bilities. The OWL language [14] is a basis for defining ontologies. It defines the
fact base using four types of entities: (i) classes, (ii) object properties connecting
two classes, (iii) data properties representing attributes for the defined classes,
and (iv) individuals which are the classes’ instances. OWL may not suffice for all
applications as its modelling constructs are not always adequate, and there are
statements it cannot express [7,11]. To encounter such a problem, W3C stated
the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). It combines ontologies (expressed
in OWL-DL) and rules (expressed in RuleML). It allows encoding rule bases
associated to ontologies. SWRL rules contain an antecedent part, and a conse-
quent part. The antecedent and the consequent consist of positive conjunctions
of atoms. Each atom is an expression of the form: P(arg1, arg2,. . . ,argn) where
P is a predicate symbol (class, property. . . ) and arg1, arg2,. . . ,argn are argu-
ments (individuals, data values, variables, classes, . . . ). Some atoms types are
displayed in Table 1. Hereafter, we present two examples of rules.

Table 1. Examples of SWRL atoms types

Atom type Example

Class Person(x)
Object property hasParent(x,y)
Data property hasAge(x,18)
Built-in lessThan(n,25)
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Example 1. Rule − x and Rule − y are two examples of SWRL rules.
Rule − x : Person(p), hasAge(p, age), greaterThanOrEqual(p, 18) −→
Adult(p)
Rule − y : Adult(p) −→ canGetDrivingLicense(p, true)
The first rule indicates that if a person is 18 or more, then he is considered

as adult. The second rule states that if a person is adult, then he can have a
driving license.

Dependency Relationships: The atom in Rule−x’s consequent and the first
atom of Rule− y’s antecedent are referencing the same class Adult. So, Rule−x
produces knowledge that can be used by Rule−y. We say that Rule−y depends
on Rule − x. In this way, there are dependency relationships between elements
of a rule base. These relationships reflect knowledge about the state of the base,
including the anomalies that it may contain.

Anomalies in Rule Bases - Redundancy and Circularity: There are sev-
eral types of anomalies that may exist in a rule base. In this manuscript, we
treat redundancy and circularity.

Redundancy: It means that there are rules that accomplish the same role with
the same inputs. Redundant rules may cause useless inferences. They even clutter
up the rule base management process. Eliminating redundancy is important
for a rule base optimisation. There are three types of redundancy: equivalence,
subsumption and transitivity.

Equivalence: In literature, two rules are said to be equivalent if they are com-
posed of the same atoms (Example 2, R01 and R02 are equivalent)

Example 2
R01 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R02 : Person(x), hasParent(x, y), hasBrother(y, z) −→ hasUncle(x, z)

Subsumption: There is a subsumption between two rules if they have the same
consequent, while the antecedent of one rule subsumes the antecedent of the
other (Example 3, R06 subsumes R05).

Example 3.
R05 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R06 : Person(x), P erson(y), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ has
Uncle(x, z)

Transitivity: Transitivity exists if a rule can be deduced from two or more
other rules. In Example 4, R11 can be deduced from R09 and R10. We say that
R11 is a redundant rule.

Example 4. R9 : Person(p), hasAge(p, a), greaterThan(a, 17) −→ Adult(p)
R10 : Adult(p) −→ hasInsuranceID(p, true)
R11 : Person(h), hasAge(h, a), greaterThan(a, 17) −→ hasInsuranceID
(h, true)
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Circularity: It means that there is a set of rules that can run endlessly during
an inference process. For example, if Ra, Rb and Rc are three rules that draw
the path 〈Ra → Rb → Rc → Ra〉 during the inference process, we say that they
are circular rules. Cycles may cause the system suspension during the inference
process. It may go in a blocking state or an infinite loop state. It is important
to check circular rules to keep a rule base consistency.

Manuscript Organization: In this research work, we propose a method to
optimize and verify rule bases by treating redundancies and cycles. In a previous
work [3], we proposed a method to build a rules dependency graph. In this
manuscript, we based our proposal on a dependency graph DepG extracted for
a rule base Ω. We define, detect and handle redundancy and circularity using
DepG.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a literature
review. Sect. 3 introduces our proposal and details its modules performance. The
results of its evaluation are provided and discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents
a conclusion and our future work.

2 Literature Review

Rule base verification means to verify whether the base is flawed or not from the
structural correctness point of view. This requires checking several anomalies
absence, such as redundancy and circularity. This task is difficult to be achieved
in practice because of the large number of rules interacting during inference
process. In this paper we are interested in eliminating redundancy and dealing
with circularity. In literature, there are several works that have been interested
in solving these types of anomalies. Dani et al. [6] proposes an approach for
managing changes in a rule base. The elimination of anomalies is based on com-
puting the rules execution frequency when applied to some examples. Different
rules producing the same results are called redundant. Yunchuan et al. [21] pro-
poses an algebraic method to eliminate the redundancies, the conflicts and the
cycles of a rule base. To solve redundancies and the circularity, it is based on
calculating the Closure1 of the base and comparing the literals. Benaissa et al.
[2] reformulates the ontology and its associated rule set into a constraint satis-
faction problem. Then it uses filtering techniques to reduce the anomaly search
space. This work proposes and discusses two approaches (a complete approach
and an incomplete one) for the consistent manipulation of changes. Cheng et
al. [4] introduces a method for resolving errors in some rules-based knowledge.
It uses similarity matrices between antecedents and similarity matrices between
the consequent parts of the rules. This technique has also been integrated in
other works that have addressed the same problem such as Yan et al. [20] which
suggests detecting conflicts through antecedent analysis and consequent analysis.
Cota et al. [5] proposes to detect the inconsistencies during the analysis of the
dependencies between the rules, during the extraction of the order of execution

1 The closure of a rule base R: Closure(R)={R ∪ {all the rules implied by R}}.
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and during the analysis of use case graphs. The analysis of these different graphs
is manual, which means that the proposal can be applied only to small bases.

Synthesis: The major insufficiency that we noticed in almost all the studied
works is the fact that in each algorithm it is necessary every time to go through
all the rules and to redo the same treatments. Besides, the studied works stated
that there are three types of redundancies: equivalence, subsumption and transi-
tivity. While eliminating equivalent and subsumption rules they did not consider
hierarchical relationships between classes and between properties. Besides, some
of the proposed algorithms are exponentially complex (e.g. [2]). Moreover, depen-
dency relationships between the rules play an important role in their execution.
These relationships may reflect important knowledge about the state of the rule
base. They can be represented by a matrix (as in [10] and [9]) or by an ontology
(as in [3]). These two representation techniques make it possible to lighten rule
bases maintenance process.

3 Proposed Method

Rule bases may include some anomalies, namely redundancies and cycles. The
process of rule bases verification must be able to facilitate their elimination while
guaranteeing the non-loss of the knowledge they embody. In this manuscript, we
propose a graph based method which includes two steps: (i) redundancy elim-
ination and (ii) cycle handling. It takes as input the rule base and its depen-
dency graph, and returns a new version of the rule base and its associated new
dependency graph (Fig. 1). We present a definitive order for the elimination of
anomalies. We start by eliminating the redundant rules to reduce the number of
rules processed in cycle management and reduce the number of processed cycles.

In this section, we begin by listing the different anomalies. Then we present
their order of elimination. Finally, we clarify the progress of each step. Our work
is based on the rule dependency graph associated with the base Ω [3]. This one
reflects lots of knowledge on the rule base. We take advantage of the knowledge
on the relations between the elements of the base. So, firstly we propose to group
rules on the basis of incoming and outgoing dependency relationships. The rules
having the same incoming edges and the same outgoing edges belong to the same

Fig. 1. Proposed method for eliminating redundancies and handling cycles
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group. They bear semantically on the same classes and the same properties in
their antecedents and their consequents. As we will explain in a further section,
this will reduce the number of rule pairs to deal with when treating redundancy
and circularity.

Hereafter, we present some notations that we will use in the following sub-
sections.

Notations: For the rest of the paper, we consider:

– Ω a rule base, and DepG =< Ω,E > its associated rules dependency graph.
– E is the set of edges in DepG. Rx and Ry are two rules from Ω.
– In(Rx): the set of incoming edges to a rule Rx from Ω.
– Out(Rx): the set of outgoing edges from a rule Rx from Ω.
– Matching atoms: ai = predi(arg1..argn) and aj = predj(arg1..argm) are two

matching atoms if:
• predicates predi and predj are referencing equal or equivalent entities ei

and ej(ei and ej are two classes or two properties)
• or there is a hierarchical relationship between ei and ej (ei is a sub-class

or a sub-property of ej).
– Matching antecedents (resp. consequents): two antecedent (resp. consequents)

are matching, if all their atoms are matching.
– Gi: (i ∈ [1.. | Ω |] ) a group of rules that are semantically similar. Their

antecedents relate to the same classes and their consequents cover also the
same classes. Each Gi is defined such as: ∀ Rk and Rl from Gi, In(Rk) =
In(Rl) and Out(Rk) = Out(Rl).

3.1 Redundancy Elimination

Redundancy occurs when there are unnecessary rules. It does not only increases
the rule base size, but it can also cause additional and pointless inferences. There
are three types of redundancies: equivalence, subsumption and transitivity. In the
following we present each of them, we define it using the graph of dependencies
and we present the solution(s) to eliminate it.

Equivalence. Two rules are equivalent means that they accomplish the same
action or infer the same knowledge using the same conditions. The difference
might be the atom order and/or the usage of different variables and/or the
usage of equivalent or sub classes.

Example 5

R01 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R02 : Person(x), hasParent(x, y), hasBrother(y, z) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R03 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasFather(x, y) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R04 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ hasRelative(x, z)
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It is obvious that equivalent rules belong to the same group Gi. So, instead of
examining the equivalence relation between each pair of rules in Ω, it will be
enough to examine each couple of rules within the same group Gi. Thus, for
each pair of rules Rx, Ry belonging to the same group, this task is done by
analyzing the match between Antecedent(Rx) and Antecedent(Ry) if Rx and Ry
have the same atoms in their consequents, and between Consequent(Rx) and
Consequent(Ry) if Rx and Ry have the same atoms in their antecedents. We
distinguish three equivalence cases.

Case 1: Two rules have the same atoms in their antecedents and the same atoms
in their consequent (Example 5: R01 and R02). In such situation, just delete one
of them.

Case 2: Two rules have the same consequent, and their antecedents match due
to an hierarchical relationship between two atoms (Example 5: R01 and R03,
hasFather property is a sub-property of hasParent). Here, the rule to be deleted
is the one with the less general entity (Example 5: R03 is the rule to be deleted
because hasFather is less general than hasParent).

Case 3: Two rules have the same antecedent, and their consequents match
because of an hierarchical relationship between two atoms (Example 5: R01 and
R04, hasUncle property is a sub-property of hasRelative). The rule to delete is
the one with the most general entity (Example 5: R04 is the rule to be deleted
because hasUncle is more general than hasRelative).

Definition 1. Two rules Rx, Ry are equivalent if:

– {Rx, Ry} ∈ Gi
– Rx and Ry have matching antecedents and matching consequents.

Subsumption. Subsumption rules share the same consequent while the
antecedent of the first subsumes the antecedent of the second. In such a sit-
uation, the first rule has to be eliminated.

Example 6
R05 : Person(x), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R06 : Person(x), P erson(y), hasBrother(y, z), hasParent(x, y) −→ has
Uncle(x, z)
R07 : hasFather(x, y), hasBrother(y, z) −→ hasUncle(x, z)
R08 : hasMother(x, y), hasBrother(y, z) −→ hasUncle(x, z)

We distinguish two subsumption cases.

Case 1 - Simple Subsumption: Two rules have the same consequent and the
antecedent of the first one is included in the second (Example 6: R06 subsumes
R05, R06 is the rule to delete).

Case 2 - Semantic Subsuption: There is a general rule and some other rules
representing special cases, but all of them infer the same result (Example 6: R07
and R08 are two special cases of R05 (and special cases of R06 too)).
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To detect subsumption redundancies, we propose to start by analyzing incom-
ing edges and outgoing edges of rule groups. Subsumption may exist between
rules from the same group2 or between rules from a group Gi and a group Gj
such as:

– Ri ∈ Gi
– Rj ∈ Gi
– In(Gi) ⊂ In(Gj)
– Out(Gi) = Out(Gj)

Transitivity. A transitivity exists if a rule can be deduced from two or more
other rules. In such a case, the transitive rule must be removed. Based on the
dependency graph DepG, we define a transitive rule Rt by the fact that it can be
replaced by a path CH =< Ra, .., Ri, .., Rn >. This implies that Rt ’s antecedent
uses all the data used in the antecedents of all the rules Ri in path CH, and that
it has the same consequent as Rn (the last rule in CH ). After that, CH and
Rt must be applicated on fictive individuals to distinguish true transitive rules
from false ones.

The detection of a transitive rule Rt is formulated using Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Transitive rule detection
Require: Ω : rulebase
Require: DepG =< Ω, E >: dependency graph associated to Ω
Ensure: decision
1: VAR
2: CH : path
3: a, i, n : Integer
4: Ra, Ri, Rn, Rt : rule
5: S1 : a set of fictive individuals
6: result1, result2 : set of knowledge
7: BEGIN
8: if In(Rt) = ∪ {In(Ri) such as Ri ∈ CH and i ∈ [a..n]} then
9: if Out(Rt) = Out(Rn) then

10: result1 ← apply Rt on S1
11: result2 ← apply CH on S1
12: if result1 ≡ result2 then
13: decision ← Rt is a transitive rule
14: else
15: decision ← Rt is NOT a transitive rule
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: END

2 Example 6:R05 and R06 are two rules from the same group Gi.
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3.2 Circularity Management

Some rules are called circular rules if their execution chaining forms a cycle
[15,19]. So, using a dependency graph, the dependency relationships connecting
circular rules form a cycle. The experimentation results proved that some of the
detected cycles are false ones. Example 7 shows a true cycle, while Example 8
shows a false one. We propose to apply the chain on fictive individuals. We
propose that a true cycle can be detected using the following two checks:

– checking incoming and outgoing edges for each group Gi
• CH =< Ra, .., Ri, .., Rn,Ra > is a path in DepG

– checking using fictive individuals
• CH =< Ra, .., Ri, ..Rn,Ra > is a true cycle if, when applied on a set of

individuals, the results inferred by Rn are the same knowledge already
used by Ra.

Example 7. <R12,R13,R14> is a true cycle

R12 : hasChild(x, y),Woman(y) −→ hasDaughter(x, y)
R13 : hasChild(x, y) −→ hasParent(y, x)
R14 : hasParent(x, y),Woman(x) −→ hasDaughter(y, x)

<R12, R13, R14, R12> is a cycle extracted from DepG. Alice and Sophie are
two individuals on whom we will apply the rules R12, R13 and R14. Assumed
that Alice and Sophie are two women, and Sophie is Alice’s mother.

R12 : hasChild(Sophie,Alice),Woman(Alice) −→ hasDaughter(Sophie,
Alice)
R13 : hasChild(Sophie,Alice)) −→ hasParent(Alice, Sophie)
R14 : hasParent(Alice, Sophie),Woman(Alice) −→ hasDaughter(Sophie,
Alice)

It is obvious here that hasDaughter(Sophie,Alice) is a sub-property of
hasChild(Sophie,Alice). So, R12 will be run again with the same data. This
proves that <R12,R13,R14,R12> is a true cycle.

Example 8. <R15,R13,R16,R15> is not a true cycle

R15 : hasParent(x, y), hasSibling(x, z) −→ hasParent(z, y)
R13 : hasParent(x, y),Woman(x) −→ hasDaughter(y, x)
R16 : hasNiece(x, y), hasDaughter(z, y) −→ hasSibling(x, z)

< R15, R13, R16, R15 > is a cycle extracted from DepG. Sophie, Alice, Amelia
and Ben are four individuals on whom we will apply the path
< R12, R13, R14, R12 >. It is assumed that Alice and Amelia are Sophie’s
daughters, and that Ben is Sophie’s brother.
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R15 : hasParent(Alice, Sophie), hasSibling(Alice,Amelia) −→ hasParent
(Amelia, Sophie)
R13 : hasParent(Amelia, Sophie),Woman(Amelia) −→ hasDaughter
(Sophie,Amelia)
R16 : hasNiece(Ben,Amelia), hasDaughter(Sophie,Amelia) −→ has
Sibling(Ben, Sophie)

It is noteworthy that R15 will be performed again but this time it will
use another combination of individuals. Thus we can deduce that the path
< R12, R13, R14, R12 > is a false cycle.

Our method saves true cycles to avoid them during the inference process.
This also allows the experts to consult them in order to eliminate the rules they
consider not useful or defective. Our method starts by searching and saving the
k-cycles (cycles formed of k edges) by incrementing k. It starts by looking for
3-cycles then 4-cycles, etc. The progress of the cycle handling is presented by
Algorithm 2. True-cycles are saved in a set named Tcyc, while the false-cycles
are saved in a set named Fcyc. The latter makes it possible not to consider the
false cycles already extracted during cycles searching. We note that the two sets
Tcyc and Fcyc are updated each time the rule base Ω is edited.

Algorithm 2. Cycle handling
Require: Ω : rule base
Require: DepG =< Ω, E >: dependency graph associated to Ω
Ensure: Tcyc, Fcyc : set of paths
1: VAR
2: k : Integer
3: cyc : path
4: BEGIN
5: k ← 3
6: repeat
7: while there are unsaved k-cycles do
8: cyc ← find an unsaved k-cycle
9: if cyc is a true-cycle then

10: Tcyc ← Tcyc ∪ {cyc}
11: else
12: Fcyc ← Fcyc ∪ {cyc}
13: end if
14: end while
15: k ← k + 1
16: until there are no unsaved cycles
17: END
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4 Experimentations and Results

In the previous section, we proposed a method to eliminate redundancies and
handling cycles on the basis of dependency graphs. Our algorithm complexity is
O(n2).

To evaluate our proposal, we applied our method to three rule bases associ-
ated to OWL ontologies: (i) an ontology to match security policies (ii) another
one for providing appropriate meal components for diabetic patients, and (iii) a
third one for road traffic management. The rule bases were designed by experts
in the field who are not among the authors. To check the redundancy and cycle
management, we made random changes to the rule bases. Then we applied our
method. Finally, we compared the results to the initial correct bases. We cal-
culated the number of redundant rules and the number of undetected cycles in
each case study.

Table 2. Initial state of data sets

Security policy matching Diabetic food ontology Traffic ontology

# Rules (initial) 225 24 77

# Redundant rules +22 +8 +17

# Cycles 68 36 54

Table 3. Experimentation results

Security policy matching Diabetic food ontology Traffic ontology

# Redundant rules 2 0 0

# Saved true-cycles 43 12 34

In Table 2 we present the datasets and in Table 3 we show the experimentation
results. Table 3 shows that our method has deleted all redundant rules in the
second and the third rule bases. We checked the deleted rules and the new rule
base state, we found no rules deleted but redundant ones. Table 3 shows also
that our method has left two redundant rules in the first rule base. This is due
to the fact that the Semantic Policy matching rule base includes a great number
of built-in atoms which some of them may have similar roles. We think that
a semantic analysis of the atoms’ predicated should eliminate such a deficit.
On the other hand, the detected true-cycles may be consulted by the experts
for remediation. They may be also avoided by reasoners during the inference
process.

5 Conclusions

Rule bases supporting IS performance are continuously modified to be up to
date with their environment new state. These changes may cause inevitable
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inconsistencies such as redundancy and circularity. On one hand, redundant rules
may cause useless and pointless inferences and treatments. On the other hand,
cycles may lead to deadlocks during the reasoning process. In this paper, we
proposed a method eliminate redundant rules and deal with cycles. We defined
redundancy and circularity using dependency graphs and we presented solutions
for their management. In our work, we have cited cases of redundancies that
have not been considered in literature. The obtained results are promising. In
our future work, we are planning to propose a method that can manage all types
anomalies to better verify and optimize rule bases.
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Abstract. Automatic Emotion recognition is renowned for being a dif-
ficult task, even for human intelligence. Due to the importance of having
enough data in classification problems, we introduce a framework devel-
oped with the purpose of generating labeled audio to create our own
database. In this paper we present a new model for audio-video emo-
tion recognition using Transfer Learning (TL). The idea is to combine
a pre-trained high level feature extractor Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and a Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN) model
to address the issue of variable sequence length inputs. Throughout the
design process we discuss the main problems related to the high com-
plexity of the task due to its inherent subjective nature and, on the other
hand, the important results obtained by testing the model on different
databases, outperforming the state-of-the-art algorithms in the SAVEE
[3] database. Furthermore, we use the mentioned application to perform
precision classification (per user) into low resources real scenarios with
promising results.

Keywords: Emotion recognition · Multimodal deep learning ·
Transfer learning · Variable sequence length · Model fusion ·
Convolutional neural network · Bidirectional recurrent neural network

1 Introduction

Emotions constitute an essential part of the human being. Human emotional
behavior offers a variable and rich range of different information which depends
on many factors such as cultural, genetic, chemical, personality, environmen-
tal, etc. Recognizing emotion from an inside out perspective is not trivial, even
between humans, which make automatic emotion recognition a problem hard
and complex to solve regarding its pronounced subjective nature.

The research community has been working to understand emotions from both
psychological and computational perspective. Recently, this topic has become
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more important as a result of its fundamental role in the effectiveness of real
human computer interactions [1], the development of Artificial Intelligence,
medicine and personalize advertisement, among others.

Humans show emotions by communicating with each other, but, furthermore,
we use conscious and unconscious physical expressions. Therefore, the exchanged
information is largely encapsulated in this natural, multimodal format [2]. Auto-
matic emotion recognition is challenging because of the existing emotional gap
between emotions and audio-visual features. One of the main problems to face
comes from the complexity of facial and oral expressions along with variable
spatio-temporal dimension and the lack of a semantic context in these char-
acteristics. Different neural network’s techniques have been applied to model
spatio-temporal learning context within dynamic samples.

In this paper we approach the problem of Automatic Emotion Recognition by
applying our algorithms to well-known databases. We focus on the development
of a model capable of working in real-life scenarios with complex and insufficient
data. For that purpose, we try to take advantage of the strong feature-learning
ability of Deep Neural Networks and the development of a “precision” model.
In that way, we explore the use of Transfer Learning to extract high-level fea-
tures with less resources, from audio-visual emotion data focusing on the basic
emotions recognition (happiness, sadness, anger and neutral state).

2 Related Work

2.1 Datasets

According to [2], we can divide emotion datasets into acted and natural in
regards to the type of data recording. The first group corresponds to controlled
environments from a record perspective where, generally, actors play emotions
emphasizing tone and facial expression, semantic context or both. Second group
corresponds to data manually labeled from scratch using material available on
the internet, films, etc. or datasets recorded in real environments with or without
scripts.

Regarding our problem, we need to differentiate those databases which are
recorded under self-perspective and those which have audio-visual data well
labeled. It is not trivial to found previous specific condition adjusted to basic
emotions (including neutral state) on the available databases. For those rea-
sons, to measure the effectiveness of our proposed audio-video deep architecture
without semantic context, we select from well-known datasets, those which cor-
respond to acted and controlled scenarios to reduce the variability and fit with
our demands:

• Surrey Audio-Visual Expressed Emotion (SAVEE [3]): consist of 15 English
sentences for basic emotions being one file per sentence and 30 sentences for
‘neutral’. Utterances are recorded in a supervised way and they are extreme
acted for each emotion. Four actors play the same sentences, being each one
of variable duration.
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• Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP [4]): consists
of about 12 h of audiovisual data from 10 different actors. All recordings
have a structure of dialogs between a man and a woman, either scripted or
improvised on a given topic, in English. It is composed by a total of 4448
utterances (Angry: 600, Happy: 1205, Neutral: 1078, Sad: 635 utterances).

• Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (EmoDB [5]): contains about 500 Ger-
man utterances spoken by 10 different actors and 10 different scripts.

2.2 Features Vector Extraction

At that point, we briefly describe the related work regarding automatic emotion
recognition in speech, facial and its combination, in that order. We focus on
traditional views and deep learning techniques, highlighting best approaches
and ideas founded in the field.

Previous to the increasing development of deep learning, speech emotion
recognition systems relied on feature engineering to extract low level features
which could be categorized into prosody features (e.g. pitch, energy), voice
quality features and spectral features (e.g. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC)) [6].

S. Lalitha in [9] used pitch and prosody hand-crafted features extracted from
the raw audio and with the use of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, they
obtain a 81% of accuracy on 7 classes on EmoDB. Despite those results, recent
studies and publications show that low-level features could not be sufficiently for
discriminate human emotions. Instead, researchers are exploring automatic fea-
ture extraction from audio, which is increasing the attention among the computer
vision community. Stefano Pini [7] aims to extract high level features directly
from audio applying 1-D convolutional operations on a single stream combined
with multimodal techniques. P. Harár [8] uses a end-to-end convolutional network
to model audio segments from the whole audio envelope. Authors are also devel-
oping temporal models for audio modality. One of them is Wan Ding [10] who
mixes Low level Descriptors (LLDs) with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).

More connected to this paper are [12] and [11], they both merge frequency
images extracted from audio data into a RGB image as input of a CNN network.
In the case of [12], they merge LLD features after shallow networks and feature
vectors are extracted from feeding MFCC images into a CNN and RNN in audio
stream. In [11], Shiqing Zhang combines MFCC and dynamic features into a
RGB image as a pre-trained AlexNet [13] input for audio stream.

Regarding video images, emotion recognition is traditionally related to facial
expression [15]. We can divide publications following the criteria of static [10]
and dynamic inputs, which are interesting for this present work. CNNs have
exhibited promising performance on feature learning from images but recently
we denote an increasing use of RNN to quantify visual motion. Other authors,
like Samira Ebrahimi [14], are combining CNN with RNN to model temporal
facial expression in video with favorable results. At present, authors like [11] are
exploring 3D-Convolutional Networks (C3D) which computes feature maps from
both spatial and temporal dimensions.
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2.3 Multimodality Fusion

Multimodality Fusion refers to methods which use audio and visual modalities
together with different fusion strategies: score-level fusion (late fusion), feature-
level fusion (early fusion), decision-level fusion and model-level fusion.

Regarding the first group, we found in [11] promising results which aims
to uses such technique. Decision-level fusion [16] tends to combine several uni-
modal emotion recognition results through an algebraic combination, but it can-
not model well mutual correlation between modalities. Feature-level fusion [16]
is controversial and some authors [11] affirm that this strategy cannot model
complicated relationship from both data types.

Model-level fusion joints feature representation of both audio visual modal-
ities into one feature vector. Y. Kim [17] work out in this strategy concluding
that a simple shallow network cannot merge enough information to fit a classifier,
instead some deep network should use. The same conclusion is adopted by [11]
which to solve it, they implement Deep Belief Networks (DBN) as fusion method.
Publications [10,11,17,18] use models architectures based on two-stream convo-
lution network, with a final classifier after fully connected layers such as SVM
or DBN, obtaining better performance than single (isolated) data modalities.

2.4 Transfer Learning (TL)

The concept of TL is so simple to understand, it refers to the process of using
model knowledge for a task (i.e. networkweigths), for perform another task or
as the starting point of a model in a second different (or equal) task. This tech-
nique is becoming more and more popular because its improvements on many
deep learning activities with limited data [19]. Related to emotion recognition,
recent publications show favorable models achievements in multi-modal emo-
tions recognition. [18] uses VGG [21] and Resnet [22] feature extractor at face
frame level and C3D [23] for temporal samples. Another example of success-
ful implementation comes from [11] which uses a fine-tuned version of AlexNet
[13] as audio RGB feature extractor and C3D-Sports-1M [24] models to video
face samples which the aims of learning high-level patters from the raw (pre-
processing) data.

As a general analysis, numerous researches are tending to work with pre-
trained models (based on ImageNet [20]) as feature extractor and use them as the
input through other architecture. All of the results in previous works that uses
TL, show higher accuracy when applying automatic feature extraction instead of
handcrafted features. Furthermore, it is possible to see that those models which
keep temporal information provide better results than all the rest. So far, model-
level fusion seems to perform better than others fusion techniques. However
model robustness for the final fussed model is still an issue and multimodal data
fusion remains an important challenge in emotion recognition systems. Table 1
presents a summary of previous research on emotion databases that we will use
to compare our model performance.
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3 Proposed Deep Learning Multimodal Framework

In this section we present our proposal which is formed by an Android applica-
tion to collect data and the deep learning architecture composed by four mod-
ules: input data preparation and preprocessing, static part, temporal
(dynamic) part and output (with different fusion strategies).

The proposed multimodal framework is presented in Fig. 1 which can be
thought as common for both modalities (audio and video) but also for hybrid
models with some prior or late changes for multimodal data.

Fig. 1. Overall structure of the proposed variable sequence spatio-temporal model for
audio, video and multimodal inputs. In left-bottom the multimodal input sequences
are showed: the first image is the spectral MFCC representation of an audio sentence,
and the second image represents the corresponding sequence of facial video frames.

3.1 Android Application to Create Our Spanish Database

Due to the lack of real emotion datasets available in Spanish, we decide to create
our own dataset (OwnDB) for audio modality. For that purpose, we developed
an Android application which function as a database recorder and as a model
evaluator, like we will see later on. The application facilitates data collection
and give us enough variability respecting number of volunteers (different pitchs,
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ways of speaking, etc.) and record condition (microphone, noise). The work-
flow is simple: a user logging into the application, after that one audio sample
is recorded and in real-time user’s receive emotion model’s prediction. Finally,
users need to give a feedback to the system of which emotions they pretend to
record and the network is re-trained for each user (isolated). For our research
purpose, it was very important to have under control who record each utterance
so we implemented a login system to guarantee speaker independence, with an
eye to future real applications. The database is continuously growing with ran-
dom volunteers (speakers) recording themselves, in almost all cases, until they
get perfect recognition. So far, the database has 14 users with 1158 utterances
in total.

3.2 Data Preparation and Preprocessing

In this section we describe how to generate the inputs of audio and video
sequences to our pre-trained network. First, we split samples into a variable
number of overlapping segments per audio-video file:

1) Audio preparing: it is known that 2-D spectrogram represent low-level
acoustic information related to the speaker’s emotion expression (such as energy,
pitch, formants). We transform 1-D raw audio signal into an array 3D where we
extract three channels of log Mel-spectrogram segments including velocity and
acceleration components. We split each amplitude normalized audio utterance
into 64 frames, named as context window, with a shift of 30 frames. Inter-
nally, it is applied Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with 2048 points with
a window size of 25 ms and 10 ms of overlapping. It is important to remark that
we use an energy-based Voice Activity Detector to remove silents.

This STFT array is used to compute the Mel spectrogram with 64 filters.
This result becomes into a matrix of 64(Mel-filter banks)×64(frames). We
consider this form as a image and we stack it as the first channel of a 3 channels
RGB image. To capture temporal information of Mel-Spectrogram, the second
dimension comes from computing the velocity of previous and future windows
known as delta (Δ). Finally, the last channel of the image is given by computing
the acceleration of the Mel-Spectrogram as in the second dimension, called delta-
delta (Δ2). As a consequence, each segment has 64 frames length and its temporal
duration is 10 · (64 − 1) + 25 ms = 655 ms like in [11]. As a final step, the RGB
image resultant is transformed (with bilinear interpolation technique) into a size
suitable for the pre-trained model, 227 × 227 × 3.

2) Face cropped from whole video: the same sequence splitting procedure is
applied directly to the raw video, that is considered as a static images sequences.
So a context window of 64 frames (665 ms), like in audio, is applied straight to
the raw video resulting in N variable (same in audio) frames per second segments.
To ensure a fixed number of frames per window to all the video formats (25,60...
fps), 16 frames were randomly selected from the whole set of frames in a window.
Due to the strong relevance of the facial information in emotion recognition, for
each frame of the video segment, we run a pre-trained face detection, Multi-
Task Cascaded Convolutional Network (MTCNN) [25]. It treats the problem
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as cascade of sub-tasks and uses trained CNNs for each task. More specifically
three tasks are defined: coarse background cutting, face candidate detection and
fine bounding box localization at facial landmarks detection. By presuming each
video contains only one person’s face, we take highest confidence detected face
from different candidates for the next step of feature extraction, we obtain a
perfect detection for each one of the frames of all the videos. The bounding box
are elongated by a empirical rate and the images are resized (interpolated) into
the pre-trained size 227 × 227 × 3.

3.3 Static Module: Pre-trained AlexNet [13]

We label this part as “static” because temporal information is not used and each
image, both from audio and video, is treated as independent from the rest.

Because of the promising results in task related to emotion recognition
in images and small database size, we decide to use the power of a pre-
trained model. Inspired by the positive performance showed by [11] in different
databases, we built a fine-tuned version of AlexNet trained on ImageNet [20]. As
the reader can identify from the static part on Fig. 1, AlexNet is composed by 5
convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers where, in our case, the last one
is omitted and connected to the RNN block. Our structure could be thought as
a trainable high feature extractor in which convolutional layers are determinis-
tically frozen and the fully connected (FC) layers are trained to output all the
original sequence stacked as a sequence of feature vectors to train the RNN.

To reduce error model and help the convergence on it, all the input data were
preprocessing in the same way as the original AlexNet on ImageNet [20]. The
reason to use AlexNet in our emotion classification problem is that we will train
some layers from the network but the rest have already been used for object
classification. Therefore, it seems that its low level filters could extract suitable
information to emotion recognition requirements and then could be applied to
our problematics.

As an output we get a feature vector F i(is; θi) denoting the 4096-D input
modality features (FC7) with network parameters θi for each image input.

3.4 Dynamic Module: Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(BLSTM) [26]

Bidirectional LSTM cells are based on the idea that the output Ot not only
depending on previous elements, Xt−1 but also depending on future elements
Xt. They are just two LSTMs stacked on top of each other. The output is then
computed based on the hidden state of both LSTMs. They present each training
sequence forwards and backwards to both RNN which are connected to the same
output.

In our architecture, BLSTM receive batch sequences of extracted features by
CNN and they are treated as variable sequence, labeled as dynamic part. As
an output of the BLSTM we obtain a feature vector Fh(hs;αh) for each hidden
state.
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Variable Sequence Length and Output. As a final step, we get the greedy
output from the whole set of hidden states. For that purpose, we apply a mask
from the maximum zero padding sequence to obtaing the real output regarding
input length. Note that mathematical demonstration of this procedure is out
of the scope of this implementation. We additionally mask the cost function to
assure convergence only with real sequences per training batch:

Li =
∑l

k=1
y · log(softmax(Wh · Fh(hiαreal

h), yi)

Li = mean(
∑

i=1 Li∑
j=1 onesj(reallength)

), ones ≡ SignMask

As a final step, real length hidden neurons are passed through a FC layer
that output the four basic emotions probability vector.

3.5 Multimodal Fusion Modalities

As we introduced in Sect. 2.3, there are different multimodality fusion techniques.
It is important to highlight that most of our effort was related to create robust
enough networks for each modality isolated, so we did not enter very deep within
fusion modalities. In that sense, we apply three different types of fusions [11]:

• Early Fusion (EF): both inputs modalities are concatenated into a RGB
image. To maintain the concordance between audio and video, only one frame
of video samples is selected, that’s why we refer to this method as ‘poor’. As
a prior conclusion, we consider audio information is less representative for
emotion recognition than facial images. Therefore, adding audio as an extra
channel to facial images only adds noise and the model cannot learn the
complicated relationship between features.

• Model-level Fusion (MF): we concatenate two stream feature vectors out-
puts, for each audio and video modality, into a huge feature vector to feed
BLSTM network. Other authors probe that this technique is still not effective
in modeling highly non-linear correlations between audio and video modal-
ities. In our case, because our model becomes too complex and because of
memory limitations, we couldn’t make the network deeper enough and so we
find some limitations in the model’s performance.

• Late Fusion (LF): in this case we refer to fuse scores once the model are
trained separately. Because video modality has an extra dimension we weight
the fusion depending on audio sample: Smultimodal = SV ideo · (1 − Nframes

100 ) +
SAudio · Nframes

100 ), N = 16

4 Experiments and Results

To assess the effectiveness of our AlexNet BLSTM model pretrained on
variable-length sequence data, we evaluate the model over both isolated
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audio and video modalities and audio-visualdata using the three fusion types
described in previous section. We use public databases detailed in Sect. 2.1, with
the goal to compare the performance of the proposed architecture (and hyper-
parameters) that we will use in our own Spanish emotion Database, with other
reference research.

Before presenting the results it is important to notice the difficulty of finding
publications that use the same databases with the same purpose as this one;
recognizing the four basic emotions. For that reason, together with our goal of
developing a real application in the future, most of our tests have been focused
in audio modality. It is vital to comment that, although all the networks are
fitted with the same hyperparameters, the convergence was reached for all the
models, achieving stable accuracy levels. Basically, we use Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) as optimizer with learning rate μ = 0.0005 and 512 neurons for
the BLSTM network. Our results are accompanied with their corresponding Con-
fusion Matrix (CM) and accuracy is obtained from Unweighted Accuracy (UA).
We randomly split each database into train-test (80%–20%) without speaker
independence. To compare our final results we select the best public results on
the same databases and basic emotions (neutral, happiness, sadness and anger).

For audio emotion recognition we take as reference SAVEE database, com-
puting best hyperparameters for this dataset and then generalizing for the other
databases and modalities.

Table 1. State-of-the-art results and audio results
over the set of databases and our own database

AUDIO IEMOCAP SAVEE EmoDB OWNDB

BEST (%) 68.5 [27] 86.7 [28] 96.9 [8] –

OURS(%) 65.6 91.6 82.5 75

Table 2. Our video results
over SAVEE

Modality SAVEE

VIDEO (%) 96.67

Table 3. Our multimodal results on SAVEE

Multimodal AUDIO-VIDEO SAVEE

EF (%) 86.67

MF (%) 54

LF (%) 95.06

As it is shown in Table 1 for IEMOCAP and EmoDB databases, we get a
slightly lower performance than the reference systems. However, for SAVEE we
get higher accuracy therefore outperforming the state-of- the-art. For the eval-
uation on our Spanish Databse (OwnDB), as described in Sect. 3.1, we used 14
users with 1158 utterances in total. We trained four emotions classes (neutral,
angry, sad and happy) using a homogenous distribution of 250 audios per cate-
gory, splitting in train-test (80%/20%). As it can be shown in Table 1, results on
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrices: a), b), c) and d) correspond to Audio modality, e) represent
video results and f) shows model-fusion in SAVEE.

audio data achieved a 75% accuracy, similar to the values obtained for other sim-
ilar datasets. Testing was performed in two ways: 1) normal test over the whole
database achieving 75% of accuracy and 2) real-time test using the applications
explained in Sect. 3.1, to make a precision task. Precision here comes from a
personal unique train and test sts for each isolated speaker in the system (hence
the need of unique log in), which empirically translate to a perfect classification
after N (variable per user) samples per emotion. The user record and labels itself
using the application in an unsupervised way and the samples collected are used
to create the general model with all the users in our Spanish database.

When evaluation emotion recognition on video for SAVEE database (Table 2)
we reach almost perfect test classification, 96.67%. Figure 2 illustrates the confu-
sion matrixes for the different tests we performed. As it can be seen in the figure
the states most difficult to differentiate are usually happy and angry followed by
neutral and sad. The excellent results for video on SAVEE are due to the highly
acted expressions of faces in this database (Table 3).
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5 Conclusions

In this current work, we have presented an end-to-end Automatic Emotion
Recognition system from audio-visual information. The systems use variable-
length input audio-visual sequences and it is based on a pre-trained
model (TL) that acts as high-level feature extractor that feeds a BLSTM
the temporal information from original data.

Our evaluation results on audio show better or equal performance than state-
of-the-art systems. But the model has been shown robust enough to perform
audio emotion recognition in our Spanish scenario. Furthermore, we can affirm
that it is capable of extract high-level relationships between audio-video infor-
mation, in acted samples, according to each language and culture (among others
external aspect).

The use of pre-trained models (AlexNet) has allowed us to address this
complex task with less resources and deep networks. Therefore, we can conclude
that our precision method could work without supervision in small and low
resources scenarios. Results on video data also demonstrate the flexibility of the
proposed architecture to be applied on multimodal scenarios. Regarding fusion
methods, as stated in previous research as in [11], we have shown the need of
more powerful architectures to manage the highly non-linear correlation between
audio and video samples.
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